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Abstract 

This thesis examines the contribution of James Scott, British country 

trader in the late eighteenth century, who alongside Francis Light played 

a major role in the establishment of a British settlement on Penang. 

Country traders, who worked independently of the East India Company, 

were valuable intermediaries in Southeast Asian regional trade, forging 

political and commercial relationships with local rulers, and gathering vital 

intelligence which they passed to the East India Company. 

To date, little biographical information has been recorded on James 

Scott’s life, family or activities. His maritime service with the Royal Navy 

and East India Company provided Scott with the skills, knowledge and 

contacts he exploited as a country trader in the East Indies. Penang’s 

historiography has largely ignored Scott’s contribution to the 

identification, establishment and growth of its early settlement. Scott’s 

pre-eminent position on the island was bolstered by Scott clan members 

who lived and worked in the region or served as members of the East 

India Company. The Scott family’s links with the region continued with 

extended family members actively involved in mercantile activities and 

the consolidation of British power in the region. 

Scott’s role in Penang’s historiography, which has focussed on his close 

friendship with Francis Light and tempestuous relationship with Penang’s 

administration after Light’s death, has generated a pervading belief Scott 

behaved fraudulently as executor of Francis Light’s estate. Examination 
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of Light’s will, the dispersal of his estate and exploration of Light’s 

common law wife Martina Rozell’s remarriage, do not support this 

assertion. 

Despite his monopolistic position on the island, at the time of his death 

Scott’s estate was bankrupt, triggering one of the most extensive land 

sales in Penang’s history. The thesis seeks to facilitate a re-evalution of 

Scott’s contribution to Penang’s founding and early growth, firmly placing 

him in its historical narrative. 
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Glossary 

 

Able Seaman A person considered to be a competent sailor who 

had all the skills of an ordinary seaman but was 

also able to take over as the main helmsman 

ADM Admiralty; the United Kingdom government 

department responsible for the command of the 

Royal Navy 

Attap A flowering palm tree in Southeast Asia used to 

construct houses. Attap housing contributed to the 

number of fires in Penang’s early years 

BL: IOR Refers to the collection of EIC records held at the 

British Library as the India Office Records 

Datu   A title to denote a chief or ruler 

East Indies A general geographical historic description that   

frequently incorporated South Asia, including India, 

the Malay archipelago and the islands of the Indian 

Ocean 

EIC East India Company; as used in the thesis, this 

applies to the English East India Company 

Court of directors The executive body of the EIC based in Leadenhall 

Street London. Directors were usually elected on 

an annual basis. The directors used various 

committees to perform administrative functions, 

including the secret committee which dealt with 

political matters, the select committee which 

handled general administration and the 

correspondence committee which drafted letters to 

the Governor General in Council 

Factor The second level in EIC administration. Writers 

progressed to the factory level. The term originally 

refers to a commercial agent or head of a factory 

Factory  The name for an EIC trading station in India and 

the wider Asian region 

First rate ship Type of ship; largest in the Royal Navy with gun 

batteries located on three decks. They were 

generally used as flagships and carried a minimum 

of 100 cannon. They carried a crew of 

approximately 850 
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Fourth rate ship Type of ship; contained around 50-60 guns located 

on two decks. Used as Royal Navy convoy escorts 

or troopships, they carried a crew of around 350 

Godown The name for a warehouse particularly in the Indian 

and Southeast Asian regions. The term in modern 

Malay is gudang 

Guinea  English gold coin issued from 1663 to 1813. Isaac 

Newton fixed Its value in 1717 at 21 shillings 

JIA Journal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia  

JMBRAS Journal of the Malayan/Malaysian Royal Asiatic 

Society 

Jumba A land measure in Penang of approximately 3.65 

metres (12 feet) 

Jumba (square)  A land measure in Penang of approximately 3.65 

metres by 3.65 metres (13.3 square metres or 144 

square feet) 

Junior Merchant  A rank in the EIC reached by employees after 

serving as Factors. Although the term had a 

commercial significance, junior merchants were not 

always active in trade  

Junk Ceylon An island located in the Andaman Sea off the west 

coast of Thailand. Also known as Ujang/Ujung 

Salang, the island is known known as Phuket  

Kapitan The headman of an Asian community in a British 

settlement who settled all minor civil cases within 

his own community 

Lascar An Indian sailor or soldier; usually one who worked 

on EIC ships and other merchant vessels 

Lieutenant  The most junior commissioned officer on a ship. 

Lieutenants received a new commission for each 

new appointment. The first lieutenant would be 

second in command of a ship 

Master’s Mate Usually an experienced seaman, who assisted the 

master of a ship. In the 1750s a master’s mate was 

likely to be a superior seaman waiting to pass his 

examination or to receive his commission 

Nakhoda The skipper or captain of a ship 

Nyonya  A term used to describe married Chinese women, 

or Chinese women of Baba descent (women of 
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Chinese descent who practice Malay culture and 

use Malay as their first language) 

NAS   National Archives of Singapore 

NMM: ADM Refers to the collection of Admiralty Records held 

at the National Maritime  

Ordinary Seaman  The lowest rating on a ship, a seaman in training 

Orlong A land measure used in Penang which was roughly 

equivalent to 1 acre, 1 rood 11.57 perches or 5,351 

square metres. One orlong was 400 jumbas 

Pagoda (coin) A gold coin with a pagoda on one side and effigies 

of Hindu deities on the reverse. The value of the 

pagoda fluctuated against the sterling and during 

the period studied, ranged between 6-7 and 8-9 

English shillings 

Pikul 1 unit of measurement of approximately 60 

kilograms 

POWIG Prince of Wales Island Gazette 

Prahu A type of sailing boat usually with a triangular sail 

and outrigger, also known as a proa  

Raja A generic name derived from an Indic language for 

a ruler 

Second rate Type of ship; contained around 90 and 98 guns 

located on three decks. Royal Navy ships that often 

served overseas as flagships with a crew of around 

750 

Senior Merchant The top rank in the hierarchy of the EIC. Although 

the term had a commercial significance, senior 

merchants were not always active in trade 

Sepoy An Indian soldier, usually equivalent to a private, 

who took orders from a European officer 

Serang The leader of a lascar crew, equivalent to a 

boatswain 

Shahbandar  A Persian-derived word meaning ‘Lord of the 

Harbour’; a shahbandar’s duties included acting as 

harbourmaster, the supervisor of customs duties, 

conducting the warehousing of imports, and 

sometimes managing the ruler’s investments 
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Snow A small square-rigged vessel with a supplementary 

trysail mast 

SSFR Straits Settlements Factory Records 

SSR Straits Settlements Records 

Third rate ship Type of ship; usually contained around 64-80 guns 

located on two decks with crew of around 650 

TNA The National Archives (Kew, UK). TNA was 

formerly known as the Public Records Office (PRO) 

Kew 

TNA:ADM This relates to Admiralty Records held by the 

National Archives (Kew, UK) 

VOC Verenigde Oost-Indische Compagnie, known 

informally as the Dutch East India Company 

Writer (EIC)  A junior clerk who recorded the business 

transactions, minutes of meetings, business 

transactions and the like; an entry level position 
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Spelling Conventions 

The thesis discusses locations in the East Indies in the seventeenth, 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Many Malay place names were 

spelled phonetically during this period, which resulted in a range of 

different spellings for a location. An example is Teluk Jelutong, which has 

been recorded as Tulloh Jolutong and Tulloch Julatong. Additionally, 

some place names have changed since this time period. An example is 

Junk Ceylon, which is now known as Phuket. To maintain consistency, 

the common place name during the relevant timeframe discussed in the 

thesis will be used and, where applicable, the modern name or spelling 

will be listed in parentheses, for example, Malacca (Melaka). 

The variant spelling for Penang’s early land districts is evident in Scott’s 

land sales which were extracted from the Prince of Wales Island Gazette 

(POWIG). In 1800, the East India Company (EIC) requested the Penang 

establishment to complete a general survey of land. This survey, 

completed by Philip Manington Junior in 1802, includes a map of land 

holdings listing the names of land districts on the northern and eastern 

coasts of Penang. To assist researchers the names of the land districts 

from this map will be used in this thesis and the modern-day spelling will 

be listed in parenthesis, for example Aier Etam (Air Itam). 
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction  

 

On 24 September 1808, the Prince of Wales Island Gazette (POWIG) 

recorded the death of James Scott, aged 61.1 Scott, a prominent trader, 

had resided on the island of Penang from the establishment of European 

settlement in 1786.2 His long tenure on the island was remarkable given 

the high mortality rate among the British community in the early 

nineteenth century.3 The brief death notice provided no detail of the 

central role Scott, in conjunction with Francis Light, played in the early 

development of the social and economic history of British Penang.4 

This thesis will analyse the life of James Scott, who resided in the East 

Indies from the late 1770s until his death in 1808 and redress a gap in 

Penang’s historiography.5 Several themes will be explored. Scott’s 

 
1 Marcus L angdon, ‘Scott James’, in Loh Wei Leng, et al. (eds.), Biographical 
Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, p. 155. Scott died on 19 
September 1808; POWIG, 24 September 1808, p. 1. 
2 Penang, known as Prince of Wales Island for the first few years of British 
settlement, is now known as Pulau Pinang. To maintain consistency, Penang 
will be used throughout this work. 
3 Andrew Barber, Penang Under the East India Company 1786-1858, p. 118. 
Poor sanitation and inability of European residents to adapt their lifestyle to 
tropical conditions contributed to the high mortality rates. Barber’s analysis of 
57 graves and memorials of European settlers who died between 1786 and 
1857 revealed an average age of 38 years. In contrast the average age for 
Britain in the nineteenth century was 48 to 50.  
4 While no father was listed at Light’s baptism on 17 December 1740, 
researchers including Clodd and Kratz have referred to Light as being the 
illegitimate or bastard son of William Negus. Harold Clodd, Malaya’s First 
Pioneer: The Life of Francis Light, p. 1. 
5 In the context of this thesis the term ‘East Indies’ will be used in a general 
historical description incorporating South Asia including India, the Malay 
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heritage and genealogy, which previous researchers failed to explore, 

highlights vital connections that demonstrate his influential contacts in the 

East Indies. Social and economic conditions in Scotland after the failure 

of the Darien Scheme and subsequent Act of Union with England in 1707, 

provide a foundation for discussion of patronage opportunities which 

were effectively exploited by members of Scott’s extended family. 

Expansionist aims in the East Indies after the consolidation of British 

power in India, which ultimately led to the establishment of Penang, are 

also explored. Scott’s Royal Navy and East Indies Company (EIC) 

maritime careers provide a foundation to explore his relationship with 

Light and other notable figures.6 Scott’s acquisition of assets enabled him 

to monopolise commerce on Penang. However, the realisation that his 

estate was bankrupt after his death, culminated in the disposal of Scott’s 

estate initiating one of the largest land sales in Penang’s history. 

The failure of the Darien Scheme, an ambitious venture which sought to 

establish a Scottish trading company and settlement in Spanish territory, 

which ultimately led to the 1707 Act of Union with England, triggered a 

Scottish diaspora, with many joining the EIC or its marine service. Scott, 

a member of the Scott of Raeburn clan, which included Sir Walter Scott, 

joined many of his compatriots who sought their fortune in the East 

 
archipelago, and the islands of the Indian Ocean. ‘The National Archives 
Exhibitions Black Presence – Glossary’. 
6 See John Keay, The Honourable Company: A History of the East India 
Company, 1991. Originally chartered as Governor and Company of Merchants 
of London trading into the East Indies, or United Company of Merchants of 
England Trading to the East Indies, the organisation is usually referred to as 
the Honourable East India Company, East India Company or John Company. 
The abbreviated term EIC will be used in this work. 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/exhibitions/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/East_Indies
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Indies. The EIC provided opportunity for Scott and family members, 

including his cousin Robert (who rose to the rank of captain), to gain 

employment and share in the lucrative EIC trade. After Penang’s 

establishment, members of the extended Scott family moved to the East 

Indies. Initially assisting Scott in his mercantile activities, some family 

members later established their own ventures in the region.  

As yet, no one has documented Scott’s life between the end of his naval 

service in 1763 and his arrival in the East Indies in 1774. This thesis 

explores Scott’s probable career during this time, highlighting the 

experience and contacts Scott gained as a crewman on EIC ships. While 

initially settling on the island of Junk Ceylon (Phuket)7 and maintaining 

residences at Kuala Kedah and Kuala Selangor on the Malay peninsula, 

Scott relocated to Kuala Kedah briefly before settling on Penang in 1786.  

Scott and Light were members of a small group of country traders who 

played a valuable intermediary role in regional trade by purchasing goods 

from local entrepots and selling them to the EIC in India.8  Their timing 

was fortuitous as it coincided with the EIC seeking opportunities to 

expand trade in the region and to check Dutch and French territorial 

ambitions. Instability, caused by conflict in Europe, occurred concurrently 

 
7 Junk Ceylon, (also known as Ujang/Ujung Salang) is an island located in the 
Andaman Sea off the west coast of Thailand. 
8 Anthony Webster defines ‘country trade’ as the non-EIC British merchants 
who took part in the intra-Asian trade. The terms country trade and private 
trade are often used interchangeably. In this thesis country trade or trader 
describes the independent traders who interacted with, but were not employed 
by, the EIC. The term private trade will be used to detail trade undertaken by 
EIC officials for their own benefit rather than the EIC’s. Anthony Webster, The 
Richest East India Merchant: The Life and Business of John Palmer of 
Calcutta, 1767-1836, pp. 9-11. 
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with intra-regional volatility. Regional leaders sought commercial 

arrangements with English country traders, bypassing and weakening 

the Dutch trade monopoly in the archipelago. It was within this unstable 

environment that country traders, including Light and Scott, engaged with 

their Malay trading partners.9  

Scott and Light’s close business relationship, which resulted in Penang 

being ruled by a duumvirate in which Light was responsible for the 

island’s administration while Scott concentrated on their trading ventures, 

was the basis for these claims. To date there has been no comprehensive 

examination of Scott’s early life, trading ventures in the East Indies region 

or his role in the social, political, and economic development of Penang.10 

In 2013, a biographical dictionary of Penang’s mercantile personalities 

contained a two-page account of Scott’s life, acknowledging that no 

account of early Penang mercantile activities would be complete unless 

Scott was included.11  

Scott, because of his dour, Scottish personality, or his adaption to Malay 

society, was considered eccentric.12 Light’s successor, Superintendent 

 
9 W. G. Miller, ‘English Country Traders and Their Relations with Malay Rulers 
in the Late Eighteenth Century’, Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal 
Asiatic Society (hereafter JMBRAS), vol. 84, no. 1, 2011, pp. 23-45. 
10 David Bassett, ‘The British Country Trade and Sea Captain in South East 
Asia in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries’, Journal of the Historical 
Society University of Malaya, vol. 1, no. 2, 1961, p. 9. Bassett describes 
country traders as one of the most interesting yet historically obscure 
communities during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Francis Light 
and James Scott, two high profile country traders, enjoyed considerable 
influence with Governor General Warren Hastings. Despite this, little is known 
about Scott. 
11 Langdon, ‘Scott, James’, p. 154. 
12 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 40.  
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Forbes Ross MacDonald, found his Malay ‘dress, manners and mode of 

living…dishonourable and degenerate’,13 while John Adolphus Pope, a 

young EIC sailor who visited Penang, recalled Scott had led a ‘vagrant 

life among the Malays’, sporting an unkempt beard and having adopted 

the dress and customs of the Malay people.14 Scott’s refusal to change 

his longstanding way of life and conform to European conventions may 

explain divergent accounts by scholars on his activities in the East Indies. 

Scott’s strong personality resulted in clashes with EIC officials on several 

occasions after Light’s death. K. J. Fielding contends Scott lacked official 

favour in the settlement because he was independent, and in the case of 

dispute, always prepared to appeal to a higher authority.15 Light’s 

successor, Macdonald, was loud in his complaints to Bengal, against 

Scott. This enmity became the focus of much of the official 

correspondence between Penang and Bengal, possibly developed 

because MacDonald’s jealousy that he was unable to participate in the 

lucrative island trade.16 In 1801, Scott refused to comply with an 

unspecified judicial decree of Lieutenant-Governor George Leith and 

appealed to Bengal. While the advocate-general later reversed the 

 
13 K. J. Fielding (ed.), ‘The Settlement of Penang by James Scott’, JMBRAS, 
vol. 38, no. 1, 1955, p. 39.  
14 Anne Bulley and British Association for Cemeteries in South Asia (BACSA), 
Free Mariner: John Adolphus Pope in the East Indies 1786-1821, pp. 106-107. 
Pope’s comment reflected a societal attitude at that time. For most of the 
eighteenth century, beards were uncommon. Men with a beard were thought 
to be eccentric, insane or rebellious. ‘The 1780s to the 1840s’, National 
Portrait Gallery, 2020, https://www.portrait.gov.au/content/the-1780s-to-the-
1840s, (accessed 29 November 2020). 
15 Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, p. 39. Scott took his grievances directly to 
EIC officials in India on several occasions. 
16 J. R. Logan (ed.), ‘Notices of Pinang’, Journal of the Indian Archipelago and 
Eastern Asia (hereafter JIA), vol. 5, 1851, p. 93. 
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decree, the EIC warned Scott that if he continued his disrespectful 

behaviour towards Penang’s government, he would be removed from the 

island.17 Shortly before Scott’s death, an incident involving his son James 

Scott junior, again ignited conflict with Penang’s EIC administration, 

which led to calls for the expulsion of both from the island. 

Controversy surrounded Scott’s acquisition of much of Francis Light’s 

property. When Light died, he left property to his common law spouse, 

Martina Rozells, for her use during her lifetime. Scott’s role as Light’s 

executor has distorted accounts of his activities in Penang. A. Francis 

Steuart’s declaration that only two years after his death, Light’s estates 

were ‘running fast into jungle to the certain loss of his heirs and the 

Company' was partisan, based on his familial connection with the Light 

family.18 In 1810, two years after James Scott’s death, the Penang court 

of judicature received an application on behalf of Light’s son, Francis 

Lanoon Light, for release of his father’s estate in trust. The appointed 

receiver for Light’s estate stated that it would take some time for the 

estate to be finalised.19 Allegations of impropriety by Scott, one of Light’s 

executors, which surfaced during the estate’s finalisation, have persisted 

 
17 Ibid, p. 169. It has been impossible to ascertain the cause of the conflict 
between Scott and Lieutenant Governor Leith. Although the incident is 
recorded in the ‘Notices of Pinang’ the author makes the statement that 
‘neither affair is of sufficient interest or importance to call for any further 
notice’. Donald Davies (Old Penang, p. 14) also mentions the conflict without 
elaborating on the cause.  
18 A. Francis Steuart, A Short Sketch of the Lives of Francis and William Light: 
The Founders of Penang and Adelaide, With Extracts from their Journals, p. 
35. Steuart, an Edinburgh advocate and great grandson of Francis Light, 
wrote several historical works based on Scottish, Russian and Polish history. 
19 Marcus Langdon, Penang: The Fourth Presidency of India, 1805-1830: 
Volume 1, Ships, Men and Mansions, Volume 1, pp. 403-404. 
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in Penang’s historiography. However, despite his close links with 

Penang’s mercantile community the role of fellow executor, prominent 

Madras (Chennai) merchant William Fairlie, has received little attention.20 

The itinerant nature of country traders who, like Scott and Light, kept 

residences in several locations, has hindered research of their activities. 

EIC records usually refer to country traders only when they interacted 

directly with the EIC, providing an incomplete and sometimes partisan 

account of their activities.21 Southeast Asian EIC records, scattered 

across several countries and written in languages including English, 

Dutch, Thai and Malay, provide significant challenges. Large-scale 

destruction of EIC archival material after the EIC’s demise in 1858, 

compound access for researchers as the remaining EIC records held by 

the British Library comprise fourteen kilometres of records with few 

indexes or finding aids.22 

EIC records contain several series that were pertinent to James Scott’s 

life and activities including the Straits Settlement Records (SSR) and 

Straits Settlements Factory Records (SSFR). Compiled as India Office 

 
20 B. R. Tomlinson, ‘The Empire of Enterprise: Scottish Business Networks in 
Asian Trade, 1793-1810’, KIU Journal of Economics and Business Studies, 
vol. 8, 2001, pp. 70-71. William Fairlie was a partner in Fairlie, Gilmore and 
Co., the largest agency house in Calcutta (Kolkata). The agency house 
worked in association with David Scott and Co., which had a branch in 
Penang. 
21 See Anne Bulley, The Bombay Country Ships: 1790-1833, p. ix. 
22 The India Office, successor to the EIC took several months to evaluate the 
company’s records, which resulted in the pulping of 300 tons of records in 
1860. Subsequent custodians of these records have also disposed of records. 
Antonia Moon, ‘Destroying Records, Keeping Records: Some Practices at the 
East India Company and at the India Office’, Archives, vol. 33, no. 119, 2008, 
p. 110; ‘East India Records and Private Papers’, British Library. 
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Records Series G/34, the records include documents from the Bengal 

Public Consultations Relating to Penang (1786-1830), Prince of Wales 

Public Consultations (1805-1830), Prince of Wales Marine Consultations 

(1806-1809), Letters Received from Prince of Wales Island (1805-1830), 

Despatches to Prince of Wales Island (1805-1830) and documents 

relating to Melaka and Singapore.23 The author accessed SSFR records 

at the National Library of Australia, British Library and via inter-library 

loan from Monash University. Additionally, the author accessed the SSR 

at the National Archives of Singapore. These records, containing 586 

volumes for the period 1800-1867, relate to the early administration of 

the various territories, including Penang, which later formed the Straits 

Settlements.24 

Another invaluable collection when researching Penang’s early colonial 

period is The Light Letters (also referred to by some scholars as The 

Malay Letters). The collection, which includes over 1,200 letters written 

in several languages including Malay and Thai, contain correspondence 

received and sent by Francis Light and James Scott during the 1780s up 

to 1791.25 While an excellent research resource, they are currently 

accessible only by scholars with the requisite language skills or that have 

been published in English texts. As the author does not possess these 

 
23 National Library of Australia, Guide to the Records of the East India 
Company (as filmed by the AJCP). 
24 Tan Soo Chye, ‘Straits Settlements Records’, JMBRAS, vol.22, no.1, 1949, 
pp. 187-188.  
25 The Light Letters, which form part of the William Marsden Collection, were 
bequeathed to King’s College London in 1835. The letters were transferred to 
the School of Oriental and African Studies in 1915. ‘The Letters of Captain 
Francis Light: MS40320, MS12157 a-b, MS380629’, SOAS Digital Collections, 
2016, https://digital.soas.ac.uk/flight/about/ (accessed 23 November 2020). 
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skills, material from The Light Letters was accessed via secondary 

sources including Bassett and Kratz.26 

Literature Review 

The intent of this thesis is to assess the role James Scott played in the 

founding and settlement of British Penang, contributing to the growing 

volume of work published on the early social, political and economic 

development of the island. Comprehensive examination of the EIC’s 

historical, economic, administrative, and political activities by historians 

including Cyril Phillips, K. N. Chaudhuri and Peter Marshall chronicle the 

growth and consolidation of British power in the Southeast Asian area 

providing a solid rationale for its military and commercial expansion.27 

John Keay, Nick Robins and William Dalrymple examine the role of the 

EIC including its political links with the British government and 

highlighting its formation as the forerunner of a modern multinational 

company.28 Om Prakash explores the growth of regional trade during the 

latter part of the eighteenth century, emphasising the resulting tensions 

of cooperation and competition between the Dutch and British East India 

 
26 E. H. S. Simmonds, ‘The Thalang Letters, 1773-1794: Political Aspects and 
the Trade in Arms’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, vol. 
26, no. 3, 1963, pp. 592-619; E. Ulrich Kratz, ‘Some Malay Letters on Trade’, 
Indonesia Circle, vol. 14, 1987, pp. 3-16. W. Marsden, Bibliotheca 
Marsdeniana Philologica et Orientalis: A Catalogue of Books and Manuscripts 
Collected with a View to the General Comparison of Languages, and to the 
Study of Oriental Literatures, mentions James Scott in passing. 
27 Cyril Phillips, The East India Company, 1784-1834; K. N. Chaudhuri, The 
Trading World of Asia and the English East India Company, 1660-1760; Peter 
J. Marshall, Problems of Empire: Britain and India 1757-1813. 
28 Keay, Honourable Company; Nick Robins, The Corporation That Changed 
the World: How the East India Company Shaped the Modern Multinational; 
William Dalrymple, The Anarchy: The Relentless Rise of the East India 
Company. 
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Companies, which resulted in Britain’s domination of regional trade.29 A 

resurgence in EIC historiography has recently focussed on the role of 

‘gentleman capitalists’ defined by Anthony Webster as a class of London 

merchants and financiers in the trade, who acquired political power 

because of their proximity to the centre of power.30 This included John 

Palmer, a business associate of the Scott family in Penang and Java.31 

Huw V. Bowen examines the role of the EIC’s general court between 

1750 and 1784, noting strengths and weaknesses in the EIC’s structure 

and decision making processes which played an important role in the 

development of the British empire in the region.32  

It is my contention that Scott, in partnership with Light, was a key force in 

the identification and establishment of Penang as a possible EIC 

entrepot. The life of James Scott including his trading ventures and 

central role in the establishment and development of the British 

settlement on Penang will be investigated. The dominant historiography 

of Penang portrays Scott as sinister, corrupt, ruthless, and a swindler. Ian 

 
29 Om Prakash, ‘English Private Trade in the Western Indian Ocean, 1720-
1740’, Journal of the Economic and Social History of the Orient, vol. 50, no. 2-
3, 2007, pp. 215-234; Om Prakash, ‘Cooperation and Conflict Among 
European Traders in the Indian Ocean in the Late Eighteenth Century’, Indian 
Economic Social History Review, vol. 39, 2002, pp. 131-148 provide details of 
the EIC activities. 
30 Anthony Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists: British Imperialism in South East 
Asia 1770-1890, p. 14. 
31 Anthony Webster, ‘An Early Global Business in a Colonial Context: The 
Strategies, Management, and Failure of John Palmer and Company of 
Calcutta, 1780-1830’, Enterprise & Society, vol. 6, no. 1, 2005, pp. 98-134. 
The Scott family developed strong links with Palmer in Penang and Java. 
32 Huw V. Bowen, ‘The “Little Parliament”: The General Court of the East India 
Company, 1750-1784’, Historical Journal, vol. 34, no. 4, 1991, pp. 857-872; 
Huw V. Bowen, The Business of Empire: The East India Company and 
Imperial Britain, 1756-1833. 
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Morson describes Scott as a shadow that lurked in the background of 

Junk Ceylon and Penang, who verged on being sinister, unscrupulous 

and an influential and hovering presence in the background.33 Morson 

believes that James Scott’s undoubted ability and Light’s apparent liking 

for the limelight created doubt as to whether or not the tail was wagging 

the dog.34 His partisan account of Light’s activities within the region, 

published two decades after Rollin Bonney’s Kedah 1771-1821: The 

Search for Security and Independence, fails to address Light’s duplicity 

when negotiating the cession of Penang with the Sultan of Kedah.35 

During this period endemic corruption and rapacity was entrenched 

within the EIC. Light and Scott’s activities therefore require examination 

within this framework. 

James Scott joined the disproportionate number of Scots employed by 

the EIC during the eighteenth century as mariners, civil servants and in 

military service via patronage links.36 Scottish patronage and Scott clan 

linkages, expansion of trade in Southeast Asia, and the role of the country 

trader as an intermediary between the EIC and indigenous rulers within 

the region are important themes. George McGilvary’s study of the 

patronage system, which includes short biographical information on 

 
33 Ian Morson, The Connection: Phuket, Penang and Adelaide , p. 64. 
34 Ibid., p. 68. 
35 Rollin Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821: The Search for Security and 
Independence; Morson, Connection. 
36 Bowen, Business of Empire, pp. 272-273. From around the 1720s, 
patronage networks promoted by the British government and EIC, which were 
designed to exercise political control over Scotland, facilitated a flow of well-
educated and well-connected men to Asia. Bowen details the career of Robert 
Preston, a former EIC commander, who favoured fellow Scots when he 
appointed commanders and officers. Scots commanded twenty-nine of the 
forty-five voyages undertaken by Preston’s ships. 
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Scottish families, outlines the involvement of James Scott’s kinsmen, the 

Scott of Gala family.37 In a recent publication on Scottish pioneers in 

Singapore, Graham Berry explores the Scottish contribution to 

Singapore’s establishment and growth.38 Additionally, research on 

Scottish patronage has generated interest in Welsh patronage links 

demonstrating parallels with familial and regional networks, including the 

role that kinship played.39 

Research on the growth of European country trade in the region during 

the closing decades of the eighteenth century has focussed on issues 

relating to imperial expansion and relations between country traders and 

the EIC.40 This period witnessed the rise in dominance of British agents 

in trade between Asia and Europe, and in the country trade within Asian 

waters.41 The collective activities of country traders and their role in the 

establishment and development of British trading outposts in the East 

Indies has been extensively researched. George Miller provides a 

succinct account of the roles and skills required by country traders 

including trade contacts, Malay protocol, the ability to speak Malay and 

formation of mutually beneficial relationships.42 While a select few 

 
37 George McGilvary, East India Patronage and the British State: The Scottish 
Elite and Politics in the Eighteenth Century. 
38 Graham Berry, From Kilts to Sarongs: Scottish Pioneers of Singapore.  
39 Lowri Ann Rees, ‘Welsh Sojourners in India: The East India Company, 
Networks and Patronage, c. 1760–1840’, Journal of Imperial and 
Commonwealth History, vol. 45, no. 2, 2017, pp. 165-187. 
40 See Ashin Das Gupta and Michael. N. Pearson (eds.), India and the Indian 
Ocean, 1500-1800; Holden Furber, Rival Empires of Trade in the Orient, 
1600-1800. 
41 B. R. Tomlinson, ‘From Campsie to Kedgeree: Scottish Enterprise, Asian 
Trade and the Company Raj’, Modern Asian Studies, vol. 36, no. 4, 2002, p. 
787. 
42 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 23. 
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country traders such as Francis Light and Thomas Forrest dominate 

historical narratives for this period, until the past two decades little 

research on individual traders has been undertaken.43 George Miller and 

F. Andrew Smith, have researched individual country traders who were 

Scott’s contemporaries, revealing the volatile and dangerous 

environment in which they operated. Miller discusses the death of 

Thomas Sadler during a trading mission to Mempawah, Borneo 

(Kalimantan) in 1795.44 Miller’s recent publication, which explores the 

role and relationships of country traders between 1770 and 1820, 

includes biographical information.45 Smith details the careers of country 

traders, Joseph Burn and Daniel Smith. Burn, who resided at Pontianak, 

Borneo, and Smith, who resided in Penang, undertook trading in the 

Borneo region and provided invaluable intelligence to Thomas Stamford 

Raffles on a possible route for the 1811 invasion of Java via the Karimata 

Straits.46 

Penang’s extensive historiography highlights the importance of its 

founding and subsequent development. The role of Francis Light in 

 
43 David Bassett, ‘Thomas Forrest: An Eighteenth Century Mariner’, JMBRAS, 
vol. 34, no. 2, 1961, pp. 106-122. 
44 W. G. Miller, ‘Why Did Syarif Kassim kill Captain Sadler at Mempawah in 
1795?’, JMBRAS, vol. 85, no. 1, 2012, pp. 63-84.  
45 W. G. Miller, British Traders in the East Indies 1770-1820: ‘At Home in the 
Eastern Seas’. 
46 F. Andrew Smith, ‘Captain Burn and Associates: British Intelligence-
gathering, Trade, and Litigation in Borneo and Beyond During the Early 
Nineteenth Century’, Borneo Research Bulletin, vol. 35, 2004, pp. 48-69; F. 
Andrew Smith, ‘Daniel Smith's Last Seven Years: Hardships in Country Trade 
in the East Indies in the Early Nineteenth Century’, Borneo Research Bulletin, 
vol. 39, 2008, pp. 71-90.  
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acquiring the territory has been well documented.47 To date most 

research on the early period of Penang concentrates on its economic, 

commercial and political development.48 Little research has been 

undertaken on Penang’s social history during this time although Victor 

Purcell and Keppel Garnier chronicle aspects of social life and complex 

relationships between British administration members.49 Recently, 

researchers have investigated the role of the Eurasian community in 

Penang’s development. A social history, compiled by Eustace Norris, a 

member of Penang’s Eurasian community, emphasises the development 

of the Eurasian community from Junk Ceylon that moved to Penang 

shortly after its establishment.50 Christine Choo’s personal reflection on 

Malaysia’s Eurasian communities, from historically, geographically and 

socially-grounded minority groups, contends these communities are now 

fading away through intermarriage and migration.51 Christine Doran, who 

 
47 For partisan accounts of Light’s activities see Harold Clodd, Malaya's First 
British Pioneer; Kenneth Tregonning, The British in Malaya: The First Forty 
Years, 1786-1826. A more critical evaluation of Light’s role in the founding of 
Penang may be found in Rollin Bonney’s publications, ‘Francis Light and 
Penang’, JMBRAS, vol. 38, no. 1, 1965, pp. 138-158 and Kedah, 1771-1821. 
The latter publication highlights Light’s duplicity in the acquisition of Penang.  
48 David Bassett, ‘Anglo-Malay Relations, 1786-1795’, JMBRAS, vol. 38, no. 2, 
1965, pp. 183-212; Kenneth Tregonning, ‘Factors in the Foundation of 
Penang’, Journal of the Greater India Society, vol. 18, 1959, pp. 23-32 and 
Kenneth Tregonning, ‘The Early Land Administration and Agricultural 
Development of Penang’, JMBRAS, vol. 39, no. 2, 1966, pp. 34-49 chronicle 
these aspects in detail. 
49 Victor Purcell, Early Penang. Purcell was a British civil servant with the 
Malayan Civil Service from the 1920s. Reverend Keppel Garnier, ‘Early Days 
in Penang’, JMBRAS, vol. 1, 1923, pp. 5-12. Garnier was colonial chaplain at 
St George’s Anglican Church from 1911 until his death in 1936. 
50 Eustace Norris, The Eurasians: A Founding Community of Penang. The 
Junk Ceylon Eurasian community fled the island in the early 1780s, briefly 
relocated to Kuala Kedah before settling in Penang shortly after its 
establishment. 
51 Christine Choo, ‘Eurasians: Celebrating Survival’, Journal of Intercultural 
Studies, vol. 28, no. 1, 2007, p. 129. 
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examines childbearing and childrearing in Penang, highlights the 

prejudice that sometimes existed toward Eurasian families in the mid-

nineteenth century.52 Marc Rerceretnam completed research on inter-

ethnic marriages in Roman Catholic and Methodist communities, noting 

the difficulty of researching the Anglican community after destruction of 

most records in the 1970s.53 Kirsty Walker highlights the reality that 

despite growth in transnational studies, research focusses on the 

challenges Eurasian communities presented to colonial government, 

rather than the interactions that shaped the communities.54  

From the beginning of British settlement in 1786 until the mid-twentieth 

century, British researchers, usually members of the colonial 

administration, dominated and reinforced an Anglocentric perspective of 

the historiography of Penang and the Malay Peninsula. Works by John 

Anderson and James Low, which focus on the geography, agriculture, 

and history of the region, rarely contain information on individuals or 

colonial society.55 Importantly, since Malaysia’s independence in 1957, 

 
52 Details on the Scott family in the nineteenth century may be found in 
Christine Doran, ‘“Oddly Hybrid”: Childbearing and Childrearing Practices in 
Colonial Penang, 1850-1875’, Women's History Review, vol. 6, no. 1, 1997, 
pp. 29-46. The incident will be examined in Chapter 8. 
53 Marc Rerceretnam, ‘Intermarriage in Golonial Malaya and Singapore: A 
Case Study of Nineteenth and Early Twentieth-Century Roman Catholic and 
Methodist Asian Communities’, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, vol. 43, 
no. 2, 2012, pp. 302-323. 
54 Kirsty Walker, ‘Intimate Interactions: Eurasian Family Histories in Colonial 
Penang’, Modern Asian Studies, vol. 46, no. 2, 2012, pp. 303-329. 
55 Katherine Prior, ‘Anderson John, (1795-1845)’, Dictionary of National 
Biography, 1885-1900, Volume 1. John Anderson, appointed a writer in 
Penang in 1813, held a few positions including Malay translator. In 1821, he 
was promoted to the rank of factor and appointed a senior merchant in 1827. 
His publication Political and Commercial Considerations Relative to the 
Malayan Peninsula and the British Settlements in the Straits of Malacca, 
Prince of Wales Island provides a descriptive account of the western 
peninsula. Roger Stearn, ‘James Low’, Dictionary of National Biography,1885-
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Malaysian researchers have extensively contributed to Penang’s 

historiography with emphasis on exploration of social, economic, and 

political interactions from an Asian perspective.56 Research has been 

completed on Penang’s precolonial history. From 2004 until 2006, 

scholars at the Universiti Sains Malaysia (USM) completed the Early 

History of Penang project, designed to redress the lack of interest in 

Penang’s pre-British history. Subsequently translated into English as 

Early History of Penang, the work features chapters on Penang and 

Seberang Perai’s pre-colonial history and archaeology, providing the 

opportunity for a wider range of academics to access this information.57 

Recently, European and Asian historians have published a diverse range 

of works on the historiography of Penang and surrounding region. The 

Penang Heritage Trust, founded in 1986, sponsored a number of 

conferences providing a forum for researchers to present fresh 

perspectives on Penang’s history, and re-evaluate Penang’s important 

 
1900, Volume 34. Low, who served with the 25th Madras Infantry, assumed the 
position of Resident Councillor for Province Wellesley, Penang in the 1830s. 
His work Dissertation on the Soil and Agriculture of Penang, or Prince of 
Wales Island in the Straits of Malacca, Including Province Wellesley on the 
Malayan Peninsula focusses on the agriculture of the Penang/Province 
Wellesley regions. 
56 Works include: Badriyah Haji Salleh, ‘Trade and Traders: Economy and 
Cultures Between South India and the West Coast of Peninsula Malaysia: 
Special Focus on Kedah and Penang’, in Loh Wei Leng, T. N. Harper, and 
Sunil S. Amrith (eds.), PIO: Penang and  the Indian Ocean Conference, p. 44; 
Nordin Hussin, ‘Networks of Malay Merchants and the Rise of Penang as a 
Regional Trading Centre’, Southeast Asian Studies, vol. 43, no. 3, 2005, pp. 
215-237; Khoo Salma Nasution, ‘Hokkien Chinese on the Phuket Mining 
Frontier: The Penang Connection and the Emergence of the Phuket Baba 
Community’, JMBRAS, vol. 82, no. 2, 2009, pp. 81-122. 
57 Muhammed Haji Salleh (ed.), Early History of Penang, pp. x-xi. Seberang 
Perai was formerly known as Province Wellesley, a strip of land opposite 
Penang, obtained by the EIC in 1800. 
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historical role as a regional centre.58 Penang and its Region: The Story 

of an Asian Entrepot, features a collection of papers (from the 2002 

Penang Story Conference) which recognise a distinctive Penang story 

containing personal narratives, and the wider social and political forces 

throughout the island’s history.59 Nordin Hussin’s research on trade and 

society in Penang and Malacca provides a solid foundation on trade in 

these settlements but fails to examine key members of the colonial 

societies in depth.60 Colin Mackay’s A History of Phuket and Surrounding 

Region attempts to document Junk Ceylon’s historical role in the region. 

He describes Light and Scott as being amongst the last adventurers of 

the earlier swashbuckling era of European colonialism.61 However, while 

containing an impressive bibliography, the work omits the referencing of 

key information.62 

In 2008, UNESCO granted Penang and Malacca (Melaka) world heritage 

status which rekindled interest in exploring Penang’s early colonial 

 
58 The Penang Story Conference held in April 2002 featured national and 
international speakers from a range of disciplines including history, 
anthropology, geography and culture. See ‘Penang Story’, Penang Heritage 
Trust. The Penang and the Indian Ocean (PIO) Conference held in 2011 
examined the various imperial, commercial, cultural, and biographical links 
between Penang and the littorals east of the Indian Ocean, stretching from 
Burma (Myanmar)and Ceylon (Sri Lanka) to the Coromandel Coast.  
59 Yeoh Seng Guan et al. (eds.), Penang and its Region: The Story of an Asian 
Entrepot. 
60 Nordin Hussin, Trade and Society in the Straits of Melaka: Dutch Melaka 
and English Penang, 1780–1830.  
61 Colin Mackay, A History of Phuket and the Surrounding Region, p. 207.  
62 Ibid., p. 209 It has been impossible to determine when Scott arrived in the 
region. Mackay refers to Light’s posting to Acheh (Aceh) (circa 1769-1771) 
and being informed that his old navy companion James Scott was living at Tha 
Rua on Phuket as a navigating merchant. However, this statement has no 
citation and conflicts with Scott’s account of his arrival aboard Anson in 1774. 
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society.63 Marcus Langdon’s thematic works focusses on Penang’s 

presidency period from 1805 to 1830. Based on extensive research 

including SSR and SSFR series, the thematic works explore built 

heritage, agricultural production, shipbuilding and early administration.64 

A biographical dictionary of Penang’s merchant community enhances 

knowledge of early residents and highlights the complex relationships 

between Muslim, Indian, Chinese and European merchants.65 In 2015 

the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society (MBRAS) published A 

Glimpse of Penang’s Past, which features the reprint of seminal works 

on Penang’s early colonial history.66 

While little has been documented on Scott’s life, researchers including 

Mackay have perpetuated assumptions. It has been generally assumed 

that after Scott joined forces with Francis Light in the East Indies, Light 

was the main catalyst for Penang’s settlement. Scott’s involvement in the 

identification, establishment and growth of the settlement has been 

minimised, despite documentary evidence which clearly highlights 

Scott’s role. The intricate network of Scott family members who served 

 
63 ‘Melaka and George Town, Historic Cities on the Straits of Malacca’, 
UNESCO World Heritage Centre. Importantly two Penang publishers, Areca 
Books and Entrepot Publishing, have since published titles on Penang’s 
history in a range of languages. 
64 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, includes ships and shipbuilding, men, and 
mansions. Marcus Langdon, Penang: The Fourth Presidency of India, 1805-
1830: Volume 2, Fire, Spice and Edifice, includes themes on fire, development 
of the spice industry and edifices. 
65 Loh Wei Leng et al. (eds.), Biographical Dictionary of Mercantile 
Personalities of Penang. 
66 The publication, compiled by two Malaysian historians, Badriyah Haji Salleh 
and Loh Wei Leng, sought to make accessible articles on three major themes: 
early settlement, administrative and economic development and people and 
culture from the early volumes of JMBRAS. Badriya Haji Salleh and Loh Wei 
Leng (eds.), Glimpses of Penang's Past. 
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with the EIC and frequented Penang after its establishment, highlight the 

timeliness of re-examining Scott’s life within this context.  

The outlined research seeks to redress a significant gap in the 

historiography of early British occupation of Penang by detailing the 

activities of its most prominent country trader, James Scott. S. C. Lundy 

notes the historical researcher is often depicted as a detective looking for 

clues to assist them in research.67 An in-depth, holistic examination of 

the role and trading activities of James Scott will validate or challenge 

existing perceptions. Research for the thesis has taken the form of 

qualitative historical research involving the systematic process of 

identifying, analysing, and interpreting a range of primary and secondary 

sources including published, unpublished and archival works.68 Using 

this process the thesis examines significant events before, during, and 

after Scott’s lifetime. The thesis demonstrates the need to ensure ‘history 

from below’, that is, the documentation of all sections of society and not 

just the elite.69 This aspect is currently deficient in Penang historiography. 

Genealogy methodology, a part of historical narrative which places a 

person in context with their environment, is utilised to explore the 

activities of the Scott family and other key people in the thesis.70 

 
67 S. C. Lundy, ‘Historical Research’, in Lisa M. Given (ed.), The SAGE 
Encyclopedia of Qualitative Research Methods. 
68 Elena Torou et al., ‘Historical Research in Archives: User Methodology and 
Supporting Tools’, International Journal on Digital Libraries, vol. 11, no. 1, 
2010, p. 25. 
69 Andrew I. Port, ‘History From Below, The History of Everyday Life, and 
Microhistory’, in James D. Wright (ed.),International Encyclopedia of the Social 
& Behavioral Sciences, Volume 11, pp. 108-113. 
70 Mark Bevir, ‘What is Genealogy?’, Journal of the Philosophy of History, vol. 
2, no. 3, 2008, pp. 263-265. 
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Discussion of sources used to ascertain authenticity, reliability and 

comprehensiveness will be undertaken, with the addition of footnotes to 

demonstrate the relationship between the final text and its role in data 

sources.71 

Primary sources including India Office Records (IOR), SSR, SSFR, 

archival sources pertaining to the EIC’s maritime activities, genealogical 

resources and legal documentation detailing Scott’s will and trust were 

accessed. These are supported by a wide range of secondary sources 

that incorporate European and Asian researchers, including 

contemporary and historical works to support and challenge current 

historiography. The authority of some secondary sources is discussed, 

highlighting the imperative to critically evaluate authors. The information 

is presented in historical narrative format. Each thesis chapter focusses 

on specific themes relating to the wider social, commercial and political 

forces that shaped the Scott family, provides a rationale for the exodus 

of Scotsmen to the East Indies in the eighteenth century, and explores 

the family’s activities in the East Indies.  

Chapter 2 examines Scott clan activities from the mid-sixteenth century, 

until James Scott’s birth in 1746. This period encompassed turbulent 

social and political development in the Borders area of Scotland and 

England. Strong clan links is a recurring theme as the thesis develops. 

The Scott clan was involved in a tempestuous period of Scottish history, 

 
71 Sean L'Estrange, ‘Historical Research’, in J. Mills and M. Birks (eds.), 
Qualitative Methodology: A Practical Guide, pp. 136-137. 
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which included the rise of Protestantism during the Reformation and 

resulting social tensions. Political instability related to succession issues 

including the unification of the English and Scottish kingdoms, the 

Jacobite era (supporters of the deposed King James II who worked to 

restore the Stuart dynasty to the British throne), and consequences of the 

failed Darien Scheme are explored.72 The chapter concludes with the 

difficulties faced by Scott’s family which led to James joining the Royal 

Navy at a young age. 

Chapter 3 investigates the role of patronage links which pervaded 

Scottish society after the 1707 Act of Union. The Scott clan optimised 

these links to gain positions in the Royal Navy and EIC Marine service. 

Scott’s naval career, based on historical information that he served with 

Light on HMS Arrogant, includes service in the East Indies region during 

the Seven Years War (1756-1763).73 During this time, Scott developed 

friendships with shipmates Francis Light and Peter Rainier, which would 

be rekindled later in the East Indies. Although EIC records do not contain 

sufficient information to conclusively link James Scott’s Royal Navy and 

EIC service, Scott’s probable service with the EIC, which commenced 

shortly after his discharge from the Royal Navy in 1763 is chronicled. The 

Scott family network serving on EIC ships and close links between Scott 

 
72 Janet Yeoman, ‘Jacobite Cause’. Jacobites were supporters of the deposed 
James II and his descendants in their claim for restoration to the British throne 
after the Revolution of 1688. From 1689 until 1745, the Jacobites made 
attempts to regain the British throne. 
73 Khoo Su Nin, Streets of George Town, p. 88 and Langdon, (‘Scott James’, 

p. 154) record this information but do not provide a source. 
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clan members that continued after family members relocated to the East 

Indies is highlighted. 

Chapter 4 explores the impact of European incursion in the East Indies 

region from the early seventeenth century and continuing rivalries 

between Portuguese, Dutch, French, and British empires. The gradual 

consolidation of British power in the East Indies from the mid-eighteenth 

century is examined, including unsuccessful attempts to establish EIC 

trading bases in Kedah, Acheh and Balambangan during the 1770s. The 

pivotal role country traders, including Francis Light and Thomas Forrest, 

played as conduits between the EIC and regional rulers during this period 

is highlighted.  

Chapter 5 focusses on European interaction with Junk Ceylon from the 

early seventeenth century. Regional instability, a pervading theme in the 

thesis, is examined with focus on Anglo-French rivalry and resulting 

impact on trade. The development of a commercial relationship between 

Light and Scott including their interaction with regional indigenous rulers, 

is discussed. Scott and Light’s prolonged attempts to promote Junk 

Ceylon or Penang as possible EIC settlements are chronicled, revealing 

Scott’s superior contacts in the region. 

Chapter 6 examines regional trade expansion and the role of the country 

trader as invaluable conduits for the EIC in the Southeast Asian region. 

Exploration of the EIC’s history from the mid-eighteenth century, 

focussing on systemic corruption and the role of Edmund Burke in 

exposing EIC malfeasance, provides a valuable insight into EIC 
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governance and decision making. Approval for Penang’s establishment, 

granted by inexperienced EIC administrator acting Governor General 

Macpherson subject to final approval from London, exemplified the 

autonomy of EIC officials during this period. The introduction of the 1784 

India Act, which resulted in a shift from a commercial entity to one with 

political responsibilities (dual control), highlighted deficiencies EIC 

administrators, including Light, encountered. Problems with law and 

order, revenue and land development beset the early settlement. The 

Light-Scott duumvirate from 1786 to 1794, including Scott’s trading 

ventures and pivotal role in the establishment and development of 

Penang, are investigated.  

Chapter 7 explores Penang’s administration including issues with land 

tenure and administration during Penang’s early period. Despite his 

stormy relationship with the EIC during this period, Scott’s dominant 

position in Penang enabled him to provide input into the committee of 

assessors’ decisions including provision of basic municipal infrastructure. 

Scott’s relationship with Penang’s EIC administration is explored with 

focus on his relationship with Superintendent Forbes Ross Macdonald 

and the EIC’s threat to expel Scott and his son from Penang shortly 

before his death. 

Chapter 8 explores Scott’s wider family and their arrival in Penang. His 

consolidation of commercial activities, which capitalised on Anglo-French 

conflict and the 1795 British takeover of Malacca and allowed Scott to 

establish large spice plantations on Penang, are chronicled. 
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Chapter 9 examines the aftermath of Scott’s death, providing details of 

his will, the trust established for his children and dispersal of his estate. 

This chapter addresses the pervading mythology about dispersal of 

Light’s assets. Light’s will and estate are examined, addressing 

allegations about Scott defrauding Martina Rozells. Martina’s life after 

Light’s death, her subsequent marriage, and the role of William Fairlie, 

the sole surviving executor, are explored.  

Chapter 10 examines the activities of Scott’s children and the wider Scott 

family in the region after Scott’s death, including patronage links with 

Thomas Stamford Raffles in Java and early Singapore. 

The conclusion offers a brief summary of the main concepts raised in the 

thesis, and discusses current research limitations. The imperative for 

additional research on individual country traders, particularly by Asian 

historians to provide a holistic account of Penang’s early colonial 

historiography, is highlighted. 
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Chapter 2: 

The Scott Clan 

 

Research on Penang’s early European settlers has traditionally focused 

on EIC employees documented in official records. The activities of 

autonomous country traders were generally documented only when they 

interacted with the EIC. In the absence of private papers, diaries or 

memoirs, reliance on the recorded interactions of country traders with the 

EIC, which often relate to conflict or complaints about their activities can 

present a skewed narrative. Early Penang historiography, focusing on the 

contribution of Light and early administrators, fails to comprehensively 

explore the role of country traders in the settlement’s establishment and 

growth. Despite being a foundation member of Penang’s British 

mercantile community, little research has explored Penang’s pre-eminent 

country trader, James Scott, or the role the extended Scott family played 

in Penang’s development. 

Scott’s ancestry reflects a long history of involvement in Scottish politics, 

highlighting familial and patronage links formed over generations. 

Though not part of the Scottish nobility, the prominent Borders clan’s 

inclusion in publications including Debrett’s, reflects their standing in 

Scottish society.1 The Scott of Harden clan, including the Scott of 

 
1 J. Debrett and W. Courthope, Debrett's Baronetage of England: With 
Alphabetical Lists of such Baronetcies as have Merged in the Peerage, or 
have Become Extinct, and also of the Existing Baronets of Nova Scotia and 
Ireland. 
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Raeburn branch, participated in many political, economic and social 

events that shaped Scotland between the sixteenth and eighteenth 

centuries.2 James’ ancestors demonstrated a tradition of being fierce and 

willing to flout convention and legalities, traits he shared. While several 

authors extensively document Scott clan families, research on the Scott 

of Raeburn line centres on Sir Walter Scott, with minimal research 

undertaken on the cadet (lesser) lines including James Scott’s family.3  

By the time of James Scott’s birth in the mid-eighteenth century, two 

centuries of religious and political schisms had polarised Scottish society. 

The growth of nonconformist religions, supressed after the accession of 

King Charles II, a Roman Catholic, impacted on Scott clan members. 

Scotland’s unsuccessful attempt in establishing a Scottish trading 

company to rival the EIC ended in political and financial ruin and 

ultimately Scotland’s dominance by England. This triggered the formation 

of a Scottish diaspora throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, which ironically supported the global expansion of British trade 

and empire. By the first two decades of the nineteenth century, around 

 
2 Anna Groundwater, ‘The Obligations of Kinship and Alliance Within 
Governance in the Scottish Borders, 1528-1625’, Canadian Journal of History, 
vol. 48, no. 1, 2013, p. 7. Groundwater’s article explores the importance of 
power relationships within clans, a term traditionally used to describe a closely 
linked group of families. While Groundwater argues Borders family groupings 
were kindreds based on surnames, the term clan will be used in this thesis. 
3 See, for example, John Gibson Lockhart, Memoirs of the Life of Sir Walter 
Scott, Volume 1;Tresham Lever, Lessudden House, Sir Walter Scott and the 
Scotts of Raeburn. Researchers have incorrectly detailed the relationship 
between James and Sir Walter Scott. Variously reported as a first or second 
cousin of Sir Walter Scott, James and Walter Scott share a common 
grandfather, Walter Scott, so were first cousins once removed. Charles 
Rogers, Genealogical Memoirs of the Family of Sir Walter Scott, Bart., of 
Abbotsford, with a Reprint of his Memorials of the Haliburtons, pp. xxiii, xxvi. 
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300 Scottish free merchants, agents and EIC captains were active in the 

East Indies region.4 The EIC employed a disproportionate number of 

Scots in civil administration, marine and military services including 

members of the wider Scott clan. Examination of Scott’s ancestry clarifies 

the role of various family members in Penang and the reputed 

relationship between James Scott, and EIC director, David Scott. 

With limited prospects in Scotland, members of the wider Scott family 

seized opportunities for advancement by joining the EIC and Royal Navy. 

The clan system underpinned the Scott family’s activities in the East 

Indies, highlighting Scottish trading networks based on alliances and 

familial links. Although the Scott family never reached the heights of other 

Scottish entrepreneurs, including William Fairlie and David Scott, family 

members intrinsically involved with Penang’s development assisted with 

the consolidation and expansion of British empire assets in the East 

Indies region.  

Scott Clan Structure 

The Scottish Borders region is and was the dividing line between the two 

energetic, aggressive, and formidable nations, England and Scotland. In 

the formation of the modern state of Great Britain, the Borders 

experienced prolonged violence during the Anglo-Scottish conflict fueled 

by religious and succession issues relating to the British crown.5 While 

 
4 McGilvary, ‘The Scottish Connection with India 1725-1833’, Etudes 
Ecossaises, vol. 14, 2011, p. 26. 
5 George Fraser, The Steel Bonnets: The Story of the Anglo-Scottish Border 
Reivers, pp. 3-4. 
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successive Tudor and Stuart kings sought to reduce the borderlands to 

civility and cooperation, regional political instability and blood feud often 

flared into open conflict.6 The border region of England and Scotland was 

divided into areas called marches. This included the Scottish Middle 

March region, centred on Hawick, Jedburgh and Kelso where members 

of the Scott clan lived and played a pivotal role in the region’s 

development.7  

 

Figure 1. Map of Anglo-Scottish Marches.8 

In Scottish history and politics, clan kinship brought expectations of 

loyalty and unity from members. These clan-based networks sometimes 

 
6 Anna Groundwater, ‘From Whitehall to Jedburgh: Patronage Networks and 
the Government of the Scottish Borders, 1603 to 1625’, Historical Journal, vol. 
53, no. 4, 2010, p. 881. 
7 Fraser, Steel Bonnets, p. 38. 
8 ‘Border Reivers from the 13th to the 17th Centuries. A History of the Border 
Reivers who Held Sway’.  
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covered entire regions and shaped the structures of power at each level. 

Within each clan was a recognised social hierarchy in which cadet 

families acknowledged the power and position of the leader who 

expected cooperation with his decisions. A paternalistic relationship 

ensued with the leader charged with providing protection and 

maintenance, in return for loyal service by relatives.9 Relatives often 

provided armed support for the leader in private disputes or as part of his 

official duties.10 

The Scott clan, divided into a number of cadet branches, owned or 

occupied extensive tracts of land in Selkirkshire and Roxburghshire.11 To 

differentiate families, a location was sometimes added to the surname, 

for example, James Scott, was a member of Scott of Raeburn clan.12 

They owed allegiance to the leader Scott of Branxholme (later known as 

Buccleuch). Originally concentrated around the towns of Harden, Hawick 

and Branxholme, the Scott of Harden clan later spread eastward to 

Jedburgh and Kelso.13 

 
9 Anna Groundwater, The Scottish Middle March, 1573-1625: Power, Kinship, 
Allegiance, p. 49.  
10 Ibid., pp. 57-58. This support was evident when Walter Scott of Harden rode 
with Scott kinsmen to rescue Kinmont Willie Armstrong imprisoned by the 
English in Carlisle Castle in the late sixteenth century.  
11 James Balfour Paul (ed.), The Scots Peerage: Founded on Wood's Edition 
of Sir Robert Douglas’s Peerage of Scotland Containing an Historical and 
Genealogical Account of that Kingdom, Volume 7; Rogers, Genealogical 
Memoirs. The two publications provide details of the Scott clan genealogy. 
12 Raeburn, the name taken by Walter Scott, third son of William of Harden, 
was the name of a Dumfriesshire estate where he had farmed for several 
years. Lever, Lessudden, p. 25.  
13 Groundwater, Scottish Middle March, p. 48.  
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A misconception perpetuated in Penang’s historiography is the familial 

relationship between David and James Scott. In 2018 an article on EIC 

networks erroneously referred to James Scott as David’s nephew.14 

David Scott, from the Scottish Highlands Balweary branch of the Scott 

clan,15 was the son of Robert Scott and grandson of James Scott of Logie 

who both served in the British parliament.16 David Scott operated as a 

merchant in Bombay (Mumbai) for 23 years specialising in trade on the 

Indian west coast before returning to Britain in 1786. Following his return 

to Britain, Scott held positions as EIC deputy chairman and chairman and 

later served as a member of parliament.17 The two families lived in 

different areas of Scotland and there is no close linkage. However, it is 

possible they may be distantly related. As contemporaries in the East 

Indies, James Scott acted as agent for David Scott in Penang, probably 

due to James’ preeminent position rather than a possible familial link.  

Anglo-Scottish Relations in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth 

Centuries 

During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries Scottish political and 

religious life was transformed as Scotland increasingly became an 

English satellite state. In 1503, the marriage of King James IV of Scotland 

to Princess Margaret Tudor, ultimately resulted in a member of the Stuart 

 
14 Ken Cozens, New Insights Into 18th Century East India Company Network. 
15 Debrett and Courthope (Debrett's, p. 399) documents David Scott’s lineage 
from James Scott, a younger son of Scott of Balweary who settled near Logie. 
16 ‘Scott, James I (1671-1732), of Logie and Castlested, Montrose, Forfar’, 
History of Parliament Trust. Scott was succeeded by kinsmen Robert Scott of 
Duninald, father of EIC director David Scott. 
17 ‘Scott David I (1746-1805), of Dunninald, Forfar’, History of Parliament 
Trust. 
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monarchy ascending to the English throne in 1603. This period coincided 

with the Reformation, a religious movement that resulted in the 

establishment of Protestant churches and modification of some Roman 

Catholic practices. It ultimately resulted in a rise in Protestantism and 

corresponding loss of Roman Catholic dominance in England and 

Scotland, triggering a prolonged period of political and social instability 

which reshaped Scottish society. Twin issues of succession and the 

struggle between Catholicism and Protestantism dominated Anglo-

Scottish history for the next two centuries.18 Like many major clans, the 

Scott clan was embroiled in major Scottish political and social change, 

which ultimately provided the impetus for some to pursue employment in 

the Royal Navy, EIC and in the East Indies. 

The struggle between the fledgling Protestant church and established 

Roman Catholic church was a recurring theme during the Stuart dynasty. 

The removal of King Charles I after his defeat in the English Civil War 

and rise of Oliver Cromwell, who gained control of the English parliament, 

and assumed the role of Lord Protector from 1651 to 1660, permitted 

Protestant religions to flourish.19 Scott family members embraced the 

Protestant Quaker religion (also known as the Religious Society of 

Friends) at this time.  

In Scotland the growth in nonconformist religions heralded the 

introduction of conventicles, or a secret or unlawful religious meeting of 

 
18 ‘Henry VIII (r. 1509-1547)’, Home of the Royal Family.  
19 Tom Devine, The Scottish Nation: 1700-2000, pp. xxi-xxii. 
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nonconformists, throughout the country.20 The English parliament 

reacted with the implementation of the Clarendon Code, a series of 

statutes designed to reestablish the Church of England and curtail the 

power of dissenters or nonconformers.21 The Quakers were effectively 

marginalised as religious intolerance continued in Britain.22  

Members of the Scott family experienced punitive action under the 

Clarendon Code. James Scott’s great grandfather Walter, known as 

‘Scott of Raeburn’, and his spouse, Anne Isobel Makdougal, became 

Quakers, which resulted in persecution by family members.23 Walter’s 

brother, Sir William Scott of Harden, presented a petition to the Privy 

Council in June 1665, requesting removal of the three children, William, 

Walter and Isobel from his brother’s care. The Privy Council agreed, 

awarding William guardianship of the children and ordered Walter to pay 

£2,000 per annum for the children’s entertainment and education. Walter, 

initially imprisoned in the Edinburgh Tolbooth (gaol) to give friends and 

 
20 Fitzroy Maclean, Scotland: A Concise History, pp. 134-136. Nonconformist 
was a term generally applied in England and Wales to all Protestants who did 
not conform to the doctrine or practices of the Church of England. This 
included Presbyterians, Baptists, Congregationalists and Quakers. 
21 William Gibson, ‘The Limits of the Confessional State: Electoral Religion in 
the Reign of Charles II’, Historical Journal, vol. 51, no. 1, p. 29. Originally 
designed to curb the Roman Catholic religion, the Clarendon Code included 
the Corporations Act (1661), which required all municipal officers to take 
Church of England communion, effectively excluding any nonconformists from 
public office. The Act of Uniformity (1662) detailed the practices and rites of 
the Church of England including the use of the common prayer book. The 
Conventicle Act (1664), and ‘Five Mile Act’ (1665) aimed to prevent dissenting 
religious groups from meeting. 
22 John Raithby (ed.), ‘Charles II, 1662: An Act for the Uniformity of Publique 
Prayers and Administrac[i]on of Sacraments & other Rites & Ceremonies and 
for Establishing the Form of Making Ordaining and Consecrating Bishops 
Priests and Deacons in the Church of England,' in Statutes of the Realm: 
1628-80, Volume 5, pp. 364-370.  
23 Paul (Scots Peerage, p. 79) notes that Walter was known as Scott of 
Raeburn. 
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family the opportunity to convert him, was later moved to Jedburgh 

prison.24 After release in 1670, the authorities ordered Walter’s 

confinement to his own estate and a £100 fine imposed if Walter held 

religious meetings. In spite of the privations he endured for his beliefs, by 

1678 he abandoned Quakerism.25  

Succession gained prominence after King Charles II died without a legal 

heir. His brother King James II, the first Roman Catholic monarch for 

almost 120 years, succeeded him.26 James’ policy of religious oppression 

of the Protestant religion, and unsuccessful attempts to force influential 

Scots to lend support to Roman Catholic toleration, led to concerted 

moves to remove him.27 The birth of a Roman Catholic heir, James Stuart 

in 1687, reignited religious and succession tensions. In 1688, the 

‘Glorious Revolution’, a plot to overthrow the king and install protestant 

William of Orange on the English throne, emerged.28 William of Orange 

invaded England and after a brief ill-fated campaign, Charles II abdicated 

and fled the country.29 The accession of King William III and Queen Mary 

II had grave consequences for Scotland and the Scott clan. Some clan 

members would lose money in an unsuccessful trading venture known 

 
24 Rogers, Genealogical Memoirs, pp. xx-xxii. 
25 G. B. Burnet and W. H. Marwick, The Story of Quakerism in Scotland, 1650-
1950, pp. 101-102. 
26 James II of England was also known as James VII of Scotland. 
27 K. Brown, ‘Reformation to Union 1560-1707’, in R. A. Houston and W. W. J. 
Knox (eds.), The New Penguin History of Scotland: From the Earliest Times to 
the Present Day, pp. 257-259. 
28 ‘William III (r. 1689-1702) and Mary II (r.1689-1694)’, Home of the Royal 
Family. William of Orange had a double connection with the Stuart royal 
house. He was the son of Princess Mary, daughter of Charles I, and was 
James’ son-in-law as he married his cousin, Princess Mary, the daughter of 
James II.  
29 ‘Charles II (r. 1660-1685)’, Home of the Royal Family.  
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as the Darien Scheme. Designed to provide Scotland with entree into the 

lucrative East Indies trade, its collapse left Scotland an impoverished 

nation ripe for takeover by its more prosperous southern neighbour. 

The Darien Scheme 

By the mid-seventeenth century, although England and Scotland were 

still ruled by a single crown with separate capitals and parliaments, a shift 

of balance between the two now emphasised economics not religion.30 

Industry, which experienced a significant decline during the Civil War, 

temporarily revived until the implementation of the English Navigation 

Acts.31 Changes in the latter part of the seventeenth century provided the 

stimulus for the Darien Scheme. Designed to launch a Scottish trading 

company to rival the EIC, the short-lived subscription scheme aimed to 

establish an entrepot in central America. Abandoned because of high 

mortality rates, its demise left Scotland in a vulnerable position. Its failure, 

felt at every level of Scottish society, ultimately led to Scotland’s loss of 

sovereignty and formal union with England.32 For some members of the 

Scott clan who invested heavily in the scheme, the financial loss would 

change their lives. 

By the mid-seventeenth century, although England’s overseas empire 

was very wealthy, Scotland was still an agrarian economy, with a 

significant trade imbalance.33 Scotland’s merchants, trying to avoid a 

 
30 A. Herman, How the Scots Invented the Modern World, p. 26. 
31 Hiram Bingham, ‘Early History of the Scots Darien Company’, Scottish 
Historical Review, vol. 3, no. 10, 1906, p. 210. 
32 George McGilvary, ‘Scottish Connection with India’, pp. 14-15. 
33 Brown, ‘Reformation to Union’, p. 206. 
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trading war with a stronger neighbour, traded mostly in common primary 

products including wool, fish, coal, grain and cattle, centred on the North 

Sea, with links to Scandinavia, the Balkans, Flanders, and northern 

France.34 Following Cromwell’s appointment as Lord Protector, the 

Scottish gained brief access to English markets until the implementation 

of the English Navigation Act in 1651. The Navigation Acts, a form of 

trade protectionism, excluded Scottish and foreign ships from carrying 

English goods.35 In 1693, the English parliament passed legislation that 

allowed the formation of joint stock companies to trade in foreign regions. 

Ships could sail from any port in Scotland to colonise any place in Asia, 

Africa or America, if the location was not already in the possession of a 

European sovereign.36  

The act promised letters patents, a form of grant by the British sovereign 

of some office, privilege or monopoly, and concluded with a significant 

parliamentary recommendation to order recovery of any company’s 

losses by military force if required.37 The Scottish parliament, which 

interpreted the legislation as allowing for the establishment of a Scottish 

equivalent of the EIC, responded by enacting the Company of Scotland 

trading to Africa and the Indies legislation in 1695.38 Modelled on the EIC, 

the publicly chartered company aimed to create a seaborne Scottish 

 
34 Herman, How the Scots Invented the Modern World, p. 26; Devine, Scottish 
Nation, p. xxi. 
35 Christopher Whatley, The Scots and the Union: Then and Now, pp. 123-
124. 
36 Bingham, ‘Early History of the Scots Darien Company’, p. 215. 
37 ‘Letters Patent’, Encyclopaedia Britannica, 2020. 
38 John Young, ‘The Scottish Parliament and the Politics of Empire: Parliament 
and the Darien Project, 1695–1707’, Parliaments, Estates and Representation, 
vol. 27, no. 1, 2007, pp. 179-180. 
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trading empire.39 William Paterson, granted a permanent monopoly for 

Scottish trade with Asia and Africa, and a 31-year monopoly with 

America, quickly devised the Darien Scheme to found a trading colony. 

The scheme intended to raise £600,000 capital by subscription, half in 

Scotland and half elsewhere including England.40 

Initially good progress was made on English subscriptions. Although King 

William III signed the bill, EIC directors expressed strong opposition as 

they feared loss of their lucrative monopoly. Many English investors 

withdrew after the English parliament and king voiced disapproval of the 

scheme, which ‘bestowed privileges and sovereignty as if there was no 

Kingdom of Scotland’.41 By August 1696, a revised target of £400,000, 

had been subscribed in Scotland, amounting to about half the country’s 

available capital.42 Several members of the Scott of Harden clan and its 

cadet branches including Scott of Raeburn members, William Scott of 

Raeburn (£300), and his brother Walter Scott (£200), subscribed to the 

Darien Scheme.43 

Despite legislation forbidding the establishment of a colony on territory 

belonging to any European sovereign, Patterson aimed to establish a 

trading post in Spanish territory on the narrow Darien isthmus (Panama) 

 
39 Herman, How the Scots Invented the Modern World, p. 27. 
40 ‘Company of Scotland Trading to Africa and the Indies’. 
41 Roy McClymont, ‘The Darien Scheme: A Supplement’. 
42 Herman, How the Scots Invented the Modern World, p. 28; ‘Company of 
Scotland’. 
43 Company of Scotland Trading to Africa and the Indies, A Perfect List of the 
Several Persons Residenters in Scotland: Who have Subscribed as 
Adventurers in the Joynt-stock of the Company of Scotland Trading to Africa 
and the Indies Company, pp. 27-28. 
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which linked North and South America. Goods to and from India could be 

transshipped via the entrepot, avoiding the long trip around the Cape of 

Good Hope or Cape Horn. A fundamental flaw was Paterson’s 

interpretation of the Act. As the Darien peninsula was Spanish territory, 

it was unsurprising King William withdrew support as the settlement’s 

establishment threatened Anglo-Spanish relationships.44  

In 1698 colonists set sail from Leith bound for the new colony on the 

Darien isthmus.45 After arrival in December 1698, the expeditioners 

declared the settlement, New Caledonia, as a colony of the Company of 

Scotland.46 The expeditioners, unprepared for life in a tropical climate, 

experienced high mortality rates mainly due to fever. By the middle of 

1699, after almost one quarter had died of disease and the remainder 

faced starvation because of food shortages, the emigrants 

unsuccessfully appealed for assistance. King William had expressly 

prohibited any assistance to the colonists as political and economic 

interests took priority over any attempt to establish a Scottish colony on 

Spanish territory.47 The colony’s failure saw many original settlers set out 

for Scotland, though almost 50 percent died of fever on the return 

journey. A few weeks after their departure, in September 1699, the 

second expedition arrived to find an almost deserted colony. Almost half 

 
44 H .J. Paul, ‘The Darien Scheme and Anglophobia in Scotland’, Discussion 
Papers on Economics and Econometrics, no. 935, 2009, pp. 10-11.  
45 J. Prebble, Darien: The Scottish Dream of Empire, 2000, p. 117. 
46 Young, ‘Scottish Parliament’, p. 181. 
47 Ibid. According to Young, King William did not want to alienate Spain during 
a growing crisis over Spanish succession. 
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died of fever.48 The Spanish reasserted their claim on the Darien 

peninsula and the colony surrendered to Spain in 1700.49  

The Darien Scheme was a disaster for Scotland. Losses included 2,000 

lives and 300,000 Scottish pounds.50 Its abandonment in 1700 resulted 

in the loss of half of Scotland’s liquid assets, which exacerbated 

Scotland’s parlous economy.51 The scheme’s failure dominated Scottish 

parliament for the next few years. In 1701, an address in the Scottish 

parliament that attacked English intervention and Spanish aggression on 

a colony deemed to be lawful, emphasised the perceived encroachment 

on Scottish sovereignty.52 Economic decline reached rock bottom in 

1704, and encumbered estates and mortgages were common. Many 

Scots blamed King William for the scheme’s failure. His refusal to provide 

assistance demonstrated he would choose the side of England rather 

than Scotland, intensifying anti-English sentiment and fostering the 

Jacobite cause in Scotland.53  

During Queen Anne’s reign, Scotland and England’s separate 

parliaments had conflicting foreign and economic policies, and 

increasingly experienced difficulty in co-existing peacefully.54 

 
48 Maclean, Scotland, p. 150. 
49 Herman, How the Scots Invented the Modern World, p. 29. 
50 Maclean, Scotland, p. 150. 
51 H. Ouston, A History of the Scottish People: 4 The Union of Parliaments 
1689-1760, p. 2.  
52 Young (‘Scottish Parliament’, pp. 183-185) discusses conflict in the Scottish 
parliament over the Darien scheme and the addresses sent to the British 
parliament voicing concern about Scotland’s economic status. 
53 Herman, How the Scots Invented the Modern World, p. 30; Neil Oliver, 
History of Scotland, pp. 299-300. 
54 ‘Anne (r.1702-1714)’, Home of the Royal Family. 
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Succession, a pervading issue in Anglo-Scottish history, and union 

gained prominence as Queen Anne had no living heir. In 1701, without 

consultation with the Scottish parliament, the English, faced with the 

prospect of the throne passing to James’ son James Francis Edward 

Stuart, nominated a Protestant successor, James VI’s granddaughter 

Sophia of Hanover.55 Two years later Scotland retaliated, declaring it was 

free to choose someone else including the exiled Jacobite claimant, 

James Francis Edward Stuart.56 

In 1704, the Scottish parliament passed the Act of Security with a large 

majority. The act stated parliament should name the successor, a 

Protestant and descendent of the Stuart line, within 20 days. They could 

not occupy the English throne, unless Scotland received equal trading 

rights and freedom in government and religion.57 The Scottish parliament 

in September 1705 voted in favour of appointing commissioners to 

investigate union with England but only after clauses treating Scots as 

aliens were repealed.58 

Though the Act of Union ratified in 1707 signaled the end of Scotland’s 

independence, in reality the Anglo-Scottish union dated from 1603 with 

the unification of the Scottish and English crowns. A political measure 

 
55 Irene Diependaal, ‘Hanover: A German Dynasty and its Symbols’, Court 
Historian, vol. 20, no. 2, p. 220. Sophia of Hanover, the youngest daughter of 
Elizabeth, James II’s daughter, was an eligible candidate for the British throne. 
In 1701, her name was inserted into the line of English succession.  
56 Oliver, History of Scotland, pp. 300-302. James Francis Edward Stuart, 
known as the Old Pretender, was the son of King James II and his second 
wife, Mary of Modena.  
57 Maclean, Scotland, pp. 151-152.  
58 Young, ‘Scottish Parliament’, pp. 186-187 
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that united the two kingdoms into Great Britain with a single Protestant 

ruler, the Act of Union resolved the issue of succession to the English 

throne. The Scottish hoped for federation rather than the creation of a 

single entity. However, Scottish members of a joint Anglo-Scottish 

Committee chosen for their support of Queen Anne’s preferred form of 

union, recommended incorporation, which was adopted.59 In return for 

limited representation in the English parliament and acceptance of the 

Hanoverian succession, Scotland received freedom in trade and 

navigation, and retained its own legal system.60 

A powerful incentive to accept the Act of Union was the ‘Equivalent’, a 

sum of almost £400,000 to compensate Scotland for taking on a share of 

England’s national debt and to pay partial compensation dividends to 

shareholders in the Darien Scheme.61 Paid partly in cash with the rest 

issued to creditors in debentures, the Equivalent ensured only the most 

influential or fortunate Scottish creditors received cash. The majority, 

forced to accept long-term debentures, suffered a loss if they chose to 

discount these, as many desperate Scottish holders were forced to do.62 

Smaller shareholders, including Scott clan members, probably failed to 

receive full restitution. The Act of Union would have long term 

repercussions. Many Scots believed their independence had been 

 
59 Oliver, History of Scotland, p. 293. 
60 Maclean, Scotland, pp. 151-152. 
61 ‘Equivalent Company’, NatWest Group. 
62 Glyn Davis, A History of Money, pp. 275-276. 
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deliberately sabotaged and this played a large part in fostering Jacobite 

sentiment in Scotland.63 

Scott of Raeburn clan 

After the Darien Scheme’s failure some Scott of Raeburn clan members 

experienced financial hardship. In Scotland the Jacobite cause garnered 

large-scale support as many Scots were dissatisfied with England and 

union.64 This included James Scott’s grandfather, Walter Scott, known as 

‘Beardie’.65 In 1715, an attempt to restore the Stuart monarchy, the 

Jacobites unsuccessfully staged major uprisings. Beardie, captured with 

Jacobite forces at Preston, Lancashire, was saved from death after 

intervention by a relative, Anne Scott, Duchess of Monmouth and 

Buccleuch.66 Scotland’s economic situation worsened because of costs 

incurred during the 1715 Jacobite rebellion. For many Scots, the nation 

had surrendered political independence for the elusive dream of 

economic prosperity. Jacobites continued to work toward the restoration 

of the Stuart dynasty.67 In 1745, Jacobites staged the last major attempt 

to restore the Stuart line. During an uprising that year Charles Edward 

Stuart, successful in capturing the Scottish capital Edinburgh, was 

defeated at the Battle of Culloden and returned to France. As Charles 

and his brother Henry died without heirs, the Stuart line ended. 

 
63 Yeoman, ‘Jacobite Cause’. 
64 Daniel Paul Stirrat, ‘The Darien Scheme and the Union of 1707 between 
Scotland and England’, p. 73. 
65 Beardie’s nickname derived from his vow not to shave until the Stuarts were 
restored. 
66 Rogers, Genealogical Memoirs, p. xxv. 
67 George McGilvary, ‘Post-Union Scotland and the Indian Connection: 
Patronage and Political Management’, Cencratus, vol. 30, 1990, pp. 30-33. 
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Beardie married Margaret Campbell. Four children: Walter, Robert, 

William, and Margaret, were born to the couple.68 Beardie’s financial 

difficulties, which commenced with investment in the failed Darien 

Scheme and exacerbated by his Jacobite activities, impacted on his 

children. According to Sir Walter Scott, Beardie lost all he had in the 

world.69 Eldest son Walter, a tenant farmer at Ballieknowe near Kelso, 

later migrated with his family to the United States.70 After his first voyage 

Robert, shipwrecked near Dundee, refused to go to sea again. This 

angered his father who refused Robert any assistance. Clan member 

John Scott of Harden gave Robert the lease for Sandyknowe, a farm at 

Smailholm, near Kelso.71 James Scott’s father, William, became a tenant 

farmer at Easter Muirdean. William and his brother Walter were 

witnesses at the baptism of Robert Scott of Sandyknowe’s children. 

Robert and William’s children would remain close throughout their lives.72 

William Scott of Easter Muirdean 

Although several works have documented the Scott of Raeburn line, little 

is known about William Scott and his family, including James Scott. 

William married Barbara Makdougal, a member of the Makdougal clan. 

 
68 Rogers, Genealogical Memoirs, pp. xxvi-xxvii. Walter was born about 1695 
and Robert about 1699. No records of their baptisms have yet been found. 
Robert, who married Barbara Haliburton, was Sir Walter Scott’s grandfather. 
William, James Scott’s father, was baptised on 5 July 1705. 
69 Rogers, Genealogical Memoirs, pp. xxiv-xxv. The sixth canto of Sir Walter 
Scott’s work Marmion contains the story of Beardie who lost his land but kept 
his beard. 
70 Keith Scott, Scott, 1118-1923 Being a Collection of “Scott” Pedigrees 
Containing all Known Male Descendants from Buccleuch, Sinton, Harden, 
Balweary, etc., p. 147. 
71 Lockhart, Memoirs, p. 2. 
72 Scott, Scott, 1118-1923, p. 153. 
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The wider Scott and Makdougal clans lived in adjoining parishes, which 

included Smailholm, Galalaw and Makerstoun.73  

 

Figure 2. Map Showing the Proximity of Makerstoun, Easter Muirdean, and Galalaw.74 

The Earl of Roxburgh owned most landholdings around Kelso including 

Easter Muirdean where William Scott worked as a tenant farmer.75 Most 

Scottish tenant farmers used a three-break system with each break 

cropped in turn for a period of three or four years.76 Arable land was 

 
73 Alistair Redpath, Hawick Through Time. 
74 The map was extracted from ‘A Vision of Britain Through Time – Kelso’, 
British Library. 
75 Mackay (History of Phuket, p. 207) lists William Scott’s profession as a 
liberal lawyer. There is no reference to support this supposition. 
76 Robert Dodgshon, ‘Farming in Roxburghshire and Berwickshire on the Eve 
of Improvement’, Scottish Historical Review, vol. 54, pt. 2, 1975, p. 144. 
Although Dodgshon discusses the Easter Muirdean cropping system in 1761, 
no details of the tenant’s name were given. 
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organised in an infield/outfield system. The infield area was intensively 

cropped with oats and sometimes wheat, rye, and legumes. The more 

extensive outfields, which produced only oats, were regularly rested to 

restore fertility.77 During William Scott’s life, Scottish agrarian practices 

underwent structural change which resulted in widespread urbanisation 

and industrialisation in the Lowlands. Land enclosure, the subdivision 

and fencing of common land and the enlargement of farms gained 

momentum especially in fertile lowland areas near big urban centres like 

Edinburgh and Glasgow, displacing many tenant farmers.78 

Although the Scottish Old Parish Registers recorded the marriage of 

William Scot (sic) on 5 February 1744, his spouse was not recorded.79 

Barbara, daughter of James Makdougal and Agnes Dods, baptised on 29 

January 1727, probably married William Scott.80 William and Barbara’s 

eight children: Walter, James, Robert, Mary, George, William, Agnes, 

and Barbara were christened at Makerstoun, Roxburghshire.81 The close 

relationship between Robert and William’s sons would continue. Several 

left their native Scotland to serve with the Royal Navy and EIC and gained 

valuable maritime and mercantile skills.  

 
77 Ian Whyte, ‘Economy, Primary Sector’, in Michael Lynch (ed.), The Oxford 
Companion to Scottish History, p. 206. 
78 Bruce Lenman, ‘From the Union of 1707 to the Franchise Reform on 1832’, 
in R. A. Houston and W. W. J. Knox (eds.), The New Penguin History of 
Scotland: From the Earliest Times to the Present Day, p. 291. 
79 ‘William Scott’, Scotland Marriages 1561-1910. 
80 ‘Barbara Mackdougall’, Scotland, Births and Baptisms, 1564-1950.  
81 There are baptism records for Walter Scott (born 1745); James (born 1746); 
Robert (born 1748); Mary (born 1750); George (born 1752) and William (born 
1754). There is no record of Agnes’ baptism. Barbara (registered as Barbary) 
was born in 1761. Scotland, Births and Baptisms, 1564-1950. 
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Conclusion 

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Scotland underwent 

transformation as it increasingly became an English satellite. During this 

period, social, economic and religious changes impacted many families 

including the Scott of Raeburn clan. The changing fortunes of James 

Scott’s family encapsulated fragmentation and dispersal as part of the 

Scottish diaspora during the eighteenth century. After Union, with a 

depressed Scottish economy and few opportunities, streams of eager 

Scots  from genteel but impoverished backgrounds, including members 

of the Scott of Raeburn clan, exploited patronage links to gain 

employment throughout the British empire in the armed services, colonial 

administration, trade, and professions.82 Scottish traders, including Scott 

family members, created networks, which formed the nucleus of 

merchant and agent groups eventually becoming pre-eminent in 

expanding trade in India, China and the East Indies including Penang 

and Singapore.83 The loyalty of family members as they assisted one 

another in new ventures was evident. Robert Scott, James’ cousin, 

played an important role in assisting family members to join the EIC and 

laid the foundation for Scott family involvement in the East Indies country 

trade. The role of several family members, including James Scott, will be 

explored in later chapters.

 
82 Tom Devine, ‘Three Hundred Years of the Anglo-Scottish Union’, in Tom 
Devine (ed.), Scotland and the Union, 1707-2007, pp. 6-7. 
83 Ibid. p. 22. 
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Chapter 3: 

From Kelso to the Coromandel Coast 

 

Following the 1707 Act of Union, the British government’s implementation 

of patronage was designed to control and pacify Scotland. Patronage 

was aided by a turbulent political environment in Europe and increasing 

trade opportunities in the East Indies. From 1739 to 1763, Britain 

engaged in nearly a quarter century of international conflict, including in 

the East Indies.1 In the 1740s, the War of Spanish Succession, Jacobite 

Rebellion and ongoing conflict with France, provided opportunities for 

many Scots to gain employment in the British armed services or EIC. Like 

others, James Scott left Scotland to serve with the British initially in the 

Royal Navy and later aboard EIC ships. 

During maritime service with the Royal Navy and EIC, Scott developed 

strategic relationships he utilised throughout his life. Until 1815, the Royal 

Navy’s system of selection and appointment rested with captains and 

admirals who decided which seamen would be given an opportunity to 

become commissioned officers.2 Scott spent his formative years in the 

Royal Navy under the patronage of John Harrison and George Pocock.3 

 
1 Stephen Conway, ‘The Mobilization of Manpower for Britain's Mid-eighteenth 
Century Wars’, Historical Research, vol. 77, no. 197, 2004, p. 377. 
2 Samantha Cavell, ‘A Social History of Midshipmen and Quarterdeck Boys in 
the Royal Navy, 1761-1831’, p. 19. 
3 C. Harrison, ‘John Harrison (c.1720-1791)’, Three Decks-Warships in the 
Age of Sail; David Nash Ford, Royal Berkshire History, Sir George Pocock, 
(1706-1792). Harrison, who joined the Royal Navy in 1732, was appointed 
captain aboard Cumberland in 1755 under Sir George Pocock’s command. 
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Additionally, Scott developed a relationship with fellow sailors Francis 

Light and Peter Rainier (later commander of the Royal Navy’s East Indies 

fleet), which would be renewed during his life in the East Indies. After 

cessation of hostilities in the Seven Years War, Scott capitalised on the 

growth in EIC trade when merchant sailor numbers increased from 

42,000 to almost 59,000 between 1762 and 1763.4 Pivotal to Scott’s EIC 

career was the close Scott clan links which facilitated access to 

patronage. The desire to assist other clan members ensured that Robert 

and James Scott actively recruited other family members or friends.5 

Patronage 

Following the Act of Union in 1707, the implementation of patronage 

underpinned Anglo-Scottish relationships throughout the eighteenth 

century. Patronage, the power to give jobs or provide other help to people 

as a reward for their support, facilitated a Scottish influx into British 

commercial and military activities. Intended to counter the continuing 

unrest and resentment and widespread Jacobite support, the British 

preferred patronage links to ensure Scottish stability rather than a military 

 
4 Ralph Davis, ‘Seamen’s Sixpences: An Index of Commercial Activity 1697-
1828’, Economica, New Series, vol. 23, 1956, pp. 328-343. Davis calculated 
the number of merchant seamen based on the requirement to pay sixpence 
per month to pay for the Greenwich Hospital for Disabled Seamen, 
5 John Mackenzie, ‘Essay and Reflection: On Scotland and the Empire’, 
International History Review, vol. 15, no. 4, 1993, p. 719. Mackenzie highlights 
the clannish nature of the Scots, which ensured they assisted others to join 
them in their ventures. 
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solution.6 Its implementation acknowledged Jacobite feelings were much 

more widespread than most in London thought.7 

Although British Prime Minister Robert Walpole initiated the patronage 

system, its success relied on Scottish support, including that of John 

Drummond of Quarrel, appointed as an EIC Director in 1722.8 Drummond 

quickly built up a network of Scots to assist him.9 These included Robert 

Munro of Foulis and James Scott of Logie.10 Clan, societal and cultural 

connections underpinned these networks. McGilvary highlights the 

consolidation of networks in the 1760s and 1770s through intermarriage 

between the Dundas, Foulis and Moffat families. Foulis also maintained 

close links with Laurence Sullivan, member of parliament and EIC 

chairman, and acted as a patron for the Lennox family.11 Members of the 

Scott of Raeburn family sailed in ships owned or commanded by these 

prominent families.  

Drummond’s friends and fellow collaborators, who held interest in 28 of 

the 48 Scottish counties, exerted influence via hereditary sheriffs and 

other key officials. He also maintained a presence in counties and burghs 

including Roxburghshire, where his support base was weak, and 

 
6 George McGilvary, ‘Post-Union Scotland’, p. 30. 
7 George McGilvary, ‘John Drummond of Quarrel: East Indies Patronage and 
Jacobite Assimilation 1720-80’, in J. Douglas Hamilton (ed.), Jacobism, 
Enlightenment and Empire, p. 142. 
8 ‘Walpole, Robert (1676-1745) of Houghton, Norf.’, History of Parliament 
Trust. 
9 McGilvary, East India Patronage, pp. 49-51. 
10 ‘Scott, James I (1671-1732)’. Scott of Logie was succeeded by kinsmen 
Robert Scott of Duninald, father of EIC director, David Scott. 
11 McGilvary, East India Patronage, p. 154. Andrew Moffat married Charles 
Foulis’ sister. 
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established links with the Scott clan, in particular the Scott of Gala clan.12 

To mitigate Jacobite feeling, Drummond and friends ensured Stuart 

followers gained access to patronage opportunities.13 Henry Dundas 

exploited civil and military patronage of the EIC to gratify fellow Scots on 

an unprecedented scale.14 Dundas, originally an advocate (solicitor), and 

member of parliament for Midlothian, later served as home secretary and 

first lord of the Admiralty. Known as 'uncrowned king of Scotland' and 

‘Harry the Ninth’, his political power was unrivalled in Scotland during his 

ascendancy.15  

Through patronage, which commenced in the 1720s, Scots filled posts in 

the EIC’s civil and medical branches while others, including James Scott, 

became free merchants in the East Indies. A major pathway was aboard 

an East Indiaman as a commander (ship’s captain), ship’s mate, surgeon, 

or purser.16 Scots surgeons and captains were dominant in EIC’s 

shipping interests. Patronage was so successful that in March 1731 John 

Drummond wrote to brother William requesting him not to recommend 

any surgeons, as Scots surgeon or surgeon’s mates were 

overrepresented in medicine and shipping.17 

 
12 Ibid., pp. 49-51. 
13 McGilvary, ‘John Drummond’, p. 142. 
14 McGilvary, East India Patronage, pp. x-xiii. 
15 D. Allan, Scotland in the Eighteenth Century: Union and Enlightenment, p. 
23.  
16 McGilvary, East India Patronage, p. xi. 
17 MacKenzie, ‘Essay and Reflection’, pp. 715-718. Drummond stated all EIC 
ships either had Scottish surgeons or surgeon's mates and refused to appoint 
any more. He asserted he was the subject of ridicule (‘plaguing all the 
Societys of England’) because of the number of appointments he had 
arranged for Scots surgeons. Drummond’s comment demonstrates the 
success of the Scot’s penetration in the EIC and other imperial concerns. 
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Patronage reached its peak in the 1760s. It was widely supported by 

Scottish lairds with encumbered estates, low rental returns and scarcity 

of traditional careers in the armed services, church, and law for their 

sons.18 Scots gentry, poorer than their English counterparts, were more 

willing to risk their lives in the unappealing environment of the East 

Indies.19 As long as the Scottish were pliable, loyal when voting in 

parliament, and contributed personnel to safeguard British imperial 

imperatives, British ministers supported patronage.20 For the Scott family, 

patronage provided the opportunity to participate in, and profit from, East 

India trade. 

European Conflict and the East Indies 

Sustained conflict between Britain and France commenced in 1689 with 

the accession of King William III. Exacerbated by schisms in political, 

religious and commercial doctrine, conflict finally concluded with the 

British victory over the French at Waterloo in 1815. Failure of major 

European rivals to resolve issues fuelled proliferating commercial and 

imperial tensions during the eighteenth century. Conflict between Britain 

and Spain, which commenced in 1739, eventually merged into a conflict 

involving other major European powers. The initial incident which 

sparked the conflict was known as the War of Jenkins’ Ear. In 1731 

Captain Robert Jenkins, a British sea captain, claimed the Spanish 

coastguard stopped and boarded his ship Rebecca while he was sailing 

 
18 McGilvary, ‘John Drummond’, p. 144. 
19 MacKenzie, ‘Essay and Reflection’, p. 718. 
20 Richard Sher, ‘Scotland Transformed: The Eighteenth Century’, in Jenny 
Wormald (ed.), Scotland: A History, p. 159. 
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in the Caribbean. During the incident, Jenkins asserted the Spanish cut 

off his ear. The incident occurred during a period of high tension between 

the two powers as they competed for influence and control in the 

Americas. In 1738, the House of Commons reputedly called Jenkins to 

testify about the incident. Prime Minister Robert Walpole, experiencing 

growing unpopularity and accused by the opposition of being weak and 

powerless against the Spanish, seized on the incident to demonstrate his 

strength and resolve.21 

A series of skirmishes in the Americas later escalated into full conflict 

when the French supported the Spanish in the War of Austrian 

Succession.22 From 1740 to 1748, major European powers fought a 

series of conflicts triggered by the death of Charles VI, Holy Roman 

Emperor, who died without a male heir. Charles’ chosen successor, 

eldest daughter Maria Theresa, faced challenges to her inheritance of the 

Habsburg lands. The invasion of Silesia, the most prosperous Habsburg 

land, by Frederick II of Prussia and installation of rival emperor, Charles 

Albert of Bavaria, destabilised the Habsburg empire. The main 

protagonists were Britain and France. To ensure the French did not 

achieve hegemony in Europe or threaten Britain’s commercial and 

colonial empire, the British supported Maria Theresa, while the French 

 
21 Dan Bogart, ‘Political Party Representation and Electoral Politics in England 
and Wales, 1690-1747’, Social Science History, vol. 40, no. 2, 2016, p. 272. 
Walpole served as prime minister from 1721 to 1742. Although re-elected in 
1741, he resigned the following year. 
22 ‘War of the Austrian Succession’, National Army Museum. 

https://search.proquest.com/pqrl/pubidlinkhandler/sng/pubtitle/Social+Science+History/$N/4976/DocView/1991113499/fulltext/30136CA0ECB04C9BPQ/8?accountid=30933
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supported the claim of Charles Albert, elector of Bavaria.23 The war, 

which concluded with the signing of the Treaty of Aix la Chapelle in 

October 1748, preserved most of the Habsburg empire for Maria 

Theresa, but failed to resolve any colonial conflict between the two 

powers. 

European conflict spread to India where Britain and France were 

aggressively pursuing trade opportunities. After the War of the Austrian 

Succession, the EIC assisted the British government in attacking French 

commerce in the Indian Ocean.24 From 1746 the EIC and its French 

counterpart, the Compagnie Francaise des Indes Orientales, fought a 

series of wars in the Carnatic, a coastal plain on the eastern side of the 

Indian subcontinent. Both maintained trading posts and sought to gain 

influence over local rulers. The Carnatic Wars, also known as the Euro-

Indian Wars, were a series of military conflicts between Britain, France, 

Marathas and Mysore.25 In September 1746, the French captured 

Madras after a week’s siege, although the Treaty of Aix la Chapelle 

returned Madras to the British in exchange for Cape Breton in North 

America.26 

In 1756 pro-French Siraj Ud-Dualla was appointed Nawab of Bengal. A 

dispute with the British about Calcutta’s (Kolkata) fortifications resulted in 

 
23 R. Anthony Krugler, ‘Problems of Inheritance’, Calliope, vol. 11, no. 9, 2001, 
pp. 14-15. Krugler provides a succinct account of the succession issue, 
highlighting that Charles VI had chosen a worthy successor in Maria Theresa. 
24 Gerald Bryant, ‘British Logistics and the Conduct of the Carnatic Wars 
(1746-1783)’, War in History, vol. 11, no. 3, 2004, p. 282. 
25 Ibid., p. 279. 
26 J. Revell Carr, Seeds of Discontent: The Deep Roots of the American 
Revolution, 1650-1750, pp. 308-309. 
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the Nawab ordering the attack and capture of the fortress. Robert Clive, 

governor of the Bengal presidency, recaptured Calcutta in 1757. The 

Nawab’s defeat at the Battle of Plassey forced him to restore EIC 

privileges, pay compensation, and agree to British consolidation of 

India.27 The first war from 1746 to 1761 resulted in a British victory over 

the French and their Indian allies.28 The renewed Anglo-French global 

war of 1756-1763, known as the Seven Years War, led to the return of 

military and naval forces in the Carnatic and wider East Indies region. 

James Scott and Francis Light both served aboard Royal Navy ships 

during the conflict, with Scott, as a crew member of HMS Cumberland, 

supporting the British campaign to reclaim Calcutta.  

James Scott and the Royal Navy 

During the eighteenth century, large numbers of sailors recruited during 

times of conflict were dismissed when hostilities ceased. For example, in 

1755, shortly before the commencement of the Seven Years War, naval 

enlistment totalled 12,000. This number peaked in 1762 at 84,000 before 

dropping to 17,500 in 1764 after cessation of hostilities.29 Collection, 

retention and preservation of information varied greatly with no 

consistency in nomenclature or record keeping.30 The Royal Navy did not 

introduce continuous service for seaman until the mid-nineteenth 

century. As sailors regularly switched between ships, tracing the naval 

 
27 Roy Kaushik, ‘The Hybrid Military Establishment of the East India Company 
in South Asia: 1750-1849’, Journal of Global History, vol. 6, no. 1, 2011, pp. 
198-199. 
28 Bryant, ‘British Logistics’, p. 279. 
29 Conway, ‘Mobilization of Power’, p. 379. 
30 N. A. M. Rodger, Naval Records for Genealogists, p. 32. 
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service of James Scott proved difficult, especially as Admiralty records 

covering this period have not yet been comprehensively indexed or 

digitised.31 

 

Figure 3. Total British Seamen and Marines, 1739-1764.32 

An individual sailor can only be located in a muster or pay book if the 

researcher knows the name of a ship on which he served. Any earlier 

and later service can usually be traced via muster books which recorded 

active service of every person belonging to the ship including wages, 

consumption of victuals and chargeable articles for the purser’s 

 
31 The National Archives holds most of the Admiralty records. These will be 
abbreviated to TNA: ADM in this work. Two Admiralty record series that 
pertain to this period are ADM36 Royal Navy Ships’ Musters (Series 1), 1688-
1808 and ADM37 Royal Navy Ships’ Musters (Series II), 1757-1842. 
Digitisation of the musters, which list every person aboard ship, would 
facilitate researching an individual sailor.  
32 The graph is based on statistics from Larry Neal, ‘Interpreting Power and 
Profit in Economic History: A Case Study of the Seven Years War’, Journal of 
Economic History, vol. 37, no. 1, 1977, p. 22. Neal extracted the figures from 
the House of Common Journals, Vols. 17, 27 and 28.  
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accounts.33 However, the records do not provide biographical information 

to assist with verifying a sailor’s identity. 

To verify Scott’s naval service, the author initially employed a researcher 

to access Royal Navy records at the National Archives, Kew. Based on 

the premise that Francis Light and James Scott served aboard HMS 

Arrogant during the Seven Years War, research commenced with muster 

and ship’s pay books for HMS Arrogant.34 These revealed Midshipman 

James Scott joined the ship on 16 January 1761 from HMS Yarmouth. 

Arrogant, a third-rate ship built in 1761, was one of several ships engaged 

in convoy duty between Plymouth and Gibraltar protecting commercial 

shipping from the French during this conflict.35 Onboard also was Francis 

Light and the two served together until 3 February 1762 when Scott 

joined HMS Namur. 36 

Arrogant’s muster book provided key information which enabled James 

Scott’s career to be traced back to the commencement of his naval 

service at age seven. The selection of boys for sea service depended on 

a combination of influence with, and connections to, individual captains, 

enthusiasm and luck.37 It is likely Scott’s family secured his position by 

accessing patronage links via the Scott of Gala clan. On 25 May 1753, 

 
33 Rodger, Naval Records, p. 45. 
34 TNA: ADM 32/255, Admiralty: Royal Navy Ships' Musters (Series 1). Ship: 
Arrogant, 16 Jan 1761-19 Aug 1763. 
35 B. Lavery, The Ship of the Line - Volume 1: The Development of the 
Battlefleet 1650-1850, p. 176; Thomas Manning and Charles Walker, British 
Warship Names, p. 89. 
36 Lavery, Ibid.; TNA: ADM 36/6260, Royal Navy Ships' Musters (Series I), 
Ship: Namur, Jan-Jul 1762. 
37 Samantha. Cavell, ‘Playing at Command: Midshipmen and Quarterdeck 
Boys in the Royal Navy, 1793-1815’, p. 19. 
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Scott was placed on HMS Eagle’s books and joined the ship as an able 

seaman at Spithead, near Portsmouth on 6 June 1753.38 Scott, listed on 

supplementary list number 20, may have spent time as a ‘boy seaman’ 

on board a training ship or at the Royal Naval Academy in Portsmouth.39 

As an able seaman rather than a landsman, Scott was competent in 

‘hand, reef and steer’, signifying he could take soundings, work aloft on 

the ship’s rigging and steer the ship. Landsmen, sailors without 

experience, could be promoted to ordinary seaman after a year of 

service. Acquisition of additional skills during the second year led to the 

rank of able seaman.40 

Thomas Latham commanded HMS Eagle, a member of the western 

squadron, which patrolled the English Channel and Bay of Biscay in 

1753. The ship also transported British troops to Minorca in the 

Mediterranean.41 In January 1754, George Pocock joined Eagle as 

captain and Scott advanced to midshipman.42 Eagle, assigned to the 

East Indies station, sustained damage during a storm at Kinsale, Ireland 

 
38 TNA: ADM 36/976, Royal Navy Ships' Musters (Series I), Ship: Eagle: 31 
Mar 1748–Jul 1753. 
39 L. Mitchinson, ‘Research Report British Library’, email correspondence, 27 
July 2012. No record has yet been located for James Scott at the Royal Naval 
Academy. According to Roland Pietsch (‘Ships' Boys and Youth Culture in 
Eighteenth-Century Britain: The Navy Recruits of the London Marine Society’, 
The Northern Mariner/Le Marin du Nord, vol. XIV, 2004, pp. 12-14) the usual 
age that they went on board as captain’s or other officer’s servants was 
around 11 years of age. However, boys as young as six served as boy sailors 
and while acting as personal servants, underwent training as sailors. 
40 J. David Perkins, Royal Navy Substantive Rates for Seaman.  
41 Lavery, Ship of the Line, p. 172. Eagle, was a fourth rate, 60-gun warship. 
42 Samantha Cavell, Midshipmen and Quarterdeck Boys, p. 7. Usually better 
educated and better connected than ordinary seamen, midshipmen were 
taught navigation, trigonometry and astronomy by the ship’s officers and stood 
watches on deck. 
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and returned to Plymouth in August 1754 for refit. Pocock and the ship’s 

company, including James Scott, transferred to HMS Cumberland.43 

Commanded by John Harrison, Cumberland served as Pocock’s 

flagship. The ship, which sailed for the East Indies, was one of several 

naval ships charged with protecting British political and trading 

interests.44 While deployed to the East Indies station, Cumberland 

bombarded Fort William, Calcutta, in support of Clive’s army.45 

Scott served as a midshipman aboard Cumberland until 14 January 1758 

when he advanced to master’s mate, and learned navigation, a 

requirement for those seeking a lieutenant’s commission.46 On board 

Cumberland was Francis Light, assigned to the captain’s staff.47 Scott 

then joined HMS Yarmouth as a master’s mate in 1758. Yarmouth 

commanded by Harrison, and which acted as flag ship for Pocock, took 

part in the Battle of Cuddalore against the French Navy. The ships 

unsuccessfully prevented the landing of French reinforcements at 

Pondicherry (Puducherry). Damaged during the battle, Yarmouth 

underwent a major refit at Madras. The ship later took part in the Battle 

 
43 TNA: ADM 36/5184, Royal Navy Ships' Musters (Series I), Ship: 
Cumberland, Oct 1754-Jul 1756. 
44 Daniel Baugh, The Global Seven Years War 1754-1763: Britain and France 
in a Great Power Contest, p. 286. 
45 TNA: ADM 36/5184. 
46 Rodger, Naval Records, pp. 17-18. 
47 TNA: ADM 36/5184. 
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of Pondicherry in 1758.48 Scott remained on board until 19 December 

1760.49 

For those fortunate to be considered for commission, the minimum 

qualifying age remained 20 years, though some candidates received their 

commissions before this age.50 To advance to lieutenant a sailor had to 

prove they had been at sea for six years and served as a midshipman or 

master’s mate for a minimum of two years.51 On 29 December 1760, 

Captains William Field and Abraham North examined Scott for his 

lieutenant’s passing certificate. Scott provided a listing of time served on 

each ship and produced journals kept while aboard Cumberland. 

Certificates from Captain Pocock and Captain Harrison attested Scott 

could ‘splice, knot, reef a sail and is qualified to do the duty of an able 

seaman and midshipman’.52 In 1762, documentation relating to Scott’s 

lieutenant’s commission listed him as aged 20. The examiners noted 

Scott appeared to be more than 24 years of age and had served in the 

Royal Navy for eight years. Scott’s real age at this time was 16. 

Unfortunately, the Admiralty kept no consistent records of officers' ages, 

and consequently researchers lack a very important piece of evidence 

for assessing their careers.  

 
48 ‘Yarmouth (64)’, Kronoskaf: The Virtual Time Machine. Yarmouth was a 
third-rate ship with 64 guns. Peter Rainier, who was later admiral of the East 
Indies station, also served on the ship at that time. 
49 TNA: ADM 36/7081-7083, Royal Navy Ships' Musters (Series I), Ship: 
Yarmouth, Oct 1757-Oct 1760. 
50 Cavell, ‘Social History of Midshipmen’, p. 23. 
51 Cavell, Midshipmen and Quarterdeck Boys, p. 7. 
52 TNA: ADM107/5, Royal Navy Passing Certificates, Examination Results, 
and Certificates of Service. Lieutenants’ Passing Certificates 1757-1762: 
James Scott. 
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Scott and several sailors from Cumberland joined HMS Arrogant on 16 

January 1761. Shortly after, Francis Light joined the ship from HMS 

Dragon on 21 March 1761.53 Light’s lieutenant passing certificate, dated 

1 April 1761, detailed his seven years of service. In 1753, Light joined the 

Royal Navy as a cadet, employed as a ship’s steward for three months 

on HMS Mars. He advanced to able seaman, serving another 11 months 

before progressing to midshipman.54 He subsequently served as a 

midshipman on HMS Captain, HMS Cumberland, HMS Dragon and in 

1761 as a lieutenant aboard HMS Arrogant, before his discharge in 

1763.55  

Scott served on Arrogant until 3 February 1762, when he joined HMS 

Namur, Pocock’s flag ship, commanded by Harrison. 56 Scott served as 

an able seaman, before promotion to midshipman on 14 February 

1762.57 Scott’s change in rank from midshipman to able seaman and 

back to midshipman was not an unusual occurrence during the 

eighteenth century.58 In March 1762, HMS Namur sailed for the West 

Indies. From 6 June to 13 August 1762, the ship took part in the capture 

of Havana, which ended Spanish naval dominance in the West Indies. 

Scott’s service with Namur was short lived. On 16 July 1762, Scott 

 
53 TNA: ADM 36/4952, Royal Navy Ships' Musters (Series I), Ship: Arrogant, 1 
Feb 1761-30 Sep 1761. 
54 TNA: ADM 6/87, Royal Navy Passing Certificates, Examination Results, and 
Certificates of Service. Lieutenants’ Passing Certificates 1753-1776: Francis 
Light. 
55 ‘Light, Francis (The Light Letters)’, Archives in London and the M25 Area 
(AIM25).  
56 Lavery, Ship of the Line, p. 174. Namur was a second-rate, 80-gun warship. 
57 TNA: ADM 36/976. 
58 Cavell, ‘Social History of Midshipmen’, p. 22. 
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requested a transfer to HMS Basilisk, a sloop (a small square-rigged 

sailing warship) refitted as a bomb vessel, which provided heavy 

bombardment to shore positions. Commissioned as a lieutenant the 

following day, Scott served under Captain William Lowfield.59  

Shortly after Havana’s capture, Pocock ordered Basilisk to London with 

dispatches for the British government. On 29 October 1762, while off the 

coast of Nantucket, French privateer Audacieuse attacked the ship, 

killing Captain Lowfield and several crew and seized the ship and its 

crew.60 It is not known whether the French repatriated Scott in a prisoner 

exchange or he made his own way back to England.61 Shortly after 

cessation of hostilities and with limited opportunities in a peacetime navy, 

Scott took his discharge. On 27 October 1763, Scott petitioned the 

Admiralty stating he received several wounds during the ship’s capture, 

and requested his share of the bounty due after his wounding during 

Basilisk’s encounter with the French ship.62 Shortly after James Scott 

 
59 TNA: ADM 36/5129, Royal Navy Ships' Musters (Series I), Ship: Basilisk, 
May 1761-Aug 1762. The ship carried eight guns, two mortars, and a crew of 
50. 
60 I. Schomberg, Naval Chronology, or an Historical Summary of Naval and 
Maritime Events from the Time of the Romans, to the Treaty of Peace 1802; 
‘Historical Chronicle’, Gentleman’s and London Magazine, vol. 32, 1763, pp. 
57, 105. 
61 Nicholas Rodger, ‘Prisoners of War’, email correspondence, 17 June 2015. 
Prisoners of war were usually exchanged locally. Scott may have joined 
another British warship on the station or secured passage home in a merchant 
ship. 
62 TNA: ADM106/1130/230, Miscellaneous in-letters to the Navy Board from 
Correspondents. Petition of James Scott, Late Lieutenant of the Basilisk 
Bomb. Request for Bounty for Wounds Received when the Bomb was taken 
by the French when Sailing from Havana, 27 October 1763. 
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commenced his EIC career, initially sailing with cousin Robert Scott to 

the East Indies where he had served with the Royal Navy. 

East India Company Merchant Service 

By the 1760s, though trade was rapidly expanding, the EIC strictly 

regulated its lucrative trade by limiting the number of ships contracted 

each season. The Scott family capitalised on this growth, with several 

members sailing aboard East Indiamen until the early nineteenth century. 

James Scott’s family connections and invaluable naval skills facilitated 

his entree into the EIC. He completed four journeys, gathering knowledge 

and valuable contacts, which assisted him later as an East Indies country 

trader.  

Each season a specified number of ships bid for various destinations. 

The number of ships sent to the East Indies increased from 63 in 1761 to 

87 by 1771, before EIC financial constraints slashed the number of 

contracted ships in the 1773-1774 season to 16.63 Ownership of East 

Indiamen was generally expensive, but lucrative. Generally, several 

individuals held shares in East Indiamen. An original share was part of 

the total cost of building, equipping, and provisioning a ship for her first 

voyage. Subsequently, shares changed hands with value determined by 

the ship’s prospects of earning a profit. Payment of shares could be 

outright, or in instalments, sold or bequeathed. During the eighteenth 

century, the one-sixteenth share was favoured; for example, the cost of 

a one-sixteenth share in Boscowen was £680 in the mid-eighteenth 

 
63 McGilvary, East India Patronage, p. 153. 
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century, but by the 1770s, the cost of a one-sixteenth share exceeded 

£1,000.64 

Managing owners, known as ‘ships husbands’, managed all aspects of 

the ship’s operations, negotiating contracts with shipyards and suppliers 

and arranging the ship’s insurance. He acted as paymaster, arranging 

payment of advance money before the ship sailed from Gravesend, Kent. 

The remainder, known as absence money, deposited with the EIC’s 

paymaster, was distributed to families during the voyage, with the 

balance paid to crew on their return. The ship’s husband also called an 

owner’s meeting to show the accounts and declare dividends in two parts: 

when the ship reached the river and when the accounts with the EIC had 

been finalised. Ships husbands reaped not only monetary value but 

benefitted from the increasing influence they commanded through 

patronage of the ships they managed.65 

Between 1 May and 1 October each year, the EIC usually advertised the 

number of vessels and proposed destinations for the next season. The 

vessel’s itinerary, set out by its charter party, specifically laid out the 

ship’s route, the cargoes, and the limits of the commander’s discretion.66 

Contracted ships met tight specifications and underwent extensive 

overhaul and preparation for the forthcoming voyage. Any additional or 

replacement ships were usually chosen from the list already submitted 

 
64 Jean Sutton, Lords of the East: The East India Company and its Ships, p. 
18, 140. 
65 Ibid, pp. 22-23. 
66 McGilvary, East India Patronage, p. 114. 
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by owners.67 Although chartered ships averaged 400 to 600 tons, 

between 1720 and 1774 most officially registered their ships at 499 tons. 

This circumvented the requirement for ships registered at 500 tons or 

more to carry a minister of religion, which many owners considered to be 

an unnecessary expense.68 Every year between early September and 

late February, fleets of contracted ships anchored in Long Reach near 

Gravesend to take on supplies. A skeleton crew, which included a couple 

of mates and a boatswain loaded and stowed the cargo. The ship’s 

husband carefully vetted stores and provisions, submitting a complete list 

of ship’s supplies to the EIC court of directors for approval.69 While the 

ship lay at Gravesend, passengers came on board to arrange their 

berths.70  

Departure time from England was critical as Indian Ocean monsoon 

winds controlled shipping voyages. Prior to 1793, with only a few 

exceptions, the EIC sent out ships from London between November and 

June, the best months for sailing down the English Channel to the 

Atlantic. Typically, India bound ships arrived four to six months after 

leaving England between March at the earliest and December at the 

latest.71 The EIC’s direct trade routes to India utilised the southwest 

monsoon and southeast trade winds on the outward journey, and the 

 
67 Rowan Hackman, Ships of the East India Company, p. 8. 
68 McGilvary, East India Patronage, p. 114. 
69 Sutton, Lords of the East, pp. 87-88. 
70 Ibid, pp. 92-93. 
71 James W. Frey, “‘…A Most Valuable Acquisition” Penang & the East India 
Men: The Interactions of Ships and a City, 1786-1833’, in Loh Wei Leng, T. N. 
Harper, and Sunil S. Amrith (eds.), PIO: Penang and the Indian Ocean 
Conference, p. 72. 
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northeast monsoon and southeast trade winds in the Atlantic on the 

return voyage.72 From November until March, the northeastern monsoon 

winds prevailed. By April the prevailing southwest wind facilitated sailing 

from Africa to the north and east. June and July were generally 

considered too stormy, so voyages on the southwestern monsoon winds 

took place in April-May or August and brought heavy rains to the west of 

India and Ceylon, where there were few suitable natural anchorages 

available for large ocean-going ships.73 

 

Figure 4. Monsoon and Trade Wind Patterns.74 

Ships bound for the ‘Coast and Bay’, which included ports around the 

Bay of Bengal including Madras and Bengal, usually reached the 

 
72 Donald Freeman, Straits of Malacca: Gateway or Gauntlet?, p. 107. 
73 E. Odegard, ‘Fortifications and the Imagination of Colonial Control: The 
Dutch East India Company in Malabar 1663-1795’, in 12th International 
Conference on Urban Histories. 
74 Brian Ingpen, ‘Sailing Ships’, Maritime Studies South Africa. 
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Coromandel Coast by March with a short time period to land and take on 

cargo before the change of monsoon in October. Madras required the 

transfer of all stores, cargo and passengers by boat through three lines 

of heavy, breaking surf. Ships usually spent at least two weeks at Madras 

taking on fresh supplies, and/or undertaking repairs. They then spent a 

week or two sailing to Kedgeree, the anchorage for Calcutta at the mouth 

of the Hooghly River.75 Ships sent cargo and passengers up or down the 

river to Calcutta by barge. Any delay at Bengal ports could result in the 

ship being delayed by the monsoon at other ports until September when 

the weather improved.76  

Each ship’s crew numbered between 60 to 130, including six mates, a 

surgeon and surgeon’s mate, and supercargo. Most ships carried at least 

six midshipmen, though some larger China ships carried more. Although 

appointed and paid by the owners, the commander and first four mates 

were EIC servants. Appointment as chief, second or third mate was only 

possible if the sailors concerned had completed at least one trip to India 

in the EIC’s service.77 Although EIC pay was modest, private trade 

privileges supplemented crew income, with officers permitted to export 

and import their own goods according to EIC guidelines. This system 

effectively instutionalised employee corruption by permitting and 

regulating conduct of private trade. The EIC reserved the right to export 

woollens, copper, gun powder, and firearms but allowed those engaged 

 
75 Tomlinson, ‘From Campsie to Kedgeree’, p. 769. 
76 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 73. 
77 Sutton, Lords of the East, pp. 76-78. 
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in private trade to transport most types of goods. The importance of 

copper in India, which was used as a currency and for manufacture of 

utensils, ensured few commanders could legally import the metal.78 As 

local deposits had been depleted, the EIC first exported copper in 1731 

and its value rose steadily. However, this accelerated in the 1770s, during 

the EIC’s financial crisis.79  

To reach commander status, a mariner was required to complete four 

voyages to Asia as an officer or mate. Potential commanders required 

good connections with shipowners and the court of directors who 

approved appointments to EIC ships and allocations. Additionally, a 

commander needed financial resources to make substantial payments to 

managing owners. Though the EIC prohibited the buying and selling of 

commissions, in reality they could not be obtained without a payment of 

£5,000-£10,000. Potential commanders often needed assistance from 

others to raise the necessary capital but once appointed were in a strong 

position to advance the private fortunes of family and associates.80 

Ships commanders had the opportunity to amass income from a number 

of sources including pay of around £200 per annum from the EIC, 

payment from passengers for the privilege of sitting at the captain’s table, 

or fees paid to secure midshipmen’s berths for the payees’ sons or 

 
78 Huw V. Bowen, ‘Sinews of Trade and Empire: The Supply of Commodity 
Exports to the East India Company During the Late Eighteenth Century’, 
Economic History Review, vol. 55, no. 3, 2002, pp. 467-476. Bowen examined 
the various commodities exported by the EIC to the East Indies. 
79 Chaudhuri, Trading World of Asia, pp. 220-221. 
80 Huw V. Bowen, ‘Privilege and Profit: Commanders of East Indiamen as 
Private Traders, Entrepreneurs and Smugglers, 1760–1813’, International 
Journal of Maritime History, vol. 19, no. 2, 2007, pp. 45-47. 
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proteges.81 Although in theory all crew could access the privilege of cargo 

space, only the captain, first and second mates made a substantial profit 

from private trade.82 In the mid-eighteenth century, cargo space for 

private trade could be as much as 25 tons outward and 15 tons 

homeward for the crew, with the captain taking approximately half of this. 

In the latter part of the eighteenth century, the adoption of larger ships 

resulted in an increase in space allocated for private trade.83 

Profitability varied considerably according to destination. Voyages to St 

Helena or Bencoolen (Bengkulu) yielded little profit, and commanders 

joked any flouting of EIC regulations would result in a Bencoolen 

voyage.84 By the mid-eighteenth century, trade declined on the west 

coast of India around Bombay, Surat, and the Malabar Coast. The least 

attractive option for advancement was a Bombay voyage, with its small 

English population. Far more appealing were the Coromandel Coast 

(eastern coast of India near Madras) and Bay of Bengal (Coast and Bay) 

or Coast and China (Bay of Bengal and ports on the journey from India 

to China) voyages.85 It was mandatory to deposit all private trade goods 

in the EIC’s warehouses for sale at auction by ‘inch of candle’.86 Bids 

were taken until a small piece of candle burnt out with the seller required 

to pay custom duties, warehouse charges, clearance by customs, and 

other charges as stipulated.87 The EIC imposed sanctions on 

 
81 Sutton, Lords of the East, p. 66 
82 McGilvary, East India Patronage, p. 114. 
83 Sutton, Lords of the East, p. 67. 
84 Ibid. 
85 Philip Lawson, The East India Company: A History, p. 67. 
86 ‘Candle Auctions’, Oxford Reference. 
87 Sutton, Lords of the East, p. 72. 
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commanders who participated in illegal trade, including dismissal, though 

many were later reemployed. In 1766, the EIC dismissed the 

commanders of four EIC ships, Anson, London, Vansittart and 

Nottingham, after they were caught with illicit goods on their outward 

voyages. The EIC reinstated them four years later, probably due to the 

increase in the EIC fleet size and need for experienced commanders with 

a good working knowledge of the East Indies.88 

The Scott Family and the EIC 

From the 1760s, increased tension and rivalry for overseas territories 

resulted in a sharp increase of EIC voyages. The Scott family capitalised 

on demand for extra crews, effectively exploiting the patronage system, 

which was in place until the late 1770s. James Scott’s first cousin Robert, 

son of Robert Scott of Sandyknowe, served with the EIC, attaining the 

rank of commander. He assisted his brother John to join the EIC. Other 

family members who served on EIC ships with Robert Scott included his 

cousin William, James and James’ younger brother George. George who 

reached the rank of commander assisted Robert Scott’s nephew Hugh to 

join the EIC.89 

 
88 Bowen, ‘Privilege and Profit’, pp. 84-85. 
89 Hugh Scott also reached commander status in the EIC. 
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Figure 5. Scott of Raeburn Family Tree Showing EIC Marine Service, (in bold). 

Despite documents revealing several members of the Scott of Raeburn 

clan served on EIC ships, current historiography fails to explore James 

Scott’s possible EIC employment. The period between Scott’s naval 

service and arrival in India aboard Anson in 1774 has not been 

extensively explored by researchers. EIC records reveal the service of a 

sailor James Scott who commenced his EIC service shortly after the end 

of the Seven Years War, until shortly before Anson’s departure for the 

East Indies in 1773. During this time, James Scott served with other 

members of the Scott family. It is my contention that the person named 

is James Scott, East Indies country trader.  

Researching service on EIC merchant ships is difficult and time 

consuming. Crew were contracted by owners for a single voyage so there 

is no continuity in service records. As ships were chartered for a season, 
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the EIC established no centralised system of record keeping. These 

factors inhibit in-depth research. However, the compilation of valuable 

finding aids has assisted researchers. In the early nineteenth century, 

Charles Hardy attempted the compilation of a comprehensive list of EIC 

voyages and key crew. Hardy’s Register, the EIC’s equivalent of Lloyd’s 

Register, commences in 1701, though until 1760 Hardy only records the 

season (year/s) of voyage, tonnage, commander, and destination.90 

From 1761 to 1800, Hardy includes additional information including 

owner, first to fourth mates, surgeon, purser, departure, and return dates. 

After Charles Hardy’s death his son, Horatio Charles Hardy, continued 

publishing the register until 1834 when the EIC maritime service ceased 

to exist.91 

After the EIC’s demise, retention and custodianship of remaining records, 

including many ship’s journals (logs) passed to its successor, the India 

Office. Although the department had little interest in EIC trading activities, 

Frederick Charles Danvers, registrar and superintendent of records at the 

India Office, collected shipping records and bound them into volumes.92 

Unfortunately, Danvers rearranged records, separating journals from 

related pay books and ledgers. He divided the journals into two groups: 

 
90 Charles Hardy, A Register of Ships, Employed in the Service of the Hon. the 
United East India Company, from the Union of the Two Companies, in 1707, 
to the Year 1760. 
91 Horatio Charles Hardy, A Register of Ships, Employed in the Service of the 
Honorable the United East India Company, from the Year 1760 to 1810: With 
an Appendix, Containing a Variety of Particulars, and Useful Information 
Interesting to those Concerned with East India Commerce.  
92 Robert Sharp, ‘Danvers, Frederick Charles’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography. Danvers, employed as a writer in the Public and Public Works 
Department in 1853, was later appointed to the records department in the 
India Office. 
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seventeenth century and eighteenth to nineteenth century, organised by 

name. All records relating to a ship, for example, Speaker, were bound 

together, resulting in separation of related records and disparate records 

arbitrarily arranged according to the ship’s name.93 

In the late 1990s Anthony Farrington, former head of the India Office 

records at the British Library, compiled two volumes. The Catalogue of 

East India Company Ships Journals and Logs 1600-1834 listed existing 

shipping records and documented their physical location. Additional 

details collated by Farrington included: ship’s size, construction date, 

number of voyages, season, destination(s), and arrival and departure 

dates.94 A companion volume, Biographical Index of East India Company 

Maritime Service Officers 1600-1834 listed over 12,000 names. The 

records provide birth details and, if known, any maritime service before 

entering the EIC, a listing of all voyages, rank held on voyage, the ship’s 

name, number, and season of the voyage.95 Farrington’s work, though a 

valuable research aid, is incomplete. Although he lists service details for 

Robert, George and Hugh Scott, and the service of several James Scotts, 

he omits James Scott’s service aboard Speaker.  

These sources validate the service of Robert Scott, believed to be the 

first Scott of Raeburn clan member to serve aboard EIC ships. Born 20 

 
93 Richard Morgan, An Introduction to British Ships in Indian Waters: Their 
Owners, Crew and Passengers, p. 4. 
94 Anthony Farrington, The Catalogue of East India Company Ships Journals 
and Logs 1600-1834. 
95 As many ships completed multiple trips to the East Indies, the voyage 
number is usually given in brackets after the name. Anthony Farrington, 
Biographical Index of East India Company Maritime Service Officers 1600-
1834. 
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May 1739 in Smailholm, Roxburghshire, Robert was the fourth child of 

Robert Scott and Barbara Haliburton.96 Robert, who reached the rank of 

commander, served with the EIC until 1784. An active member of the 

Society of East India Commanders, which acted as a friendly society, he 

represented the commander’s interest to the EIC.97 In 1784, Robert Scott 

made his last voyage to the East Indies. On return to Scotland the 

following year he purchased a small property, ‘Rosebank’, east of Kelso, 

Roxburghshire.98 While little is known of Robert’s life, it is likely he had 

previous maritime experience possibly in the coastal trade before his first 

recorded EIC voyage in 1760.99 However, it is unlikely Robert served with 

the Royal Navy. Sir Walter Scott maintained a close relationship with his 

uncle, Robert Scott, who bequeathed his property ‘Rosebank,’ to his 

nephew. In his recount of the family history, Sir Walter Scott failed to 

record any naval service by Robert Scott.100  

Robert Scott, recorded as fourth mate aboard Warwick sailed for Madras 

and China during the 1759-1760 season.101 Warwick’s captain was fellow 

 
96 Debrett and Courthope, Debrett's, p. 404. 
97 ‘Society of East India Commanders’, London Metropolitan Archives. The 
society, formed around 1773, held its meetings at the Jerusalem Coffee 
House, Cornhill from around 1780. The Jerusalem, located near the EIC 
headquarters at Leadenhall Street, was a popular venue for EIC employees. 
98 G. Allan and W. Weir, Life of Sir Walter Scott: With Critical Notices of his 
Writings, p. 46. 
99 The remaining India Office Records are held at the British Library. BL: IOR 
will be used in this work to denote these records. BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/585-O 
(1), Ships Ledger: Warwick (2), 1759-1760, ff. 3, 49. From 1760 there are 
three recorded trips of Robert before he was appointed commander, therefore, 
it is likely he completed other trips before 1760. 
100 Lever, Lessudden, p. 67. 
101 Farrington, Biographical Index, p. 700. 
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Scot, James Dewar, son of John Dewar and Roberta Scott.102 The 

voyage, undertaken during the Seven Years War, contained risk for ship 

and crew as the French attempted to disrupt British commercial interests. 

During armed conflict, merchant ships assisted the Royal Navy. Before 

Warwick sailed, the EIC applied to the Admiralty for letters of marque, a 

written authority to capture and confiscate enemy (French) merchant 

shipping.103 The application listed the ship as carrying 99 crew and 26 

carriage guns.104 

After leaving Portsmouth on 7 March 1760, Warwick stopped briefly at 

Fort St David, British headquarters in southern India, before arriving at 

Madras on 10 August 1760. Three weeks later, Dewar received a 

dispatch from council at Fort St George, Madras, ordering him to sail to 

Canton (Guangzhou) if possible by the usual route through the Straits of 

Malacca and deliver accompanying packets to the resident supra cargo 

at Whampoa (Huangpu).105 Updated advice by council on 3 September 

1760, contained information that Triton had spoken to a Dutch vessel in 

 
102 ‘John Dewar’, The Peerage: A Genealogical Survey of the Peerage of 
Britain as well as the Royal Families of Europe. It is unknown whether Roberta 
Scott was related to the Scott of Raeburn clan. 
103 ‘Letters of Marque’, National Maritime Museum, 2020. A letter of marque 
was issued by the High Court of Admiralty. Any captured vessels were then 
brought before admiralty courts for condemnation and sale. Conversely, 
pirates did not carry letters of marque and were considered as thieves. 
104 TNA: HCA 26/11/136, High Court of Admiralty: Prize Court. Registers of 
Declarations for Letters of Marque, Ship: Warwick, Jan 7, 1760. 
105 ‘To Captain James Dewar of the Warwick’, Records of Fort St George: 
Letters from Fort St George, pp. 33-34. Whampoa, an anchorage point on the 
Pearl River downstream from Canton, now known as, was used by European 
ships. 
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the Sunda Straits.106 The ship reported two French warships patrolling 

the Straits of Malacca. Council recommended Warwick sail via the Straits 

of Bali or Lombok on her voyage to Canton.107 Warwick arrived at Batavia 

(Jakarta) on 13 November 1760. During the trip from Batavia to 

Whampoa Robert Scott took the opportunity to chart some islands near 

the Celebes (Sulawesi). The ship returned to Britain via Balambangan 

and St Helena, arriving in the Downs on 7 June 1761.108 

 

Figure 6. Chart of the Islands Seen in the Warwick, by Robert Scott, 1761. (Reproduced 

with permission from the State Library of New South Wales).109 

 
106 Triton, an EIC ship commanded by Francis Harris was contracted to sail to 
St Helena and Canton during the same season as Warwick. Hardy, Register 
of Ships, p. 22. 
107 ‘To Captain James Dewar’, p. 34. EIC officials ordered the ship to sail via 
the ‘Pitt Passage’ or Straits of Lombok or Bali, rather than the usual Straits of 
Malacca. 
108 The Downs was a deep-water area off the coast of Kent where traditionally 
the journey commenced and ended for EIC ships. 
109 Alexander Dalrymple, Dalrymple's Charts, 1771-1806, Volume 5. 
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Robert Scott’s next voyage during the 1762-1763 season was as third 

mate aboard Speaker commanded by Dewar. Speaker, a new ship 

constructed for owner Andrew Moffat,110 successfully contracted for a 

direct voyage to Bombay.111 Accompanying Robert Scott was James 

Scott, listed as carpenter’s mate.112 The ship left Portsmouth on 19 May 

1763, and after brief stops at Rio de Janeiro, Cochin (Kochi) and 

Tellicherry (Thalassery), arrived in Bombay in January 1764. On the 

return voyage, Speaker stopped briefly at Tellicherry and Anjengo 

(Anchuthengu), on the Malabar coast of southwest India to trade before 

returning to Britain in November 1764.113 Speaker’s pay book records 

payments of about £45 for Robert Scott and £39 for James Scott.114 

Speaker’s second voyage to Madras and Bombay during the 1765-1766 

season, included commander James Dewar and Robert Scott, second 

mate. The ledger book lists two sailors named James Scott, entered three 

days before the ship departed. The first was listed as a gunner’s mate 

and the second, a seaman. The EIC imposed strict guidelines for 

operating and arming ships, with a fine incurred for any breach.115 As the 

 
110 George McGilvary, Guardian of the East India Company: The Life of 
Laurence Sulivan, pp. 29-30. Andrew Moffat, a ships’ insurer often worked as 
a principal managing owner for Sir Charles Raymond. Moffat was also 
connected with EIC director, Laurence Sulivan. Relationships between 
influential EIC directors have been the focus of the University of Warwick’s 
project by Margot Finn and Kate Smith, The East India Company at Home, 
1757-1857. 
111 Hackman, Ships of the East India Company, p. 195. 
112 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/548E (1), Ships Journal. Speaker: Ledger, 1763-1764, 
ff. 2, 13 and 45. 
113 BL: IOR/L/MAR/B/548A, Ships’ Journal. Speaker: Journal, 1763-1764’. 
114 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/548E (2), Ships Journal. Speaker: Pay Book, 1763-
1764. 
115 Sutton, Lords of the East, p. 27. 
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two names were entered in the ledger shortly before departure, it is 

probable the same person filled the two positions, with the captain and 

senior crews’ complicity. Onboard was George Scott listed as a 

seaman.116 The author believes this to be James’ younger brother, then 

aged 14.117 The ship left the Downs on 21 February 1766, stopping briefly 

at Madeira and Johanna (Anjouan),118 and arrived at Madras in 

September 1766. On the return trip, Speaker revisited Tellicherry and 

Anjengo, stopping at St Helena before arriving in Britain in August 

1767.119 On this voyage, Robert Scott received payment of £68, James 

Scott, seaman £19, George £18 and James, gunner’s mate, £20.120 

Robert Scott commanded Speaker on her third trip to Bombay during the 

1768-1769 season. The ship’s ledger lists three other members of the 

Scott family on the voyage: George, fifth mate, Robert’s brother John, 

midshipman and coxswain, and James, midshipman.121 Speaker left 

Portsmouth in April 1769 and stopped at Johanna before arriving in 

Bombay in August 1769. By December 1769, the ship was on her return 

voyage stopping along India’s west coast at Goa, Tellicherry, Cochin, and 

Anjengo. The ship made brief stops at the Cape of Good Hope and St 

 
116 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/548F (1) Ships’ Journal. Speaker: Ledger, 1765-1766, f. 
25. 
117 Farrington, Biographical Index, p. 699. George’s birthday is recorded as 
c.1748. George Scott, James’ brother, was born in 1752. 
118 Johanna, an island in the Indian Ocean located northwest of the tip of 
Madagascar, is now part of the Union of Comoros. Ships stopped at the island 
to pick up fresh supplies of food, water, and wood. 
119 BL: IOR/L/MAR/B/548E. 
120 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/548F (2), Ships’ Journal. Speaker: Pay Book, 1765-
1766. 
121 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/548G (1), Ships’ Journal. Speaker: Ledger, 1768-176, 9, 
ff 1, 3, 5 and 18; Farrington, Biographical Index, p. 699. 
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Helena before arriving in Britain in June 1770.122 Robert Scott’s 

promotion to commander was lucrative as he received payment of £139, 

while John, James, and George all received around £20.123  

The EIC contracted Speaker for her fourth and final East Indies voyage 

during the 1771-1772 season. Commanded by Robert Scott, the crew 

included purser Robert Gow, first mate Robert Craig, Scott’s brother 

John, fourth mate, and James and William Scott as seamen.124 The ship 

left Portsmouth in April 1772, stopping at Johanna before arriving in 

Bombay in August 1772. The ship visited several ports including Surat 

and Scindy before returning to Bombay in late December 1772. On the 

homeward voyage, Speaker stopped at Onore, Anjengo, the Cape of 

Good Hope, and St Helena before its return to Britain in September 

1773.125 After the ship’s return Robert Scott received £172, John Scott 

£34 and James Scott £20.126 

After Speaker returned to England, Charles Howard, a seaman aboard 

the ship, alleged Robert and James Scott were involved in illicit trade. In 

a letter sent to Inspector Hodges, Howard alleged that at the beginning 

 
122 BL: IOR/L/MAR/B/548A. 
123 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/548G (2), Ships’ Journal. Speaker: Pay Book: Speaker, 
1768-1769. Hardy, Register of Ships, p. 57. George did not sail with Robert 
Scott again until the 1779-1780 season when he served as the first mate on 
Neptune commanded by Robert Scott. In the intervening period, George 
sailed as fourth mate on Horsenden (1770-1771), second mate on Vansittart 
(1772-1773) and as second mate aboard Latham (1775-1776 and 1777-1778). 
124 Hardy, Register of Ships, p. 72. Believed to be James’ brother, born in 
1754. William deserted in 1773 and probably later joined James in the country 
trade.  
125 BL: IOR/L/MAR/B/548A. 
126 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/548H (1), Ships’ Journal. Speaker: Ledger’, 1771-1772, 
ff. 1, 3, 32 and 45. 
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of the voyage, after EIC officials left the ship, a sloop captained by Mr 

Bowars, a lighterman, delivered 130 books of copper plate, 40 sheets of 

copper and two chests of small arms to the vessel.127 According to 

Howard, Bowars was to meet them at Ascension Island on the return 

voyage. However, the rendezvous did not take place as planned because 

of Speaker’s late return. As the ship sailed off Dover, a smuggling sloop 

came alongside. Captain Scott ordered 28 chests of cardamom and four 

bales to be loaded into the sloop. Howard alleged Robert Scott, James 

Scott, and Robert Craig, ordered the transfer and James Scott, as purser, 

handled the payment of 45 guineas.128 The sloop took Speaker into the 

Downs. That evening Bowars came alongside Speaker and took goods 

including 40-50 casks of borax about 400 weight, four casks of dragon’s 

blood of about 300 weight each and other assorted goods reserved for 

him.129 The total of the reserved goods was £17,722.130 

The allegations involving illegal trade were serious. Receipt of goods for 

private trade after EIC officials left the ship on the outbound voyage and 

unloading of goods prior to EIC officials boarding the ship on its return 

contravened EIC directives, as did carrying copper and cloth for private 

 
127 Bowen, ‘Privilege and Profit’ p. 65. 
128 BL: IOR/D/149, Letter from Charles Howard Formerly a Seaman on the 
Speaker Regarding Illicit Trade Carried on by Robert Scott, Captain, Robert 
Craig, Chief Mate, and James Scott, Purser, of the Speaker, during her 
Voyage to India in 1772-73, and Read in Court, 3 August, ff. 94-95. P. Kelly, 
The Universal Cambist and Commercial Instructor: Being a Full and Accurate 
Treatise on the Exchanges, Coins, Weights and Measures of All Trading 
Nations and Their Colonies, Volume 2, p. xxx. 
129 Toni Mount, Dragon's Blood & Willow Bark: The Mysteries of Medieval 
Medicine, Stroud, p. cii. Dragon’s blood is a resin from the fruit of a palm 
(genus Daemonorops) used for colouring varnish and in photoengraving 
130 BL: IOR/D/149. 
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trade.131 The complaint, read in court on 3 August 1774, was referred to 

William Nuttall and Mr Taylor, committee of lawsuits, who managed legal 

matters related to the company’s operations.132 The findings of their 

investigation are unknown.  

By the time the EIC learned of the allegations, Robert, John and James 

Scott, and Robert Craig, Speaker’s former first mate, had left England. In 

December 1773, shortly after returning to England, Robert and John 

Scott went into partnership with George Cartwright in Canada.133 

Cartwright’s enterprises focussed on sealing, salmon and cod fisheries, 

trapping, fur trading, and hunting in Labrador, Canada. The partnership 

purchased a 230-ton ship, which they named Earl of Dartmouth. John 

Scott, appointed supercargo, later served as commander of the vessel.134 

The Scott brothers traded in Labrador until around the end of 1776.135  

Despite allegations of illicit trade, after returning to England Robert and 

John Scott resumed EIC employment. John served aboard Southampton 

as fourth mate during the 1777-1778 season.136 During the 1779-1780 

season, Robert Scott continued his long relationship with Andrew Moffat. 

 
131 Sutton, Lords of the East, pp. 67-68. 
132 BL: IOR/D/149. 
133 ‘Captain George Cartwright’, The Keep Military Museum: Home of the 
Regiments of Devon and Dorset. George Cartwright served with the British 
35th Regiment of Foot and spent time in India. After he left the army, he 
worked as a fish and fur trader.  
134 George Cartwright, A Journal of Transactions and Events, During a 
Residence of Nearly Sixteen Years on the Coast of Labrador: Containing 
many Interesting Particulars, both of the Country and Its Inhabitants, not 
Hitherto Known, Volume 3, pp. 2, 212. 
135 G. M. Story, ‘Cartwright, George’, Dictionary of Canadian Biography (1801-
1820), Volume 5,  
136 Hardy, Register of Ships, p. 91. Southampton was owned by Charles 
Foulis.  
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As principal owner of Neptune, Moffat appointed Scott as captain on her 

maiden voyage. Other Scott family members aboard were first mate 

George and John as a seaman.137 The ship, chartered for the Coast and 

Bay, left in June 1780, stopping at Rio de Janeiro before arriving in 

Madras in early January 1781. The ship spent the next few months 

trading on the east coast of India. On the return voyage, the ship took 

almost 15 months to return to England via St Helena, returning in August 

1783.138 As James Scott had established himself as a country trader in 

the East Indies by this time, it is likely Robert and James collaborated in 

trading ventures during this time. 

After Speaker’s return in September 1773, James Scott also sought 

alternative employment. According to Tregonning, James Scott arrived in 

India as a purser on Anson, while Fielding states that Scott reached 

Calcutta in October 1774 as a steward on Anson.139 The ship’s logbook 

reveals the EIC chartered the ship for her fourth voyage for the Coast 

and China during the 1771-1772 season. Anson’s fifth voyage to the East 

Indies was between 1773 and 1776. Owned and commanded by Robert 

Munro, the ship left Spithead in November 1773, arriving at Bengal River 

in December 1774.140 The ship visited several ports including Acheh and 

 
137 Farrington, Biographical Index, p. 699. George completed three voyages as 
Neptune’s commander during the 1780s. BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/98Y (1) Ships’ 
Journals. Neptune: Ledger, 1779-1780. Payment received was Robert £383 
and George Scot £161. John Scott, who deserted at Calcutta, received no 
payment. 
138 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/98Y (1). 
139 Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, p. 39; Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 
166. 
140 McGilvary, East India Patronage, p. 81. The Munro family was another 
Scottish family heavily involved with the EIC. Robert made his fortune 
commanding EIC ships from 1762 until the mid-1770s. The Munro of Foulis 
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Kedgeree before returning home in April 1776.141 However, Hardy’s list 

covered two separate voyages. EIC correspondence reveals the Royal 

Navy chartered Anson and Earl of Ashburnham to transport the supreme 

Bengal council and judicial officers to India. On 9 November 1773 Robert 

Munro, and the Royal Navy signed a covenant for Anson’s hire to 

transport the chief justice, and judges, with their baggage to Bengal.142 

Anson carried Sir Elijah Impey, the chief justice of Bengal from 1774 to 

1783, his family, and officers of the court on the voyage.143 

The Earl of Ashburnham’s commander submitted a detailed list of crew 

and passengers for the voyage. Anson’s documentation, which omitted 

crew positions, commenced with Robert Munro (owner and commander), 

Alexander Fraser, and James Scott.144 It is likely the crew members were 

listed in order of seniority so Fraser was probably first mate and James 

Scott second mate. Other crew included George Munro, John Munro and 

 
branch contained several surgeons and administrators who were closely allied 
to Laurence Sulivan. 
141. BL: IOR/L/MAR/B/549Y (1), Ships’ Journals. Anson (3): Ledger, 1764-
1776. 
142 Some British Admiralty Records are held by the National Maritime 
Museum, Greenwich. These records will be denoted as NMM: ADM in this 
work. NMM: ADM 354/188/320, Covenant Concluded and Agreed between 
Robert Munro, Master and Owner of the Anson of London, and the Principal 
Officers and Commissioners of the Navy for the Hire of his Ship to Receive on 
Board the Several Persons Appointed by an Act for Establishing Certain 
Regulations for the Better Management of the Affairs of the East India 
Company, in India and Europe…, November 9, 1773. 
143 ‘Impey, Sir Elijah (1732-1809), of Newick, Park, Suss.’, History of 
Parliament Trust, 1964-2019. Impey was appointed as the first chief justice of 
the newly established Supreme Court of Bengal. Impey was in regular 
correspondence with the court of directions throughout the voyage; BL: 
IOR/E/1/158 Miscellaneous Letters Received 1774, ‘Letter from Sir Elijah 
Impey to the Court of Directors’, April 1, 1774, f. 177. 
144 ADM 354/188/320. 
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Robert Craig, possibly the former Speaker crewman.145 The ship 

experienced difficulties with crew retention. In late March 1774, 

Lieutenant Atkinson wrote to Philip Stevens, first secretary to the 

Admiralty, alleging that as many of Anson’s crew had deserted, the ship 

was 16 short of the required complement.146 The Admiralty’s response 

was short and sharp ordering a mulct, a term used at that time to denote 

a fine, of £100 per day from the ship’s freight for each day the vessel’s 

crew had been incomplete since being at Spithead.147 Anson and Earl of 

Ashburnham left St Helen’s on 12 April 1774.148 After stopping briefly at 

Madeira, Anson stopped at the Cape of Hood and arrived at Calcutta on 

3 November 1774, where James Scott left the ship.149  It is likely that 

James Scott initially remained in Calcutta, where he worked as a 

merchant before moving to Junk Ceylon before 1779.150 

 
145 BL: IOR/E/1/158, Miscellaneous Letters Received 1774, Letter from Daniel 
Stow to Peter Mitchell, April 3, 1774, ff. 107, 213-14. 
146 NMM: ADM 354/189/5, Copy letter from Lieutenant Atkinson, Informing that 
the Anson is 16 Men Short of Complement, many Men having Run and that it 
will be Difficult to Replace them as there are few Seamen here. Request for 
Hencoops, March 30, 1774. Atkinson acted as an agent for the ships on the 
voyage. 
147 NMM, ADM 354/189/4, Philip Stephens. Are Sending a Letter from 
Lieutenant Atkinson, Agent for the Anson in the East Indies. Opine there has 
been a Great Negligence on his Part and that of the Master in not Keeping the 
Ship's Company Complete… April 1, 1774. 
148 A town on the Isle of Wight just across from the main naval port of 
Portsmouth. 
149 See archival records NMM: ADM 354/189/325, Philip Stephens. 
Lieutenants Atkinson and Lowder of the Anson and Ashburnham India Ships 
Inform us that they Arrived at the Cape of Good Hope, the Former on the 1st 
and the Latter on the 4th July last and they should Sail from there to Madras 
on the 18th July, February 2, 1775; NMM: ADM 354/189/90, Philip Stephens. 
Lieutenants Atkinson and Lowder of the Anson and Earl of Ashburnham, 
Inform us of their Arrival at Madeira in April and that they were Unmooring to 
Proceed on May 1st, July 11, 1774. 
150 BL: IOR/O/5/26, Europeans in India, European inhabitants in Bengal, 
Madras, and Bombay 1702-1830, ’General Register of Europeans not in the 
service of His Majesty or the Honble Company residing within the Territories 
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Conclusion 

This chapter has explored the role of patronage, and the Scott family 

members exploitation of patronage opportunities to obtain employment 

with the Royal Navy and EIC. In 1753, James Scott aged almost seven, 

joined the Eagle as an able seaman. He spent considerable time on the 

East Indies station while serving with the Royal Navy. As a crew member 

on East Indiamen ships, he completed four return voyages to the East 

Indies, accumulating valuable information on the region’s country trade 

and shipping movements. Analysis of EIC records provides a compelling 

account of James Scott’s service alongside other Scott family members. 

EIC records verify Scott was aboard Anson on its East Indies voyage in 

1774, though his position as a purser or steward cannot be verified. 

Scott’s combined maritime service and family connections provided him 

with the expertise, finance and connections to enter regional country 

trade in the East Indies, an area experiencing increasing European 

incursion and destabilisation of existing trade patterns. As a country 

trader in partnership with Francis Light, he would be pivotal in the 

establishment of an EIC entrepot at Penang. 

 

 
immediately dependent on the Presidency of Fort William transcribed from the 
reports furnished by the several Magistrates, vol.1 James Scott, merchant, 
listed his address as Post Office, Calcutta, in 1777. It is likely that Scott had 
already left Calcutta to trade in the East Indies. While there are references to a 
person named James Scott advertising goods for sale in the Calcutta Gazette 
from 1785, there is no evidence yet that this is the same James Scott.  
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Chapter 4: 

British Expansion in the Malay World, 1600-1780 

 

James Scott’s arrival in the 1770s coincided with significant political and 

commercial changes in the East Indies region. The Dutch Vereenigde Oost-

Indische Compagnie (VOC), the dominant European trader for over a 

century, was experiencing increasing competition from its French and British 

rivals exacerbating its trading woes.1 From its origins, the EIC combined 

military and commercial methods of organisation and administration, 

evolving into a powerful armed colonial empire.2 The relative success of the 

British in the Seven Years War (1756-1763) marked the beginning of 

dominance in India and expansion into the Malay world. In the period to 

1784, divided authority between the EIC and British government resulted in 

an informal expansionist policy. 

During this period, attempts to establish and retain new trading bases were 

generally unsuccessful as evidenced in Kedah, Acheh, and Balambangan. 

Pitt’s India Act of 1784, which sought to limit EIC power, signalled the 

evolution of the EIC from a purely mercantile role to that of a colonial 

administrator. The appointment of the board of control, which established a 

clear chain of authority, and which resulted in the implementation of a 

 
1 Das Gupta and Pearson, India and the Indian Ocean, p. 190. 
2 Barbara Harlow and Mia Carter (eds.), Archives of Empire: Volume I, From the 
East India Company to the Suez Canal, pp. 13-15. 
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coherent policy in India, led to the acquisition of Penang and later 

Singapore.3 During the late eighteenth century, the VOC’s decline as the 

dominant trader in the Southeast Asian region, and military victories over 

France placed Britain at the centre of a worldwide network of commerce. 

British naval and military power underpinned a network of trading stations 

around the globe, controlled by British officials and merchants.4  

British participation in the intra-Asian or country trade, which began in India 

in the seventeenth century, increased dramatically after British victories on 

the Indian subcontinent in the mid-eighteenth century. Integral to British 

expansion in the region were British country traders operating in the Malay 

world between 1750 and 1820. They, along with EIC officials, played a 

pivotal role in the accumulation of knowledge.5 Country traders initially 

formed commercial links with East Indies rulers, and later disseminated 

information to the EIC. European rivalries, increasing incursion of the Bugis, 

the dominant ethnic group from the Celebes, within the region and a growth 

in piracy because of increased European regional trade, ensured country 

traders operated within a politically volatile environment.6 Keay, Phillips and 

Chaudhuri, who document EIC expansion and European rivalry in the region 

including the Malay world, highlight increasing regional turbulence.7 

 
3 Peter Marshall, ‘British Expansion in India in the Eighteenth Century: A 
Historical Revision’, History, vol. 60, no. 198, 1975, p. 28. 
4 Barber, Penang, pp. 43-44. 
5 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 23. 
6 Ibid., p. 26. 
7 See Keay, Honourable Company, for a comprehensive examination of the 
commercial activities of the EIC from inception to demise. Phillips, East India 
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Although the contribution of country traders to the expansion of British 

interests in the region has been explored, the documented activities of many 

individual country traders has been sparse.8 This chapter will explore the 

foundation and growth of regional European trade and the role of country 

traders including Francis Light, Gowan Harrop, and Thomas Forrest who 

were involved in the initial attempts to establish, maintain and expand a 

trading base in the Malay world before 1780. Scott, who formed a 

commercial and personal relationship with Light and Forrest after his arrival 

in the region, would benefit from their experience when the search for a 

trading base resumed in the 1780s. 

Development of European Trade in the East Indies 1600-1780 

Prior to 1600, Portugal and Spain dominated trading in the Asian region. In 

1494, the Treaty of Tordesillas divided newly discovered lands outside 

Europe into a duopoly between the Portuguese and Spanish. Lands to the 

east of the line would belong to Portugal and those to the west to Spain. The 

treaty, though ratified by the two countries, was not recognised by other 

European nations.9 By the beginning of the seventeenth century, Britain, 

 
Company, concentrates on the EIC’s later history from 1784 after parliament 
revised its constitution, appointing a Board of Commissioners to control civil and 
military matters in India. Conversely, Chaudhuri, Trading World of Asia, focusses 
on the EIC’s economic history and interaction with Asian traders and rulers. 
8 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 24. Miller highlights the reality that a select 
few British country traders have enjoyed the limelight in historical narrative. 
9 Diana Childress, ‘Words that Divided the World’, Calliope, vol. 20. no. 5, 2010, 
pp. 24-25. Based on the premise that the world was flat not round, the treaty was 
designed to minimise conflict by establishing clear territorial boundaries. A north-
south meridian 370 leagues west of the Cape Verde islands (off the west coast of 
Africa) divided the world into Portuguese and Spanish spheres.  

https://search.proquest.com/pqrl/indexinglinkhandler/sng/au/Childress,+Diana/$N?accountid=30933
https://search.proquest.com/pqrl/pubidlinkhandler/sng/pubtitle/Calliope/$N/31889/DocView/229392865/fulltext/6C104544457E4D82PQ/3?accountid=30933
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Cape_Verde
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Holland and France followed the Portuguese into the Indian Ocean in search 

of spices.10 The EIC, established in 1600, and VOC chartered two years 

later, were granted monopolies over their respective country’s trade with the 

Asian region, including power to wage war, and make treaties.11 The 

Portuguese, who enforced a stranglehold on trade on the Malabar/Kerala 

coast, located in southwestern India, compelled EIC, VOC, and French 

traders to seek supplies of spices in the Indonesian archipelago.12 From its 

inception, the VOC sought to take over Portuguese interests in the region, 

vigorously resisting any other nation’s incursion into the spice trade.13 To 

maintain its monopoly, during the next century, the VOC effectively used 

violence and intimidation, discouraging all other competitors, including the 

EIC, and regional traders.14 

In the first three decades of the seventeenth century, French traders from 

Dieppe and St Malo sent several trading expeditions to the region. The 

French East India Company, formed in 1664, aiming to secure bases around 

 
10 Anthony Reid, ‘The French in Sumatra and the Malay World, 1760-1890’, 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, vol. 129, no. 2, 1973, p. 196. 
11 Reinout Vos, Gentle Janus, Merchant Prince: The VOC and the Tightrope of 
Diplomacy in the Malay World, 1740-1800, p. 1. In his investigation of the VOC’s 
activities in the tin trade in the East Indies, Vos postulates the VOC, though a 
commercial entity, was underpinned with political motivation and represented the 
Dutch state in the region. Similarly, the EIC assumed political and mercantile 
activities on behalf of Britain until the separation of these powers in 1784. 
12 Om Prakash, ‘Aspects of Trade Between India and Southeast Asia in the Early 
Modern Period’, in Loh Wei Leng, T. N. Harper, and Sunil S. Amrith (eds.), PIO: 
Penang and the Indian Ocean Conference, pp. 27-28. 
13 J. Wolter, The Napoleonic War in the Dutch East Indies: An Essay and 
Cartobibliography of the Minto Collection. 
14 Nicholas Tarling, ‘The Establishment of the Colonial Regimes’, in Nicholas 
Tarling (ed.), Cambridge History of Southeast Asia from c1500 to c1800, 
Volume1, Part 2, p. 9. 
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the Indian coast and Indian Ocean islands, later established factories at 

Acheh, Bantam (Banten), Macassar (Makassar), and Pondicherry.15 French 

traders, who maintained a tenuous existence at Bantam until 1684, were 

unable to compete with the VOC. Although the great majority of disputes 

between the English and French occurred in India where the companies 

were firmly established, their rivalry was experienced throughout the trade 

routes of the Indian Ocean and the waters of Asia from the Cape of Good 

Hope to Canton.16 Almost a century of Anglo-French struggle for control of 

southern India ensued until the fall of Pondicherry in 1761. By 1798, decisive 

British naval victories ended French aspirations in the East Indies.17 

Throughout the seventeenth century, the British initially established several 

trading stations, attempting to participate in the country trade. Cotton goods 

bought in Surat, and sold for profit in Batavia, provided extra funds for the 

purchase of pepper, the most profitable commodity then imported into 

England.18 In 1600, the EIC occupied Pulau Run in the Banda Islands, a 

source of valuable spices including nutmeg and mace.19 A settlement at 

Bantam established two years later was followed by a short-lived settlement 

 
15 Bantam, situated on the northwest coast of Java, was an important trading 
centre for pepper.  
16 B. E. Kennedy, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry in Southeast Asia 1763–93: Some 
Repercussions’, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, vol. 4, no. 2, 1973, p. 199. 
17 Vivian Forbes, The Maritime Boundaries of the Indian Ocean Region, p. 48. 
18 Emily Erikson and Peter Bearman, ‘Malfeasance and the Foundations for 
Global Trade: The Structure of English Trade in the East Indies, 1601–1833’, 
American Journal of Sociology, vol. 112, no. 1, 2006, p. 201. 
19 Nutmeg is the seed or stone of the nutmeg tree while mace is the red 
membrane clinging to the seed. Nutmeg was believed to be a cure for the black 
death. Barber, Penang, p. 18. 
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at Ambon. In 1623, VOC agents tortured and killed 10 EIC servants in 

Ambon, demonstrating the ruthless power of the EIC’s Dutch rivals.20 

Bantam was the largest single source of EIC pepper until 1682, when it was 

seized by the Dutch and Bantam’s sultan expelled British traders.21  

Despite acquisition of Bencoolen in 1685, the EIC maintained few trading 

bases in the region.22 Dutch disinterest in some areas facilitated early British 

interest and incursion. Between 1669 and 1679, British country traders 

concentrated on ports at the northern end of the Straits of Malacca including 

Kedah, and Junk Ceylon.23 Trade between Mergui and Madras, which 

commenced in the 1660s, prospered until the Mergui massacre in July 1687, 

which resulted in the deaths of British community members. In the 1680s, 

King Narai of Siam made extensive use of British privateers, including 

Samuel White and Richard Barnaby, against the southern Indian kingdom 

of Golconda. The EIC, attempting to maintain good relations with Golconda, 

decided to take punitive action against Siam. In April 1687, the EIC 

demanded £65,000 from King Narai. After threatening to take reprisals 

against Siamese shipping, the EIC blockaded Mergui in June 1687. Mergui’s 

harbourmasters, Barnaby and White, tried to win over the commander of the 

EIC force. In July 1687, the Siamese, fearing the British harbourmasters and 

 
20 Stephen Luscombe, ‘Bantam’, The British Empire; Webster, Gentleman 
Capitalists, p. 27. 
21 Anthony Farrington, ‘Bengkulu: An Anglo-Chinese Partnership’, in Huw V. 
Bowen, Margarette Lincoln, and Nigel Rigby (eds.), The Worlds of the East India 
Company, p. 111. 
22 Wolter, Napoleonic War in the Dutch East Indies, p. 1. 
23 Bassett, ‘British Country Trade’, p. 12. 
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EIC force might take over the town, opened fire on the EIC ships and killed 

many British living in Mergui.24 King Narai declared war on the EIC the 

following month and handed control of Mergui to the French governor and 

small French military contingent. The conflict temporarily halted British trade 

at Siamese ports until 1705 or 1706 when this trade resumed.25 

At the southern end of the Malay peninsula, Johore’s (also spelt Johor) ties 

with the Dutch at Malacca effectively excluded other European traders.26 

The EIC gradually withdrew from country trade, focussing on trade 

development on the Indian subcontinent. For the next century, it did not 

participate in country trade directly, relying on country traders to supply 

commodities and provide information on trading and political opportunities. 

The nature of ocean-borne trade between Europe and the East Indies 

underwent quantitative and qualitative change in the eighteenth century and 

the use of increasingly larger ships was indicative of this change.27 British 

trade transformed from a small trade in luxury items such as spice including 

pepper, to bulk commodities like cotton, silk, clothes, porcelain, and tea. The 

EIC customarily achieved these changes through peaceful trading and the 

use of political concessions to carry on trade.28 From 1744, when European 

tensions manifested in the East Indies, the British deployed a fleet in the 

 
24 David Wyatt, Thailand: A Short History, pp. 101-102. 
25 Om Prakash, European Commercial Enterprise in Pre-colonial India, p. 289. 
26 Bassett, ‘British Country Trade’, p. 12. 
27 Pradeep Barua, ‘Maritime Trade, Seapower, and the Anglo-Mysore Wars, 
1767-1799’, Historian, vol. 73, no. 1, 2011, pp. 26-27. 
28 Marshall, ‘British Expansion’, p. 30. 
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Indian Ocean in support of EIC trade interests.29 By 1764, the EIC had 

emerged as the leading commercial force in the east, quickly evolving as a 

colonial power.30 In the late 1770s and early 1780s, the EIC, supported by 

increased naval and military power from the British government, became 

involved in a decade of intermittent wars against Indian states and major 

European rivals: France and Holland. 31 The EIC’s enemies aligned with 

each other, though not effectively enough to have a decisive impact on the 

outcomes.32 Britain would ultimately gain ascendancy over her European 

rivals during the Napoleonic Wars. 

European Incursion in the Malay World 

At its narrowest focus, the Malay world is linguistically limited to areas where 

Bahasa Melayu is spoken. This includes present day Malaysia, Singapore, 

Brunei Darussalam, parts of Sumatra and possibly Pattani in southern 

Thailand.33 However, in the eighteenth, nineteenth and early twentieth 

 
29 The British fleet sailed to India during the War of Austrian Succession (1740-
1748). The Carnatic Wars (1746-1763), fought between British, French, and 
Indian forces from Mysore, ended in 1761 with the defeat of French forces at 
Pondicherry. Bryant (‘British Logistics’, p. 279) examines the logistics involved in 
waging the Carnatic Wars. 
30 Emily Erikson and Peter Bearman, ‘Routes into Networks: The Structure of 
English Trade in the East Indies, 1601-1833’, p. 5. 
31 This included four conflicts, the Anglo-Mysore Wars (1767-1799) waged 
against Hyder Ali and his son Tipu Sultan. The conflict ended with the death of 
Tipu Sultan in 1799. S. G. Jilanee, ‘Remembering the Tiger’, Southasia, vol. 21, 
no. 12, 2017, pp. 20-21. 
32 Gerald Bryant, The Emergence of British Power in India, 1600-1784: A Grand 
Strategic Interpretation, pp. 257-258. 
33 Nicholas Martland, ‘Collectors, Classifiers and Researchers of the Malay World: 
How Individuals and Institutions in Britain in the 18th, 19th and Early 20th Centuries 
Collected, Arranged and Organised Libraries, Archives and Museums and how 
that Impacts on Today’s Researchers’, p. 2. 
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century the Malay world, also sometimes referred to as the Malay or Indian 

archipelago, covered a wider geographical area than the linguistic definition. 

This definition covers the area known as present day Malaysia, Pattani, 

Indonesia, Singapore, the Philippines, Brunei Darussalam, Timor Leste, and 

the island of New Guinea. This definition, which is reflected in Bowrey’s map 

showing the spread of the Malay language as the lingua franca in the region, 

will be used in this thesis.34  

 

Figure 7. Geographical Area where the Malay Language was Spoken.35 

Coinciding with increased encroachment of European countries in the region 

was political instability in regional Malay kingdoms and states. By the mid-

eighteenth century, after several centuries of turbulent economic and 

 
34 Ibid., p. 3. 
35 Thomas Bowrey, A Dictionary English and Malayo, Malayo and English, p. 9. 
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political developments, regional states were complex but fragile.36 Malay 

world residents lived in small communities in coastal areas and hinterlands 

of Sumatra and the Malay peninsula, the islands of the eastern archipelago 

and areas of the southern Philippines where Malay was the main language. 

Sultans ruled through a hierarchy of noblemen and local potentates who 

nominally acknowledged their rule.37 Rulers gained wealth and authority in 

the long-standing tradition of Malay port states by generating trade, 

collecting taxes and generally creating a secure environment for all 

traders.38  

Despite a general increase in wealth resulting from increased trade, factors 

which contributed to regional political volatility included incursion by 

European powers, the emergence of Bugis influence, and growth of piracy 

in the region.39 After conflict with the Dutch, the Bugis, expelled from their 

homeland. This diaspora had significant consequences for the Malay world 

as they settled on the Malayan peninsula and had influence in the formation 

of the Johore sultanate.40 During this turbulent period, regional rulers looked 

for opportunities to form alliances with European powers to acquire arms 

and thwart territorial incursions. Conversely, European powers searched for 

strategic trading bases to support the increasing China trade. The EIC 

 
36 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 27. 
37 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 25. 
38 E. Ulrich Kratz, ‘Francis Light's Place in the Trading System of Both Coasts of 
the Malay Peninsula’, Asian Journal of Social Science, vol. 40, no. 1, 2012, p. 86. 
39 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, pp. 30-31.  
40 Ian Caldwell, ‘Bugis (Buginese)’, in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), Southeast Asia: A 
Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor, pp. 285-286. 
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supported the tacit sale of arms and opium and intelligence gathering by 

country traders to assist against Dutch and Asian competitors.41 

British Country Traders in the Malay World 

British traders and mariners, who operated independently of the EIC during 

the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, were one of the most interesting 

but historically obscure communities in Southeast Asia. Their activities have 

generally gone unrecorded, as there were few occasions for 

correspondence between the EIC and British country traders, which would 

throw the latter into relief.42 EIC officials sometimes worked as country 

traders, supplementing their income. Others including Forrest resigned from 

the EIC, worked as a country trader and then rejoined the EIC. Country 

traders including Thomas Forrest, and Francis Light, emerged from relative 

obscurity because they enjoyed considerable personal influence with 

Governor General Warren Hastings at a time when a British base was being 

sought in the region.43 Significantly, as country traders argued for the 

acquisition of new places, they stressed the importance of local connections 

and knowledge.44 In the Bay of Bengal area Light, Forrest and later Scott, 

 
41 James Warren, ‘Iranun and Balangingi: Globalization, Maritime Raiding and the 
Birth of Ethnicity’, Borneo Research Bulletin, vol. 32, 2001, p. 131. 
42 Bassett, ‘British Country Trade’, p. 9. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 74. 
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gained a reputation as authorities on Malay societies, especially with EIC 

officials.45 

The loose system of statehood based on loyalty and mutual interests 

resulted in relationships constantly shifting, which provided opportunities 

and challenges for country traders.46 Acting as intermediaries, country 

traders cultivated productive relationships with various indigenous states. 

Their credibility rested on their grasp of indigenous cultures and languages, 

in addition to geographical and political knowledge.47 These contacts 

resulted in valuable, practical knowledge that underpinned the 

establishment of British authority in the region.48 However, the country 

traders’ selection and filtering of information was shaped by each trader’s 

judgement of what would be useful or interesting for their intended 

audiences or personal circumstances. The extension of British country trade 

down the Straits of Malacca to Selangor and Riau was one method of 

challenging the Dutch monopoly in trade and country traders sowed seeds 

of discontent in the region.49 

Early in the EIC’s history, ships often traded along the coasts of India for 

months, gathering cargoes of cloth and pepper to trade for tea in China. By 

 
45 Barbara Watson Andaya, ‘Gathering “Knowledge” in the Bay of Bengal: The 
Letters of John Adolphus Pope, 1786-1788’, in Loh Wei Leng , T. N. Harper, and 
Sunil S. Amrith (eds.), PIO: Penang and the Indian Ocean, p. 60. 
46 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, pp. 25-26. 
47 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 74. 
48 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 24.  
49 Andaya, ‘Gathering Knowledge’, p. 60. 
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the 1770s operating costs for larger East Indiamen were so great these 

ships could not support random coastal trade. By the late eighteenth 

century, the EIC’s bureaucratic administration was too cumbersome to 

handle the fragmented river and coastal trade of mainland Malay and 

Siamese states and East Indies archipelago.50 The EIC required pepper, tin 

and other products and country traders played a vital part as intermediaries 

in this trade.51 Country traders stockpiled goods that could be loaded readily 

by EIC ships that sailed between trading centres.52 While some EIC ships 

sailed to China after taking on Indian goods at Bombay, Madras, and 

Calcutta, others sailed directly to China, which usually required a stop for 

provisioning at a Dutch settlement like Cape Town or Batavia. During times 

of conflict with Holland, British ships could not access Dutch ports. The EIC 

demonstrated interest in establishing its own port, ideally in the Straits of 

Malacca region, where British ships could undertake victualling, ride out 

monsoons in safety, or obtain repairs quickly.53  

Until the middle of the eighteenth century, the most important destination for 

country shipping from Madras was Southeast Asia. Important regional 

trading ports included Pegu (Bago), Tenasserim, Mergui, Kedah, Acheh, 

Malacca, Bantam and Batavia. Country traders played a vital role in the 

circular pattern of trade involving India, the Malay world and China. For 

 
50 Peter Drake, Merchants, Bankers, Governors: British Enterprise in Singapore 
and Malaya 1786-1920, p. 4. 
51 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 24. 
52 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, pp. 71-72. 
53 Ibid., p. 72. 
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example, opium and cotton goods from India were sold in the Malay world 

ports and then cash, or goods from these entrepots were traded in Canton.54 

British country traders operating in the Malay world between 1760 and 1820 

played as important a role in the accumulation of knowledge as EIC officials. 

They needed contact with residents to acquire provisions including food, 

water, and wood. Trade contacts required a more sophisticated knowledge 

of Malay world protocol and an ability to speak Malay, the region’s lingua 

franca. This accumulated knowledge was important for extension of British 

influence in Southeast Asia at the turn of the nineteenth century.55 

The location of Malay world port polities, sometimes located upriver beyond 

the reach of Dutch officials, proved conducive to the operations of country 

traders.56 The Dutch could not prevent regional rulers from trading with 

foreigners, which enabled country traders to trade in ports and waters 

denied to EIC ships. Country traders took greater risks as they lacked 

institutional safeguards in place for chartered EIC voyages. They relied on 

personal experience in order to pursue commercial opportunities.57 It was in 

this complex and unsettled region that country traders sailed and engaged 

with their regional trading partners.58 The risks faced by country traders were 

highlighted in 1783. During a lull in fighting, Admiral Pierre de Suffren de 

Tropez’s (hereafter Suffren) fleet, stationed off the Coromandel coast, 

 
54 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, pp. 28-29. 
55 Ibid., p. 26. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Erikson and Bearman, ‘Routes into Networks’, p. 19. 
58 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 26. 
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captured Light’s ship Blake, one of many transports used to provide food to 

Madras.59 The French confiscated the cargo of rice, and imprisoned Light at 

Trincomalee until the conflict’s conclusion.60 

Thomas Forrest, a long-term employee of the EIC, who sometimes worked 

as a country trader, arrived in the East Indies before Light. His tempestuous 

career centred on the British entrepot of Bencoolen, an outpost that 

supervised the EIC’s pepper investment along the Sumatran coast.61 

Believed to have been born in Edinburgh, Scotland around 1729, Forrest 

served as a midshipman in the Royal Navy, before sailing to India as fifth 

mate on EIC ship Essex in 1751.62 Later that year he joined the EIC Marine 

and transferred to Fort Marlborough, Bencoolen. By 1756, he was a 

commander and master of Neptune. Forrest left the EIC Marine around 

1759, and engaged in the country trade as master of the sloop Fanny.63  

Forrest developed close relationships with regional rulers in trading polities 

across the Malay world including Sumatra, Java, the Malay peninsula, the 

 
59 W. Hickey and A. Spencer, Memoirs of William Hickey, Volume 3, pp. 50, 117. 
60 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 221. 
61 In 1685, shortly after their expulsion from Bantam, the British established a 
trading post at the Sumatran port of Bencoolen. This enabled the British to 
maintain trade in the region, particularly pepper. In reality, the settlement was an 
isolated outpost and few Bugis or Malay merchants visited. Alan Harfield, 
‘Bencoolen: A History on the Honourable East India Company's Garrison on the 
West Coast of Sumatra, 1685-1825’. 
62 See C. E. Buckland, Dictionary of Indian Biography, p. 151. Few details are 
known about Forrest’s naval service. It is possible he served in the East Indies 
region and left the Royal Navy after the War of Austrian Succession (1740-48). 
‘Essex (2) (Ship Active 1744-1755)’, Social Networks and Archival Context. 
63 Thomas Forrest, Voyage to New Guinea and the Moluccas, 1774-1776; With 
an Introduction by D. K. Bassett, p. 2. 
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Celebes, the Moluccas (Maluku), New Guinea, Borneo, and the 

Philippines.64 His activities as a country trader highlight the realities and 

misfortunes of country trade. In March 1760, Forrest returned to Bencoolen 

as a free merchant aboard EIC ship Denham.65 Shortly after arrival, Forrest 

lost most of his property when Denham was burned to prevent it falling into 

French hands. In 1762, while selling opium, Forrest’s ship Bonetta, was 

wrecked off the southwest coast of the Celebes. These setbacks probably 

contributed to his decision to rejoin the EIC Marine in August 1763 as senior 

commander at Bencoolen. After a brief return to Britain, in September 1769, 

Forrest successfully petitioned the EIC for reinstatement as station 

commander at Fort Marlborough, resuming his position on 1 November 

1770.66 On his return, to the East Indies Forrest became acquainted with 

Francis Light, who was working as a country trader. 

In 1765, while Forrest was sailing to England, Francis Light embarked for 

India. After a three month wait in the Downs for a favourable wind, Light set 

sail for the East Indies aboard EIC ship Clive on 12 April 1765.67 Owned by 

Charles Raymond and commanded by John Allen, Clive was destined for 

Madras and Bombay.68 Light arrived in the region during a period when 

 
64 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, pp. 27-28. 
65 Denham, chartered for the 1759 season, was bound for Madras and China. 
Hardy, Register of Ships, p. 21. 
66 Forrest, Voyage to New Guinea, p. 4. 
67 Morson, Connection, p. 3. 
68 Hardy, Register of Ships, p. 39. Charles Raymond, who started his career as a 
purser aboard the Dawsonne, completed four more trips. Over the following four 
decades, he was principal managing owner on over 100 East Indies voyages. 
‘Charles Raymond’, NatWest Group. 
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Madras merchants were looking to expand their trading interests in the 

Malay peninsula and East Indies archipelago. During the 1760s, Madras 

traders commenced joint trading ventures, the prototypes of agency houses 

which developed after 1770.69 These private trading networks, based on an 

intricate mix of official and personal contacts including EIC officials, were 

successful in establishing trading bases in the region.70 Francis Jourdain, a 

prominent member of the Madras Association, successfully reopened trade 

at Kedah and Acheh, two ports at that time unpopular with British traders.71 

Light’s relationship as an agent for the Madras Association appears to have 

given him a wide remit and the opportunity to familiarise himself with local 

customs, politics, and trading patterns with rulers in the Malay world.72 As 

captain of country ship, Speedwell, Light joined a trading network that linked 

Acheh and northern Sumatra with the western coast of the Malay peninsula. 

 
69 Lalitha Iyer, ‘Trade and Finance on the Coromandel Coast, 1757-1833’, p. 143.  
70 Several Fort St George councillors were members of the Madras Association. 
David Bassett, ‘British “Country” Trade and Local Trade Networks in the Thai and 
Malay States, c. 1680–1770’, Modern Asian Studies, vol. 23, no. 4, 1989, p. 639. 
71 There appears to be confusion in historiography relating to Gowan Harrop, the 
Madras Association, and Jourdain, Sulivan and de Souza. Gowan Harrop was a 
sea captain employed by Jourdain. Bhaskarjyoti Basu, (‘Francis Jourdain and the 
Reopening of South-East Asian Trade and in the 1760s by the Madras 
Association of Merchants’, Proceedings of the Indian History Congress, vol. 66, 
2005, pp. 1275-1282) traces Jourdain’s career from arrival in 1757 including the 
formation and trading activities of the Madras Association. Keay (Honourable 
Company, p. 360) claims that Jourdain, Sulivan and De Souza became the 
Madras Association in 1770. It appears the Madras Association and Jourdain, 
Sulivan and de Souza may refer to the same trading entity. To maintain 
consistency, the name in the cited work will be used. 
72 Members of the Madras Association included Francis Jourdain, EIC servants 
Edward Monckton and Paul Benfield, and seamen including Richard Crawfurd 
and Gowan Harrop. Monckton was joint owner of a trading vessel with Jourdain, 
Benfield and Crawfurd. Iyer, ‘Trade and Finance on the Coromandel Coast’, pp. 
145-148. 
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In 1769, the Association sent Light to Acheh via Kedah and Junk Ceylon, 

where he developed enduring relationships with Malay rulers in the region.73  

Dutch-controlled Malacca and Batavia, the two most conveniently situated 

ports, imposed exorbitant charges on foreign trade. If the Dutch remained 

neutral, the China trade was not seriously hampered.74 From 1763, EIC 

officials unsuccessfully urged the court of directors to establish a British 

factory at Acheh as a victualling station for country vessels heading west to 

India and east to China. With the Madras Association firmly established in 

Acheh and establishment of a factory in Kedah, EIC officials in Madras sent 

missions to Kedah and Acheh, initially ranking Kedah’s trade above Acheh 

for opium and piece goods.75 Despite having limited trading experience, the 

EIC appointed Edward Monckton commander of the Kedah mission and 

Charles Des Voeux leader of the Acheh mission.76 The inexperience of both 

delegates would result in failure to establish a mission in either location. 

The Search for a Trading Base 1760-1780 

From the 1760s onward, increasing tensions between European 

competitors precipitated the search for a trading station or harbour on the 

 
73 Morson, Connection, p .3. 
74 Samuel Wee Tien Wang, ‘British Strategic Interests in the Straits of Malacca 
1786-1819’, p. 17. 
75 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 15; Bassett, ‘British ‘Country’ Trade’, p. 640. 
The estimate was based on the market for opium and piece goods at each port. 
Acheh was supposed to have a market for 150 chests of opium, while Kedah was 
believed to have a market for 450 chests of opium. 
76 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 15. Des Voeux is often recorded as 
Desvoeux. 
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route to China. To ensure British supremacy at sea and preserve the empire 

based on it, the EIC sought to secure a safe harbour to repair and refit ships 

when sailing between Madras and Canton, though it was not prepared to 

underwrite the substantial costs for the required infrastructure.77 Continuing 

tensions and rivalries identified the need for a refuge for navy ships to 

counterbalance the French base at Trincomalee, as the sole British factory 

at Bencoolen was an isolated outpost remote from the major trade route to 

China.78 

To facilitate British trade in the Malay region, in the 1760s Alexander 

Dalrymple completed a series of hydrographic surveys in the Bay of Bengal, 

including the careful description of the Straits of Malacca.79 Dalrymple 

suggested an alternative sailing route when the northeast monsoon blew 

from China through the Sunda Strait between the islands of Java and 

Sumatra, between Borneo and the Celebes into the Pacific Ocean, and 

north to China.80 Despite being close to Dutch territory, the Sunda Strait 

became an alternative route for EIC ships who missed the monsoon from 

the 1760s. To support shipping traversing this route on a regular basis, 

Dalrymple proposed the establishment of a British settlement at 

Balambangan, located off the northern tip of Borneo, a convenient location 

 
77 S. Hoyt, Old Penang, p. 13. 
78 Trincomalee is located on the eastern side of Ceylon (Sri Lanka). 
79 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 73. 
80 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 21. 
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for ships using either route.81 The EIC also considered other locations 

including Kedah and Acheh. 

Kedah Trade Mission 

Kedah, the first location identified as a possible EIC trading base, was 

strategically located at the southern end of the Kra isthmus with access to 

the Bay of Bengal and Straits of Malacca. Although Kedah fell under 

Malacca’s influence during the fifteenth century, it maintained substantial 

independence.82 After the fall of Malacca in 1511, the Portuguese, Dutch, 

Bugis and Siamese fought for control of Kedah. By 1660, country traders 

sailing from Madras started calling at Kedah.83 The EIC, aware of Kedah’s 

tin production at an early stage, maintained a settlement from 1669 to 1675. 

Though initially a success, the settlement was abandoned and for almost a 

century the British failed to maintain a footing in the Malay peninsula.84 From 

1759, though trade was sporadic, EIC ships started visiting Kedah again.85 

At the time of Monckton’s mission in 1772, Kedah, a vassal state of Siam, 

experienced political instability when Sultan Muhammed Jiwa Zainal Abidin 

Mu-Azzam Shah (hereafter Sultan Muhammed Jiwa) faced an internal 

rebellion supported by Bugis from Selangor.86 Two main theories postulated 

 
81 Ibid., p. 22. 
82 Bonney, Kedah, 1771-1821, pp. 16-17. 
83 Ibid, p. 14. 
84 Richard Winstedt, ‘Notes on the History of Kedah’, JMBRAS, vol. 14, no. 3 
1936, pp. 160-161.  
85 David Bassett, ‘Anglo-Kedah Relations, 1688-1765’, JMBRAS, vol. 62, no. 2, 
1989, p. 8. 
86 Kratz, ‘Francis Light's Place’, p. 87. 
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for the rebellion are non-payment of a long-standing debt and dispute over 

succession. Historiography favouring non-payment of the debt expounded 

by Richard Winstedt, is based on a partisan account by Raja Ali Al-Haji Riau, 

Raja Haji’s grandson. This account, written a century after the event, was 

probably based on oral tradition.87 According to the Tuhfat al-Nafis, Raja 

Haji persuaded his brother Sultan Sallehuddin Shah of Selangor, to demand 

payment for an outstanding debt.88 The debt related to a request for 

assistance rendered in 1724 after the death of Kedah’s Sultan Abdullah al-

Mu’azzam Shah. A dispute between two sons over succession resulted in 

the eldest, Sultan Muhammed Jiwa, requesting assistance from Bugis 

mercenaries based in Selangor.89 In return, he promised payment of fifteen 

bahara of dollars for assistance to secure the throne.90 With Bugis 

assistance, he took the throne. Despite repeated requests, only a portion of 

the debt was paid. In 1770, the Bugis made a final demand for payment.91 

 
87 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, pp. 27-28. 
88 Raja Haji was a Bugis soldier and political leader. After the Dutch expelled the 
Bugis from their homeland, Raja Haji established a dynasty in the state of 
Selangor. J. Kathirithamby-Wells, ‘“Strangers” and “Stranger-kings”: The Sayyid 
in Eighteenth-century Maritime Southeast Asia’, Journal of Southeast Asian 
Studies, vol. 40, no. 3, 2009, pp. 586-587. Sultan Sallehuddin Shah, who 
assumed control of Selangor after his father’s death, was also known as Raja 
Lumu. Khoo Kay Kim, ‘Raja Lumu/Sultan Salehuddin: The Founding of the 
Selangor Dynasty’, JMBRAS, vol. 58, no. 2, 1985, pp. 6-7. 
89 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, p. 22. 
90 According to Cowan, one bahara, an obsolete measurement of weight, 
equalled three pikuls or 400 pounds. Andaya concurs stating one bahara is 180 
kilograms. C. D. Cowan, ‘Early Penang and the Rise of Singapore, 1805-1832’, 
JMBRAS, vol. 23, no. 2, 1950, p. 21; Leonard Andaya, ‘A History of Trade in the 
Sea of Melayu’, Itinerario, vol. 24. no. 1, 2000, p. 97. 
91 John Bastin, ‘Problems of Personality in the Reinterpretation of Modern 
Malayan History’, in John Bastin and R. Roolvink (eds.), Malayan and Indonesian 
Studies, Essays Presented to Sir Richard Winstedt on his Eighty-fifth Birthday, p. 
147. 

https://search.proquest.com/pqrl/indexinglinkhandler/sng/au/Kathirithamby-Wells,+Jeyamalar/$N?accountid=30933
https://search.proquest.com/pqrl/pubidlinkhandler/sng/pubtitle/Journal+of+Southeast+Asian+Studies/$N/31973/PagePdf/232607565/fulltextPDF/76337D970FE944EBPQ/1?accountid=30933
https://search.proquest.com/pqrl/pubidlinkhandler/sng/pubtitle/Journal+of+Southeast+Asian+Studies/$N/31973/PagePdf/232607565/fulltextPDF/76337D970FE944EBPQ/1?accountid=30933
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When Sultan Muhammed Jiwa refused, the Bugis invaded Kedah the 

following year and brought the territory under their control. While Kedah 

historiography has generally accepted this rationale, a plausible explanation 

for what precipitated the Bugis to take military action to recover this debt 

four decades later has not been provided. 

Succession and turmoil within the Kedah royal family, an alternate theory, 

was more likely the catalyst for the Bugis invasion in 1771. According to 

Light, Sultan Muhammed Jiwa had no legitimate children and chose a first 

cousin’s son as successor. A concubine of Sultan Muhammed Jiwa later 

had a son, Tunku Abdullah, who the sultan publicly declared as heir and 

successor. This exacerbated tensions from royal family members who 

believed they had more legitimacy to the throne.92 In 1770, the sultan divided 

Kedah into two areas with the sultan retaining northern districts and Tunku 

Abdullah ruling over southern districts. Opponents trying to oust Tunku 

Abdullah procured the services of Bugis mercenaries from Selangor and 

Perak to place their nominee on the throne.93 Bonney argues accounts by 

Light and Monckton are more reliable as they lack bias and are 

contemporaneous, while Raja Haji’s account was probably written to 

chronicle his ancestor’s achievements.94 The succession issue and internal 

 
92 Light stated the Sultan had two brothers and several nephews. Tunku 
Abdullah’s mother was a commoner and the Sultan’s relatives considered him a 
usurper. BL: IOR/G/34/2, Bengal Proceedings Relating to Penang, 1786-1787, 
Light to Governor General, 13 December 1786, ff. 161-162. Light’s letter was 
dated 12 September 1786. 
93 Bonney, Kedah, 1771-1821, p. 29. BM Add.MS 29133, ff. 9-9v. 
94 Ibid., p. 28. 
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conflict within the Kedah royal family provides a more plausible rationale for 

the Bugis invasion of Kedah. 

The Kedah succession issue provided an opportunity for the Bugis to 

expand their influence on the Malay peninsula. Bugis mercenaries, working 

with factions opposed to Tunku Abdullah, invaded Kedah in early March 

1771, captured Kuala Kedah’s fort and moved upriver to capture the royal 

capital at Alor Setar. After fleeing to Kangar, the sultan appealed to the 

governor of Madras, Josias du Pre, for EIC assistance to quell the internal 

rebellion.95 Almost simultaneously he dispatched an emissary to the English 

merchants at Acheh offering commercial concessions in Kedah in exchange 

for a force of sepoys.96  

Light’s status during this period is unclear. It appears at this time Light was 

probably an independent country trader who seized the opportunity to assist 

with the establishment of a Kedah trading base. This may explain his role in 

negotiations on behalf of the Madras Association and EIC at this time. On 

24 April 1771, Light, probably acting as agent for the Madras Association, 

arrived in Kedah with two armed vessels, weapons and thirty sepoys. He 

met with Sultan Muhammed Jiwa and negotiated trading rights. As part of 

 
95 Born in 1721, du Pre was employed as a factor in Madras in 1752 and later 
held positions including secretary, solicitor, and clerk of the peace. In 1768, he 
returned to Fort St George as second in council and in 1770 was appointed 
governor. H. D. Love, Vestiges of Old Madras, 1640-1800: Traced from the East 
India Company’s Records Preserved at Fort St George, and the India Office, and 
from Other Sources, Volume 3, pp. 1-2. 
96 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, pp. 27-30. Sepoys were Indian soldiers, usually 
equivalent to a private, who took orders from a European officer. 
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the agreement to grant a licence to trade and open an agency house at 

Kuala Kedah, Light agreed to supply 100 sepoys for protection. Trade profits 

would be split into thirds with one third to Light’s employers, one third to the 

sultan and one third to Light to pay for maintenance of the sepoys and 

agency house.97 The agency house, which opened at Kuala Kedah after the 

sultan accepted the conditions, was profitable as Kedah’s annual trade at 

this time was over 130,000 pagodas earning a profit of 45,000 pagodas.98 

Light reported to Jourdain in November 1771 that more pepper and betel 

nut were brought to the port from the coast of Pedir than was carried to 

Acheh, as well as dammar, a resin used in varnish, and tin. He offered to 

load two vessels from the port by January.99 

By August 1771, Sultan Muhammed Jiwa sought offensive military 

assistance from the Madras Association to assist in recovering ships, guns 

and booty taken by Bugis invaders.100 The sultan forwarded a new proposal 

via Light offering the cession of Kuala Kedah and its fort in return for an 

undertaking to defend the fort and assist in the expedition. When no reply 

was forthcoming, the sultan sent Light a personal letter in November 1771 

with an added inducement to cede the Kedah coast from Kuala Kedah to 

Penang. In January 1772, Light informed Sultan Muhammed Jiwa the 

 
97 Ibid., p. 35. BM Add.MS.29133, f. 10. 
98 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 15. During the eighteenth century the value of 
a gold pagoda fluctuated from six or seven shillings to eight and sometimes nine 
shillings. Furber, Rival Empires of Trade, p. 386. 
99 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 15. 
100 Bonney (Kedah 1771-1821, p. 38) records 300 brass cannons plundered by 
the Bugis. 
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Madras Association had not accepted the terms of the August and 

November proposals. The sultan, who wanted a closer relationship with the 

British to deter Bugis and Dutch intervention, then dispatched a personal 

letter to Warren Hastings, governor of Bengal, asking for assistance.101 

In response, Hastings sent Edward Monckton, a junior EIC merchant from 

the Madras establishment to Kedah in April 1772.102 The EIC instructed 

Monckton to offer Sultan Muhammed Jiwa protection against the Bugis, in 

return for Kedah’s port customs or the right to collect these and negotiate a 

site for a factory. Light’s initial attempts to assist Monckton were 

unsuccessful and Light withdrew. Monckton travelled to Alor Setar and met 

with the sultan, who denied asking for assistance, stating no land or 

privileges would be granted unless he was assisted in an attack against 

Selangor. The sultan was not impressed with Monckton, referring to him as 

‘the stuttering boy’.103 The sultan’s request fell outside Monckton’s remit and 

he returned to Kuala Kedah.104  

The following day Light met with the sultan and persuaded him to agree to 

establishing a factory at Kuala Kedah’s entrance, granting the EIC an option 

on all tin to be exported, and awarding it sole concession to purchase black 

 
101 Ibid., pp. 37-39. 
102 Born in 1744, Monckton joined the EIC in Madras as a writer in 1762. He 
became a factor in 1768, junior merchant in 1771, and senior merchant in 1774. 
In 1776, he married the daughter of Lord Pigot, Madras’ governor. ‘Monckton, 
Hon. Edward (1744-1832), of Fineshade Abbey, Northants. In addition, 
Somerford Hall, Staffs’, History of Parliament Trust. 
103 D. G. E. Hall, A History of South-East Asia, p. 537.  
104 Tregonning, British in Malaya, pp. 16-17. 
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pepper and elephants’ teeth.105 The sultan would receive half the customs 

duties on foreign vessels, on condition that if Selangor attacked Kedah, the 

EIC would send a vessel to attack Selangor.106 Sultan Muhammed Jiwa 

abrogated the existing contract with the Madras Association and handed the 

fort at Kuala Kedah to Monckton.107 In July, Monckton again visited Sultan 

Muhammed Jiwa, requesting him to confirm the grant of the port. When 

Monckton rejected the sultan’s overtures for an offensive alliance and 

refused to act against Selangor, the sultan withdrew his previous grant.108  

Monckton blamed the breakdown in negotiations on the sultan’s Chulia and 

Malabar merchants and officials who he alleged intrigued against him.109 In 

reality, Monckton’s inexperience was a major factor as he failed to grasp the 

complexities of Malay court protocol. He disparaged Light’s contribution, 

stating that although Light secured a grant, it was not to his satisfaction. The 

EIC blamed Light for the mission’s failure claiming he had misrepresented 

Kedah’s trade opportunities.110 Monckton left Kedah without an agreement 

and the EIC lost the opportunity to secure a trading base in the East Indies 

until the establishment of Penang in 1786.  

 
105 Ibid., pp.15-16. 
106 Ibid., pp. 16-17. This episode demonstrates Light’s status as an agent with the 
Madras Association allowed him the freedom to pursue his own commercial 
interests as a country trader. In negotiating a commercial arrangement between 
the EIC and the sultan, Light hoped to reap some reward for his endeavours. 
107 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, p. 48. 
108 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 18. 
109 Chulia refers to South Indian Muslims originally from Tamil Nadu in India. 
Khoo Su Nin, Streets of George Town, p. 68. 
110 Tregonning, British in Malaya, pp. 19-20. 
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Acheh Trade Mission 

Around the time Forrest returned to the East Indies in 1770, EIC focus turned 

to the activities of private traders in Acheh.111 At this time there was growing 

tension between the aristocratic elites (uleebalang) who controlled the 

administrative areas (mukims) outside the capital.112 The sultan, who felt 

threatened, relied on non-Achenese assistance and preferred to employ 

Arabs, Chulias and Europeans.113 Sultan Muhammad Syah applied for 

assistance to some Madras traders, offering trade opportunities in return for 

military assistance. The sultan agreed to the establishment of a factory with 

the EIC to receive half the country’s retail trade. In return, the Madras 

Association would provide armed men as protection.114 In 1766, the Madras 

Association dispatched Gowan Harrop to develop trade.115 

On arrival at Acheh in 1767, Harrop ran into heavy fighting probably between 

rival Achehnese who were opposed to European incursion. He offloaded the 

cargo to an agent and sailed to Riau. As the fighting intensified, the agent 

loaded the goods onto the sultan’s boat and moved offshore. After French 

pirates plundered the cargo, Harrop lodged an unsuccessful appeal for 

 
111 Forrest, Voyage to New Guinea and the Moluccas, 1774-1776, p .5. 
112 J. Sapino, Gender, Islam, Nationalism and the State in Aceh: The Paradox of 
Power, Co-optation and Resistance, p. 159. 
113 Lee Kam Hing, ‘Foreigners in the Achehnese Court, 1760-1819’, JMBRAS, 
vol. 43. no. 1, 1970, p. 66  
114 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 11. 
115 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, pp. 37-38. Expedition costs were shared by 
Francis Jourdain and four EIC employees, John Levin Smith, John Call, Henry 
Brooke and Paul Benfield. R. G. Thorne (The House of Commons 1790-1820, 
Volume 3, pp. 173-174) outlines Benfield’s EIC and parliamentary careers. 
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compensation with French authorities in Pondicherry.116 The Acheh 

operation, significantly expanded from around 1766, was taken over in 1770 

by Jourdain, Sulivan and de Souza.117  

In October 1771, EIC officials at Bencoolen sent a representative, Giles 

Holloway, to Acheh aboard Forrest’s Luconia hoping to negotiate a factory 

or trading post to displace the Madras merchants.118 Holloway, who spoke 

fluent Malay, was quickly rebuffed. Lack of coordination was evident when 

the EIC court of directors dispatched Charles Des Voeux in February 1772 

to take over Harrop’s existing factory and discourage country traders from 

forming factories.119 The EIC instructed Des Vouex to secure port duties or 

right to collect them from Sultan Alauddin Mahmud Syah to meet the cost of 

maintaining the settlement and sepoy wages.120 When Des Voeux arrived, 

Gowan Harrop was absent and his deputy informed him of the earlier failed 

Bencoolen mission.121 When Harrop returned, he arranged a meeting 

between the sultan and Des Voeux. The sultan disclosed he had assigned 

 
116 Iyer, ‘Trade and Finance on the Coromandel Coast’, pp. 147-148. 
117 Prakash, European Commercial Enterprise, p. 290. 
118 Holloway, an EIC official at Fort Marlborough Bencoolen, was acting on behalf 
of John Herbert, who later established a factory on Balambangan. Like many EIC 
officials, Holloway, who was active in trade sometimes acted as a supercargo, the 
officer on a merchant ship in charge of the cargo and business dealings on the 
voyage. David Bassett, ‘British Trade and Policy in Indonesia 1760-1772’, 
Bijdragen tot de Taal-Land- en Volkenkunde, vol, 120, no. 2, 1964, p. 212, 221. 
119 An EIC employee, Des Voeux held the position of assistant engineer and 
served as sheriff of Madras in 1771. H .D. Love, Vestiges of Old Madras, 1640-
1800: Traced from the East India Company's Records Preserved at Fort St. 
George and the India Office, and from Other Sources, Volume 2, pp. 59, 566, 
600. 
120 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 11. 
121 Forrest, Voyage from Calcutta, pp. 50-51. 
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port fees to the Madras Association for five years. However, the sultan 

granted Des Voeux the right to trade, and later the land on which Harrop’s 

factory was located.122  

Acheh’s history had been a continual struggle between its ruler and 

aristocracy. By December 1772, deteriorating conditions at Acheh 

jeopardised the factory’s safety. Harrop had brought 100 sepoys to guard 

the warehouses but in reality, they provided security for the sultan.123 Des 

Voeux’s political naivety and indecisiveness in failing to bolster the sultan’s 

power played a key role in withdrawal of support for the EIC venture.124 

Uleebalang hostility to the British and opposition to the construction of 

proposed fortifications forced the sultan to withdraw permission. Des 

Voeux’s withdrawal from Acheh after the mission’s failure ended EIC 

involvement in Acheh.125 The unsuccessful missions to Kedah and Acheh 

by Monckton, Holloway and Des Voeux highlighted the EIC’s failure to utilise 

the local knowledge of country traders including Light, Forrest and Harrop. 

In Monckton’s case, the EIC dispatched an inexperienced envoy who 

displayed ignorance in Malay court protocol. While Light and Harrop initially 

attempted to assist Monckton and Des Voeux, both appear to have been 

 
122 Tregonning, British in Malaya, pp. 12-13. 
123 Anthony Reid, ‘Merchant Princes and Magic Mediators: Outsiders and Power 
in Sumatra and Beyond’, Indonesia and the Malay World, vol. 36, no. 105, 2008, 
p. 258. 
124 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 14. 
125 Anthony Reid, Verandah of Violence: The Background to the Aceh Problem, 
pp. 80-81. 
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ignored and subsequently withdrew from negotiations.126 Although the EIC 

was later successful in establishing a settlement at Balambangan, this was 

short lived. It would be over a decade before the EIC actively searched for 

a trading base in the area, culminating in the acquisition of Penang in 1786. 

Balambangan Settlement 

From the 1760s the EIC showed increasing interest in establishing a new 

settlement on Balambangan island, off the north-western coast of Borneo. 

The trade mission to Balambangan, conceived at the same time as the 

Kedah and Acheh missions, primarily focussed on promotion and sale of 

British goods including woollen goods. The EIC hoped to divert Chinese 

trade from the Philippines by inducing Chinese traders to settle on the island, 

open a market for produce, especially woollens, and extend country trade in 

areas not under Dutch control.127  

In 1761, Alexander Dalrymple concluded a treaty of alliance with Sultan 

Muiz-ud-Din of Sulu to establish a factory or trading settlement at 

Balambangan. The treaty, which precluded other Europeans from trading, 

granted the EIC exclusive free trade privileges within the sultan’s dominions. 

In 1762, Dalrymple was successful in gaining the cession of 

Balambangan.128  

 
126 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 16. 
127 Ibid., pp. 22-23. 
128 Andrew Griffin, ‘London, Bengal, the China Trade and the Unfrequented 
Extremities of Asia: The East India Company's Settlement in New Guinea, 1793-
95’, British Library Journal, vol. 16, no. 2, 1990, p. 157. 
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Figure 8. Dalrymple's Map of Balambangan. (Reproduced with permission from the 

National Library of Australia).129 

Dalrymple later discovered he negotiated with a usurper, as Sultan 

Muhammed Alim-ud-din of Sulu had been imprisoned in Manila during the 

Seven Years War.130 He assisted with the sultan’s restoration, and 

negotiated a new treaty. This reconfirmed cession of Balambangan and 

 
129 Alexander Dalrymple, ‘To His Majesty George the Third, King of Great Britain, 
&c. this Chart of Felicia and Plan of the Island Balambangan is Humbly 
Presented’. 
130 Cesar Adib Majul, ‘Political and Historical Notes on the old Sulu Sultanate’, 
JMBRAS, vol. 28, no. 1, 1965, pp. 27-31 passim. Majul highlights the fluid nature 
of succession in Sulu. In 1748, when Muhammed went to Manila, his brother 
Bantilan, who took the name of Muiz-ud-Din, proclaimed himself as sultan and 
was accepted by Sulu residents. When Muhammed returned, he resumed the 
position of sultan. 
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ceded other territory including an area in northern Borneo, the island of 

Palawan and other islands. Dalrymple returned to London, campaigning for 

the establishment of a settlement. He argued Balambangan would become 

a centre of trade with China, India and the archipelago and divert trade from 

rivals at Manila and Batavia.131  

Concern about Balambangan’s proximity to Spanish territory delayed 

foundation until 1773. The EIC appointed Captain John Herbert, then based 

at Bencoolen, as supervisor. The EIC dispatched directions on the 

Balambangan settlement to Bombay with EIC ship Britannia. Arriving in May 

1772, Britannia left Madras on 15 September 1772, with John Herbert, 

employees for the new settlement and a military detachment.132 After arrival 

in Bencoolen in October 1772, Herbert requested the Bencoolen 

government to provide staff including Edward Coles, Thomas Palmer, John 

Jesse, and Fawcett (other names unknown) for the Balambangan 

settlement.133 Described by Tregonning as an avaricious villain, Herbert’s 

selection ensured the settlement’s failure.134 At Bencoolen, Herbert, on 

 
131 Graham Saunders, A History of Brunei, p. 70. 
132 Griffin, ‘London, Bengal, the China Trade’, p. 157. 
133 Coles, appointed a factor at Fort Marlborough in 1759, held several positions 
including sub treasurer, secretary, and junior merchant. He was Resident at Lais, 
a small settlement about 50 kilometres northwest of Bencoolen, when appointed 
to Balambangan. Coles returned to Bencoolen as a senior merchant in 1778 and 
was appointed governor of Fort Marlborough from 1781 to 1785. Dutch Indies 
Genealogical Association, ‘British Settlers stayed on at Bencoolen and Fort 
Marlbro’, Sumatra’s Westkust. S. Luscombe, ‘Bencoolen Administrators’, The 
British Empire. 
134 Kenneth Tregonning, ‘Alexander Dalrymple: The Man Whom Cook Replaced’, 
Australian Quarterly, vol. 23, no. 3, p. 62. Tregonning (British in Malaya, p. 23) 
bases his comment on an earlier work by Willi which provided details of Herbert’s 
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behalf of the EIC, purchased the contents of a ship he owned as a private 

trader.135 Herbert and his colleagues then sold most of the Britannia’s cargo 

to themselves.136 Both transactions resulted in a significant profit for the 

group. Herbert and colleagues arrived at Balambangan in December 1773 

where Herbert’s regime was later described as a ‘riot of fraud and 

peculation’.137 To ensure Balambangan acted as an entrepot for trade to 

China’s territories, which consumed 750-1000 chests of opium annually, 

Herbert requested Madras enforce a ban prohibiting country traders from 

carrying opium to the east.138 

The EIC instructed Herbert to extend trade in areas not under Dutch control. 

In mid-1774, Herbert and his council met with Ishmael Tuan Hadjee from 

the Moluccas who claimed to know the location of cloves and nutmeg 

outside the Dutch sphere of influence.139 The court of directors wrote to 

Bencoolen in December 1773 ordering Fawcett and all others to return to 

their respective stations.140 Forrest was dispatched to explore areas of the 

 
fraudulent actions. See J. Willi, The Early Relations of England with Borneo to 
1805, pp. 86-89.  
135 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 23. 
136 Willi, Early Relations of England with Borneo, p. 82. Willi cites the sale of the 
EIC’s piece goods to Herbert and his colleagues. The sale conditions include 27½ 
percent advance and 12 months credit, although the EIC price was 17½ percent. 
137 V. T. Harlow, The Founding of the Second British Empire, 1763-1793, Volume 
1, p. 93. 
138 James Warren, The Sulu Zone, 1768-1898: The Dynamics of External Trade, 
Slavery, and Ethnicity in the Transformation of a Southeast Asian Maritime State, 
p. 20. 
139 Griffin, ‘London, Bengal, the China Trade’, p. 158. 
140 Herbert appears to have ignored the instruction. When Balambangan was 
destroyed, Coles and Palmer were still in situ, and they along with Herbert, joined 
Jesse in Brunei. Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 25. 
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Spice Islands as mentioned by Ishmael Tuan Hadjee. By the time Forrest 

returned to Sulu in January 1776 the Balambangan settlement had been 

destroyed.141  

The destruction of Balambangan in February 1775 stemmed from a dispute 

between Herbert and Datu Teteng, who had been contracted to build houses 

and cut timber on the island. Teteng, indebted to Herbert, wanted to return 

to Sulu, but Herbert insisted he leave his slaves as security. When Teteng 

objected, Herbert placed him in stocks, and ignored warnings of reprisal 

after Teteng’s release. On 26 February 1775, a party of Sulu islanders 

attacked and destroyed the settlement seizing most of the arsenal. Herbert 

and some British residents escaped by sea to Labuan.142 The 14-month 

settlement cost the EIC £170,000. As the rights to Balambangan secured by 

Dalrymple had not been formally renounced, in 1803, the EIC dispatched 

Robert Farquhar to re-establish the settlement and resume relations with 

Sulu and Borneo.143 The settlement, which fell under Penang’s jurisdiction, 

was abandoned in 1805.144 

Conclusion 

Changes in regional trading patterns and protection of trade and shipping 

during conflict with European trade rivals, provided the catalyst to establish 

 
141 Forrest published an account of his travels to New Guinea and the Molucca 
titled A Voyage to New Guinea, and the Moluccas, from Balambangan: Including 
an Account of Magindano, Sooloo, and other Islands.  
142 Warren, Sulu Zone, 1768-1898, pp. 34-36. 
143 Saunders, History of Brunei, p. 71; Harlow, Founding of the Second British 
Empire, p. 93. 
144 Hall, History of South-East Asia, p. 540. 
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settlements in the Malay world. The EIC’s unsuccessful attempts to 

establish trading stations at Kedah, Acheh, and Balambangan during the 

1770s ended in costly failure. It is evident the EIC failed to capitalise on the 

local knowledge and expertise of country traders including Gowan Harrop, 

Francis Light, and Thomas Forrest during these missions. All had extensive 

experience in the region, spoke Malay, and had developed solid 

relationships with rulers and officials in the Malay world.  

Although the British failed to acquire new trading bases during the 1770s, 

Light and Forrest gained valuable experience in negotiating with Malay 

leaders in the region. By the 1780s the EIC acknowledged the need to 

secure additional trading bases. Scott, who worked in partnership with Light, 

capitalised on the knowledge gained from the failed Kedah, Acheh and 

Balambangan trade mission. British efforts to forestall competitors from 

annexing strategically located islands and harbours along trade routes to 

India and China led in time to the acquisition of a network of island bases 

and naval stations in the littoral of the Indian Ocean supported by the 

knowledge and trading activities of country traders including Francis Light, 

James Scott and Thomas Forrest as discussed in the next chapter.145 

 
145 Kennedy, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry’, p. 199. 
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Chapter 5: 

Spreading Their Wings: Identifying and Acquiring New 

Trading Bases  

 

Despite the EIC’s unsuccessful attempts to establish settlements at Acheh, 

Balambangan and Kedah, conflict with the French and Dutch provided a 

catalyst to resume the search. During the 1780s, the EIC investigated 

locations on the periphery of the Dutch empire intensifying their search north 

and south of the Straits of Malacca.1 The EIC considered locations including 

Riau, Acheh, Junk Ceylon, Kedah, and Penang. While the EIC preferred 

Riau’s location at the southern tip of the Malay peninsula, its prevarication 

in negotiating a treaty enabled the Dutch to occupy Riau. Excluded from this 

key trading location, the British turned their focus to northern ports at Kedah, 

Junk Ceylon, and Penang. 

Light and Scott promoted the establishment of bases on Junk Ceylon and 

Penang, vacillating between the two. Although Junk Ceylon was their 

preferred option due to its established role in intra-regional trade, political 

instability and conflict ruled out the site. Both men played a major role in 

securing a base on Penang, highlighting their pivotal role as a conduit 

between local rulers and EIC bureaucracy. This chapter will examine the 

 
1 David Bassett, British Trade and Policy in Indonesia and Malaysia in the Late 
Eighteenth Century, p. 2. 
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volatile political environment in the 1780s including conflict between the 

French, Dutch and English in the Straits of Malacca region, which 

destabilised regional polities and provided opportunity for further European 

encroachment in the region. Light and Scott’s relationships with Kedah, Riau 

and Junk Ceylon’s elites will be investigated. Unsuccessful attempts by EIC 

officials to negotiate trading bases at Acheh and Riau and the pivotal role 

Scott and Light played in promoting Junk Ceylon and Penang as possible 

locations will be explored. 

European Interaction with Junk Ceylon 

From the beginning of the sixteenth century and for the next two centuries, 

European nations vied for control of valuable trade routes and resources in 

Southeast Asia. Unlike Asian traders, European traders thought in terms of 

import monopolies or binding contracts with indigenous rulers and 

governors, or failing that, permission to trade and settle.2 To consolidate and 

expand their activities, as European incursion dislocated existing regional 

trade patterns, Indian and Muslim traders moved their activities to smaller 

ports on the western end of the Malay world including Tha Rua on Junk 

Ceylon.3 By the mid-eighteenth century, several European trading 

companies had established trading posts in the Bay of Bengal and Straits of 

Malacca. Junk Ceylon with its abundance of tin and trading links on the 

 
2 Dhiravat na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History of Seventeenth-
Century Phuket’, in Abu Talib Ahmad and Tan Liok Ee (eds.), New Terrains in 
Southeast Asian History, p. 282. 
3 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 92-93. 
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Siamese isthmus, featured prominently in European trading activities. 

Attempts by successive European trading companies ultimately failed to 

gain and exploit tin monopolies, which led to conflict.4 

 

Figure 9. Major European Trade Stations in the Bay of Bengal, 17th-18th Centuries.5 

From the sixteenth century the integral role Junk Ceylon played in the larger 

Indian Ocean regional trade attracted Europeans seeking to establish 

trading links. Despite the island’s relative geographical isolation, low 

 
4 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History’, p. 282. 
5 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 157. The map does not include some minor 
Danish and French outposts. 
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population, and lack of a major urban port, tin, the island’s greatest wealth, 

was a major attraction for Asian and European traders.6 The abundance of 

tin ensured Junk Ceylon was not simply a link between Ayutthaya and trade 

in the Bay of Bengal or Malay world. Junk Ceylon’s port Tha Rua, 

strategically vital to Ayutthaya, was one of the few ports that Siam 

possessed on the Bay of Bengal.7 Thomas Bowrey, an English merchant 

adventurer who resided on Junk Ceylon several times between 1669 and 

1688 noted thick jungle, which contained wild tigers and elephants, almost 

completely covered the island.8 While fish and coconuts were plentiful, other 

foodstuffs were imported.9 Rice imported from Kedah, and salt, butter, and 

oil imported from Bengal via Kedah, supplemented the island’s needs.10  

 
6 Dhiravat na Pombejra, ‘Towards a History of Seventeenth Century Phuket’, in C. 
J. Baker and S. Chutintharanon (eds.), Recalling LocalPasts: Autonomous History 
in Southeast Asia, p. 96; Dhiravat na Pombejra, Junk Ceylon (Ujung Salang, 
Phuket), in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), Southeast Asia: A Historical Encyclopedia, from 
Angkor Wat to East Timor, p. 701. 
7 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History’, pp. 275, 278. The kingdom of 
Ayutthaya covered most of modern Thailand, southern Burma, and part of 
Cambodia. 
8 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 123. 
9 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History’, p. 277. 
10 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards a History of Seventeenth Century Phuket’, p. 93; 
Mackay, History of Phuket, pp. 122-123. 
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Figure 10. Main Towns and Villages of Junk Ceylon before 1850.11 (Reproduced with 

permission of the publisher.) 

The first European nation to establish trade with Junk Ceylon were the 

Portuguese. After Malacca’s capture in 1511, and fall of the Malay sultanate, 

Portuguese ships patrolled the Straits of Malacca to protect trade interests. 

When Portuguese traders gradually settled on Junk Ceylon, a shortage of 

European women prompted Afonso de Albuquerque to encourage the 

marriage of Portuguese traders to Asian Christian converts, a policy later 

 
11 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 126. 
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adopted by the VOC.12 By the seventeenth century, a mestizo culture was 

prevalent in many Asian trading ports including Malacca, Kedah, and Junk 

Ceylon. 

Other European nations interested in establishing trade with Siam and Junk 

Ceylon were the French and British. During the mid-sixteenth century, the 

French East India Company sporadically vied for Junk Ceylon’s lucrative tin 

trade. In 1680, to counteract Dutch and British influence, King Narai of Siam 

appointed Brother Rene Charbonneau, a French missionary, as Junk 

Ceylon’s governor, ordering him to allow free trade to all incoming vessels.13 

The governor granted the French East India Company a monopoly in tin 

export in 1685 but French traders left Siam in 1688 due to internal unrest.14 

The British, who also sought trading opportunities with Siam, established a 

factory at Ayutthaya in 1612, which closed a decade later in 1623.15 In 1675, 

King Narai again granted trading rights to the EIC. The second attempt to 

establish trade was brief.16 In 1685, after a troubled stay, the EIC withdrew. 

 
12 John Villiers, ‘Albuquerque, Afonso De (ca. 1462-1515)’, in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), 
Southeast Asia: A Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor, p. 
137. De Albuquerque was a Portuguese explorer who established a chain of 
fortress and trading posts in the Indian Ocean and conquered Goa and Malacca. 
Leonard Andaya, ‘Innovations and Adaptations in Society’, in Nicholas Tarling 
(ed.), Cambridge History of Southeast Asia from c1500 to c1800, Volume1, Part 
2, pp. 25-26. 
13 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History’, p. 294. 
14 Na Pombejra, ‘Junk Ceylon (Ujung Salang, Phuket)’, p. 701. 
15 Wyatt, Thailand, p. 96. 
16 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards a History of Seventeenth-Century Phuket’, p. 99. 
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Portuguese regional domination ended in 1641 when the Dutch ousted them 

from Malacca. Tin for the Chinese market drove Dutch interest in Junk 

Ceylon.17 In 1643, Junk Ceylon’s governor granted the VOC a monopoly on 

tin, which excluded other foreign traders, who had been regular visitors.18 

The VOC established a fortified trade factory at Tha Rua, though its 

presence was brief. Disputes between the population, Siamese rulers, and 

Dutch flared in 1656 when several Dutch were killed during an attack on the 

factory. In 1658, the Dutch policy of excluding Malay traders from the tin 

trade and insistence on searching vessels escalated into conflict when 

Malay traders seized the VOC factory and patrol boat.19 Although the factory 

closed in 1660, the Dutch continued to trade regularly at Junk Ceylon.20 

Unable to impose strict control over the regional tin trade, the VOC failed to 

divert trade to Malacca, monopolise trade or keep prices low.21  

In 1675, conflict again escalated between the Dutch and Junk Ceylon 

residents when the VOC attempted to prevent trade with an Achehnese 

ship.22 The Dutch seized the ship when it was almost fully laden, declaring 

it an enemy vessel. The islanders took the ship by force, and during the 

struggle, two were killed. In retaliation, islanders killed the Dutch and 

destroyed their vessel. The VOC protested to King Narai who ordered Junk 

 
17 Mackay, History of Phuket, pp. 133-134. 
18 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History’, p. 283. 
19 Mackay, History of Phuket, pp. 139-140. 
20 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History’, pp. 286-287. 
21 Ibid., p. 283. 
22 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 141. Known as the Battle of Patong, Thomas 
Bowrey, an English trader living on the island at the time, recorded the dispute.  
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Ceylon’s authorities to arm themselves against further Dutch action. While 

Indian, Javanese and foreign merchants continued to trade, repeated 

requests by the Dutch to resume trading were refused because of internal 

unrest.23 For the remainder of the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth 

century European trading companies seeking monopolies bypassed Junk 

Ceylon; The island’s pivotal role in intra-Asian trade continued with Malay, 

Chinese, Muslim, and individual European country traders, including Light 

and Scott, continuing to trade there.24 

Light and Scott in Junk Ceylon 

In 1772, after the failed attempt to establish a factory at Kedah, Light settled 

on Junk Ceylon as a country trader. Junk Ceylon was a popular base for 

many country traders due to its location, its wealth of tin, proximity to 

established trading routes including western states on the peninsula, its 

remoteness from Dutch and French influence and its relatively stable 

political environment.25 Tha Rua, connected to the best anchorage by a 

stream, was the favoured location for European country traders and 

demonstrated the permanent nature of trade on Junk Ceylon.26 There was 

a large Portuguese mestizo settlement, a market street composed of large 

 
23 Na Pombejra, ‘Towards an Autonomous History’, pp. 291-293. 
24 Ibid., p. 295. 
25 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 35. 
26 Morson, Connection, p. 35 
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brick buildings, which included the spacious houses of Europeans who 

resided there while their ships lay at anchor in the harbour.27  

Scott probably settled on Junk Ceylon sometime between 1777 and 1779 to 

pursue trade with Francis Light.28 According to Edward Monckton, Light, 

who was popular with the governor and principal inhabitants, owned three 

ships. Captain William Lindesay was captain of snow (a small square-rigged 

vessel) Speedwell, Light captain of Bristol and an unknown Briton was 

Blake’s captain.29 Their trading activities included importing weapons, 

opium, cotton, sundry goods from India, rice and salt from Kedah, and goods 

from Malay ports including Riau. Payment was mainly in tin, though 

sometimes in elephants, birds’ nests, and ambergris, a waxy substance 

originally from a sperm whale’s intestines, which was highly sought after for 

perfume and medicines. Scott demonstrated his business acumen when he 

made a large profit from the elephant trade. He purchased elephants from 

the Siamese isthmus for $50, and later sold them in India for prices between 

$400 and $800, which according to Anderson was a 1,000 percent profit.30 

Regional instability ensured an important commodity traded was weapons. 

Around 1774 Light took a shipload of muskets to King Taksin, king of Siam 

from 1767 to 1782 in Thon Buri, Siam’s capital. Light’s existing letters reveal 

 
27 G. E. Gerini, Old Phuket: Historical Retrospect of Junkceylon Island, p. 63. 
28 Mackay (History of Phuket, p. 209) asserts Scott was living on Phuket in 1772. 
However, the author does not provide evidence. Scott arrived in the East Indies 
on Anson in November 1774. The date he settled on Junk Ceylon is unknown.  
29 ‘18th and 19th Century Sailing Vessels’, Journeys in Time; Mackay, History of 
Phuket, p. 211. 
30 Anderson, Political and Commercial Considerations, p. lxiii. 
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a sale of 8,372 muskets, 50 cannons and a large volume of cannon balls, 

priming powder, flints, sulphur, and saltpetre for making gunpowder.31 King 

Taksin granted Light the honorary title of ‘Kapitan Bangken ’and appointed 

him leader of Siam’s foreign community.32 In 1776, the Danish governor of 

Tranquebar (Tharangambadi), a town located on the Coromandel coast of 

India, documented a transaction of weaponry when Francis Light purchased 

1,000 flintlock guns for King Taksin and proposed to purchase a further 

10,000 guns.33 The sultan of Kedah, supplied with arms for his own use, 

also clandestinely sold weapons to the Burmese.34 

Light and Scott, based at Junk Ceylon, traded in India and ports including 

Malacca, Kuala Selangor, and Riau.35 The voyage to India could be 

frustrating with a return voyage taking about six weeks. With monsoonal 

conditions allowing for commercial trading only six months of the year, Scott, 

Light and other British captains considered themselves lucky to complete 

two Indian trips per year.36 In 1779, Dr Johann Koenig visited Junk Ceylon.37 

 
31 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 211.  
32 Simmonds, ‘Thalang Letters’, p. 595. Suthi Wongmongkondate (‘Cultural 
Landscape Study of the Old Phuket Town’, p. 15) states that Light was appointed 
Phraya Rachacapitain. It is likely Scott would have been actively involved in this 
large transaction if he was living in the area at that time. This supports the 
supposition Scott arrived as a permanent settler in the region after 1774. Mackay, 
History of Phuket, p. 211. 
33 Light is referred to as Captain Lek in this document. Simmonds, ‘Thalang 
Letters’, p. 595. 
34 J. Koizumi, ‘Siamese State Expansion in the Thonburi and Early Bangkok 
Periods’, in Geoff Wade (ed.), Asian Expansions: The Historical Experiences of 
Polity Expansion in Asia, p. 175. 
35 Clodd, Malaya's First British Pioneer, p. 26. 
36 Morson, Connection, p. 29. 
37 The EIC appointed Koenig, a Danish botanist serving with the Danish mission 
on Tranquebar, as its first official botanist. From 1778-1780 Koenig travelled 
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He arrived on 30 April aboard Light's ship Bristol and observed two other 

ships in the harbour, belonging to Scott and to Captain Peterson.38 Koenig 

recorded the visit of several native prahus, a type of sailing boat usually with 

a triangular sail and outrigger, whose crew were unfriendly to the European 

community.39 On 26 June 1779, Koenig noted the worsening relationship 

between King Taksin and European country traders. Recalled to the ship, 

Koenig's stay was abruptly terminated on 13 July because of a 'violent 

bilious fever, combined with cold shivers and general weakness'.40 Koenig 

stated that the deteriorating relationship between islanders and British 

country traders including Light meant Light 'feared to have a corpse on his 

ship'. However, if Koenig left Junk Ceylon aboard Scott’s ship and died on 

the voyage, Scott could easily make funeral arrangements at sea.41 

Accordingly, Koenig left Junk Ceylon on 17 July 1779 on Scott's three 

masted ship Prince bound for Malacca. When Prince arrived at Kedah on 

26 July, Scott went on shore to trade. He brought back some tin and 

 
around the Malay peninsula. S. Sangwan, ‘Natural History in Colonial Context: 
Profit or Pursuit? British Botanical Enterprise in India 1778–1820’, in P. Petitjean, 
C. Jami, and A. M. Moulin (eds.), Science and Empires: Historical Studies about 
Scientific Development and European Expansion, pp. 283-295 passim. 
38 J. G. Koenig, ‘Journal of a Voyage from India to Siam and Malacca in 1779, 
Part 1’, Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, no. 26, 1894, p. 
201. 
39 J. G. Koenig, ‘Journal of a Voyage from India to Siam and Malacca in 1779, 
Part 2’, Journal of the Straits Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, no. 27, 1894, p. 
80. 
40 Gerini, Old Phuket, p. 54; Koenig, ‘Journal of a Voyage, Part 2’, p. 84. 
41 At this time, there was continual tension between the local ruling families and 
Bangkok government officials. Light and Scott, who had close local connections, 
may have suffered from involvement in such quarrels. E. H. S. Simmonds, 
‘Francis Light and the Ladies of Thalang’, JMBRAS, vol. 38, no. 2, 1965, pp. 221-
222.  
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provisions, including ducks, pigs, birds, and chickens purchased from 

Chinese traders.42 After a slow trip down the western coast, the ship arrived 

at Kuala Selangor on 2 August where Koenig recorded two large European 

ships in the harbour. Scott again went ashore, obtained a large quantity of 

stock lack (varnish) from Pegu and tin from Selangor, reputed to be superior 

to Junk Ceylon’s.43 On 6 August, after water and provisions were loaded on 

board, Scott sailed to Malacca where Koenig disembarked on 11 August.44  

Not all Scott’s trading ventures were successful. During the Fourth Anglo-

Dutch War, the sultan of Kedah's merchant, Dato Seri Raja, plundered 

Scott's sloop, which was driven onto a bank during a storm. Scott and the 

merchant were enemies.45 The sultan, acting on his merchant’s advice, 

ordered Scott to leave the country. When Scott refused, the sultan asked 

commanders of the vessels in port, including Thomas Forrest, the law, or 

custom, in Europe if a stranger refused to leave the country when ordered. 

They told him the penalty was death, whereupon hearing this Scott left the 

country.46 

 
42 Koenig, ‘Journal of a Voyage, Part 2’, p. 86. 
43 Ibid., p. 88. 
44 Ibid., p. 120. 
45 Light referred to the merchant as a ‘common coolie formerly known as 
Jammaul’. There was a history of enmity between Dato Seri Raja and British 
country traders including Captain Coston. J. R. Logan (ed.), ‘Notices of Pinang’, 
JIA, New Series, vol. 2, 1858, pp. 199-200. 
46 Bassett, ‘Thomas Forrest’, p. 114; Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, 1858, pp. 199-
200. 
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A mutiny aboard a country ship may have contributed to ill feeling between 

Scott and the sultan’s merchant. In 1782, shortly after leaving Kuala Kedah, 

the Friendship mutiny took place. The ship’s crew included Captain Coston, 

supercargo and Bencoolen EIC servant Overbury, two English brothers, the 

gunner, and lascars. The mutineers tried to kill the crew by adding poison to 

their food. An account given to Scott by some crew members alleged the 

European crew, seized with vomiting after dinner, were thrown overboard 

and drowned. A Malay woman taken aboard the ship by Overbury later 

recounted her story to Forrest. Overbury climbed to the masthead and 

descended when the mutineers promised to spare his life, though they later 

killed him.47 

Captain Coston’s final act was to slash the hand of a mutineer leader. A 

narrative claimed the mutineer’s hand kept bleeding and the serang offered 

to dress it. When the serang was within the mutineer’s reach, the serang 

and another crew member seized him.48 The following morning the 

remaining lascars mounted a successful counter attack, and sailed back to 

Kuala Kedah with one mutinous lascar still alive.49 James Scott claims one 

mutineer, cut open with an axe, his heart burnt, and his belly filled with salt, 

was strung alongside the vessel as it sailed back to Kedah. After the mutiny 

 
47 Thomas Forrest, A Voyage from Calcutta to the Mergui Archipelago, Lying on 
the East Side of the Bay of Bengal, pp. 47-48. 
48 Aaron Jaffer, Lascars and Indian Ocean Seafaring, 1780-1860: Shipboard Life, 
Unrest and Mutiny, p. 117. Jaffer refers to an extract of a letter ‘Statement of the 
Political and Commercial Relations of Great Britain with the East Indies’ written by 
James Scott and sent to merchant Thomas Mercer in August 1783. 
49 Forrest, Voyage from Calcutta, p. 48. 
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the serang witnessed boats rowing towards the ship probably to assist the 

mutineers with the ship’s takeover.50 

Scott and Forrest were scathing of the supercargo’s actions in climbing the 

rigging while the rest of the ship’s company, mostly lascars, fought the 

mutineers.51 Both asserted Overbury squandered an opportunity to quash 

the mutiny by not encouraging the crew to fight.52 Their assertion reflected 

a common European perception of superiority. Mutiny was highly humiliating 

and Europeans who fled or begged for mercy during shipboard uprisings 

attracted criticism for disgracing themselves in front of their supposed racial 

inferiors.53 

In 1780, Light’s relationships with some Junk Ceylon officials soured. Light 

sold 1,700 bags of rice to Thalang residents in early 1780 who were to repay 

him in three months. However, the chao phya or military superintendent, 

forbade the payment.54 An attempt on the chao phya’s life saw Light’s house 

plundered and lands confiscated.55 Warfare between Burma and Siam 

 
50 Jaffer, Lascars, p. 149. 
51 Forrest, Voyage from Calcutta, p. 48. 
52 Jaffer, Lascars, p. 130.  
53 Clare Anderson, “The Ferringees are Flying—the Ship is Ours!’: The Convict 
Middle Passage in Colonial South and Southeast Asia, 1790–1860’, Indian 
Economic & Social History Review, vol. 42, no. 2, 2005, p. 178. 
54 This is probably an Anglicised version of chao phraya, (chaophraya), a rank 
equivalent to a cabinet minister, general or governor of the most important 
provincial cities. Wyatt, Thailand, p. xvi. Simmonds, ‘Francis Light and the Ladies 
of Thalang’, p. 215. 
55 In 1788, Light received a letter from acting governor, Phya Thukkharat, 
apologising on behalf of King Rama I for the swindle. The letter stated the culprits 
had been punished and the king wished to speak to him on political matters. 
Simmonds, ‘Thalang Letters’, p. 594. 
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intensified during the 1780s. Although the Burmese invaded Siam in 1780, 

the vanguard did not arrive in Junk Ceylon until late 1785. On 8 February 

1786, Scott hastened his departure from Junk Ceylon when 80 large prahus 

containing 3,000 Burmese soldiers landed.56 As he set sail for Tranquebar, 

Scott noted his sighting of the Burmese war fleet approaching the island in 

his ship’s log.57 

Light and Scott formed relationships with women from Junk Ceylon’s 

Eurasian community. Mackay describes Light and Scott as philanderers, 

alleging Scott was estimated to have fathered at least eight children on Junk 

Ceylon and at least as many around the region from second wives, slave 

girls and other encounters.58 Light formed a permanent relationship with 

Martina Rozells.59 There were five children from this union. Sarah was 

probably born at Tha Rua, Mary and William in Kedah, and Anne and 

Francis Lanoon in Penang.60 Scott’s domestic situation was more complex. 

Believed to have concurrently cohabited with at least two women while in 

 
56 Simmonds. ‘Francis Light and the Ladies of Thalang’, p. 217. 
57 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 201. 
58 Ibid., p. 213. There is no citation to verify the source of this information. 
59 Ibid., pp. 212-214. According to Mackay, Martina’s Siamese name was Thong 
Di. He gives details of Light’s relationship with Amdaeng Rat, who lived on Junk 
Ceylon. Amdaeng’s spouse, Khun Thalakang, a minor government official, 
pledged his wife as security to a Chinese moneylender. Siamese records 
revealed Light paid the debt giving him rights to Amdaeng Rat and he lived with 
her when visiting Junk Ceylon.  
60 Steuart, Short Sketch, pp. 35, 44-46. 
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the East Indies, Scott’s main partner Anna Julhy, who lived with Scott on 

Junk Ceylon, moved to Penang after its establishment.61  

Although Light moved to Kedah in the early 1780s, he continued to visit the 

island until 1786. Scott was a regular visitor to the island until shortly before 

his death. According to Mackay, Scott left his partner and daughter when he 

fled Junk Ceylon.62 In 1809, a letter from the Burmese chief to Colonel 

Norman Macalister, Penang’s lieutenant governor, provided details of a 

Captain Scott’s family. After invading the island in 1808, the Burmese found 

the wife and children of Captain Scott who had left the island. The Burmese 

stated Captain Scott, not being Siamese or subject to Siamese law, was at 

liberty to come and take away his wife and children. Although several 

members of the Scott family resided in the East Indies at that time, historians 

including Cyril Skinner believe the statement referred to James Scott.63 On 

balance, this is likely to be correct. A report in October 1808 mentioned 

Captain James Scott, the only English resident on Junk Ceylon, rendering 

assistance to Captain Winter of EIC ketch Margaret.64 

 
61 Anna Julhy, born on Junk Ceylon around 1765, lived in Kedah and moved to 
Penang with Scott in 1786. 
62 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 222. 
63 Cyril Skinner, ‘The Interrogation of Zeya Suriya Kyaw: A Burmese Account of 
the Junk Ceylon (Phuket) Campaigns of 1809-1810’, Journal of the Siam Society, 
vol. 72, no. 1-2, 1984, p. 91. Scott is referred to as a servant of the company 
(EIC). It is possible Mee Ngah, one of Scott’s long-term partners and mother of at 
least two of his children, may have returned to Junk Ceylon. 
64 Scott had died by the time the incident was reported. The report highlights his 
continuing contact with Junk Ceylon. 'Accounts from Captain Winter', POWIG, 19 
November 1808, p. 2. 
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European Conflict in the Malay World  

The strong British position on the Indian subcontinent did not extend to the 

strategic sea lanes of the Malay world.65 Ensuing conflict waged in the 

region between Britain, France, and the Dutch republic over trade and 

territory, jeopardised trade, and highlighted tenuous regional trade routes. 

The EIC actively sought to expand trading operations in the Straits of 

Malacca region. In 1778, when war resumed between European powers in 

the Indian Ocean, Ile de France (Mauritius), Ile de Bourbon (Reunion), and 

other French territories became bases for French privateers and French 

naval forces. In order to control India, the French and the British attempted 

to seek out the other and destroy their forces. In 1781, the French sent 

Admiral Suffren’s fleet to the Indian Ocean, which fought against the Royal 

Navy’s fleet led by Admiral Sir Edward Hughes.66 During the next two years, 

the French and British fleets engaged in conflict. 

In the Indian Ocean the French enjoyed their greatest success against 

British shipping, seizing EIC ships from the China fleet on their return leg, 

full of valuable tea, porcelain, and luxuries.67 Lightly armed British country 

traders and East Indiamen were vulnerable to predation, especially when 

they passed the pinch points of the Sunda Straits and Straits of Malacca, 

which Sufffren’s fleet exploited. Raiders seized for ransom or plundered the 

 
65 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 27. 
66 Ashley Jackson, ‘Britain in the Indian Ocean’, Journal of the Indian Ocean 
Region, vol. 7, no. 2, p. 149. 
67 Barber, Penang, p. 44. 
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EIC’s poorly defended factories on Sumatra’s west coast and took British 

trading vessels as prizes.68 In 1783, Suffren nearly won control, leaving the 

British fleet immobilised at sea. However, the conflict ended before he could 

press home his advantage.69 For the first time in two centuries, the Dutch 

sent a naval squadron into the Indian Ocean to support VOC fleets in 1783. 

Dutch colonial assets at the Cape, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), and Malacca, 

provided support to the French India Ocean squadron based at Ile de 

France, and posed a major threat to British shipping and national interests.70 

In 1784, a peace agreement at the conclusion of the Fourth Anglo-Dutch 

War prohibited the Dutch from hindering regional maritime trade. Country 

traders interpreted this as permission to freely pursue their former trade in 

the Straits of Malacca.71 In 1785, Scott discovered this was incorrect when 

his trading activities brought him into conflict with the Dutch. The Dutch 

seized Scott and his ship Prince on suspicion of supplying guns and 

ammunition to the Bugis in Selangor.72 Scott revealed himself as a man of 

short temper and considerable courage. He put up a furious resistance. 

According to Scott: 

I was disarmed and my hands tied behind my back. I was told to hold my 

tongue and at my peril to speak a word more; on disobeying this injunction 

 
68 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 71. 
69 Jackson, ‘Britain in the Indian Ocean’, p 149. 
70 Kennedy, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry’, p. 205. 
71 Ian Burnet, East Indies, p. 158. 
72 Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, p. 37. 
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one of the seamen knocked me down with his fist and on my desiring another 

to assist me to rise he told me to go to the devil, he would spit on me first.73 

Scott dreaded the prospect of being placed in irons, imprisonment in the 

guardroom at Malacca, and transportation to Batavia for trial. Absolved of 

gun running Scott, fined $2,000 the next day for being in Dutch waters 

without a passport, wrote an indignant dispatch to Hastings claiming 

compensation from the Dutch governor for his wrongful arrest.74 None was 

forthcoming. 

Conflict between European nations exposed the vulnerability of India-China 

trade routes and adversely affected trade. The lack of a British maritime 

base in eastern waters imperilled the EIC’s lucrative country trade with 

China and eastern islands.75 The Dutch-French alliance prevented British 

warships visiting Dutch ports. During times of conflict, the EIC wanted a 

British base in the Straits of Malacca region as a safe haven for the British 

fleet during the monsoon season, to assist with defence of the Coromandel 

Coast and to collect produce for China bound ships.76 To defray costs, the 

EIC hoped the Royal Navy would use the location as a naval base when 

providing protection for shipping and trade routes. However, the Royal Navy 

 
73 Morson, Connection, p. 66; BL: IOR/R/9/21/10, Transcripts of Criminal Trials, 
1749-1825, Preliminary Trial of the Scotsman James Scott Accused of Selling 
Military Stores to the Raja of Selangore, an Enemy of the Dutch East India 
Company, 178, ff. 30-31. 
74 It is likely Scott paid a bribe for his release. Clodd, Malaya's First British 
Pioneer, p. 35. 
75 Kennedy, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry’, p. 205. 
76 Burnet, East Indies, p. 159; Keay, Honourable East India Company, p. 360. 
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showed scant interest. Securing trade remained a major consideration in 

British policy as the search for a suitable base intensified in the Straits of 

Malacca region.77  

Seeking an Imperial Toehold 

 Fuelled by British concerns about French and Dutch activities, the strategic 

importance of establishing a British base to protect British trade interests 

triggered a concerted push to establish a settlement.78 A French expedition 

in Cochin China, a region incorporating the southern third of modern 

Vietnam, promoting Chinese trade assisted in restoring French status in the 

region.79 Exaggerated fears of French activity in the Straits of Malacca 

fostered a belief Britain needed to prevent the emergence of French fleets.80 

The French fleet’s use of Mergui and Acheh to repair their ships during 

conflict between Britain and France bolstered this.81 For the British, renewal 

of Anglo-French conflict in the region highlighted a greater appreciation of 

the strategic need to acquire trading bases.82 Britain feared French bases, 

now established either side of the Malay peninsula, might strengthen 

existing French naval advantage and threaten Bengal with invasion.83 

Despite logistical shortcomings highlighted during the Anglo-Dutch and 

Anglo-French conflicts, and the spectre of continuing conflict, the British did 

 
77 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 39. 
78 Bassett, British Trade and Policy, p. 20. 
79 Kennedy, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry’, p. 203. 
80 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 14. 
81 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 221. 
82 Kennedy, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry’, p. 205. 
83 Bassett, British Trade and Policy, p. 21. 
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not actively search for a naval base in the East Indies. A naval base which 

needed stores and equipment for the fleet, food and water for men, a trained 

labour force, and at least one dock, was an expensive option in peacetime.84 

During the 1780s, the EIC’s criteria for a suitable location included 

remoteness from existing Dutch bases, the ability to assist the China trade 

and political stability. This excluded most mainland Southeast Asian ports. 

The EIC’s only trading base in the Malay world, unprofitable Bencoolen, was 

remote from main trading routes. The Straits of Malacca, more centrally 

located, was a vital bottleneck for any shipping sailing between India and 

the South China coast. The search concentrated on locations to the north 

and south of the vital waterway including Mergui, the Andaman Islands, Junk 

Ceylon, Riau, the Celebes, and Acheh.85 Between 1782 and 1786, Governor 

General Hastings sponsored missions to the Celebes, Riau, Acheh, and 

Penang.86  

While there was no consensus between EIC directors on the best location, 

Acheh and Riau were two popular choices. Despite an unsuccessful mission 

to Acheh in 1772, the EIC revisited the notion of establishing a trading post 

there. Prominent EIC directors including William James and Light’s former 

boss Laurence Sulivan, were outspoken in supporting a base at Acheh in 

case the Dutch seized Bencoolen. When Henry Botham, a sugar planter and 

 
84 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 32. 
85 Ibid., pp. 6-7. 
86 Ibid., p. 30. 
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member of Bencoolen council visited Calcutta in September 1782, the EIC 

requested him to conduct negotiations for a trading base at Acheh.87 Botham 

reported that although the sultan favoured appointment of an EIC resident, 

based on opposition from local shahbandar, Pol Salleh, he refused the 

request.88 After the mission’s failure, the EIC turned attention to another 

preferred location, Riau. 

Riau 

In 1511, after the fall of Malacca’s Malay sultanate to the Portuguese, the 

Johore-Riau sultanate formed south of the Malay peninsula. Riau’s rise to 

prominence was swift after the Dutch takeover of Malacca in 1641. The 

Dutch defeat of the Bugis and their subsequent migration westward, 

facilitated the creation of a Bugis state on and around the Malay Peninsula, 

where they found shelter and haven with local leaders as settlers or as 

mercenaries in battles against rivals, including the Dutch.89 The Bugis state 

was short-lived. In 1784, the Dutch defeat of the Bugis resulted in the 

destruction of the Johore-Riau sultanate. 

 
87 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 39. 
88 W. H. Moreland, ‘The Shahbandar in the Eastern Seas’, Journal of the Royal 
Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, no. 4, 1820, pp. 517-533. While this is 
generally used as the name for a Malay harbourmaster or port official, Moreland 
discusses the varied duties performed by shahbandars. Webster, Gentlemen 
Capitalists, p. 39. 
89 Gene Ammarell (‘Bugis Migration and Modes of Adaption to Local Situations’, 
Ethnography, vol. 41, no. 1, 2002, p. 55) describes the Bugis migrants as having 
the ability to insinuate themselves into, and eventually dominate, local economies 
and social orders, particularly through military power and strategic marriages. 
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Although Bugis traded at royal capitals and major ports, they preferred to 

make their base on the periphery where they could maintain their traditional 

loose political system.90 The Bugis, heavily involved in the spice trade, 

encouraged free trade at the Celebes main port of Macassar. In 1613, the 

British opened a factory at Macassar dealing mainly in textiles. Inevitably, 

the factory’s success resulted in enmity with the Dutch. In 1669, Macassar 

fell to the Dutch.91 Many Bugis refused to accept Dutch control and fled to 

other places in the archipelago, settling in the Klang and Selangor estuaries. 

The Bugis created a Bugis state in Selangor by 1710 and in Riau by 1722. 

Strategically placed north and south of Dutch Malacca, the Bugis extended 

their influence eventually becoming a major political force in Selangor and 

Johore.92  

In contrast to the Dutch who attempted to enforce a monopolistic trading 

regime, Bugis ports promoted free trade. This allowed Malay states the 

freedom to sell to the Dutch at Malacca, and reap the benefits which came 

with growing country trade. British country traders were willing to buy and 

sell on better terms than the Dutch, who fixed their prices to recover the 

expense of their regulated system.93 

 
90 J. Gullick, A History of Selangor (1766-1939), p. 2. 
91 Ooi Keat Gin and John Barnhill, ‘Chronology’, in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), Southeast 
Asia: A Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor, p. 1517. 
92 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 19. 
93 Dianne Lewis, Jan Compagnie in the Straits of Malacca, 1641-1795, p. 92. 
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Figure 11. Map of the Sumatra, Riau and Johore region. 94 

Riau, situated south of the Malay peninsula, was ideally located on the main 

EIC shipping route from India to China. Its geopolitical strength, strategic 

position and free trade placed Riau at the centre of British country trade in 

 
94 Alexander Hamilton, A New Account of the East-Indies: Being the Observations 
and Remarks of Capt. Alexander Hamilton who Resided in those Parts from the 
Year 1688, to 1723, Trading and Travelling, by Sea and Land, to most of the 
Countries and Islands of Commerce and Navigation, Between the Cape of Good-
Hope, and the Island of Japan. The Second Edition. Volume I.  
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the archipelago.95 Riau’s trade reached its peak during Raja Haji’s 

government, which coincided with a substantial increase in EIC and British 

country ships sailing to Canton. Country traders, including Scott and Light, 

were frequent visitors to Bugis ports including Riau and Kuala Selangor.96 

Riau provided ships with supplies of pepper from Borneo and east Sumatra 

and tin smuggled from Banka (Bangka) or Selangor. It was also an excellent 

market for piece goods and opium, the country trader’s stock in trade.97 Tin, 

a major commodity traded at Riau was a reason it became a favoured 

stopover for the growing British country trade and by 1780, the British 

dominated this trade.98 Scott recalled that in 1785 British country traders 

took 30,000 pikuls of tin and 10,000 pikuls of pepper predominantly from 

Riau, estimating Raja Haji obtained $100,000 from five percent import and 

export duties.99 This prompted the Dutch at Malacca to complain about their 

own shrinking supply.  

The eventual decline of the Bugis can be attributed indirectly to deteriorating 

relations between the Dutch and British.100 A power struggle for dominance 

in the Straits of Malacca ensued.101 Dutch disquiet at Bugis trading bases 

 
95 Nordin Hussin and Aishah Bidin, ‘From a Maritime Kingdom to Modern Johore: 
An Evolution, Transformation and Metamorphosis of a Malay Kingdom’, Pertanika 
Journal of Social Sciences & Humanities, vol. 21, no. 1, 2013, p. 279. 
96 Gullick, History of Selangor, p. 2. 
97 Bassett, ‘British Country Trade’, p. 14. 
98 Dianne Lewis, ‘The Tin Trade in the Malay Peninsula During the Eighteenth 
Century’, New Zealand Journal of History, vol. 3, no. 1, 1969, p. 66. 
99 Bassett, ‘British ‘Country’ Trade’, pp. 642-643. 
100 Barbara Watson Andaya and Leonard Andaya, A History of Malaysia, p. 104. 
101 Khoo Kay Kim, 'Raja Lumu/Sultan Salehuddin’, p. 10. 
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north and south of Malacca grew as the Dutch blamed declining regional 

trade on the continuing collaboration between Bugis and British country 

traders.102 Selangor benefitted from the widespread trading network 

established by the Bugis including trade in pepper, tin, gold, rice, foodstuffs, 

opium, cloth, and spices from Malacca.103 Selangor’s increasing prosperity 

aggravated Dutch-Bugis relations, resulting in conflict to determine the 

dominant power in the Straits of Malacca. which ultimately ended in the 

defeat of the Bugis by the Dutch. 

As a principal local Dutch ally, Riau was given special trade and political 

privileges.104 However, by the 1750s conflict occurred between the Dutch 

and Bugis. A peace treaty signed in 1758 granted the Dutch exclusive tin 

rights.105 Additionally the Dutch compelled Raja Haji to confiscate all items 

brought into Riau without a VOC pass. In March 1782, during the Fourth 

Anglo-Dutch War, Betsy, a country ship commanded by Captain Robert 

Geddes and chartered by the EIC, stopped at Riau to dispose of around 

1,400 chests of opium. His instructions were to carry any unsold portion to 

China.106 Scott asserted the EIC used country trade ships to sell opium on 

their behalf because of the Royal Navy’s inability to curb the activity of 

 
102 Lewis, Jan Compagnie, p. 92. 
103 Ibid., pp. 87-88. 
104 Leonard Andaya, ‘Johor-Riau Empire’, in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), Southeast Asia: A 
Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor, pp. 698-699. 
105 Jean Abshire, History of Singapore, pp. 31-32. 
106 John Bastin, ‘Historical Sketch of Penang in 1794’, JMBRAS, vol. 32, no. 1, 
1959, p. 6. Geddes disposed of nearly $60,000 of the cargo before the ship’s 
seizure. 
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French privateers and frigates.107 Betsy, which did not have a VOC pass 

lingered at Riau, presenting an attractive target. Raja Haji informed the 

Dutch that Geddes, who had stayed at Riau for three months without 

carrying on trade, failed to leave when ordered. A French privateer, allied 

with Dutch forces from Malacca later seized the ship.108 

When the ship arrived at Malacca, the VOC and French privateer sold the 

ship’s cargo and split the proceeds of the sale. Scott asserted Betsy’s 

proceeds were to be shared between the Dutch, the French privateer, and 

Raja Haji.109 When Raja Haji demanded his share of the opium valued 

between three and five million dollars, the Dutch dismissed his claim.110 Raja 

Haji declared the Bugis would become the enemy of the Dutch and 

immediately rallied troops from Selangor, Riau, and Rembau.111 

Capitalising on strained relations between the Dutch and Bugis, the EIC 

sought to negotiate a trading base on Riau. In December 1783, Forrest met 

 
107 Ibid., p.5. A privateer was an armed non-naval ship holding a government 
commission to capture enemy merchant shipping. Christopher Spearin, 
‘Promising Privateers? Understanding the Constraints of Contemporary Private 
Security at Sea’, Naval War College Review, vol. 67. no. 2, p. 99. 
108 Reinout Vos, ‘The Broken Balance: The Origins of the War Between Riau and 
the VOC in 1783–84’, in Gerrit J. Schutte (ed.), State and Trade in the Indonesian 
Archipelago, pp. 119-121. Vos provides a comprehensive account of deteriorating 
relations between the Dutch and Raja Haji.  
109 Bastin, ‘Historical Sketch’, p. 6. 
110 Carl A. Trocki (Singapore: Wealth, Power and the Culture of Control, p. 11) 
provides details of the seizure. Sinnappah Arasaratnam (‘Dutch Commercial 
Policy in the Malay Peninsula, 1750-1795’, in Paul Kratoska (ed.), South East 
Asia, Colonial History: Imperialism Before 1800, Volume 1, pp. 334-354) provides 
a background of the dispute between the Bugis and Dutch that led to the death of 
Raja Haji and Bugis decline. 
111 Vos, ‘Broken Balance’, p. 118. 
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Sultan Ibrahim Shah of Selangor, who was about to join forces to take 

Malacca with his uncle Sultan Raja Haji of Riau.112 Forrest obtained from 

Raja Haji the offer of a site for an official commercial residency. In April 1784, 

Forrest presented the sultan’s offer to Hastings and council. They instructed 

Forrest to accept the sultan’s offer and establish an agency at Riau.113  

During Forrest’s trip to Bengal, hostilities escalated between the Bugis and 

Dutch. Dutch vessels blockaded Riau’s harbour and shipping routes 

between Borneo, the Celebes, and Riau for almost a year. When the fleet 

returned to Malacca, the town was under attack from a force of Selangor 

Bugis. After the Dutch lifted Riau’s siege, Raja Haji joined the fight at 

Malacca and was killed during the attack. The VOC sent a Dutch fleet to 

Riau, defeating the Bugis on 29 October 1784.114 The Dutch took 

possession of Riau and expelled Raja Haji’s successor, Sultan Raja Ali. 

Riau and its close neighbour, Johore, became vassal states under the 

Dutch.115 The capture of Riau and construction of a garrison demonstrated 

Dutch resolve that Riau would never again serve as a centre for British 

country trade116  

Sultan Ibrahim, driven into temporary exile, conceded to Dutch demands for 

tin monopoly exports. In 1785, after Sultan Ibrahim drove the Dutch from 

 
112 Bassett, ‘Thomas Forrest’, p. 116. 
113 Lewis, Jan Compagnie, p. 116. 
114 Ibid., pp. 107-110. 
115 Andaya, History of Malaysia, pp. 104-105. 
116 Lewis, Jan Compagnie, p. 110. 
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Kuala Selangor’s forts, he contacted the EIC proposing an alliance. He 

requested a British representative to reside at Kuala Selangor.117 

Specifically naming Light, Scott, or Forrest as possible candidates, his 

request highlighted the influence enjoyed by these country traders in Bugis 

ruling circles.118 The EIC, preoccupied with negotiating a trading base with 

the sultan of Kedah, failed to take up the offer. However, to secure the 

confidence and esteem of other Malay chiefs, EIC directors instructed 

support be provided to the sultan of Selangor.119 

With British traders unable to access Riau, EIC focus returned to possible 

locations north of the Straits of Malacca including Junk Ceylon and the 

Mergui archipelago. In 1783, during a voyage from Calcutta to Mergui, 

Forrest visited St Matthew’s Island and recommended that the EIC annex 

the island.120 Although a base in the Mergui archipelago would assist with 

protecting the Indian east coast, the EIC rejected the notion of a trading base 

because the sparsely populated location was too far north of the main India-

China trade routes.121  

In 1784, when returning from the abortive trip to Riau, Forrest stopped at 

Junk Ceylon where Scott still resided. Forrest described a journey with Scott 

 
117 Gullick, History of Selangor, p. 17. 
118 Sivachandralingam Sundara Raja, ‘Laissez-Faire in the Malay Archipelago: A 
Western Concept?’, Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, vol. 19, no. 1, 2014, p. 
48. 
119 Clodd, Malaya's First British Pioneer, p. 39 
120 Bassett, ‘Thomas Forrest’, p. 118. 
121 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 39.  
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by elephant of around three hours to the governor’s residence located about 

seven miles from Tha Rua. He described Scott as ‘a very sensible and 

intelligent gentleman, to whom I was much obliged for his civilities and 

services on many occasions’.122 After discussion with Scott, Forrest revised 

certain 'memorandums' describing Penang made during a former voyage 

and forwarded these to Hastings.123 Forrest’s support for Penang occurred 

at a pivotal time in the EIC search for a trading base. 

Planting the Flag on the Malay Peninsula 

During the EIC’s search for a trading base, Scott and Light promoted Junk 

Ceylon and Penang as suitable locations. Both had developed close links 

with Junk Ceylon’s Governor Pia Pimone, who probably supported their 

venture.124 Although both owned houses and had established trading 

connections on Junk Ceylon, they vacillated between Junk Ceylon and 

Penang as the preferred site, at times providing contradictory information. 

The deteriorating relationship between Siamese and European residents 

and Light’s departure did not deter either from suggesting Junk Ceylon as a 

suitable base on several occasions. Both hoped British rule might restore 

political stability to the island, though the Burmese invasion of Junk Ceylon 

in early 1786 eventually ruled out this location. Finally, in 1786, Scott and 

 
122 Gerini, Old Phuket, p. 67. 
123 Bassett, ‘Thomas Forrest’, pp. 117-118. 
124 Alternative spellings of this name include Pia Pimone and Pee Pimone. 
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Light’s concerted efforts came to fruition when the EIC secured Penang as 

a trading base.  

During the 1780s, Scott and Light, aware of the EIC’s interest in establishing 

a new trading base on the route between India and China, proposed two 

possible sites; Junk Ceylon and Penang. In 1780, Light sought an interview 

with Hastings to propose Junk Ceylon as a possible base. Scott 

corresponded with Sir George Ramsay, a prominent and influential Madras 

merchant, about Penang’s advantages as a settlement.125 He described 

Penang as ‘a large safe and commodious harbour, with anchorage ranging 

from 17 to 5 fathoms with wood, fat and large bullocks, and cheap and 

plentiful rice’. According to Scott, Penang would be a second Bombay, but 

more central in its location.126 Scott forwarded a five-page description of 

Penang’s harbour to Thomas Graham for Sir Edward Hughes, admiral in 

charge of the British East India Squadron’s inspection.127 The following year, 

Scott wrote to George Ramsay describing Penang as the thoroughfare for 

most European, Madras, Bengal and Bombay ships and country traders.128 

 
125 Sir George Ramsay was a free merchant and a partner in the firm Cuthbert 
and Ramsay. Love, Vestiges of Old Madras, Volume 3, p. 234. 
126 BL: IOR/G/34/1, Miscellaneous Original and Copy Papers and Reports 
Accumulated at India Board of Control Offices, 1726-1806, Extract of a Letter 
from Capt. James Scott to George Ramsay, 1 September 1780, Describing a 
‘Fine Bay within the Island of Praim near Old Quedah’, ff. 147-148.  
127 Appointed an EIC writer at Bengal in 1768, Graham progressed to factor in 
1774, senior merchant in 1780 and resident at Benares from 1777 to 1780. 
‘Graham, Thomas II (1752-1819), of Kinross House, Kinross’, History of 
Parliament Trust.  
128 BL: IOR/G/34/1, Further Accounts of this Bay by Captain Scott, 29 April 1781, 
ff. 147-148. Bastin, ‘Historical Sketch’, p. 4. Bastin’s examination of India Office 
Records revealed two documents on Penang written by Scott. This letter referred 
to an earlier account written in September 1780. 
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The EIC, focussed on a base at Riau, ignored Scott’s lobbying. For some 

EIC members Penang, almost uninhabited and with little existing trade, 

shared characteristics with the failed Balambangan settlement.129 

When the EIC displayed little interest in Penang, Light and Scott sought 

Governor General Hastings’ consent to establish a settlement on Junk 

Ceylon. They proposed its establishment by private subscription with the 

EIC providing logistical and administrative support. A principal motive in 

supporting the scheme was the desire to curb Dutch and French expansion. 

Light reported the sultans of Riau and Selangor had received letters from 

Malacca’s governor, forbidding them from trading with the British.130 If 

country traders were denied access to these ports, Junk Ceylon would be 

the sole source of valuable tin. EIC approval for the settlement took almost 

a year. However, after the outbreak of war between England and France the 

scheme was abandoned. Revived after the conflict’s conclusion in 1784, the 

scheme never eventuated.131 

Scott, firmly focussed on profit from Junk Ceylon’s tin and birds’ nest 

industry, sent a letter to Hastings in October 1783, proposing the British take 

sovereignty of Junk Ceylon. He listed conditions outlined by Governor Pia 

Pimone, including abolition of slavery, cancellation of debts to the king of 

Siam incurred by islanders, and the governor to receive five percent of tin 

 
129 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 37. 
130 Clodd, Malaya's First British Pioneer, pp. 31-32. 
131 Morson, Connection, p. 54. 
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sales. An accompanying letter listed the probable advantages of accepting 

the governor's offer to cede Junk Ceylon.132 The offer was not accepted. 

Two years later in October 1785, Scott wrote at length to Lord George 

Macartney, the EIC’s Madras governor from 1780 to 1786, recommending 

Junk Ceylon’s occupation. The establishment of an EIC settlement, which 

Scott asserted the Siamese governor was willing to allow, would prevent 

French expansionism in the region.133 He claimed the French would provide 

assistance to Annam who, with Burmese forces, would attack Siam during 

the 1785-1786 dry season and provide the French with a presence on the 

archipelago.134 To forestall French expansion, Scott recommended Junk 

Ceylon’s occupation by treaty, or with unanimous consent of the islanders. 

He described Junk Ceylon as a healthy, fertile island that would make up for 

Riau’s loss, estimating a profit of 150,000 rupees excluding profit on imports 

per annum.135 

To establish a trading settlement Scott proposed the EIC supply a force of 

500 sepoys, 100 European soldiers, artillery and six months provisions. He 

also proposed erection of small forts equipped with light field pieces and 

 
132 BL: IOR/G/34/2, Scott to Governor General Macpherson, 2 May 1786, ff. 95-
97. 
133 Ibid., Memorandum by James Scott to George Macartney, Phuket 28 October 
1785, Some Idea of the Political Situation in the Countrys to the East of the Bay 
of Bengal, ff. 1-29. This letter recommended Junk Ceylon, not Penang as the site 
for an EIC base. Once Scott heard of Light’s success in obtaining Penang, he 
provided his support for this location. 
134 Simmonds, 'Thalang Letters’, p. 597. Scott appears to have received 
intelligence on the Burmese invasion of Junk Ceylon and capitalised by 
suggesting the French would assist the Burmese. 
135 Anderson, Political and Commercial Considerations, pp. lix-lxiv.  
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great guns for protection. Naval requirements included two small snows, two 

long boats and two row galleys, all armed with guns.136 His letter extolled 

Light’s virtues as a person who spoke Siamese and a long-term resident on 

the island who maintained good relations with the governor. In this letter, 

Scott described himself as a  

Scotsman struggling to pay off some encumbrances incurred during the war, 

formerly a trading master, and owner, otherwise little known but will be happy 

should his misfortune turn out eventually of use to his country. 

This reference was probably to engender sympathy for Scott's plight at the 

hands of the Dutch in Malacca.137  

Scott pushed the EIC for a decision stating if a response was not received 

by 15 February 1786, he would proceed to Coromandel and attempt to fulfil 

a promise of assistance to Junk Ceylon’s governor. He intimated that if the 

EIC took sovereignty of Junk Ceylon and sent a force to secure the island 

from Burmese forces, the governor would cede the island. E. H. S. 

Simmonds suggests Scott’s letter insinuated Junk Ceylon’s governor might 

negotiate a trading base with another European country.138 Light, pursuing 

a base on Penang, distanced himself stating that although he recommended 

Penang’s settlement, he did not advocate Junk Ceylon’s acquisition by the 

 
136 Ibid. 
137 Clodd, Malaya’s First British Pioneer, p. 35. 
138 Simmonds, ‘Thalang Letters’, p. 600. 
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EIC.139 Scott and Light’s notion of a settlement on Junk Ceylon was foiled 

by the Burmese attack and invasion of the island.140 On 6 December 1785, 

Lady Chan, wife of Governor Pia Pimone, wrote to Scott reporting the 

imminent arrival of Burmese troops. She requested Scott to bring opium, as 

supplies for troops guarding the town and fortress were short.141 The 

Burmese vanguard, which arrived on the island in February 1786, attacked 

and killed European and Eurasian community members.142 

After the Dutch takeover of Riau in 1784, Scott and Light capitalised on the 

EIC’s increasing interest in the prospect of a settlement on Penang. The EIC 

still lacked a port in the Straits of Malacca which could supply fresh 

provisions and goods including tin and pepper for the China trade. Scott and 

Light, while lobbying for a trading base on Junk Ceylon, wrote separately to 

the EIC about establishing a settlement on Penang. On 10 April 1784, Scott 

wrote to Hastings, who had the ultimate say in opening a new settlement. 

Scott's letter insisted 'on the absolute necessity of a port on the eastern side 

of the Bay of Bengal' and named Penang as the most suitable site.143 

Around the same time, Light wrote a personal letter to free merchant Andrew 

 
139 Postscript to letter from Governor General to the Secret Committee Court of 
Directors, 26 January 1786, Bengal Secret Letters, xxiv, cited in Simmonds, 
‘Thalang Letters’, p. 600. 
140 Morson, Connection, p .57. 
141 Simmonds, ‘Thalang Letters’, pp. 598-599. 
142 Gerini, Old Phuket, p. 45. 
143 Morson, Connection, p. 53. 
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Ross and to George Macartney in Madras.144 Light warned a Dutch victory 

over the Bugis would result in British exclusion from trade and establishment 

of Dutch factories on the west coast at ports including Perak and Kedah.145 

Despite rejecting EIC overtures the previous year, probably the most 

significant decision of Kedah’s Sultan Abdullah Mukarram Shah’s (hereafter 

Sultan Abdullah), reign was the lease of Penang to the EIC.146 In September 

1784, after his abortive trip to Riau, Forrest visited Kedah. He presented the 

sultan with a letter from Hastings requesting a trading concession on 

Penang. Despite being a regular visitor to Kedah, Forrest failed to establish 

a rapport with the sultan and his advisor. Sultan Abdullah rejected the 

application to establish a rival trading centre due to anticipated loss of 

Kedah’s trade and revenue. According to Light, Dato Seri Raja, the sultan’s 

principal advisor and merchant, opposed the application.147 

Strong states including Siam and Burma used the offer of protection to draw 

in new vassals, while rulers of vulnerable states looked for new benefactors 

capable of ensuring their security.148 Shortly after Forrest’s abortive mission, 

Kedah, faced by an immediate military challenge from Burma, sought 

external support and assistance. Sultan Abdullah was in a difficult position. 

 
144 Ibid. Morson incorrectly recorded Ross as the governor of Madras. Ross 
served as Madras’ mayor in 1757-1758 and by 1773 he was listed as a prominent 
free merchant. Love, Vestiges of Old Madras, Volume 3, p. 53.  
145 Burnet, East Indies, p. 160. 
146 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, pp. 52-53. 
147 Ibid. 
148 Adam Clulow, ‘Art of Claiming: Possession and Resistance in Early Modern 
Asia’, American Historical Review, vol. 121, no. 1, 2016, pp. 29-30. 
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If he supported his Siamese suzerain and it lost, the Burmese might attack 

Kedah. If he failed to support Siam and it in turn defeated the Burmese, his 

treachery would result in punitive action.149 Sultan Abdullah, aware of 

Burmese preparations for Siam’s invasion, and believing the Burmese would 

be victorious, looked for a strong ally.150 He realised the value of having an 

EIC settlement in his territory to counter Siamese and Burmese 

aspirations.151 The possibility of European intervention, especially if directed 

by men like Scott and Light who were personally known in the region, might 

be seen as insurance against his neighbours including Burma.152 

Kedah, a vassal state uncomfortably yoked to Siam, was interested in a 

defensive pact or treaty.153 A few months after Forrest’s abortive Kedah 

mission, Scott and Light approached the sultan with a request to establish a 

trading base on Penang. Light’s request included details of Penang’s use as 

a harbour to repair ships of war. He promised the British king and governor 

general would provide military assistance against Kedah’s enemies.154 The 

sultan, who believed Light had offered EIC military assistance in warding off 

Burmese and Siamese claims to Kedah, was keen to ally himself with this 

European protector.155  

 
149 Barber, Penang, p. 51. 
150 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, p. 59. 
151 Bonney, ‘Francis Light and Penang’, p. 142. 
152 Simmonds, ‘Thalang Letters’, p. 596. 
153 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 71 
154 Sultan of Kedah to Lord Minto, 24 December 1810, cited in Frank 
Swettenham, British Malaya, pp. 47-52. 
155 Bonney, ‘Francis Light and Penang’, pp. 142-143. 
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In August 1785, Sultan Abdullah appointed Light as his wakil, or 

representative, believing he would represent Kedah’s interests. The sultan 

wrote to acting EIC governor general, Sir John Macpherson in Bengal, 

seeking to lease Penang to the EIC in return for naval and military 

assistance. Sultan Abdullah set out six conditions in the letter which formed 

the basis of his proposed treaty:156 

1. The EIC would defend Kedah from attack from the sea at its expense. 

2. The EIC would not stop or hinder shipping bound for Kuala Kedah. In 

return, Kedah would not prevent trading with Penang. 

3. The EIC would pay an annual rent of $30,000.157  

4. Sultan Abdullah would not be held responsible for any debt incurred 

with the EIC by members of the Kedah court.158 

5. Any person who became an enemy of the sultan would also be an 

enemy of the EIC. If the EIC granted them protection, the treaty would 

be void.  

 
156 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, pp. 60-66. 
157 Barber, Penang, p. 53. This was the amount calculated as compensation for 
the losses Kedah would suffer from royal monopolies, in particular, rattan, tin and 
opium. 
158 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, p. 67. This referred to the EIC’s representative 
Monckton in 1771. Before he left Kedah, Monckton called on Sultan Muhammed 
to settle the debts of any Kedah merchants who had not yet paid for goods 
supplied by Light on credit. Sultan Muhammed paid $12,000 to cover these debts 
and it is likely he did not fully recover the money. Sultan Abdullah signalled his 
intention if a similar situation eventuated, he would not be responsible for others’ 
debts. 
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6. If Kedah was attacked by land, the EIC would provide assistance and 

Kedah would bear the costs.159 

The conditions highlighted the fundamental importance Sultan Abdullah 

placed on protecting Kedah and his personal position. If attacked by Burma 

or Siam the sultan required the EIC to provide military assistance. 

Additionally, to avoid a repeat of the 1771 succession issue, the sultan 

wanted to ensure anyone plotting against him or his successors would not 

be able to seek safety at the new settlement.  

In February 1786, Light, who visited the EIC in Calcutta as the sultan’s wakil, 

displayed his duplicity.160 Light told the sultan he represented the governor 

general, and informed the EIC he represented the sultan.161 Light, aware the 

EIC would not provide military support against Burma and Siam, omitted to 

inform the EIC of Kedah’s tributary obligations with Siam and Burma. He 

failed to present Kedah’s terms as final and conditional to the island’s lease. 

Instead, he presented them as a basis for negotiating a further treaty, 

providing his own version of Sultan Abdullah’s conditions.162  

EIC official records document Light’s duplicity during the negotiations as 

evidenced by the third condition. Although Sultan Abdullah sought $30,000 

 
159 Ibid. Sultan Abdullah wanted to secure his position and those of his 
successors from coup or rebellion. He wanted to ensure the EIC would not 
provide aid or sanctuary to any plotters or usurpers. 
160 Ibid., p. 68. 
161 Bonney, ‘Francis Light and Penang’, pp. 144-146. 
162 Ibid., pp.144-148. 
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per annum as compensation for loss of trade and royalties, Light informed 

the EIC the sultan would settle for $10,000.163 Light submitted details of 

Penang’s superiority to Junk Ceylon and Acheh. Macpherson submitted the 

sultan’s conditions, Light’s letters and other papers to Joseph Price, the 

marine paymaster, who after examination, declared Penang as preferable 

to Junk Ceylon and other locations. On 2 March 1786, the EIC council met. 

After considering the material and Scott’s letter of October 1785, it agreed 

to accept the sultan’s offer.164 The EIC formally appointed Francis Light to 

the EIC Marine ‘vested with the charge and Superintendence of the Island 

of Pinang and to be furnished with a proper commission as a Commander 

of the Eliza and Superintendent of the Island and Harbour of Pinang’.165 

Light returned to Kuala Kedah on 29 June 1786 with Macpherson’s 

response to the six conditions outlined by the sultan: 

1. The EIC would always keep an armed vessel stationed to guard the 

coast of Penang and adjacent coast belonging to the Sultan of 

Kedah. 

2. The EIC would not interfere with Kedah’s trade. 

3. The governor general and EIC Council would take care the sultan of 

Kedah would not be disadvantaged by the Penang settlement, 

though no monetary amount was proposed. 

 
163 BL: IOR/G/34/2, Light’s Remarks to Board, 2 March 1786, ff. 39-40. 
164 Ibid., Memorandum by James Scott to George Macartney,28 October 1785.  
165 Barber, Penang, p. 53. 
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4. EIC employees or others residing on Penang under EIC protection 

could not make claims to the sultan for debts incurred by the royal 

family. According to local custom they could seize the person and 

property of those indebted to them. 

5. The British would not protect any persons residing in the sultan of 

Kedah’s jurisdiction who were his enemies or who committed capital 

offences against the Kedah state. 

6. Macpherson referred the request for military aid if attacked by land to 

the EIC directors for consideration.166 

The sultan, unimpressed by the vagueness of the response, summoned 

Light who explained the governor general had referred the treaty to the EIC 

in Britain.167 Sultan Abdullah persuaded Light to sign a Malay translation of 

the governor general’s letter. While negotiations were underway, the sultan 

granted Light permission to temporarily occupy Penang until completion of 

negotiations. On 11 August 1786, Light took formal possession of Penang 

in the name of King George III. As Sultan Abdullah had not given permission 

for the EIC to take formal possession of the island, this move was illegal.168  

The timing of Penang’s settlement was fortuitous. EIC’s finances in Bengal 

had been depleted during conflict with the French and Dutch. The EIC 

charged Charles Cornwallis, appointed as governor general in 1786, with 

 
166 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, pp. 73-74. 
167 Ibid., pp. 74-76 details the negotiations between Light and Sultan Abdullah 
particularly relating to military assistance and compensation. 
168 Bonney, ‘Francis Light and Penang’, p. 150. 
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the overhaul and reform of its Indian administration. Cornwallis, when 

informed about Penang’s establishment after arrival in Bengal, expressed 

concern that the settlement would not be self-sufficient in its early years. 

Additionally, he believed Penang’s establishment might ‘excite the jealousy 

of the Dutch’, and reignite regional conflict.169 Cornwallis informed the 

Secret Committee he was uncertain of Penang’s economic advantages and 

usefulness as a naval port during war, and it would incur great expense.170 

Despite Cornwallis’ misgivings, for Scott and Light, the years of lobbying the 

EIC for a new trading base had come to maturity. Both would dominate the 

political and economic activities of the settlement during its formative period. 

Alternating between Junk Ceylon and Penang as the favoured location from 

1780, Scott and Light concentrated their efforts on establishing a base at 

the northern entry of the Straits of Malacca. Light’s continuing close 

relationship with the sultan of Kedah during the next decade, a key factor in 

the acquisition of Penang in 1786, underpins his understanding of Kedah 

politics.  

Conclusion 

Penang’s acquisition was the result of the persistence and efforts of James 

Scott and Francis Light and the desire of the Kedah sultan to strengthen his 

 
169 Arthur Aspinall, Cornwallis in Bengal: The Administrative and Judicial Reforms 
of Lord Cornwallis in Bengal, Together with Accounts of the Commercial 
Expansion of the East India Company, 1786-1793, and of the Foundation of 
Penang, 1786-1793, p. 198. 
170 Griffin, ‘London, Bengal and China Trade’, p. 162. Cornwallis’ observation was 
prescient and successive EIC administrations would grapple with the deficit. 
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position and protect Kedah’s sovereignty.171 Global trade, the hallmark of 

the British empire, ensured Penang was a key transport terminus and 

production centre 172 Penang provided a strategic toehold in the valuable 

trade between Britain, India, and China. However, although its 

establishment as a British settlement provided a regular and safe stopover 

port, providing repair and victualling facilities, and protection for EIC and 

Royal Navy ships, the EIC provided few resources during its formative 

years.173 Issues with infrastructure, law and order, land administration and 

adequate EIC staff and resources beset the early days of its settlement. As 

the first step in British efforts to forestall competitors from annexing 

strategically located islands and harbours along the trade routes to India and 

China, Penang, as an imperial toehold, led in time to establishment of a 

network of island bases and naval stations around the littoral of the Indian 

Ocean.174 During the next century, Britain consolidated its control over the 

Malay peninsula, acquiring Malacca and Singapore and extended direct and 

indirect political control over various Malay states. 

 

 
171 Mahani Musa, ‘Early History: Penang before 1786’, in Muhammad Haji Salleh 
(ed.), Early History of Penang, p. 18. 
172 Jackson, ‘Britain in the Indian Ocean’, p. 157. 
173 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 14. 
174 Kennedy, ‘Anglo-French Rivalry’, p. 199.  
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Chapter 6: 

An Imperial Toehold: The Acquisition of Penang 

 
 

Penang’s acquisition was the culmination of around 15 years of EIC fruitless 

searching for a base in the Straits of Malacca. Its establishment occurred 

during a period when the EIC, transitioning from a commercial to political 

entity and operating within a fiscally constrained environment, was eager to 

extend British influence and trade at the expense of the Dutch and French 

without risking war.1 Unlike previous EIC ventures, Penang did not have an 

established port or trade infrastructure and from inception, EIC 

administrators were not convinced Penang would control the lucrative trade 

route between China and India. Nevertheless, the EIC believed the 

entrepot’s income would cover administration and infrastructure costs, and 

in time contribute to the EIC’s bottom line.2 This was optimistic, as Penang 

required significant expenditure to establish infrastructure for a successful 

trading port.  

The failure to provide a comprehensive legislative and civil framework during 

its early years, and delay in ratifying a treaty with the sultan of Kedah, were 

key factors that beset the fledgling settlement. Revenue to fund the new 

entrepot was also problematic. Penang’s acquisition occurred between the 

 
1 Frey, A ‘Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 74. 
2 Hussin, Trade and Society, pp. 26-27. 
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end of the American Revolution and outbreak of war against revolutionary 

France. Thomas Forrest, writing to Bengal’s governor general, described 

the eastern shores of the Bay of Bengal as a new America, reflecting general 

EIC belief that the Southeast Asian region provided an opportunity to 

recover from the loss of the American colonies.3 Although Penang failed to 

meet this reality, its establishment marked the commencement of British 

influence in the Malay states, facilitated the monitoring of French and Dutch 

activities and influence in the region, and served as an important port for 

British ships on the India-China route.4 By the 1820s the British had 

displaced the Dutch as imperial regional masters after the acquisition of 

Singapore and a chain of ports along the western side of Malaya including 

Malacca.5 

Penang’s rise and eclipse was swift. In 1819, the EIC acquired the rights to 

establish a settlement at Singapore and its rapid growth resulted in a decline 

in Penang’s fortunes. The formation of the Straits Settlements consisting of 

Penang, Province Wellesley, the Dinding Islands, Singapore and Malacca 

in 1826, resulted in administrative changes.6 In 1830, Penang lost 

presidency status when the Straits Settlements were downgraded to a 

residency and two years later Singapore displaced Penang as the capital. 

 
3 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 74. 
4 Cowan, ‘Early Penang’, pp. 1-3. 
5 Anthony Webster, ‘British Expansion in South-East Asia and the Role of Robert 
Farquhar, Lieutenant-Governor of Penang, 1804–5’, Journal of Imperial and 
Commonwealth History, vol. 23, no. 1, 1995, p. 1. 
6 The EIC acquired Province Wellesley, now known as Seberang Perai, a narrow 
strip of land on the Malay Peninsula, in 1800. 
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Despite its change in status, the Straits Settlements formed the basis of a 

colonial regime that would extend throughout peninsular Malaya.7 This 

chapter will examine the early history of Penang before its annexation, the 

volatile EIC environment in the two decades before Penang’s founding, 

Penang’s establishment and the issues with effective law and order during 

the early period of British settlement.  

Penang’s History before European Settlement 

Penang’s strategic role in the intra-Asian trade was evident from early times. 

The Indian Ocean basin, a marine highway, linked a range of cultures, 

economies, and people. Situated close to the Malay peninsula, successive 

waves of traders and explorers documented Penang’s location. Asian 

traders stopped there while traversing the area and later established small 

settlements on the island. Despite European nations including the 

Portuguese, Dutch and French charting the island, the British were the first 

European power to permanently occupy sparsely populated Penang. From 

this small toehold, Britain would gradually extend her influence over the 

Malay peninsula. 

From early times, Arabian navigators and mercantile traders recorded 

Penang’s location via pilot guides.8 The Portuguese credited pilot Ahmad 

 
7 ‘The Straits Settlements Become a Residency 1830’, National Library Board.  
8 Pilot guides, a form of sailing directions in prose or poem, transmitted 
knowledge and experience to mariners before the advent of printed maps. Vivian 
Forbes, ‘Ensuring Safe Passage to and from the Prince of Wales’ Island: An 
Historical Perspective 1786-1846’, in Loh Wei Leng, T. N. Harper, and Sunil S. 
Amrith (eds.), PIO: Penang and the Indian Ocean Conference, p. 152. 
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ibn Majid al-Nadji, who sailed mainly in the Red and Arabian Seas, with 

showing them the route to China.9 Chinese Admiral Zheng He may have 

sailed near Penang, recorded on charts as Pin Nan Yue, when he visited 

Malacca in 1405.10 Ragam, a famous seaman from Lingga11 who traded 

between Lingga and Kedah, named the island Kesatu.12 As an integral part 

of the intra-Asian trade routes, Asian merchants and sailors including the 

Minangkabau, Achehnese and Sumatran Malays stopped at Penang when 

visiting northern ports on the Malay peninsula including Kedah, Perlis, and 

Siam.13 Its close proximity to mainland Kedah facilitated the settlement of 

Chinese and Malay communities on the island’s coastal areas as fishermen, 

traders and pirates.14 Batu Ferringhi (Batu is the Malay word for rock and 

Ferringhi is the Malay word for foreigner) on the island’s north-western 

corner reflected the visitation of foreigners.15 Sumatran Malays, who settled 

at Batu Uban, on the southeastern coast of Penang between 1710 and 

 
9 In the fifteenth century, Ahmad ibn Majid al-Nadji wrote the treatise Kitab al-
Fawaj’d fi Usul al Bahr Wa al-Qawa’id, on the principles of navigation. Tibbetts 
translated the work in 1971. ‘Kitab al Fawajd Fi Usul Al Bahr Wa Al Quwaid’, 
Islamic Encyclopedia.  
10 Tansen Sen, ‘The Impact of Zheng He's Expeditions on Indian Ocean 
Interactions’ Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, vol. 79, no. 3, 
2016, p. 609. Zheng He, also known as Cheng Ho, was commander in chief for a 
series of missions which exerted Chinese naval dominance over sectors of the 
Indian Ocean. 
11 This group of islands, which includes Lingga island, is located south of the Riau 
peninsula off the eastern coast of Sumatra. 
12 Mahani Musa, ‘Early History’, p. 22. 
13 E. G. Cullin and W. F. Zehnder, Early History of Penang 1592-1827, p. 21. 
14 Wazir Jahan Karim, ‘The ‘Discovery’ of Penang Island at Tanjong Tokong 
Before 1785: Bapu Alaidin Meera Hussein Lebai and Captain Francis Light’, 
JMBRAS, vol. 86, no. 1, 2013, p. 7. 
15 Ibid., p. 2. 
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1734, were still present on the island in 1786.16 During a short stay on 

Penang in May 1786, John Adolphus Pope, Princess Royal’s third mate, 

sent ashore with other crew to collect firewood and water, expressed fear at 

meeting Malay inhabitants who might murder them all.17  

The island’s position at the northern end of the Straits of Malacca and close 

proximity to entrepots at Kedah and Junk Ceylon ensured European 

visitation. In the sixteenth century, during the Portuguese rule of Malacca, 

traders used Penang as a rendezvous point. Galleys and merchant ships 

from Malacca and Goa joined ships from the Coromandel and Junk Ceylon 

before travelling to the islands around Riau, Muar, or Johore.18 Early British 

seamen described Penang as a stopover for small ships from Sumatra and 

British merchant ships. Captain James Lancaster, special envoy to the East 

appointed by Queen Elizabeth I and one of the first British traders to reach 

Penang, anchored off Rimau Island to the southeast of the island. With the 

assistance of local Malay pirates, from June to September 1592, Lancaster 

used the location to plunder every ship he encountered.19 During the 

eighteenth century, country traders and EIC ships plying their trade down 

the western coast of the Malayan peninsula between Malacca, Kedah, and 

Junk Ceylon, probably used Penang as a place to replenish supplies and as 

a port of refuge during storms.  

 
16 Cullin and Zehnder, Early History of Penang, p. 24. 
17 Bulley, Free Mariner, pp. 60-61. 
18 Badriyah Haji Salleh, ‘Trade and Traders’, p. 44. 
19 David Childs, Pirate Nation: Elizabeth I and her Royal Sea Rovers, p. 45. 
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A number of marine surveys undertaken after the Seven Years War 

reflected an increased British interest in developing a trading port on the EIC 

trade route between India and China. In 1762, James Rennell, a former 

Royal Navy sailor, accompanied EIC hydrographer Alexander Dalrymple to 

the Philippines. During the voyage, Rennell charted parts of the Kedah 

coast. The following year, Captain Walter Alves, an EIC employee, charted 

Penang, showing a settlement between Dato Keramat, Batu Uban, and 

water sources on the island.20  

 

Figure 12. Captain W. Alves, Sketch of Po. Pinang in the Straits of Malacca, 1763.21 

 
20 Mahani Musa, ‘Early History’, p. 24. 
21 W. Alves, ‘Sketch of Po. Pinang in the Straits of Malacca, 1763’ [map], in 
Alexander Dalrymple (ed.), Dalrymple’s Charts: A Collection in 3 Volumes of 
Charts, Maps and Plans for Navigation. 
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Captain John Allbridge charted Kedah’s coast in 1766.22 With increased 

European activity in the region, Penang increasingly became a viable option 

for settlement. Scott and Light, familiar with Penang from their trading 

activities, initially recommended Penang as a possible location during the 

early 1780s. Their persistent efforts were finally successful in 1786 when 

Light annexed the island on the EIC’s behalf. 

‘A State in Disguise of a Merchant’: The EIC in the 1770s and 1780s23 

The decision to establish a base at Penang occurred during a period of 

major structural change in EIC history. Increasing government intervention, 

including the Regulating Act and Pitt’s India Act, changed the EIC’s core 

functions from a commercial entity to one with political responsibilities.24 At 

the time of Penang’s acquisition, the EIC experienced increasing 

parliamentary scrutiny because of systemic corruption and a need to curtail 

expenditure. Bengal’s Governor General Hastings’ recall to face corruption 

charges in Britain was a pivotal moment in Penang’s history. Although 

Hastings previously rejected Penang as an EIC base, Bengal’s interim 

 
22 Forbes, ‘Ensuring Safe Passage’, p. 156. 
23 Julie Murray, ‘Company Rules: Burke, Hastings, and the Specter of the Modern 
Liberal State, ‘Eighteenth-Century Studies, vol. 41, no. 1, 2007, p. 56. Edmund 
Burke’s statement, ‘A state in disguise of a merchant, a great public office in the 
disguise of a counting house’ was made during his opening speech at Governor 
General Hastings’ impeachment. 
24 The Regulating Act of 1773 marked the British government’s first intervention 
into EIC activities and allowed the appointment of a governor general. The 1784 
India Act established a dual system of control between the British government 
and EIC. This ensured the EIC’s political and commercial transactions were 
subject to government supervision and culminated in the EIC’s outright 
nationalisation in 1858. William Dalrymple, Anarchy, pp. 233-234. 
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governor general John Macpherson, a relatively inexperienced 

administrator, approved Penang’s establishment. Macpherson’s failure to 

instigate an engineering survey of the island, or financial cost/benefit 

analysis, highlighted systemic problems of financial irresponsibility, lack of 

oversight and ad hoc decision making by EIC officials. The settlement’s 

establishment also highlighted deficiencies in the implementation of dual 

control, which ensured employees now served two masters, the EIC and the 

British government.25 The EIC’s inability to provide basic infrastructure 

needs and the British government’s failure to ensure relevant legislative 

powers were available to Penang’s administrators, underpinned major 

issues facing the early days of the settlement. 

Prior to 1765, the EIC had free rein in Indian administration. The British 

victory over the French in India marked a period of turbulence in EIC history. 

Considerable expansion of trade and capital investment fundamentally 

changed the EIC’s structure, and led to increased public scrutiny.26 The 

acquisition of additional territory after the Seven Years War created a large 

financial burden for the EIC and though expenses outstripped revenues, EIC 

shareholder dividends increased.27 As the EIC deficit grew, so did the 

determination to forge new trading opportunities and limit French 

 
25 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 190. 
26 Richard Sheridan, ‘The British Credit Crisis of 1772 and the American 
Colonies’, Journal of Economic History, vol. 20, no. 2, 1960, pp. 164-165. 
27 During the 1760s, remittances from India dramatically increased. In 1766, a 
sharp increase in company stock led to a corresponding increase in dividends. 
Keay, Honourable East India Company, p. 378. 
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expansionism. By 1783, the EIC had transformed into the third largest 

territorial power.28  

Once the EIC became an agency for the British government, it drew the 

attention of British citizens, and increased political intervention.29 Slowly a 

wide-ranging debate emerged concerning the appropriateness of a private 

company’s autonomous sovereignty over vast dominions.30 Legislation 

passed in 1765, which changed voting qualifications, attempted to reform 

EIC corporate governance.31 However, by the early 1770s, systemic 

corruption was evident. The contrast between the EIC’s continual financial 

difficulties and ostentatious employee wealth highlighted the growing 

discord.32 The EIC paid low wages but permitted employees to engage in 

private trade as compensation. Driven by unregulated greed to maximise 

private wealth, they often competed in trade against their employer.33 In 

1779, Calcutta-based EIC employee Alexander Dow chronicled the EIC’s 

 
28 Stephen Vella, ‘Imagining Empire: Company, Crown and Bengal in the 
Formation of British Imperial Ideology, 1757-84’, Portuguese Studies, vol. 16, 
2000, p. 276. Vella notes that only the Ottoman and Russian empires, which ruled 
over 30 million people, four times the population of England, eclipsed the EIC. 
29 Vijay K. Seth, ‘The East India Company-A Case Study in Corporate 
Governance’, Global Business Review, vol. 13, no. 2, 2012, p. 231. 
30 Vella, ‘Imagining Empire’, p. 278. 
31 Seth, ‘East India Company’, p. 232. Shareholders needed to hold £500 of 
shares for at least six months to qualify as a voter to elect the board of directors. 
32 Philip Lawson and Jim Phillips, ‘"Our Execrable Banditti": Perceptions of 
Nabobs in Mid-Eighteenth Century Britain’, Albion: A Quarterly Journal 
Concerned with British Studies, vol. 16, no. 8. 1984, pp. 235, 238. 
33 Seth, ‘East India Company’, p. 229.  
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rapacity when he wrote ‘the Bengal carcase is bleaching in the wind’ and ‘is 

almost picked to the bone’.34 

The failure of the Indian monsoons in 1769 and 1770, and news of conflict 

in India, triggered financial difficulties. Entrenched corruption in rice trading 

by EIC employees, who manipulated the market, transformed a food scarcity 

into a famine during the ensuing drought.35 In 1772, Hastings estimated 

around 10 million people, around one-third of Bengal’s population, starved 

to death after the monsoon’s failure, which resulted in a chronic water 

shortage and destruction of half the crops.36  

In 1772 a bitter press campaign waged against former India governor Robert 

Clive, which highlighted the evils perpetrated by EIC officials in India, 

coincided with increased realisation of the EIC’s parlous financial state.37 By 

July 1772, the EIC unable to carry out its role, requested financial assistance 

from the British government. Parliament, after concerted public criticism, 

devoted significant time examining EIC operations in 1772 and 1773.38 The 

British government, forced to subsidise the EIC, loaned it £1,400,000 at four 

percent interest.39 Lord Frederick North’s government introduced legislation 

 
34 Lawson and Phillips, ‘Our Execrable Banditti’, p. 238. 
35 Rajat Kanta Ray, ‘Indian Society and the Establishment of British Supremacy’, 
in Peter Marshall and Alaine Low (eds.), Oxford History and British Empire-18th 
Century, Volume II, 1998, pp. 512-515. 
36 Nick Robins, Corporation, pp. 93-95. 
37 W. M. Elofson, ‘The Rockingham Whigs in Transition: The East India Company 
Issue 1772-1773’, English Historical Review, vol. 104, no. 413, 1989, p. 953. 
38 Sheridan, ‘Credit Crisis’, p. 172. 
39 Elofson, ’Rockingham Whigs’, p. 953. 
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to relieve EIC financial distress and reform its practices.40 The East India 

Company Act (Regulating Act), enacted in 1773, named the Crown as a 

controlling power in the Indian government and curbed EIC shareholder 

rights.41 The Bank of England curtailed EIC advances and demanded debt 

repayment.  

The EIC’s financial crisis spread to British colonies and spheres of influence 

in India and America. In a bid to assist the debt-ridden EIC, North’s 

government introduced the Tea Act of 1773, which rekindled American 

opposition to British rule and British attempts to reintroduce direct revenue 

taxes, especially in east coast colonies. The Townshend Acts, aimed at 

reasserting control over American colonies, suspended the New York 

Assembly, imposed revenue charges on lead, glass, paper, paint and tea, 

increased the number of customs officials, and ensured the EIC could 

undercut American tea prices.42 The acts, which incited unrest and boycotts 

in the American colonies, were repealed in 1770.43 

 
40 North, who was prime minister from 1770 to 1782, assumed responsibility for 
Irish, American and EIC affairs. He was known as the prime minister who lost the 
American colonies. ‘North Frederick, Lord North (1732-1792)’, History of 
Parliament Trust. 
41 Vella, ‘Imagining Empire’, pp. 285-286. Robins, Corporation, p. 111.The 
threshold to vote at EIC meetings was increased from £500 to £1,000, 
disenfranching almost half the shareholders. 
42 Sarah Kinkel, ‘The King's Pirates? Naval Enforcement of Imperial Authority, 
1740-76’, The William and Mary Quarterly, vol. 71, no. 1, 2014, pp. 4, 11. The 
Townsend Acts were named after Charles Townshend, chancellor of the 
exchequer, and one of the architects of Britain’s new imperial program to exert 
political and financial control following the Seven Years War.  
43 Robins, Corporation, pp. 113-114. 
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The Americans boycotted British tea and purchased smuggled tea from the 

Dutch East Indies.44 To assist the EIC in selling 17 million pounds of 

stockpiled tea in Britain, parliament removed the duty paid on tea imported 

to Britain, enabling the EIC to export tea direct to America and undercut its 

rivals. Resistance to the imposition of the 1773 Tea Act culminated in the 

Boston Tea Party, when American colonists threw 342 chests of EIC tea into 

Boston harbour. To punish the colonists, the British government retaliated 

with the passing of the so-called Coercive Acts.45 The North government’s 

action, which catalysed resistance to British rule, ultimately resulted in the 

loss of the North American colonies. 

State intervention in India’s administration established a political precedent 

and procedural system for further British government encroachment.46 

Parliament established a supreme court in India. Prior to its foundation, the 

EIC used indigenous systems of law in Bengal provinces under the authority 

of the governor general and council. This was often incompatible with British 

common law used by the supreme court. The act failed to establish equality 

 
44 Ibid., p. 114. 
45 T. Reese, ‘Intolerable Acts (1774)’, in Cynthia Northrup (ed.), The American 
Economy A Historical Encyclopedia, Volume 1, pp. 247-248. Also called the 
Intolerable Acts by Americans, the four acts, designed to punish Boston for its 
continued defiance, included the Boston Bill Act which closed the harbour until 
restitution was made for the destroyed tea. The Massachusetts government was 
reduced in status to a crown colony. The Administration of Justice Act aimed at 
protecting British officials from trial in America by allowing them to travel to 
England or another country for trial, and the Quartering Act included new 
arrangements for housing British troops. 
46 Keay (Honourable East India Company, p. 385) provides comprehensive 
details of changes including annual elections and stock qualification for the court 
of proprietors. 
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of law as a universal principle as its jurisdiction only included Bengal.47 

Parliament attempted to curb EIC autonomy by creating a governing council 

in Calcutta. The five members nominated by parliament included three 

members who represented government interests and could outvote the two 

EIC appointees, which included the governor general, who had no veto 

powers.48 The first governor general and head of council, Warren Hastings, 

received ill-defined supervisory authority over the other presidencies and 

Bencoolen. The act failed to address inherent issues including patronage, 

and systemic corruption within the EIC, which ultimately contributed to its 

demise.49  

The failure to invest the governor general with definitive control over his 

council or other presidencies inevitably resulted in conflict. A schism quickly 

developed between EIC and government appointees. Hastings clashed with 

council member Phillip Francis, a conflict that lasted three decades and 

resulted in Hastings’ impeachment.50 In 1776, the British government 

 
47 Mithi Mukherjee, ‘Justice, War, and the Imperium: India and Britain in Edmund 
Burke's Prosecutorial Speeches in the Impeachment Trial of Warren Hastings’, 
Law and History Review, vol. 23, no. 3, 2005, p. 612. 
48 Keay, Honourable East India Company, pp. 385-387; Dalrymple, Anarchy, pp. 
235-237. The five council members included two EIC members Richard Barwell 
and Warren Hastings, and the three government appointees, Philip Francis, 
Lieutenant General John Clavering (Francis’ brother-in-law) and George Monson. 
From the outset Francis and Hastings became implacable enemies. Francis 
arrived in India convinced that Hastings was the source of corruption in India, 
describing him as the ‘most corrupt of villains’. Francis was one of the key people 
responsible for Hastings’ impeachment. 
49 Keay, Honourable East India Company, p. 364. Keay described this era as an 
age of ministries rather than government, each representing a coalition of factions 
rather than parties and each serving self-interest. 
50 Dalrymple, Anarchy, pp. 248-250. 
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accepted the need to remove the two Bengal EIC council members, Richard 

Barwell and Hastings, and tried unsuccessfully to influence the court of 

directors to recall them. The inevitable conflict between the governor general 

and council on one hand and Bengal’s EIC executive and supreme court on 

the other effectively brought India’s administration to a halt.51 

In an attempt to break the impasse, in 1781 parliament established a 

committee of enquiry into Bengal’s administration. The committee included 

Edmund Burke, a vehement EIC critic. Although much of Burke’s criticism 

of the systemic corruption was justified, he was not impartial. When Burke 

entered parliament in 1767 as a member of the Whig Party, he attempted to 

defend the EIC against parliamentary intervention. Burke and two 

associates including his brother William, speculated heavily in EIC stock. 

Like many others, in 1769 when EIC stock crashed, Edmund Burke suffered 

financial losses in the ‘Bengal Bubble’.52 For the next few years he 

supported the legal right of chartered companies to enjoy revenue from 

conquered territories and opposed government intervention or dividend 

changes.53 However, by 1772 Burke divested himself of all EIC stock and 

became a vocal critic.54 Burke asserted despotic EIC administrations were 

maladministered for private profit without a sense of responsibility to its 

 
51 Keay, Honourable East India Company, p. 387. 
52 Robins, Corporation, p. 92. The ‘Bengal Bubble’ was caused by the 
overvaluation of EIC stock between 1757 and 1769. The outbreak of rebellion and 
famine in India resulted in a sharp drop in the share price and increasing 
governmental control of EIC activities.  
53 Elofson, ‘Rockingham Whigs’, p. 955. 
54 Ibid., p. 954. 
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Indian inhabitants or to the British constitution.55 He was concerned that the 

EIC posed a threat to the established order in Britain and India and 

highlighted ethical failings of a structural nature.56 In India, Burke believed 

commerce had become indistinguishable from politics for many EIC 

employees.57 He described young EIC employees as going to India ‘wave 

after wave … an endless, hopeless prospect of new flights of birds of prey 

and passage with insatiable appetites’.58 He saw a close connection 

between loss of the American colonies and the need to preserve the empire 

in the East.  

In 1781, Burke, hoping to expose extortion and corruption by Madras-based 

trader Paul Benfield, labelled him ‘a criminal, who long since ought to have 

fattened the region’s kites with his offal’.59 Complaints of corruption and 

autocratic rule culminated in the submission of reports between 1781 and 

1783 and ultimately legislation designed to curtail EIC activities.60 

Parliament, divided on the issue, debated two acts proposed by Whig 

member of parliament and foreign secretary Charles Fox and Prime Minister 

William Pitt. Both acts acknowledged closer EIC governance was 

necessary, but differed in its implementation.61 Fox’s India Bill, drafted by 

 
55 Peter Marshall and William Todd (eds.), The Writings and Speeches of 
Edmund Burke: India: Madras and Bengal: 1774-1785, Volume 5, p. 629. 
56 Robins, Corporation, p. xiii. 
57 Brian Smith, ‘Edmund Burke, the Warren Hastings Trial, and the Moral 
Dimension of Corruption’, Polity, vol. 40, no. 1, 2008, pp. 77-79. 
58 Marshall and Todd, Writings and Speeches of Edmund Burke, p. 402. 
59 Ibid., p. 629. 
60 Amir Ali, South Asian Islam and British Multiculturalism, p. 73. 
61 Cyril Phillips, ‘The New East India Board and the Court of Directors, 1784’, 
English Historical Review, vol. 55, no. 219, 1940, pp. 438-446. The EIC’s 
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Burke in 1783, aimed to resolve the fundamental conflict between EIC 

trading interests and governmental responsibility by bringing India’s 

administration under the Crown’s direct control.62 It vested management in 

eight commissioners appointed by parliament, proposed punishment for 

abuses of power, and guaranteed Indian rights and customs.63 The 

legislation, defeated in the House of Lords, paved the way for the 

introduction of Pitt’s India Bill in 1784. 

Pitt’s India Act, which was passed by parliament, formed the basis of dual 

control and enabled the EIC to retain control over the administration. The 

EIC would continue to manage purely commercial activities without 

government interference. The British government established a board of 

commissioners for the Affairs of India (known as the board of control) to 

direct, control and supervise governance of EIC possessions in India. The 

governor general, a royal appointment based in Calcutta, possessed 

enhanced authority including veto powers over his council and other 

presidencies.64 While this legislation mitigated some key issues, it ultimately 

failed to address entrenched patronage and corruption within the EIC. 

Importantly for Penang, the first EIC settlement established shortly after the 

 
operations from the East India Act until the demise of the company in 1858 are 
explored in William Foster, ‘The India Board (1784-1858)’, Transactions of the 
Royal Historical Society, vol. 11, 1917, pp. 61-85. 
62 Mukherjee, ‘Justice, War, and the Imperium’, p. 601. 
63 Vella, ‘Imagining Empire’, p. 290. 
64 Keay, Honourable East India Company, pp. 390-391. 
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act’s implementation, dual control revealed shortcomings by both parties to 

establish effective governance of any new territories. 

During the 1780s, Burke’s enmity and long vendetta against Warren 

Hastings culminated in Hasting’s recall and subsequent impeachment. From 

the outset there was conflict about the format of the House of Common’s 

select committee. While the House of Lords expected evidence to be 

presented according to common law tenets, Burke believed the hearing 

should proceed according to the looser parameters of parliamentary 

precedent.65 The select committee considered a number of petitions from 

Bengal. The impeachment proceedings, which began in 1788, finally 

concluded in April 1795. Though Burke succeeded in obtaining Hastings’ 

impeachment by the House of Commons, the House of Lords acquitted 

him.66 Hastings’ defence of his impeachment almost bankrupted him and 

aged 63, went into retirement.67 

 
65 Elizabeth D. Samet, ‘A Prosecutor and a Gentleman: Edmund Burke's Idiom of 
Impeachment’, ELH, vol. 68, no. 2, 2001, p. 398. 
66 Mukherjee, ‘Justice, War and the Imperium’, p. 628. 
67 Peter Marshall (‘The Personal Fortune of Warren Hastings: Hastings in 
Retirement’, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, vol. 28, no. 3, 
1965, p. 541) examines Hasting’s life after the impeachment, noting that 
Hastings’ defence cost around £86,000 at the time. 
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Figure 13. James Gillray's Depiction of the 'Friendly Agent’ during Hastings' Trial.68 

After Hastings’ impeachment, the EIC appointed John Macpherson, senior 

member of Bengal’s council, as acting governor general in 1785. 

Macpherson was a relatively inexperienced administrator with an eventful 

EIC career. Born around 1745 at Sleat, Isle of Skye, he arrived in India as a 

purser on Lord Mansfield, commanded by his uncle Captain Alexander 

Macleod.69 After his arrival in 1767, Mohammud Ali Wallajah the Nawab of 

 
68 James Gillray, ‘The Friendly Agent’ [online image], National Portrait Gallery. 
The image depicts Hastings being hanged on the gallows bearing Burke’s head. 
69 ‘Macpherson Sir John, 1st Bt. (1744-1821), of Brompton’, History of Parliament 
Trust. 
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Arcot,70 who was in dispute with the EIC, employed Macpherson who 

persuaded the Nawab to send him to England to lodge complaints against 

EIC servants. Macpherson subsequently returned to India in 1770 as an EIC 

writer. He continued his relationship with the Nawab of Arcot often in 

competition with fellow councillor Paul Benfield while stationed at Madras 

from 1770 to 1776.71 

The EIC careers of Benfield and Macpherson epitomised EIC excesses, 

highlighting a general lack of employee oversight and entrenched patronage 

links that enabled employees to amass considerable fortunes via private 

means. McGilvary chronicles the close links between key EIC officials and 

parliamentarians. From 1772, Macpherson cultivated patronage links in the 

British parliament, East India Office, and in Bengal including Lord North, the 

Nawab of Arcot and Hastings in India, and in the EIC, Laurence Sulivan.72 

Governor George Pigot of Madras, who attempted to combat widespread 

EIC corruption in the presidency, quarrelled with the Nawab of Arcot and 

council members. Pigot, who deemed Macpherson’s relationship with the 

Nawab dangerous, dismissed him and ordered his return to England.73 

 
70 Jim Phillips, ‘A Successor to the Moguls: The Nawab of the Carnatic and the 
East India Company, 1763-1785’, International History Review, vol. 7, no. 3, 
1985, pp. 364-389. The Nawab also held the title of the Eighth Nawab of the 
Carnatic, a region of southern India in the Madras presidency. 
71 Thorne (House of Commons 1790-1820, pp. 173-174) outlines Benfield’s EIC 
and parliamentary careers. 
72 George McGilvary, Guardian of the East India Company, pp. 223-224. 
73 Pigot arrived in Madras as a writer in 1737 and was commander in chief of Fort 
St George, Madras from 1755 to 1763. H. D. Love, Vestiges of Old Madras, 1640-
1800, Volume 3, pp. 474-475. 
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Macpherson refused and played an active role in the arrest and 

imprisonment of Pigot by disgruntled EIC officials including Benfield.74 Both 

sides sent accounts to the EIC in London, which reinstated Pigot and 

recalled the parties concerned. However, Pigot died in captivity in India 

before the order arrived.75  

After dismissal, Macpherson and Benfield returned to Britain. Macpherson 

entered parliament and appealed his dismissal from the Madras council. 

Patronage links facilitated his return to India. Despite his lack of seniority, 

public criticism, and a House of Commons committee condemning his past 

conduct in supporting the Nawab, North appointed Macpherson a supreme 

council member in Bengal. When Hastings resigned in 1785, Macpherson, 

as senior council member, became Bengal’s acting governor general. In 

1786, the EIC appointed Lord Charles Cornwallis to the vacant position.76 

While acting as governor general, MacPherson, though careful not to 

commit the British government or EIC to any promises it could not keep, 

authorised Light to negotiate a trading base with the sultan of Kedah. He 

provisionally approved the establishment of a base on Penang pending 

approval by the EIC court of directors and British government.77 Macpherson 

 
74 ‘Macpherson Sir John, 1st Bt.’ 
75 Sudip Bhattacharya, The Strange Case of Lord Pigot, pp. 302-303. This work 
details the role Benfield played in this incident, highlighting the depths of 
patronage links, which allowed the imprisonment of a governor of a presidency by 
a more junior EIC member. 
76 ‘Macpherson Sir John, 1st Bt.’  
77 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 8. 
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appointed Light as commander of Eliza, a 150-ton EIC Marine snow, and 

superintendent of the island and harbour of Penang. He directed Light to sail 

to Kedah, deliver the EIC’s letter and presents to the sultan, and then occupy 

Penang.78 By the time Cornwallis arrived in India in September 1786, the 

settlement at Penang had been established.79 

Penang’s Establishment 

Light's party consisted of three small British ships: Eliza, Prince Henry80 

commanded by Captain James Glass, and Speedwell, commanded by 

William Lindesay.81 Accompanying Light was Martina Rozells and their two 

children Sarah aged six, and William aged three months. Light, who arrived 

in Penang on 17 July 1786, named the island Prince of Wales Island after 

the heir apparent to the British throne. Macpherson provided Light with basic 

instructions relating to the settlement’s establishment. Once ashore Light 

was to erect any buildings considered necessary and establish cultivation. 

Light was to rear sheep, cattle, hogs, and poultry and to encourage trade by 

a ‘mild but firm rule’. Macpherson warned Light to avoid disputes but to 

defend himself if attacked.82 He ordered Light to practice the strictest 

economy, to levy no taxes, maintain Penang as a free port, and attract 

 
78 Ibid., p. 191. 
79 Light landed on Penang and established the fledgling settlement on 17 July 
1786. Tregonning, British Malaya, p. 43. 
80 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 191. 
81 Captain Glass, a country trader, settled on Penang and took charge of the 
garrison from 1786 to 1794. Morson, Connection, p. 81. William Lindesay, country 
trader, settled on Penang and was a merchant in 1796. Logan, ‘Notices of 
Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 96. 
82 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 42. 
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settlers of all nationalities. However, this provided Light with few financial 

options to assist with establishing a viable settlement.83  

The island of Penang, covered in jungle, was 25 kilometres in length from 

north to south and around 16 kilometres in width. Despite the area being 

very flat and swampy and therefore prone to flooding, Light selected 

Tanjong Penaga, a triangle of land in the northeast of the island, as the site 

for his township.84 The new settlement fell under the administrative umbrella 

of the conglomerated Bengal government and drew its administrative and 

defence forces predominantly from the EIC’s Bengal and Madras civil and 

military services.85 On 11 August 1786, Light held a ceremony and read the 

Act of Possession claiming the island on behalf of King George III and the 

EIC.86 Present at the ceremony were Light, Captain James Glass, Thomas 

Wall, captain of EIC ship Valentine, and Richard Lewin junior, captain of EIC 

ship Vansittart.87 Light’s companions on landing were a few military and 

naval officers and a small sepoy force. Lieutenant James Gray, Royal Navy, 

led the contingent of 100 Bengal marines, 30 lascars, 15 European gunners, 

and five officers.88 Also accompanying Light were 14 European civilians 

 
83 F. G. Stevens, ‘A Contribution to the Early History of Prince of Wales Island’, 
JMBRAS, vol. 7, no. 3, 1929, p. 379. 
84 Ibid. 
85 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, pp. 188-189. 
86 Morson, Connection, pp. 79-80. 
87 Vansittart, chartered for the Coast and China, owned by Richard Lewin senior, 
left England in February 1786 and returned in October 1787. Valentine, chartered 
for the Coast and China, left England in January 1786 and returned in July 1787. 
Hardy, Register of Ships, 1760 to 1810, p. 111. 
88 Morson, Connection, p. 71.  
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including two merchants, tavern keeper, ship’s carpenter, caulker, planter, 

dealer, blacksmith, builder, mariner, and ship builder.89 Shortly after arrival, 

Light, unimpressed with the calibre of the marines wrote to prominent 

Madras merchant Andrew Ross, noting the 100 newly raised marines lacked 

basic musketry skills.90 Local labourers, immigrants and ships’ crews 

cleared an area of land on Tanjong Penaga and constructed a small 

stockade of nibong, a type of palm used for house and roof construction. 

Within the walls of the stockade, Malay huts with attap (a type of flowering 

palm used in house construction) roofs accommodated the few European 

settlers.91 Initially housed under canvas and later housed in small houses 

within the fort were the marines and lascars. A barracks for European 

settlers was later constructed.92  

 
89 Penang Past and Present 1786-1963: A Historical Account of the City of 
George Town since 1786, p. 1. 
90 Alexander Dalrymple (ed.), ‘First Formation, and Progressive Improvements on 
the Establishment of Pooloo Peenang, or Prince of Wales Island', Oriental 
Repertory, Volume 2, p. 584. The letter was dated 25 September 1786. 
91 Morson, Connection, p. 83. 
92 Langdon, Penang, Volume 2, p. 10. 
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Figure 14. Map of the Early George Town Settlement Including Fort Cornwallis.93 

Light's difficulties on landing were very great as the new settlement had to 

attract all of its needs, including labourers, settlers, and capital.94 His 

responsibilities included administration of justice and maintenance of order, 

land distribution, revenue collection, and road building.95  

 
93 H. R. Popham, A Description of Prince of Wales Island, in the Streights of 
Malacca: With its Real and Probable Advantages and Sources to Recommend it 
as a Marine Establishment, p. 60. The map details the sepoy lines and bungalows 
of the Europeans on the north shore of the point. 
94 S. Hoyt, Old Penang, p.19. 
95 Jeyaraj C. Rajarao, ‘Public Administration in Penang 1786-1832’, p. 5. 
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Assisting Light was Nakhoda Kechil, a Malay resident Light met when he 

landed on Penang.96 On 23 July 1786, settlers from Kedah arrived to erect 

a small bazaar near the cantonment. Light appointed Kechil to supervise the 

bazaar assisted by a guard of marines and with control of Penang’s coastline 

including responsibility for preventing armed Malays from landing on the 

island.97 On arrival in India in September 1786, Governor General Charles 

Cornwallis, Hasting’s substantive successor, was displeased to learn of 

Penang’s establishment. Though he stated concern about the expenditure 

required before Penang became self-sufficient, he acknowledged the 

settlement was now a reality and would promote its success in line with the 

EIC’s straitened fiscal position.98  

In February 1787, Light complained to Andrew Ross he had received 

nothing from the Bengal government since May the previous year.99 For the 

first couple of years, Light was almost the sole EIC representative. Thomas 

Pigou, the first recorded EIC employee sent to Penang after its 

establishment, arrived in January 1788 as Light’s assistant.100 To assist 

 
96 Prior to European occupation of the island, Haji Mohammad Salleh (also known 
as Nakhoda Intan) and younger brother Nahkoda Kechil, originally from Sumatra, 
obtained permission from Sultan Mahummad Jiwa of Kedah to set up a village on 
the island at Batu Uban. Mahani Musa, ‘Early History’, p. 25. 
97 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p.192; Mahani Musa, ‘Early History’, p. 26. 
98 BL: IOR/G/34/2, Governor General Cornwallis to Light, 13 December 1786, ff. 
218-229. 
99 Clodd, Malaya's First British Pioneer, p. 57. 
100 Pigou, born in 1765 was the son of an EIC captain, Peter Pigou. In 1781, aged 
16 he made the journey to the East Indies as a purser aboard the Blandford 
commanded by his father. Pigou, heavily involved in trade, owned merchandise 
valued at around $15,000 in June 1793. In 1795, Pigou joined the expedition to 
take control of Malacca. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 191, 211. 
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Light with the island’s administration, by the end of that year, five writers or 

junior clerks: John Chiene, William Boyer, John Henderson, Robert 

Dennison, and Nathaniel Bacon joined the Penang civil establishment. In 

1788, the population estimated at 1,000 consisted of a majority of Malays, 

followed by Indians, Chinese, Burmese, Bugis, and a few Europeans who 

controlled the administration and trade.101 Penang’s inception was the first 

time the British colonial system became economically dependent on a 

Chinese population, validating Light’s prediction that the Chinese 

community would become the most useful part of its population.102 

Rapid development and lack of revenue placed strain on the fledgling 

settlement. Lack of infrastructure including poor drainage, difficulty in 

obtaining drinking water, and streets that turned into quagmires during the 

monsoon season, were problems experienced by residents. In June 1787, 

Light received convicts from Bencoolen to assist with land clearing, though 

he reported many were too old for this purpose.103 Two years later, Light 

obtained permission to employ convicts from India for infrastructure 

construction including bridges. Fort Cornwallis, a basic stockade, was rebuilt 

with brick faced walls.104 By 1790, construction of 200 houses with attap 

 
101 See Hussin (Trade and Society, pp.184-196) for a comprehensive analysis of 
the island’s early demographics. 
102 C. Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation in Early Penang’, in Loh Wei Leng, 
T. N. Harper, and Sunil S. Amrith (eds.), PIO: Penang and Indian Ocean 
Conference, p. 110. 
103 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 193. 
104 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 75. 
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roofs was completed.105 Three years later, Georgetown contained only 20 

brick houses, one of which was Light's own official bungalow, similar to one 

he had occupied in Junk Ceylon.106  

Sir John Shore, appointed as Cornwallis’ successor in 1792, held the post 

of governor general until 1798.107 In 1794, Shore, disappointed with the 

settlement’s progress, dispatched Major Alexander Kyd to compile a report 

on Penang. Completed in 1795, the damning report stated Light’s pursuit of 

commercial activities was the main reason for the settlement’s poor 

performance. Kyd alleged Light, as superintendent, used his power to direct 

local Malay traders only to deal with Scott and Co. Additionally, Kyd stated 

Scott and Co.’s dominance was so great Light was able to exclude wealthy 

Bengal agencies from involvement in the island’s trade.108 However, Light’s 

personal and commercial relationship was a necessity rather than simply for 

personal gain. During his tenure, Light wrote to friend George Doughty, 

outlining his expenditure was twice his income and it was only his 

partnership with Scott that allowed him to remain as superintendent.109 

Marcus Langdon contends that throughout his tenure, Light’s desire to see 

the settlement succeed outweighed his personal interests and his claim that 

 
105 Hoyt, Old Penang, p. 21. 
106 Morson, Connection, p. 90. 
107 Shore, a long-term EIC employee, served under Governor General Hastings. 
On return to India in 1787, he took his seat as a member of Bengal’s government. 
Embree, Ainslie, Shore, John, First Baron Teignmouth (1751-1834), Dictionary of 
National Biography 1885-1900, Volume 52. 
108 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, pp. 45-46. 
109 Morson, Connection, p. 94. 
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his mercantile partnership with Scott was a necessity because of his low 

salary is valid.110  

Keeping the Peace: Law and Order in Early Penang 

From 1786 to 1805 Penang was essentially a dependent outstation of the 

Bengal presidency. The settlement’s early advantages included free trade, 

free or cheap labour, minimal governance, and the security of being a British 

settlement. While these factors provided a solid foundation for early success 

and facilitated the island’s transformation to a valuable entrepot, the EIC 

demonstrated a lack of commitment and resolve in providing infrastructure 

until Penang’s elevation to presidency status in 1805. The EIC failed to 

provide the necessary resources to establish a civic, political, legal and 

commercial structure for the settlement.111 From inception, Light and 

successive Penang administrators complained to Bengal about the absence 

of properly constituted courts and codified law which created difficulty in 

preserving peace and administering justice.112 Scott and other European 

traders also lobbied the EIC in Bengal to appoint a magistrate to handle civil 

matters and establish a court of judicature. Ironically shortly before their 

deaths in 1808, James Scott and his son James Scott junior, were engaged 

 
110 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 202. 
111 Barber, Penang, pp. 63-65. 
112 S. Thillairatnam, ‘The Introduction of Law and Order into Penang from the 
Foundation of the Settlement to the Grant of the First Charter of Justice (1786-
1807)’, p. 21. 
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in conflict with Penang’s EIC administration, who threatened both with 

expulsion from the island.113 

According to the 1784 India Act, any territory claimed by the EIC was taken 

in the name of the British crown. However, the act provided little concrete 

detail about implementation of an administrative structure for new 

territories.114 The EIC, focussed firmly on India, not remote outposts like 

Penang, omitted to request direction from the British government. The 

failure to codify and provide adequate resources for a legislative framework 

was another major issue during Penang’s early history. The EIC expected 

Light and successive early administrators to maintain law and order without 

any legislative power.115 Lack of staff and authority to enforce law and order 

in a diverse ethnic community hampered Light’s governance. Successive 

administrations highlighted allegations of corruption and abuse of power 

involving the sepoys and police magistrate, and the troublesome behaviour 

of the European community. Despite the formulation of guidelines in 1788 

and 1794, the problem of effective judicial control over European inhabitants 

remained an issue until the establishment of a regular court of judicature in 

1808. 

 
113 The conflict between the EIC in Penang and James Scott senior and junior will 
be discussed in detail in Chapter 7. 
114 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 190. 
115 Webster, ‘British Expansion in South-East Asia’, p. 5. 
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There was no customary or constituted body or system of law at the time of 

British occupation.116 The inhabitants of sparsely-populated Penang 

generally followed Kedah’s laws, based on Siamese rather than Malay 

law.117 Negotiations between the sultan of Kedah and Light omitted 

discussion on the adoption of a legal system for the new settlement. 

Although the British government had assumed responsibility for the 

government of any new settlements established by the EIC, doubts about 

Penang’s viability may have been a factor in the reluctance to push for 

effective legislative powers. The EIC adopted a lax policy towards Penang, 

which it considered to be a bazaar, not a naval base or political objective.118  

From inception the British government recognised the need to adapt some 

aspects of English law in Penang. When the British took possession of 

Penang, they upheld Britain’s right to prescribe the system of law.119 The 

British observed different principles for the enforcement of government and 

law in their colonies. British constitutional law historically required colonies 

to fit into one of two groups: conquered or settled. In theory, local laws of a 

conquered colony continued to apply until repealed or amended. Acquisition 

by settlement, generally resulted in non-recognition of prior local laws.120 A 

charter of justice provided statutory authority for both introduction of British 

 
116 Thillairatnam, ‘Introduction of Law’, p. 2. 
117 Wazir Jahan Karim, ‘Discovery of Penang’, p. 13. 
118 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 42. 
119 James Norton-Kyshe, ‘A Judicial History of the Straits Settlements 1786-1890’, 
Malaya Law Review, vol. 11, no. 1, 1969, p. 38. 
120 J. Wu, ‘Towards Legal Pluralism in Australia? The Malaysian Experience’, 
Australian Journal of Public Administration, vol. 51, 1992, p. 236. 
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law and necessary modifications in application to the colony. Light’s 

occupation of Penang marked the beginning of British rule in much the same 

way as the hoisting of the Union Jack by Governor Arthur Phillip in Sydney 

in 1788. Unlike Penang, the 1787 New South Wales Court Act, which 

included the Australian charter of justice, created courts of civil and criminal 

authority.121  

When Governor General Macpherson provisionally approved the 

establishment of an EIC base on Penang, subject to final approval by the 

court of directors, he directed Light to furnish a plan for the internal 

government and policing of the island.122 According to Macpherson’s 

instructions on law and order, Light could punish lesser crimes, although he 

cautioned Light he could not punish felonies or form a general court martial, 

directing Light to refer all offences involving a British subject to the EIC in 

Bengal. However, the EIC directed Light to decide all cases in a speedy 

manner and only refer unusually difficult cases to Bengal with the suspect, 

evidence, and reason for inability to determine a decision.123 

After the settlement’s establishment Light implemented a system of legal 

pluralism, multiple legal systems within the one geographic area, which 

considered the distinct religions, manners and customs of Penang’s 

 
121 ‘Charter of Justice 2 April 1787 (GB)’, Museum of Australian Democracy. The 
charter of justice was passed by parliament shortly before the ships of the First 
Fleet sailed. 
122 Tregonning, British in Malaya, pp. 42-46. 
123 Ibid., p. 46. 
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inhabitants, and provided separate jurisdictions for different ethnicities and 

religious faiths. Light, given few legislative powers, adopted a system closely 

analogous with the one used in the Dutch East Indies, the kapitan system to 

govern the non-European community.124 As the population expanded 

shortly after arrival, Light appointed kapitans, or headmen of the three main 

communities, Chinese, Indian (predominantly Tamils), and Malay. Charged 

with keeping the peace among their communities, the kapitans settled all 

internal disputes including minor civil cases that did not involve a serious 

crime or individual from another race.125 

Light repeatedly requested official regulations to assist with the 

administration of law and order with little success. As early as 1787 Light 

complained about problems caused by European seamen stealing from 

island residents. As he could only punish lesser crimes or misdemeanours, 

banishment was the only punishment. The EIC directed Light to preserve 

‘good order’ as well as he could by confinement or other common 

punishments.126 For more serious crimes, the EIC directed Light to forward 

 
124 M. Kirby, ‘The Challenges to Justice in a Plural Society’, Commonwealth 
Lawyers’ Association Judicial Conference Kuala Lumpur Malaysia, 4 April 2002. 
125 Tan Soo Chye, ‘A Note on Early Legislation’, JMBRAS, vol.23, no.1, 1950, p. 
100. The kapitans ruled on civil matters concerning amounts less than $10. 
126 Nurfadzilah Yahaya, ‘Legal Pluralism and the English East India Company in 
the Straits of Malacca during the Early Nineteenth Century’, Law and History 
Review, vol. 33, no. 4, 2015, p. 6. 
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the suspect outside the jurisdiction of the civil and military courts and any 

necessary evidence to the attorney general in Bengal.127  

In the absence of specific directions, Light and his successors attempted to 

implement Bengal’s legal system and its concept of legality within 

Penang.128 In January 1788, assistant Thomas Pigou, arrived in Penang. He 

relayed the EIC’s response that the governor general could not make any 

permanent regulations for policing the settlement without the authority of the 

EIC in London.129 This ambiguity would create problems for the remainder 

of Light’s tenure. By 1792, when Penang’s population had reached almost 

7,000, Light lamented that thieves, housebreakers, and disorderly people 

had infested the settlement.130 In 1793, the murder of Captain Smithers in 

the Nicobar Islands by mariner John Sudds highlighted the deficiency in 

legislative powers for serious crimes such as murder.131 Sudds had endured 

beatings from the captain, and in retaliation bludgeoned him to death with a 

hammer. A court martial in Penang found Sudds guilty of murder and sent 

him to Bengal. The attorney general considered the evidence and refused 

 
127 BL: IOR/G34/2, Instruction for Light on Settling at Penang, Bengal to Light, 2 
May 1786, ff. 98-123. 
128 Yahaya, ‘Legal Pluralism’, p. 7. 
129 Tregonning, British in Malaya, pp. 45-46. 
130 Clodd, Malaya’s First Pioneer, p. 91 
131 Norton-Kyshe, ‘Judicial History of the Straits Settlements’, p. 39. There is no 
additional information on Smithers’ first name. 
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to bring the case to trial, dismissing Sudds as the court of judicature did not 

extend to dependencies like Penang.132 

In February 1787, Captain John Glass assumed command of the marine 

detachment and played an active role in maintaining the detachment’s 

discipline until his death on 5 April 1793.133 For the first few years, sepoy 

behaviour was a problem. The ‘exclusive allowances’ granted to the sepoys 

when the settlement was established, was supposed to be a temporary 

measure.134 Their rates of pay, although small, were high when compared 

with civilian settlers. After initial land clearing there was little to occupy their 

time and they assumed the role of police.135 However, this effectively put 

them outside the law as far as petty offences were concerned. Within a short 

time of arrival, they monopolised the female slave market. Scott noted ‘every 

female slave brought to market is purchased by them at a price hitherto 

unknown to the natives who cannot enter into competition’.136 Glass 

attempted to combat their impositions with floggings and closer control. He 

identified a fundamental problem as lack of troop rotation, which 

 
132 BL: IOR/G/34/5, Bengal Consultations Relating to Prince of Wales Island, 
1792-1793, Light to Edward Hay, William Burroughs to Light, 30 September 1793, 
ff. 548-565.The correspondence included an inquiry into the murder and response 
from Bengal. 
133 It is likely John and James Glass were related. John Glass, appointed captain 
on 13 December 1786, arrived aboard Ravensworth on 18 February 1787 with 
the convicts from Bengal. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 194. 
134 Morson, Connection, pp. 84-85. 
135 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 48; Morson, Connection, p. 84. 
136 Morson, Ibid., p. 85. 
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underpinned the sepoys’ dominant position.137 Determined to implement 

regular troop rotation, Glass died before effective control was established.138  

The situation worsened under Glass’ successor, Captain Robert Hamilton, 

appointed in February 1794.139 Light and Hamilton soon clashed over sepoy 

behaviour. An incident between sepoys and three Malays brought the matter 

to a head. One of the three, a nakhoda (a skipper or captain), was brought 

in front of Hamilton by his sepoys without evidence.140 Hamilton court 

martialled the Malays and sentenced them to hundreds of lashes without 

Light’s knowledge. Light complained to Bengal about Captain Hamilton court 

martialling a man not subject to his authority, asserting his conduct was 

‘threatening harmony on the island’.141 A deputation of citizens, including 

James Scott, complained about the sepoys’ arrogant and severe treatment 

of civilians. According to Scott ‘these tricks, insults, and ill usage in the 

troops to the natives has prevented thousands of settlers from coming’. It 

 
137 During the early days of New South Wales, the New South Wales Corps, who 
were stationed in the colony from its early days, also created problems for early 
administrators During the three-year interregnum after Governor Phillips’ 
departure in 1792, civil and military officers, who were granted large tracts of 
land, became involved in trade, most notably rum. See Clem Sargent (‘The British 
Garrison in Australia 1788-1841 Part 2: Governors versus Garrison’, Sabretache, 
vol. 40, no. 3, 1999, pp. 17-26) for details of the prolonged dispute between the 
military and administration. 
138 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 48. 
139 It is believed Hamilton was stationed at the Port Blair penal settlement on the 

Andaman Islands before serving in Penang. He was appointed commandant on 

23 November 1793 and resigned in April 1795. IOR, G/35/54 John Crisp, Robert 

Hamilton, and Philip Braham to Cornwallis, 24 March 1792, cited in Richard B. 

Allen, European Slave Trading in the Indian Ocean, 1500–1850, pp. 202-203. 
140 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 49. 
141 BL: IOR/G/34/6, Bengal Consultations Relating to Prince of Wales Island, 
1794, Light to Governor General Shore, 1 August 1794, ff. 110-137. 
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also prompted Scott, as a resident, to write a letter to the EIC demanding a 

regular civil government.142 Scott outlined the corrupt behaviour of the 

sepoys in the market place and the difficulties Light and Glass had faced in 

attempting to control them.143 Under Governor General Sir John Shore’s 

direction, Light received an informal set of laws and importantly, clarification 

of his status. Bengal decreed any act of public authority required Light’s 

sanction. In a rebuke to Hamilton, the EIC restricted the commanding 

officer’s authority to troops under his command. Additionally, a magistrate 

would handle all sepoy crimes which involved citizens. However, it was 

again emphasised that the Penang jurisdiction had no powers over British 

subjects except to dispatch the perpetrators of major crime to Bengal for 

trial.144 

The EIC, unwilling to establish formal and regular courts, appointed 

additional assistants to Penang’s establishment. Philip Manington, the 

senior assistant assigned to magisterial work, who arrived shortly before 

Light’s death, assumed the position of acting superintendent after Light’s 

death.145 Light’s successor MacDonald took over Penang’s ambiguous legal 

responsibilities. Shortly after his arrival, MacDonald convened a meeting of 

prominent European settlers, including James Scott, to examine the island’s 

trade. The committee of assessors gradually undertook many of the 

 
142 Morson, Connection, p. 85. 
143 Bastin, ‘Historical Sketch’, pp. 21-22. 
144 Morson, Connection, p. 85. 
145 Manington, an experienced EIC administrator, spent most of his EIC service in 
the Bencoolen region. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, pp.206-207. 
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functions of a municipal council. An EIC official from the Penang 

administration chaired the committee, which usually consisted of influential 

or wealthy members, drawn from the European and/or Asian communities. 

Created for a specific purpose and period, for example, to oversee policing, 

water supply, sanitation, fire prevention and land holdings, the committees 

assisted the government in making policy decisions but had no power to 

pass or enforce regulations.146  

The committee, which exceeded its remit, asserted the uncertainty of land 

tenure, absence of a court of law and the practice of trying civilians by courts 

martial, meant that prospective settlers were shying away from Penang 

because the settlement lacked a functioning court system.147 It 

recommended the establishment of a court of judicature, and pending this, 

appointment of a civil magistrate. To curb the sepoys’ excesses, policing of 

the civilian population should be carried out by a committee of inhabitants 

composed equally from each community.148 

In 1800, the EIC established local administration on a more regular 

footing.149 The EIC consulted with Advocate-General Edward Stretwell who 

believed it was authorised to legislate for Penang and establish a 

judiciary.150 The EIC instructed new appointee Lieutenant Governor George 

 
146 Barber, Penang, p. 75. 
147 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 75. 
148 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, pp. 97-100. 
149 Ibid., p. 166.  
150 Ibid., pp. 294-295. 
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Leith to report on the state of law, draft regulations to define the constitution, 

and establish the court’s powers founded on the principle of natural justice, 

based on laws already in place in India, and consideration of different ethnic 

groups living on Penang. The appeals process should specify the types of 

cases which the lieutenant governor handled in the first instance, or 

governor general as a last resort. Ideally, the EIC required the judicial 

establishment to pay for itself, with fees and fines imposed in hearings of 

civil and criminal offences.151  

The EIC’s first step to instigate a more formal legal framework was the 

appointment of John Dickens, a barrister of the supreme court in Bengal, as 

Penang’s judge and magistrate in 1801. Importantly his appointment 

validated Scott and Light’s repeated requests for a qualified person to 

administer justice. Dickens’ appointment highlighted inherent problems with 

the judicial system’s structure, inevitably resulting in conflict between 

incumbents. After arrival, Lieutenant Governor Leith informed Dickens any 

legal rulings were still subject to his concurrence.152 The lieutenant 

governor, not the magistrate, supervised the police establishment. Dickens 

believed that as judge and magistrate, he should have authority over the 

judicial and police establishment, with considerable independence from 

government officials. Critical of the lieutenant governor’s interference in 

 
151 Thillairatnam, ‘Introduction of Law’, pp. 22-23. 
152 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 191. Dickens wrote to the governor 
general that he was unaware of the real nature of his powers, which included the 
withholding of judicial and magisterial authority. 
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several cases, Dickens highlighted shortcomings of failure to separate 

legislature and judiciary.153 He lamented the absence of proper laws to deal 

with fraud, debt, wills, intestate cases, or land transactions.154  

In June 1802, Leith forwarded a copy of Dickens’ draft containing two 

regulations and a criminal code. Governor General Wellesley returned these 

to Lieutenant Governor Farquhar in 1804 for revision, believing them to be 

ill-arranged and verbose. Dickens’ revised draft, re-submitted to the new 

presidency administration later that year, was not implemented.155 On 30 

November 1805, the administration abolished the court and authority of 

kapitans. The police magistrate assumed these duties and authority for the 

administration of the markets.156 The lack of a formal, transparent judicial 

system fostered corruption. One case involved James Douglas, appointed 

superintendent of pilotage and harbourmaster in January 1803. The 

abolition of Penang’s marine department in 1805 left Douglas 

unemployed.157 He formed a company with John Grant Wilson, a Calcutta 

merchant and accountant, and commenced trading between Penang, 

northern Sumatra, and Bengal. Wilson swindled his partner, leaving him with 

 
153 Thillairatnam, ‘Introduction of Law’, p. 28. 
154 See Logan (‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, pp. 189-210, and 294-301) for a 
comprehensive outline of the challenges Dickens faced during his tenure.  
155 Tan Soo Chye, ‘A Note on Early Legislation’, pp. 103-104. 
156 Ibid., p. 104. The kapitans’ jurisdiction was limited to each ethnic group or 
geographical location.  The police magistrate had authority over the entire island. 
In practice, the Chinese continued to bring their disputes to their kapitan. Ooi 
Keat Gin, ‘Disparate Identities: Penang from a Historical Perspective, 1780-1941’, 
Kajian Malaysia: Journal of Malaysian Studies, vol. 33, Supp. 2, 2015, pp. 31-32. 
157 Marcus Langdon, ‘Douglas, James’, in Loh Wei Leng et al. (eds.), Biographical 
Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, p. 69. 
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the company’s debt. Paul Kellner, appointed Penang’s police magistrate in 

November 1805, exacerbated Douglas’ situation when he detained his ships 

in transit to Acheh, demanding payment from the ship’s nakhoda. When the 

nakhoda refused to pay, Kellner forced the ship to anchor and illegally 

confiscated the goods.158  

Kellner’s position as police magistrate was brief. In August 1806, two 

committees of assessors, which included James Scott, investigated 

allegations of corruption by Kellner. The first committee ended in failure 

because of the police magistrate’s influence and power. The second 

committee, including an official of higher rank than the police magistrate, 

found evidence of corruption and ordered Kellner’s replacement.159 A 

subsequent committee of assessors formed in September 1806, which 

included James Scott, recommended regulatory changes to the market 

operations to minimise opportunities for corruption and improper practices 

by officials.160 In January 1807, Penang’s administration again pleaded for 

a court of judicature citing at least 20 convicted felons and murderers under 

close confinement and death sentence since 1797 who had no order for 

execution.161  

 
158 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 79. 
159 Kellner resigned in August 1806 after several allegations of bribery and 

wrongful arrest were brought against him and he left the island in disgrace. Khoo 

Salma Nasution, More Than Merchants: A History of the German-Speaking 

Community in Penang, 1800s-1940s, p. 19. 
160 Ibid., pp. 242-243. 
161 Tan Soo Chye, ‘A Note on Early Legislation’, p. 105. 
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Penang finally received its first charter of justice with its elevation to 

presidency status in 1807. However, it would not be until 1826 that a proper 

court was established.162 The 1807 Royal Charter of Justice for Penang 

provided authority for introduction of English law. In May 1808, Sir Edmund 

Stanley, Penang’s newly appointed recorder arrived with the charter for a 

new court of judicature, and displaced John Dickens as principal legal 

officer. Scott, as chair of the committee of assessors, presented John 

Dickens with a medal as testimony of their regard for his upright, firm, and 

honourable manner in discharging his duties as judge and magistrate for 

seven years.163 Ironically for Scott, the implementation of the charter of 

justice occurred when he was in dispute with the EIC over a legal matter 

concerning his son James Scott junior.164 

Conclusion 

Shortly after Penang’s establishment the inadequacies of Light’s authority 

ensured the proper functions of government were not effectively 

discharged.165 Despite the 1784 India Act, the EIC failed to ensure the British 

government provided the necessary guidelines and codification of law. This 

was probably partly due to the EIC’s doubts about the settlement’s viability, 

and need to govern a large part of Asia with limited resources. Charged with 

 
162 B. Mallal, ‘Law and Law Reporting in Malaya’, University of Malaya Law 
Review, 1959, vol. 1, no. 1, p. 74. 
163 ‘Notification’, Prince of Wales Island Gazette, 11 June 1808, p. 1. 
164 The Scott family dispute with the Penang administration will be discussed in 
Chapter 7. 
165 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 388. 
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promoting farming and trade, Light lacked sufficient staff to regulate these 

functions. Early administrators struggled with effective administration of law 

and order on the island. Penang residents, including James Scott, were 

vocal in requesting a more formal legislative framework, highlighting issues 

which had facilitated corruption and abuse of power by the sepoys and 

police magistrate.  

Despite the Charter Act of 1793 defining a clear legislative code and basis 

for municipal government in India, Penang did not receive a charter of justice 

until 1808. The EIC acknowledged that although it had been its intention 

establish a regular system of administration, it had taken almost two 

decades to implement, conceding a lack of regular government and law had 

impeded Penang’s growth.166  

Though Penang was the first settlement established as the EIC transitioned 

from predominantly a trading organisation to colonial overlord, over three 

decades later Singapore, also initially considered speculative, experienced 

the same lack of legislative powers as early Penang.167 The EIC’s failure to 

provide adequate logistical support to the fledgling community also 

facilitated the formation of the Light-Scott duopoly and inadequate regulation 

of land administration, which will be discussed in the next chapter. 

 
166 J. R. Logan (ed.), ‘Notices of Pinang’, JIA, vol. 6, 1852, p. 18. 
167 ‘Legal and Constitutional History of Singapore’, Singapore Academy of Law. 
The treaty Raffles signed with Sultan Hussein and the Temanggong contained six 
regulations which were enforced until the implementation of the second charter of 
justice in 1827. 
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 Chapter 7: 

Light, Scott, Land and Penang’s Administration  

 
 

During the early years the financially constrained EIC devoted few resources 

to Penang‘s administration whose budget was always in deficit and whose 

future was in doubt. Though Light and early EIC administrators were blamed 

for poor recordkeeping, the EIC failed to provide clear directives and staff to 

manage land administration. From inception of European settlement in 

1786, Penang was subject to a relatively unregulated land grab by European 

and Asian settlers.1 Without proper civil legislation, many Europeans 

obtained vast tracts of land, much of it with no useful purpose but ‘merely 

falling into the hands of rapacious persons’.2 Tregonning believes the history 

of land administration began with indifference by Bengal and open liberality 

by Light, until the EIC realised it could raise revenue from land transactions.3  

F. G. Stevens, who examined Penang’s land records in the 1920s, noted 

land grant descriptions up to 1800 were rough and, in the absence of maps 

of the period, extremely difficult to pinpoint. While descriptions referenced 

rivers and roads, they rarely provided details of the feature’s name. Details 

included location, grant number, and occasionally land size. Later notices 

 
1 C. A. Bayly, ‘Penang and Bombay: Indian Ocean Port Cities in the Nineteenth 
Century’, in Loh Wei Leng, T. N. Harper, and Sunil S. Amrith (eds.), PIO: Penang 
and Indian Ocean Conference, pp. 12-23. 
2 Thillairatnam, ‘Introduction of Law’, p. 6. 
3 Tregonning, ‘Early Land Administration’, p. 41.  
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included additional details of prior ownership and land size, though omitted 

specific land boundaries.4 

Although the EIC requested several land surveys in the first two decades, it 

failed to address problems with land tenure. In 1806, shortly after Penang’s 

elevation to presidency status, William Edward Phillips, appointed collector 

of customs and revenue, submitted a review of land tenure.5 In 1823 Phillips, 

then governor of Penang, compiled a comprehensive report on the island’s 

landed tenures from the settlement’s establishment. He noted almost all bills 

of sales registered in August 1817 did not contain the necessary information, 

stating the embarrassment the EIC would face if it needed to call in all cutting 

and measurement papers, and substitute regular grants for them.6 This 

chapter will examine Penang’s land tenure and administration, the personal 

and professional relationship between Light and Scott, and the mercurial 

relationship between Scott and the island’s administration after Light’s 

death. 

 
4 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 393. 
5 Phillips arrived in Penang in 1800 as secretary to Lieutenant Governor Leith. In 
1805, Phillips lost his position as secretary when Henry Shepherd Pearson 
arrived as part of the augmented presidency administration. After three short 
spells as acting governor, Phillips served as Penang’s governor from 1820 to 
1824. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, pp. 224-226, 239-242; John Bastin, Raffles 
and Hastings: Private Exchanges Behind the Founding of Singapore, p. 198. G. 
W. B. Phillips and W. E. Phillips, ‘Landed Tenures of Prince of Wales Island’, 
Malaya Law Review, vol. 17, no. 1, 1975, p. 41. Governor Phillip’s minute on land 
tenure, reprinted in 1884 by W. E. Maxwell with errata, was reproduced in this 
article. 
6 Phillips, ‘Landed Tenures’, pp. 40-41. 
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Land Tenure and Administration in Penang 

In his examination of Malaysia’s legal system, Manring noted that the Malay 

peninsula has received and modified the cultural influences of several 

societies, principally from Hindu and Islamic traditions. This included Kedah 

whose customary law has incorporated aspects of Hindu and Islamic law.7 

According to Maxwell, Malay customary law relating to occupation and 

ownership of land, differed little from other nations including the Siamese 

and Burmese.8 Wazir Jahar Karim stated that in Kedah (which included 

Penang) and Perlis, an ancient Siamese law of property rather than Malay 

adat (custom or tradition) influenced land tenure.9 

Despite being a vassal state of Siam, Kedah codified several laws known as 

Undang-Undang Kedah (Kedah Laws) from the mid-17th century.10 In 1650, 

Kedah formulated its Port Laws, which were followed in 1667 by the laws of 

Dato Sri Padika Tuan. The fifth section of this law referred to land, requiring 

rice fields to be farmed and buffalo to be sent to common grazing once rice 

was planted.11 Kedah later introduced the recording of land transactions via 

a surat putus, which recorded the evidence, decision, land dimensions, and 

a rough description of the locality and adjacent land. Originally the written 

 
7 T. A. Manring, ‘National Integration and Legal Systems: Malaysia’, Malaya Law 
Review, vol. 10. No. 1, 1968, p. 34. 
8 W. E. Maxwell, ‘The Laws and Customs of the Malays with Reference to the 
Tenure of Land.’, JSBRAS, no. 13, 1884, p. 77. 
9 Wazir Jahan Karim, ‘Discovery of Penang’, p. 13. 
10 Richard Winstedt, ‘Kedah Laws’, JMBRAS, vol. 6, no. 2, 1928, pp. 1-44. 
11 Ibid., p. 8. 
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decision of a hakim (judge), following an ownership dispute, the sultan 

countersigned a surat putus and this served as a land title.12 In Kedah, only 

Malays could be issued with surat putus. The land, granted in perpetuity, 

was subject to resumption if the possessor allowed the land to go to waste 

within a certain period.13 

Penang’s annexation excised the island from the sultanate of Kedah, 

dispossessing existing landholders of their land.14 Penang’s Malay settlers 

assumed they had adat rights over any land they cleared.15 However, surat 

putus and adat did not apply after the establishment of European settlement 

of Penang. Outnumbered by European, Chinese, Indian Muslims, and 

Chettiar landowners, many Malays were marginalised on the settlement’s 

rural periphery.16 Light did not create Malay land reserves, and despite the 

loss of ownership of Malay land, later administrators failed to propose or 

create land reserves.17 

Shortly after arrival, Light received applications for land from James Scott, 

James Glass, several Malays, Chinese, and some Eurasian Christians who 

 
12 Wazir Jahan Karim, ‘Discovery of Penang’, p. 13 
13 Low, James, Dissertation on the Soil and Agriculture of Penang, p. 6. 
14 Cullin and Zehnder, Early History of Penang, p. 31. 
15 Wazir Jahan Karim, ‘Discovery of Penang’, p. 13. 
16 Ibid. Amarjit Kaur, ‘Chettiars (Chettyers)’ in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), Southeast Asia: 
A Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor, p. 326. 
Chettiar was a name used for Indians of Tamil origin from Tamil Nadu who were 
involved in money lending. See also Tan Liok Ee, ‘Conjectures, Confluences, 
Contestations: A Perspective on Penang History’, in Yeoh Seng Guan et al., 
(eds.), Penang and its Region: The Story of an Asian Entrepot, p. 15. 
17 Wazir Jahan Karim, ‘Discovery of Penang’, p. 14. 
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had relocated from Kuala Kedah.18 Light gave verbal permission centred on 

the granting of perpetual leases, which was consistent with EIC land practice 

in India.19 During the early years, no limits applied to the amount of land 

each person could acquire. Light allowed anyone to register land in their 

name when they had cleared forests or swamps.20 Permission given to early 

settlers to occupy extensive tracts contained no provision that land would 

be cultivated.21 Initially Light gave out so many free land grants the EIC 

warned him to set aside a few acres for public purposes. Light also offered 

financial inducements. In 1788, the government paid $510 to the island’s 

original inhabitants and paid $42 for every orlong of jungle cleared for use 

as agricultural land.22 The EIC’s failure to ensure Light reserved land for EIC 

infrastructure or Malay land reserves resulted in the EIC renting godowns 

(warehouses) or purchasing land for Malay land reserves.23 

In 1792, Light established a land registry. Assistant Abdul Latiff recorded in 

Malay the simple measurement of land, date, and name of person who had 

secured the land. Light used these ‘measurement papers’ to supply some 

proof of ownership to land holders, though omitted details of tenure or quit 

 
18 Tregonning, ‘Early Land Administration’, p. 37. 
19 Granting land in perpetuity was consistent with land tenure in Bengal where the 
governor general granted perpetual title under the Permanent Land Settlement 
Act of 1793. John H. Rose, Cambridge History of the British Empire, Volume 4, 
pp. 451-457. 
20 Wazir Jahan Karim, ‘Discovery of Penang’, p. 13. 
21 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 380. 
22 An orlong was a land measure used in Penang which was roughly equivalent to 
1 acre, 1 rood 11.57 perches or 5,351 square metres. J. R. Logan (ed.), ‘Notices 
of Pinang’, JIA, vol. 4, 1850, p. 644. 
23 Frey, ‘A Most Valuable Acquisition’, p. 74. 
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rent.24 The ‘measurement papers’, preliminary grants on which the formal 

grant would be based, later became a sign of ownership. Light noted the 

rapid development of east coast pepper plantations kept Abdul Latiff 

employed full time in examining and registering them. By the time of Light’s 

death in 1794, only 28 grants had been issued, which affected the ability to 

obtain quit rent.25 

The absence of effective land registration ensured the rapid and haphazard 

land allocation led to improper land alienation and consolidation of 

landholdings in the hands of a few, mainly European, settlers.26 Many 

landholders died or left the settlement. High mortality, which resulted in a 

high turnover in property ownership, complicated the early lenient land 

policy.27 A few Europeans, in particular Scott and Light, benefitted from the 

lack of regulation and governance relating to land acquisition and quickly 

consolidated their holdings. Light appropriated several large estates in 

various parts of the island, in addition to a considerable part of the northern 

part of the settlement. The Land Office records document the amazing 

extent to which lands, apart from those originally acquired by Scott, passed 

into his hands by foreclosure of mortgages or purchase from impoverished 

 
24 Amrita Malhi, ‘Making Spaces, Making Subjects: Land, Enclosure and Islam in 
Colonial Malaya’, Journal of Peasant Studies, vol. 38, no. 4, 2011, p. 741. Quit 
rent, a fixed rent paid by a tenant, was a form of tax on leased, non-alienated land 
imposed across the British empire. 
25 Tregonning, ‘Land Administration’, p. 38. 
26 Thillairatnam, ‘Introduction of Law and Order’, p. 6. 
27 C. Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation in Early Penang’, p. 101. 
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debtors or the representatives of dead or absent owners.28 Scott, the main 

moneylender, became the largest property owner on the island through 

defaults and acquisitions, as the government did not have capital to 

repurchase the land. After Light’s death in 1794, Scott continued to 

accumulate large tracts of land on the island, consolidating his position as 

pre-eminent trader on the island. After his death, his monopoly on land 

resulted in a land glut when it came to be sold. With few purchasers, land 

sold at low prices and it took several years before creditors received some 

payment from his estate.29 

After Light’s death, Penang’s successive administrations faced difficulties 

with land tenure, unsuccessfully attempting to limit land ownership. Light’s 

successor, Superintendent Philip Manington, endeavoured to compile an 

accurate account of land ownership. Superintendent Forbes Ross 

MacDonald bemoaned Light’s failure to impose a condition that any land not 

under cultivation within a specified time, would revert to the EIC.30 Shortly 

after his arrival, MacDonald appointed the island’s first committee of 

assessors in May 1796 to address several issues including land. In a letter 

to MacDonald dated 15 May 1796, William Young stated his authority to 

clear land was based on Light’s 1788 public circular allowing every person 

 
28 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 381. Scott’s landholdings will be 
examined in Chapter 8. 
29 ‘Sheriff’s Sale’, POWIG, 7 March 1812, p. 1. Penang’s sheriff, Halyburton, 
noted the slow payment by purchasers, requesting payment to be finalised 
according to the conditions of sale. 
30 Phillips, ‘Landed Tenures’, p. 7. 
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settling and clearing land on the island to possess the land forever.31 Scott 

stated his company Scott and Co. had financed almost all cultivation 

undertaken by poorer settlers. He outlined the land registration procedure 

including recording the name and country of the first clearer, site, the extent 

and boundaries of land cleared. This enabled the person to hold, sell, 

mortgage or transfer land.32 In 1797, the EIC ordered Superintendent 

MacDonald to undertake a land survey. He dispatched an estimate of 

cleared lands including ownership by different ethnic groups and the number 

of orlongs granted in the various areas. MacDonald implemented a ‘cutting 

paper’ which superseded the ‘measurement paper’ and remained in use 

until the 1820s.33  

In 1800 the EIC again requested a general survey of land. Completed by 

Philip Manington junior, the survey included a map of land holdings. 

However, the loss of the map’s key has rendered the survey useless.34 

Governor Leith believed the surveyor’s office records were incomplete, 

containing about half the grants previously issued by preceding 

administrations.35 He called for the surrender of former grants, renumbered 

previous grants, and issued fresh grants in perpetuity. From 1800 to 1805, 

successive lieutenant governors approved 1,111 grants.36 In 1805, the EIC 

 
31 Ibid., p. 6. No copy of this circular appears to have survived in EIC records. 
32 Logan (‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, pp. 97-99, 102-103) provides additional 
information on committee of assessors’ reports. 
33 Phillips, ‘Landed Tenures’, p. 25. 
34 Ibid., p. 35. 
35 Ibid., p. 31. 
36 Ibid., p. 37. 
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directed Governor Dundas to resume any land not under cultivation, and 

complete a land survey. To ensure its currency, the administration halted 

further land grants until the survey’s completion and halted cultivation, which 

had disastrous effects on the island’s economy. In 1809, the EIC directed 

the resumption of land allocation with some restrictions. If cultivation 

commenced by a nominated date, each person received a maximum grant 

of 50 orlongs in perpetuity. Land reverted to the EIC if the landowner failed 

to satisfy this requirement.37  

Although Light founded the land registry in 1792, it was not until 1824 that 

the EIC addressed the uncontrolled chaos of land regulation. In 1823, 

William Edward Phillips, then Penang’s lieutenant governor, completed a 

review of the island’s land tenure. He acknowledged Scott’s account of early 

land administration submitted during Superintendent MacDonald’s tenure 

was trustworthy and could be relied upon.38 Governor Phillips noted the lack 

of uniformity in bills of sale with every landholder adopting a form they 

considered most regular and safe. Many land transfers, drawn up by 

unqualified persons, were recorded on the back of grants.39 The system 

continued until 1827, when Governor George Fullerton initiated a leasing 

system for cultivating spices or fruit. Under this system rent increased every 

 
37 Tregonning, ‘Land Administration’, pp. 40-41. 
38 Phillips, ‘Landed Tenures’, p. 14, 18.  
39 Ibid., p. 41. 
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five years. However, it was a failure as residents were unwilling to take up 

land under the leasing system.40  

The Relationship Between Scott and Light, 1786-1794 

Scott’s life on Penang and his relationship with Penang’s administrators can 

be divided into two main periods. The first phase from 1786 to 1794 was 

marked by his close personal and commercial relationship with Light. The 

second phase from 1794 until Scott’s death in 1808 was sometimes 

turbulent. Scott’s antipathy toward EIC officials in his last few years and his 

proprietary attitude towards the settlement, brought him into conflict that 

almost resulted in his expulsion from the island.  

The bond between Light and Scott, forged during their navy service, 

developed into a close professional and personal relationship. They worked 

tirelessly to ensure Penang’s success. It is evident there was a high level of 

trust between the two with Scott undertaking sensitive personal and 

commercial transactions on behalf of Light. Many believed Scott secured his 

pre-eminent position as the settlement’s chief trader because of his close 

business and personal relationship with Light. Although this close 

relationship undoubtedly assisted Scott, it is evident Scott’s enormous 

success was largely due to his own ability. By the time of Light’s death in 

 
40 Tregonning, ‘Land Administration’, p. 47 
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1794, Scott, Penang’s leading trader, had acquired enormous tracts of land 

holdings. He retained his pre-eminent position until his death in 1808.  

Penang’s founding was a personal dream for Light and a business 

opportunity for Scott, who was not present when Light took possession of 

Penang.41 According to Morson the ever 'self-effacing' Scott was probably 

keeping the trading business running in Junk Ceylon, as he was not a man 

to lose an hour's trading for a ceremonial appearance.42 Scott, on a regular 

trading voyage to Tranquebar aboard his ship Drake when the settlement 

was established, later joined Light in Penang. After being informed the EIC 

had failed to send heavy artillery to Penang, Scott purchased 18 nine-long 

pounder guns before leaving Tranquebar.43 On 3 September 1786, Scott 

arrived with these weapons to assist with defending the hastily erected Fort 

Cornwallis.44 Light reported to the EIC that Scott had landed the 18 guns 

and his asking price was 12 rupees per hundredweight. Light later 

purchased six iron nine-pounder guns from Scott noting the carriages 

needed repairing but would suffice until better could be procured.45  

 
41 Khoo Su Nin, Streets of George Town, p. 5. 
42 Morson, Connection, p, 81. 
43 BL: IOR/G/34/2, Letter from Francis Light reporting his Proceedings, 9 October 
1786, ff. 127-144. This also includes a report from Scott outlining details of 
Penang’s settlement. 
44 Langdon, ‘Scott, James’, p. 154. 
45 BL: IOR/G/34/6, Report of the Ordnance, Carriages etc on the Prince of Wales 
Island Specifying when and from Whence Received and how Disposed of, ff. 495-
501. This report by Hamilton, lists the settlement’s armaments in June 1794. His 
report contains details of Scott’s Carnatic carrying military stores from Bengal to 
Penang. 
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Once Penang was established, trade from the Bay of Bengal flowed to the 

island. Scott maintained his and Light’s established trading contacts in the 

region when Light ostensibly ceased to trade after appointment as 

superintendent.46 Light and Scott jointly received many letters about 

business matters, which demonstrated their extensive knowledge of local 

etiquette and languages.47 Malay rulers, in correspondence with Light, often 

included instructions to ‘tell Captain Scott’, reflecting recognition of their 

close relationship.48 Scott undertook negotiations for Light in the region, 

highlighting the confidence and trust he placed in his colleague. Shortly after 

the establishment of Penang, Light received a letter from Junk Ceylon 

detailing the plight of Thalang residents. It detailed Captain Lindesay’s 

failure in a previous transaction, because he possibly dealt with the wrong 

officials or people. The letter requested Light to send Scott with 2,000 to 

3,000 bags of rice for residents to stave off starvation. This incident 

highlighted the perception that Junk Ceylon residents considered Scott as 

being more knowledgeable than Lindesay.49  

Two incidents in 1789 highlighted Light’s failure to delineate clearly between 

personal and official business. In January the crew of Nymph, one of Scott’s 

vessels, mutinied near Pedir on Sumatra’s northern coast, killing the 

European officers. The Sumatrans, who secured the ship, refused to return 

 
46 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 16. 
47 Kratz, ‘Some Malay Letters’, pp. 6-7. 
48 Kratz, ‘Francis Light's Place’, p. 22. 
49 Simmonds, ‘Thalang Letters’, p. 603. 
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it to Scott. The situation was resolved when the Sumatrans, who suddenly 

found themselves unable to trade at Penang until the matter was resolved, 

persuaded those holding the ship to let her go.50 Around the same time, the 

sultan of Pedir wrote to Light alleging a Dutch captain owed him money. 

Light’s investigation concluded the Dutch captain owed 368 rials.51 Although 

the Dutch captain agreed to pay the amount, he reneged and sailed for 

Bengal. When informed of his failure to pay, Light offered to pay the money 

and recoup it from the Dutch captain by force if necessary. Replying to the 

sultan, Light stated he had instructed Captain Scott to go to Pedir and 

requested the sultan assist Scott.52 The incident highlighted the ambiguity 

between Light’s trading activities and his official duties. Although Light acted 

in his role as superintendent, this was probably a private matter as Pedir, 

under Dutch influence, was outside Penang’s jurisdiction. According to 

Kratz, Light the trader conveniently donned the hat of the superintendent. 

These incidents cast doubt on Light’s statement that he was a sleeping 

partner in Scott’s business.53  

Light’s reliance on Scott was evidenced during conflict with Kedah. In 1786, 

Light had occupied Penang subject to the ratification of a treaty between the 

 
50 BL: IOR/G/34/3, Bengal Consultations Relating to Prince of Wales Island, 
1788-1789, Light to Governor General in Council, 13 March 1789. 
51 The rial was a common unit of currency in the Southeast Asian region. It was 
known to the EIC in dominations of 2, 4 and 8, with 9 rials nominally 4 shillings 
fourpence, though this varied. R. Chalmers, A History of Currency in the British 
Colonies, p. 131. 
52 Kratz, ‘Some Malay Letters’, p. 12. 
53 Ibid., pp. 13-14. 
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sultan of Kedah and the EIC. Governor General Charles Cornwallis advised 

Light in January 1788 to offer the sultan payment of $10,000 a year for seven 

to 10 years and that Kedah would not receive military assistance from the 

EIC.54 Light delayed revealing this until June 1788 when he informed the 

sultan that the EIC had repudiated Macpherson’s original promise to defend 

Kedah by sea by deploying an armed vessel to guard Penang and Kedah’s 

coastline. Light advised the sultan against attacking the Siamese.55  

During the next year the situation worsened between the EIC and Kedah. In 

July 1789, the sultan repudiated Light’s offer when the EIC refused to 

provide protection against Siamese and Burmese territorial ambitions.56 By 

October 1790, the sultan of Kedah belatedly realised the treaty’s ratification 

was a low priority for the EIC. Angry with the lack of support in Kedah’s 

regional dispute with Burma, the sultan contracted Ilanun pirates to raid 

Tanjong Penang and dislodge the EIC.57 After Commodore William 

Cornwallis, Governor General Cornwallis’ brother, accompanied by his 

naval squadron arrived in Penang in early 1791, he reported his 

 
54 BL: IOR/G/34/3, Governor General to Light, 25 January 1788, ff. 2-6. 
55 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, p. 86. 
56 Ibid., p. 87. 
57 The Ilanun, also known as the Iranun or Lanun, from the southern part of 
Mindanao, were large scale slave traders. Clifford Sather, ‘Ilanun and Balangingi’, 
in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), Southeast Asia: A Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor 
Wat to East Timor, p. 630. 
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unsuccessful negotiations with the sultan who demanded an immediate 

agreement of $10,000 per year and protection of Kedah’s coastline.58 

The laksamana, searching for a peaceful solution, requested Scott and the 

dato penggawa (headman or village chief) of Penang meet him at Kuala 

Muda.59 Scott, held in high esteem by Kedah, promised Light would write to 

Governor General Charles Cornwallis for his decision on the treaty’s terms. 

Scott recommended the sultan receive $10,000 annually in perpetuity 

instead of a limited period. On Light’s behalf, Scott promised an immediate 

payment of $10,000 and guaranteed the annual $10,000 payment be 

referred immediately to India. According to Light, Scott negotiated an initial 

payment of $5,000 with the balance paid when the Ilanun prahu dispersed.60 

It appeared Scott secured a slackening of the tension, and Cornwallis’ fleet 

left Penang for Madras on 15 March.61 

On 29 March, Kedah’s commanders requested the $10,000 promised by 

Scott, as the Ilanun would not disperse unless paid the promised 

compensation. Light sent $5,000 of opium, offering to pay the remainder 

only after the Ilanun departed.62 Relations with Kedah deteriorated after the 

 
58 BL: IOR/G/34/4, Bengal Consultations Relating to Prince of Wales Island, 
1790-1791, Light to Hay, 9 February and 20 April 1791. 
59 Ibid., Light to Hay,19 March 1791. Laksamana is an admiral or vice admiral. 
John Echols and Hassan Shadily, Kamus Indonesia Inggris: An Indonesian-
English Dictionary, 3rd edn, p. 324. 
60 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 196. 
61 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 82. 
62 BL: IOR/G/34/4, Light to Hay, 16 March1791; 13 April 1791. Light failed to 
disclose to the EIC that the dismissal of the Ilanun was a prior condition of the 
$10,000 payment. 
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sultan requested the EIC to leave Penang. Light sent an armed force which 

attacked fortifications at Prai, and burnt them to the ground. Although, the 

defeat led to the negotiation of a lease by the EIC and peace treaty, Kedah’s 

willingness to negotiate with Scott during this period demonstrated his status 

with the sultan. 

Despite the almost monopolistic nature of the duumvirate during the 

settlement’s early years, Scott’s contribution has been overlooked. Light and 

Scott’s joint efforts ensured the settlement’s success despite the 

ambivalence of some historians. While Clodd is unwavering in his support 

of Light, Bonney and Kratz expose Light’s flaws in serving two masters: the 

sultan of Kedah and the EIC.63 As Penang’s superintendent and an active 

trader with strong connections to Kedah, Light undertook a delicate 

balancing act in trying to satisfy both masters. Bonney reveals Light’s 

duplicitous dealings with the sultan of Kedah while Kratz highlights subtle 

differences between content in the original Malay letters Light received and 

the translations forwarded to Bengal. Bonney argues the sultan’s letter 

dated 30 August 1785, received in Bengal on 6 February 1786, which 

outlines the terms for the lease of Penang, refers to Light as a representative 

of the EIC.64 Conversely, Kratz states the contemporary English translation 

 
63 Clodd, Malaya’s First Pioneer; Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821; Kratz ‘Some Malay 
Letters’. 
64 Bonney, Kedah 1771-1821, p. 68. 
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of the same letter implies Light, as the sultan’s wakil, was able to negotiate 

with the EIC on the sultan’s behalf.65 

The amount of influence Scott wielded over Light has been the subject of 

much speculation. Morson describes Scott as a shadow that lurked in the 

background of Junk Ceylon and Penang, who verged on being sinister and 

unscrupulous.66 Two major factors have contributed to this view: Scott’s 

lifestyle and allegations of fraud relating to his role as one of Light’s 

executors. Scott’s adaptation of a Malay lifestyle and close contacts with the 

Malay community contributed to the negative portrayal. According to John 

Adolphus Pope, Scott led a vagrant life among the Malays, flaunted a beard, 

unusual amongst European men at the time, and adopted Malay customs 

and dress.67 However, despite his lifestyle, Scott continued to correspond 

with many leading EIC figures who acknowledged his expert knowledge. In 

1794, after the death of Light, Scott wrote a report that examined the 

reasons for the settlement of Penang and its subsequent progress and 

dispatched copies to Dundas and Graham in Madras.68 Additionally, when 

 
65 Kratz, ‘Some Malay Letters’, pp. 6-7. 
66 Morson, Connection, p. 64. 
67 Bulley, Free Mariner, p. 107. Pope, aged 14 when he arrived in the East Indies 
in 1785, spent three years in the region. It is not known whether he met Scott or 
was repeating the view of Scott offered by others. 
68 In 1794, the future of Penang was in doubt. Traders were uneasy about the 
possibility the EIC would abandon Penang in favour of the Andaman Islands. 
Light asked Scott to prepare a report on the value and nature of the import trade 
in Penang and its other advantages to the EIC. Clodd, Malaya's First British 
Pioneer, p. 85. Originally authorship of the ‘Historical Sketch of the 
Circumstances Which Led to the Settlement of Penang and of the Trade to the 
Eastward Previous to, and Since That Period’ written in 1794 was attributed to 
Thomas Graham. Graham dispatched a copy to the president of the EIC’s board 
of control. In 1955, Fielding published Scott's report ‘A Narrative of the 
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the British were preparing to attack Dutch possessions in the Moluccas in 

1794, Scott provided London with a list of native states that had entered into 

treaties with the Dutch and encouraged London to promote trade with states 

independent of the VOC.69 

Criticism has centred on the acquisition of much of Light’s property by Scott 

after Light’s death. Only two years after the death of Light, his estates were 

described as ‘running fast into jungle to the certain loss of his heirs and the 

Company’.70 In 1803, Light’s widow, Martina, sold the property, which 

included the family house in Light Street, to James Scott. Two months later 

Scott sold the property to James Carnegy, who then passed it on to Scott 

and Co.71 While Scott profited handsomely from this transaction, there is no 

evidence to suggest that Scott defrauded Light's widow. In 1800, there were 

only a few Europeans practicing as merchants in Penang with the remainder 

being tavern keepers, blacksmiths, coopers, clerks, and boat builders. It is 

unlikely that any of these would have had sufficient funds to purchase 

property from Martina.72 Additionally, the administration, consistently in 

 
Circumstances Which Led to the Settling of the Island Pinang in 1786’, which had 
been forwarded by Scott to Dundas in 1794. Bastin’s subsequent investigation 
revealed similarities between the two documents and concluded Scott was the 
author of both documents. For further details see Bastin, ‘Historical Sketch of 
Penang’, pp. 1-33, and Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, pp. 37-51. 
69 Fielding, Ibid., p. 47. 
70 Steuart, Short Sketch, London, 1961, p. 35. 
71 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 397. Sale details including the 
sum paid for the estate are unknown. 
72 Kenneth Tregonning, A History of Modern Malaya, p. 78. 
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deficit, had no available funds to purchase land for its own needs. This left 

Scott as the most logical person to purchase the land.73 

Scott’s Relationship with Penang’s Administration, 1794-1808 

After Light’s death in 1794, Scott and members of the extended Scott family 

expanded their trading activities. During the latter part of his life on Penang, 

Scott was heavily involved in agriculture, the committee of assessors, and 

the foundation of a proposed new settlement at James Town on the 

southern part of Penang. While he continued to be the pre-eminent trader, 

increasingly he was in conflict with EIC officials as the settlement expanded 

and regulation of activities increased. Scott witnessed the appointment of 

several substantive and acting administrators including fellow Scots 

MacDonald, Leith, and Macalister. Well regarded by naval officers including 

Rainier, who sought out his knowledge of the region’s politics, Scott 

provided intelligence to the EIC and Royal Navy. While Scott’s main interest 

was in preserving his commercial interests, he retained a proprietorial 

interest in maintaining Light’s legacy of free trade and minimal EIC 

interference in Penang.  

After Light’s death in 1794, Philip Manington, supported by a small 

administrative staff, took charge of the settlement. Manington, whose EIC 

career had been less than stellar, arrived in Penang only a few days before 

 
73 Details of the legal proceedings instituted by the Light family against the 
executors of Scott’s estate will be examined in Chapter 9. 
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Light’s death. Joining the EIC as a writer about 1759, he spent most of his 

career in the pepper-growing region centred on Bencoolen.74 In 1769, 

Manington complained to the EIC after being overlooked for a more senior 

position. Its response was forthright declaring Manington adequate in the 

position of pepper godown keeper, but unsuitable to administer a pepper 

settlement.75 Later appointed resident in Croee (near Bencoolen) in June 

1774, Manington took his seat as ninth in council at Fort Marlborough, 

Bencoolen. In 1781, he returned to Britain on extended leave, and returned 

to the East Indies by 1791. Initially appointed to the Madras civil service, 

Manington was sent to Penang as Light’s assistant, and after his death 

assumed the substantive superintendent’s position in December 1794.76 

With a less than illustrious career at Bencoolen, it is doubtful the EIC viewed 

Manington as a permanent successor. Manington’s previous EIC career 

provides an insight into the difficulties he experienced during his tenure. 

Light followed a laissez-faire regime where the interests of country traders 

were paramount, though he was careful to cultivate good relationships with 

Penang’s diverse communities. Bencoolen, where Manington served most 

of his career, was an established EIC administrative backwater. Manington, 

 
74 Manington served in a few settlements within the Bencoolen presidency 
including assistant to the resident in Laye, assistant in Moco (Muku Muku), and in 
1766, resident in Ippoe. He returned to Bencoolen shortly after due to prolonged 
illness. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 206. 
75 Governor Richard Wyatt, in correspondence with the EIC, declared Manington 
an incompetent judge of his own suitability. Sumatra Factory Records Public 
Consultations 3 and 5 January 1769, cited in Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 
206. 
76 Ibid., pp. 206-207.  
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who knew little of Penang’s inhabitants and customs, quickly alienated 

European traders including Scott.77 His determination to impose a strict 

authority and introduce revenue-raising measures inevitably led to 

resistance from European merchants. The lack of a revenue stream, 

prominent in Manington’s view, led to his proposal to establish a bank like 

one operating in Bencoolen. Manington envisaged the bank extending loans 

to selected Chinese, Malay, and European farmers at 10 percent interest, 

which could defray the cost of the annual stipend to Kedah. The EIC vetoed 

the plan, fearing it would attract too many European adventurers to trade on 

EIC capital. Manington’s proposal for the EIC to monopolise trade in opium 

and salt was also vetoed.78  

By 1795, (after Light’s death) reports of the Light-Scott monopoly on 

commerce reached Bengal which was concerned the arrangement was 

stifling agriculture and commerce.79 In May 1795, Manington reported that 

Scott and Co. had declined to purchase EIC opium. The refusal was Scott’s 

response to complaints from other Penang merchants that he held a virtual 

monopoly on all EIC opium purchases on the island. In response, Scott 

recommended public sale of the opium, providing an opportunity for other 

merchants to bid without competing with him. Manington complied but failed 

to secure a satisfactory price. According to Anthony Webster, the relative 

 
77 Ibid., p. 201. In 1796, MacDonald was informed by residents that Manington, 
coming from an unsuccessful settlement such as Bencoolen, was not qualified to 
manage a ‘progressive settlement like Penang’. 
78 Ibid., pp. 208-209. 
79 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 58. 
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poverty of other merchants when compared to Scott was a factor.80 

However, Scott was Penang’s main moneylender and some were probably 

unwilling to act against him, or failed to secure funds to purchase. Receipts 

from opium sales under Manington fell to one third of their previous levels 

under Light.81 Manington’s tenure was brief. Ill health forced his retirement 

to Bengal, and termination of his appointment shortly before his death in 

March 1796.82 

The appointment of new superintendent Forbes Ross MacDonald, provided 

the opportunity for the EIC to implement reform. MacDonald, who took office 

on 3 April 1796, administered the island with the firm rule of a soldier.83 He 

asserted that under Light’s friendly administration and the three-year 

interregnum, the merchants were a most ‘contumacious body’ and devoted 

his attention to reducing the power of these merchants especially Scott.84 

While MacDonald was very critical of his predecessor, the EIC held Light in 

good esteem during his lifetime and there is no evidence in EIC records it 

was displeased with his ventures.85 

 
80 BL: IOR: G/34/7, Bengal Consultations Relating to Prince of Wales Island, 
1795, Manington to Bengal Council, 8 June 1795, ff. 273-286. 
81 MacDonald to the Bengal Council, 20 July 1796, cited in Webster, Gentlemen 
Capitalists, p. 46. 
82 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p 209. 
83 D. MacKinnon and A. Morrison, The Macleods: The Genealogy of a Clan, p. 
115. 
84 John Cameron, Our Tropical Possessions in Malayan India: Being a 
Descriptive Account of Singapore, Penang, Province Wellesley, and Malacca; 
Their Peoples, Products, Commerce, and Government, p. 312. 
85 Barber, Penang, pp. 67-68. 
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In MacDonald’s eyes, Scott and his associates were civilians, not EIC 

members. One of the new breed of EIC officers following Cornwallis’ 

reforms, MacDonald was, according to Webster, well paid and free of 

conflicting private commercial interests.86 Bassett describes MacDonald as 

a loyal, skilled, and disciplined man, who enjoyed the full confidence of his 

superiors.87 Portrayals of MacDonald as embittered by his exclusion from 

private commerce while stationed at Penang, although refuted by Clodd, are 

probably valid.88 Logan believes the absence of any real ground for hostility 

in MacDonald’s reports raises suspicion of sour grapes.89 MacDonald had 

experienced a number of setbacks before his appointment as Penang’s 

superintendent. His attempt to forge a new overland trade route with Egypt 

via Suez ended in disappointment. The cancellation of two appointments in 

India removed opportunities to supplement his income. As chief negotiator 

in Malacca, MacDonald probably harboured expectations of a position with 

the British administration. However, he incurred the wrath of senior military 

figures because of his willingness to compromise with the Dutch.90 

 
86 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 59. Governor General Cornwallis 
introduced a reformist agenda. Acknowledging the pervasive EIC culture, which 
promoted private trade and patronage, he increased salaries and prohibited EIC 
employees from private trade unless they had permission. 
87 Ibid., p. 58. Webster’s premise is based mainly on Bassett’s account on the 
surrender of Malacca. See David Bassett, ‘The Surrender of Dutch Malacca 
1795’, Bijdragen tot de Taal-, en Volkenkunde, vol.117, no.3, 1961, pp. 344-358.  
88 Clodd, Malaya’s First British Pioneer, pp. 68-69. 
89 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 93. 
90 MacDonald’s career will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 8. 
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Appointed to a backwater, MacDonald’s distaste was palpable when he 

described the inhabitants as  

a mixed, a little estimable population, lived huddled together in a manner 

little superior to their favourite animal the buffalo, every species of villainry 

of depravity and of disease here finds asylum.91 

Dismayed at the practice of granting large portions of land to Europeans 

who he considered speculators, including Scott and Charles Young, 

MacDonald limited land grants to a maximum of 25 acres, with larger grants 

requiring his assent. MacDonald made one attempt to secure the 

cooperation of the island’s merchants. With little EIC financial assistance for 

a settlement considered unimportant or possibly unviable, MacDonald 

attempted to secure income for basic infrastructure. Shortly after arrival in 

April 1796, he requested information from Scott and other merchants on 

trade and the practicability of taxing the trade.92 The committee of 

assessors, comprised of local European merchants, John McIntyre, James 

Scott, William Lindesay, Charles Wallace Young, William Nason, James 

Hutton, Abraham Mackrell, Roebuck and Sparren (no other names known), 

to advise MacDonald on promoting the island’s trade, ended in failure.93 

Tasked with trying to collect revenue and develop the island’s infrastructure, 

MacDonald soon discovered the merchants’ reticence to provide information 

 
91 Morson, Connection, p. 89. 
92 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, pp. 96-97. 
93 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 215; Logan ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 97. 
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for taxing their livelihood. They opposed a proposed customs duty of 1.5 

percent on imports, asserting this would divert trade to the mainland.94  

MacDonald singled Scott out for special mention. His confrontational stance 

united merchants under Scott who believed he was envious of their wealth, 

and a strained relationship with European merchants continued throughout 

his tenure.95 MacDonald complained Scott repeatedly refused or evaded his 

requests and exerted improper influence on others. The committee of 

assessors, which wanted assurances on Penang’s future, proceeded to 

examine the whole of government submitting 21 suggestions, including the 

establishment of a court of judicature, and curbing the sepoys’ activities. 

None of the 21 suggestions was implemented. The committee stated it was 

sorry MacDonald’s government was ‘rapidly changing from the fostering 

hand of a kind father to the features of a severe father’.96 

Records of the following two years consist of a series of complaints to 

Bengal against European residents especially Scott, Young and Roebuck.97 

MacDonald wrote a lengthy report to Bengal on Scott’s power, claiming 

Scott and Co. was so dominant the firm excluded wealthy Bengal agency 

houses from the island’s trade.98 MacDonald’s attacks on Scott were also 

 
94 Logan, Ibid., pp. 97-98. 
95 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 243. 
96 The 21 suggestions are covered in detail by Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, 
pp. 97-100. 
97 Ibid., p. 93. 
98 BL: IOR/P/4/52, Bengal Public Consultations, MacDonald to Bengal Council, 20 
July 1796, cited in Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 45. Scott had developed 
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personal. He disliked Scott’s unusual lifestyle complaining that for several 

years and in every respect, Scott had adopted Malay dress, manners, and 

mode of living even more closely than Light, declaring this practice to be 

dishonourable and degenerate.99 Macdonald also criticised Scott’s freer 

manners and close contacts with the various communities in the East 

Indies.100 

In response to MacDonald’s complaints about Penang’s merchants, Bengal 

sent instructions for all European residents to provide details of their 

authority or permission to reside on Penang. The EIC directed MacDonald 

to report their names and character to the governor general in council, who 

would determine whether to withdraw or continue permission.101 In 

September 1786, Nason, one of Scott’s friends, stated King George III and 

Francis Light gave him authority to reside on the island. He stated that 

Admiral Peter Rainier would vouch for his character. When MacDonald 

challenged him, Nason elaborated on naval service with Rainier on the East 

Indies station. Nason stated he cut down the first tree, raised the first plant, 

produced, cultivated, and sold the first crop to the EIC.102 Scott’s response, 

dated 21 September 1796, reiterated his service as Anson’s purser, arrival 

 
trade links with agency houses including Fairlie and Co. and John Palmer, and 
acted as their agent. 
99 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 104. 
100 Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, p. 39. 
101 BL: IOR/P/4/43 Bengal Public Consultations, 22 August 1796, cited in 
Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 216. 
102 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, pp. 116-117. 
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in Calcutta in 1774, and his employment as a seaman and merchant after 

Anson’s sale.103  

Scott complained to Bengal about MacDonald’s intolerant and repressive 

tendencies.104 MacDonald reported Scott undertaking clandestine 

correspondence with the sultan of Kedah via close associate, Charles 

Wallace Young, who travelled to Calcutta to prosecute his case against 

MacDonald. Young, originally prohibited from returning to Penang because 

of his ‘violent language’, secured his return when he agreed to amend his 

conduct and apologise to MacDonald.105 While the Bengal administration 

concluded there was insufficient evidence to act against Young, it expressed 

concern about Scott’s overt disrespect for EIC authority.106 Despite 

MacDonald's attempt to exert control over the merchants, the stark 

realisation was the EIC in Bengal relied on country traders and permitted 

them to remain.107 

Penang’s administration reported allegations that Scott and his supporters 

fuelled conflict with Kedah. George Caunter, marine storekeeper and master 

attendant, returning to Penang from Bengal in September 1796, recalled a 

serious rift had developed between the sultan of Kedah and the Penang 

 
103 Scott provided the EIC with a copy of the original letter sent to MacDonald on 
21 September 1796. 
104 Bengal Public Consultations 4/46, MacDonald to Bengal Council, 28 August 
1796, cited in Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 59. 
105 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 117. 
106 Bengal Public Consultations, 4/59, Governor General John Shore’s minute, 5 
March 1798, cited in Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 59. 
107 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 51. 
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administration. After the sultan embargoed all visiting Penang ships, 

Caunter negotiated their release.108 In December 1797, as acting 

superintendent of Penang, Caunter voiced concern Scott and his supporters 

were fomenting trouble in Kedah against the Penang government. In April 

1798, Caunter believed Scott and his supporters were responsible for 

reported unrest among the Chinese population over proposed taxation 

increases.109 In a letter to Bengal dated August 1798, Caunter provided the 

origin of this information. He stated Captain Polhill informed him Ensign 

Lindesay heard it from his brother William, a partner in Scott’s trading house, 

while Lieutenant Sealy declared he heard it from Nason who said it was 

common conversation in the bazaar. Penang resident Roebuck’s contention 

that it was nothing more than a private quarrel between members of the 

Chinese community who invented the story for revenge, was probably 

correct.110  

For the remainder of his tenure, MacDonald kept up an active feud with 

Scott. Although he disliked Scott, he admitted that as far as he knew, Scott 

conducted his trade honourably, though he tended to focus on the 

development of his assets. In stark contrast to MacDonald’s assertion, J. R. 

Logan reportedly stated that Scott made some loans in ship’s goods, and 

 
108 Caunter was elevated to third assistant after Thomas Pigou’s death. Langdon, 
Penang, Volume 1, p. 217. 
109 Ibid. 
110 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, pp. 118-119. This incident exemplifies the 
transmission of rumour and innuendo in the small European community. 
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not cash. These goods, valued at a higher cost than those available in the 

bazaar, equated to 34 percent per annum.111 

In 1800, the EIC charged Lieutenant Governor George Leith, MacDonald’s 

substantive replacement, with bringing order and authority to the 

settlement.112 He reorganised local government and undertook public works. 

Leith set up a regular administration including appointment of a judge and 

magistrate, long-standing issues raised by Light, Scott, and European 

residents since the settlement’s inception.113 Shortly after his appointment, 

Leith established a committee of assessors to investigate tax 

implementation. The committee included John Brown, an EIC employee 

who held position of provost, sheriff, gaoler, coroner, constable and police 

officer, James Scott, and David Brown.114 The committee’s focus was to 

establish a tax rate based on property values to provide income for 

development, was destined to fail. The 1801 census revealed the extent of 

private wealth in Penang by the 120 Europeans, who were mostly British. 

Although this group represented less than two percent of the population, 

they owned 75 percent of the most valuable and productive land.115  

 
111 Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, p. 39. 
112 Born 1766, Leith served in the British army in Jamaica and India. He was aide 
de comp to the governor general in 1793 and had previously visited Penang in 
1798. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 221. 
113 Ibid., p. 114. 
114 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 239. 
115 Ibid., p. 242. 
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In May 1801, Leith reported Scott broke his land contract by constructing 

certain buildings.116 Leith complained of Scott’s defiance of authority and 

overbearing influence, especially through loan arrangements with other 

merchants. Scott, who defied Leith’s orders to pay an outstanding debt to 

another merchant, John Cornelius, wrote to the secretary of the governor 

general in June 1801.117 The EIC’s response, which finally arrived in March 

1803, upheld Scott’s complaint. The advocate general reversed the 

lieutenant governor's decree. However, Bengal noted Scott’s disrespectful 

conduct towards the administration, and directed it to inform Scott he would 

be removed from the island if this behaviour continued.118 

Despite sporadic disputes with EIC administrators, Scott remained an 

integral member of the committee of assessors. Shortly after arrival in 1804, 

Lieutenant Governor Farquhar signalled his intention to construct roads 

through the interior and reduce transport costs for the agriculture sector. In 

1805, the government sold land and property worth $18,000 to finance roads 

to the interior, with some roads built across lands belonging to wealthy 

European merchants or traders.119 In July 1807, the administration formed 

a roads committee headed by James Scott as chairman, which also oversaw 

other construction projects. An ambitious program of bridge building 

 
116 BL: IOR/P5/23 Bengal Public Consultations, Leith to Bengal Council, 26 May 
1801, cited in Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 59. 
117 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 169. Davies (Old Penang, p. 14) also 
mentions the conflict without elaborating on the cause. 
118 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 169.  
119 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 248.  
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commenced, including six smaller brick bridges built on the road from the 

Dato Keramat kampong to the Aier Etam (Air Itam) valley.120 The road 

program served the personal interests of European settlers including Scott, 

David Brown and George Caunter and William Edward Phillips who all 

owned properties in areas where roads were constructed. A large bridge 

constructed over the mouth of the Penang River and new coast road to 

Julatong opened the land between Sungai Pinang and Battu Lanchang 

(Batu Lanchang), providing easy access to Scott’s James Town.121  

Scott’s last major conflict with EIC administration occurred in 1808 when he 

and son James incurred the wrath of Penang’s administration. For alleged 

defamatory comments to the government, the EIC directed James Scott 

senior and junior to apologise or leave the island within four months.122 

Though threatened with expulsion from the island, both apologised as 

James Scott junior remained on the island until his death in July that year. 

Scott senior, reported as living on Junk Ceylon in early September 1808, 

died at his Penang property, ‘Scotland’, on 19 September 1808.123 

In early 1808, Thomas McQuoid, Kellner’s replacement as police 

magistrate, clashed with the Scott family over an incident involving James 

Scott junior. On 21 February 1808 Theatt, a Chinese in charge of Chewan’s 

 
120 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 400. 
121 Ibid., pp. 401-402. 
122 Langdon, ‘Scott, James’, p. 155. 
123 BL: IOR/N/8/1 Penang (Prince of Wales Island) Baptisms, Marriages and 
Burials,1799-1829, f. 39; POWIG, 24 September 1808, p. 1. 
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pepper garden at Soonghy Cluan, alleged James Scott junior assaulted him 

and stole pepper.124 Chewan, born in China, had lived in Siam and Kuala 

Muda before moving to Penang shortly after its establishment. Permitted to 

establish a small bazaar near the cantonments, in 1787 Light appointed him 

first kapitan of the Chinese community. By 1790, Chewan introduced pepper 

plants from Acheh to the Soonghy Cluan area.125 As long-term residents, 

Scott and Chewan were acquaintances and business associates. Scott, as 

chief money lender, had previously held several mortgages on Chewan’s 

plantations in Soonghy Cluan and had purchased land from him. Both had 

served on the committee of assessors and were prominent members of their 

communities.126 It is not known whether Chewan approached Scott for 

restitution before lodging a complaint with the police magistrate. 

Thomas Stamford Raffles, a contemporary of Scott’s children, arrived in 

1805 as part of the enlarged EIC presidency establishment.127 He developed 

a close relationship with the Scott family while living in Penang, including 

James, sons William and John, and James’ cousin, Captain Robert (known 

as Carnatic Bob) Scott. Raffles held James Scott in high esteem stating his 

 
124 BL: IOR/G/34/19, Prince of Wales Public Consultations, January 1808-June 
1808, Dickens to Raffles, 10 March 1808, ff. 218-225. 
125 Loh Wei Leng and Miau Ing Tan, ‘Koh Lay Huan’, in Loh Wei Leng, et al. 
(eds.), Biographical Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, pp. 103-
104. 
126 BL: IOR/G/34/7, List of Mortgages granted at Prince of Wales Island, 24 March 
1795, ff. 240-248. 
127 Thomas Stamford Raffles, born 1781, joined the EIC as a clerk at age 14. 
Appointed assistant secretary at Penang in 1805, Raffles later reaped the 
benefits of Governor General Minto’s patronage when appointed lieutenant 
governor of Java 
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knowledge of Siamese matters was unsurpassed as he had lived there for 

five years.128 Raffles, in his role as secretary to the governor, was involved 

in correspondence between the EIC and the Scott family. The incident 

involving Scott junior reached almost farcical levels, with EIC 

correspondence during March 1808 highlighting discord between senior 

Penang officials. 

Raffles, after investigating the allegation, forwarded depositions to John 

Dickens, Penang’s judge and magistrate, and EIC officials. After 

consideration, they believed the charges were serious enough for possible 

referral to Bengal. The administration directed Thomas McQuoid to detain 

Scott junior until payment of a $4,000 surety, and warned Scott junior not to 

leave the island without permission.129 His incarceration provoked a quick 

response from Scott and his son who queried the legality of the current 

administration and its employees in apprehending him. On 6 March 1808, 

James Scott wrote to the EIC insinuating his son’s apprehension and 

confinement had been at the private request of police magistrate, 

McQuoid.130 James Scott junior, annoyed at his apprehension without being 

charged, requested copies of the private inquest, warrant of arrest and 

imprisonment, and referral of his case to Bengal’s Governor General 

 
128 S. Raffles, Memoir of the Life and Public Services of Sir Thomas Stamford 
Raffles, F.R.S. &c. Particularly in the Government of Java, 1811-1816 and of 
Bencoolen and Its Dependencies, p. 51.  
129 BL: IOR/G/34/19, Raffles to Dickens, 5 March 1808, ff. 203-206; Raffles to 
McQuoid, f. 207. 
130 Ibid., James Scott to Raffles, 10 March 1808, ff. 211-213.  
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Minto.131 Scott junior believed McQuoid had not taken the correct oaths 

required to carry out his duties as justice of the peace. He requested the halt 

of any censure measures based on the police magistrate’s reports until 

clarification, and a judge or magistrate to hear the allegations if the police 

magistrate did not have the power to deal with the case.132 

James Scott senior, charged with highly disrespectful behaviour towards the 

police magistrate, attempted to retract his comments. EIC reaction was swift 

with both ordered to sign apologies drafted by the administration, which 

were to be read publicly, and displayed at the police office.133 On 12 March, 

Scott senior returned the unsigned apology, stating he would not incriminate 

himself, as he intended no criminal action. He strongly disavowed he made 

libellous, false, or insinuating remarks against the administration. Scott 

requested referral of the matter to Bengal, as was his custom when in 

conflict with island administration.134 Scott reiterated he required 

confirmation the governor and council acting as magistrates were authorised 

 
131 Ibid., James Scott Junior to McQuoid, 21 March 1808, ff.331-336. Scott junior 
had raised the issue when the court adjourned on 14 March 1808. 
132 Ibid., James Scott to Raffles, 10 March 1808, ff. 211-213. 
133 Ibid., Thomas Philpott to Leith, 10 March 1808, ff.216-218. Philpott, Secretary 
to the Government at Fort William, included a letter of apology to be made by 
Scott. 
134 SSR. A4: Penang, Singapore and Malacca Consultations, January-December 
1808, James Scott to Raffles, 12 March 1808, ff. 16-18; Raffles to James Scott, 
ff.19-20. 
Though the Scott family were renowned for referring grievances to Bengal, it is 
likely Scott felt Governor General Minto, who represented Roxburghshire in the 
British parliament, may have looked at his case more favourably.  
Elliott Murray Kynynmound, Sir Gilbert, 4th Bt. (1751-1814), of Minto, Roxburgh’, 
Hstory of Parliament Trust.  
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to arrest and imprison his son when no crime had been alleged or proved 

against him.135  

After Scott failed to sign the EIC drafted apology, the EIC ordered both to 

leave the island within four months.136 William Edward Phillips and Henry 

Shepherd Pearson, members of council, believed Scott’s motivation for 

insubordination and defiance was based on his position rather than concern 

for his son.137 The administration refused Scott’s request to withdraw his 

letter and tendered apology. The directive to quit the island in four months 

was to stand, but council gave him additional time to respond. On 14 March, 

Scott senior signed and returned the apology, and assured the 

administration that his future conduct would meet EIC expectations.138 The 

incident required Scott and son to provide a license or authority to remain in 

Penang.139 James Scott restated the response given to MacDonald in 1796 

and added that land granted to him and his heirs in perpetuity recognised 

his family’s right to reside on Penang.  Scott asserted permissions given to 

 
135 BL: IOR/G/34/19, James Scott to Raffles, 1 March 1808, ff. 211-213. 
136 SSR. A4, Phillips to Council, 12 March 1808, ff. 26-28. 
137 Pearson arrived in Bombay in 1792 and was appointed a factor in 1799, with 
John Hope Oliphant who also served in Penang. He arrived in 1805 as secretary 
to Governor Dundas. Pearson served as acting governor from April to October 
1807 before Macalister replaced him. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, pp. 254-255.  
138 BL: IOR/G/34/19, James Scott to Raffles, 17 March 1808, ff. 251-253. 
139 Ibid., Dickens to Raffles, 17 March 1808, ff. 254-257. During the court 
proceedings Judge Dickens asked James Scott Junior if he was a British subject. 
He responded that he had been born on the island after Light took possession of 
the island and that he was the son of James Scott senior, a native of Great 
Britain.  
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his son to remain implied EIC tacit acquiescence of his continuing right of 

residence.140 

On 17 March, Raffles recorded the board’s decision and directed McQuoid 

to release Scott junior from his bail until his court appearance.141 Raffles 

summoned Scott junior to a meeting on 18 March, and informed him of the 

administration’s decision. Although Scott junior agreed to comply with the 

EIC’s conditions, he failed to appear at a meeting scheduled with Theatt, 

Chewan and the prosecutor the following day. The administration issued a 

warrant for his apprehension. McQuoid reported his concern that Scott junior 

was hiding on the island either at his father’s house Scotland or with another 

European inhabitant. To apprehend Scott junior, he sought clarification on 

his authority to undertake a search of these houses, querying whether a 

special order was necessary.142 In response, Penang’s administrators 

rebuked McQuoid, declaring he should have taken any steps necessary to 

apprehend Scott junior.143 

In absentia, the EIC administration agreed Scott junior had committed a 

violation of public duty and infringed the civil rights of residents. Dickens 

stated Scott junior was wrong to challenge police magistrate McQuoid’s 

authority. The Penang administration confirmed the assault on Theatt and 

 
140 SSR. A4, Scott to Raffles, 12 March 1808, ff. 16-18. 
141 SSR. I7: Penang: Miscellaneous Letters, January-May 1808, Raffles to 
McQuoid, 17 March 1808, ff. 127-131. 
142 SSR. A4, McQuoid to Raffles, 21 March 1808, ff. 50-55.  
143 SSR. I7, Raffles to McQuoid, 9 April 1808, ff. 178-180.  
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ordered Scott junior to return the pepper or pay the pepper’s value as 

compensation. It imposed a further fine on Scott junior equivalent to double 

the pepper’s value to be paid into the roads and bridges fund and summoned 

James Scott junior to appear at the police office to pay the fines and to make 

his public apology as ordered.144  

In a letter to the EIC, Scott junior agreed on all specified terms except for 

the public apology to McQuoid.145 The EIC ordered his apprehension and 

detention until removal to EIC ship Surat Castle, for deportation from the 

island.146 The Surat Castle’s commander, ordered by Pearson to receive 

Scott junior on board the ship, was to convey him to Europe as a charter 

passenger. The EIC informed the ship’s commander he would be 

accountable if Scott junior disembarked within the limits of EIC exclusive 

trade.147 Scott junior requested that if required to leave the island, he wished 

to return to Britain by a more direct route than the Surat Castle’s, and time 

to settle the affairs of himself and his father.148 On 21 March, Scott called on 

Raffles and offered bail for his son’s trip to Europe if the EIC ordered his 

removal.149 The EIC directed an apology to be read by Scott junior, signed 

and affixed to the police office to atone for contempt of the police 

 
144 BL: IOR/G/34/19, Dickens to Raffles, 17 March 1808, ff. 280-281. 
145 Ibid. James Scott Junior to McQuoid’, 21 March 1808, ff. 328-329. 
146 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/205F, Ships’ Journals. Surat Castle (2); SSR. A4, 
Macalister to McQuoid, 21 March 1808, ff. 56-57. 
147 SSR. I7, Raffles to Captain Alexander Robinson, Commander Surat Castle, 22 
March 1808, ff. 153-154. 
148 BL: IOR/G/34/19, James Scott junior to Macalister, 21 March 1808, ff. 331-
336. 
149 Ibid., McQuoid to Raffles, 21 March 1808, ff. 329-330. 
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magistrate’s authority. The EIC levied a surety of $20,000 in three 

payments, one of $10,000 and two of $5,000 to ensure his good behaviour 

for a year. Scott’s failure to pay within 48 hours would result in detention and 

embarkation aboard Surat Castle for transportation to England.150 

Tension escalated between Penang council members as the situation 

remained unresolved. The elevation of Penang to presidency status in 1805 

resulted in an influx of new administrators. Ongoing division between senior 

administration members stemmed from a succession issue the previous 

year involving Macalister and Pearson. Possibly because of the high 

mortality rates, Governor Phillip Dundas and second in council John Hope 

Oliphant agreed that in the event of their deaths, Colonel Norman 

Macalister, fourth member of council, would rise in rank, but not fill the role 

of acting governor. Macalister, who arrived on Penang in early 1792 as 

commissary of stores under Light, served under Hamilton as an artillery 

officer.151 He later commanded 40 artillery troops during Malacca’s capture 

in 1795.152 

Pearson, an inexperienced administrator, arrived in Penang as secretary to 

government in 1805. Barely one year after arrival, the EIC granted Pearson 

six months sick leave because of his frequent bouts of illness. Arriving back 

in Penang in early February 1807, Pearson was sworn in as a provisional 

 
150 Ibid., Dickens to Raffles, 17 March 1808, ff. 279-282. 
151 In 1803, while on leave in England, Macalister published a private manuscript. 
Norman Macalister, Historical Memoir Relative to Prince of Wales in the Straits of 
Malacca and its Importance Political and Commercial.  
152 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 258. 
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councillor a few weeks later and became acting governor after Oliphant’s 

death. Macalister raised the propriety of Pearson’s rapid elevation and 

appealed to Bengal who agreed he should be acting governor, with Pearson 

second in council. The EIC ordered Pearson, humiliated at his demotion, to 

repay the extra income from the acting governor role.153  

To demonstrate solidarity between senior administration officials, Macalister 

assented to the original punishment for Scott senior and junior, though he 

believed the sentence too severe. He believed Scott, an original settler of 

the island, major employer, and largest landholder, had rendered great 

assistance. Macalister feared that Bengal might question the severity of the 

punishment to banish Scott senior, given Scott’s age and tenure on the 

island. Macalister, in the minority, sent a letter to Bengal with details of the 

difference of opinion.154 However, Macalister’s impartiality is questionable 

as there was a business relationship between Scott and Macalister, who 

was listed as a creditor of Scott’s estate.155 On 31 March, McQuoid reported 

that James Scott senior had agreed to pay the fines levied against his son.156 

In May 1808 Raffles again confirmed to McQuoid that the pepper removed 

by James Scott junior on three separate occasions was to be returned to the 

 
153 Pearson retained the position of second in council and warehouse keeper until 
1810. When the EIC abolished the position of superintendent of marine, John 
James Erskine took over the role of warehouse keeper. The EIC directed 
Pearson to return to Bombay. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 257. 
154 SSR. A4, Pearson to Macalister, 12 March 1808, ff. 26-28; Macalister to 
Council, ff. 29-30. 
155 SSR. I7, Raffles to McQuoid, 10 May 1808, ff. 216-217. 
156 BL: IOR/34/19, McQuoid to Raffles, 31 March 1808, ff. 374-377. 
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owner, or full payment in lieu.157 With the matter referred to Bengal and Surat 

Castle having sailed, Scott junior’s banishment had not been enforced. 

Despite Scott’s quarrel with the island’s administration and the threat to 

remove him from the island, Scott retained his position on the committee of 

assessors reinforcing his dominant position within the community.158  

On 21 July 1808, the Penang administration convened a committee to 

consider the most effective way of abolishing slavery on the island. The 

committee included members of the European and Asian communities 

including James Scott, George Caunter, David Brown, Thomas McQuoid, 

Cauder Meydeen and Tuan Syed Hussein. The committee recommended 

that humanity and British legislature abolishing the slave trade be adopted 

in Penang. It noted that although this might curb the population, the end of 

the slave trade would benefit the island.159 

In July 1808, James Scott junior died, aged 21. The cause of death is 

unknown. James Scott junior was interred in the Northam Road Cemetery. 

However, there is no record of the grave’s location. It is likely James Scott 

returned to Junk Ceylon after his son’s death. Intriguingly, an article in the 

Prince of Wales Island Gazette reported Scott living on Junk Ceylon on 4 

 
157 Ibid.  
158 ‘Notification’, POWIG, 11 June 1808, p. 2; BL: IOR/34/20, Robertson to 
Raffles, 3 May 1808, ff. 508-509. 
159 BL: IOR/34/20, Prince of Wales Public Consultations, October 1806-December 
1808, Proceedings of a Committee Nominated by the Honourable the Governor 
and Council for the Purpose of Considering the most Eligible Mode of Abolishing 
Slavery on this Island, ff. 1084-1104. 
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September. Captain Josiah Brown reported Captain Winter, of EIC ketch 

Margaret, experienced bad weather after leaving Penang, and lost part of 

his ship’s rudder. He took refuge at Junk Ceylon receiving assistance from 

Captain James Scott, who he described as being the only English resident 

on the island. According to Brown, with Scott’s assistance, the Margaret was 

able to sail on 17 September.160  

Scott returned to Penang after this incident. Following a short illness, he 

died at his residence ‘Scotland’ on 19 September at 11.30 pm. A short notice 

published in the Prince of Wales Gazette, which announced his demise, 

contained no details of his life on the island.161 An administration notice 

concerning James Scott’s estate was published on 10 November 1808.162 

The complex nature of Scott’s estate and litigation with several parties 

including Light’s family, resulted Scott’s estate not being settled for over a 

decade.  

Conclusion 

Prevailing historiography, which has portrayed Scott as ruthless and 

unscrupulous, perhaps imposing present-day values as a yardstick, has 

diminished Scott’s significant contribution to Penang’s early development. 

Although the Light-Scott dominance was a hindrance to commercial 

development, it provided the foundation for a successful EIC settlement on 

 
160 ‘Accounts from Captain Winter’. 
161 POWIG, 24 September 1808, p. 1. 
162 ‘Administration’, POWIG, 19 November 1808, p. 1. 
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Penang. In 1790, after other Penang traders complained to Bengal about 

Scott and Co.’s success, Light wrote to Cornwallis offering to sever personal 

contacts with the company if his income was increased. Cornwallis did not 

accept the offer.163 While Harold Clodd cites this as evidence of Light’s 

ethical nature, the arrangement secured Scott a predominant position in 

Penang’s commercial trade.164 Stevens accepts MacDonald’s core 

allegation that the Light-Scott partnership was a misuse of power by Light.165 

However, Stevens omits to disclose that MacDonald, a new arrival in 

Penang, had little opportunity to participate in trade because of Scott’s 

monopoly and his exclusion from private commerce. In-depth examination 

of MacDonald’s vendetta against Scott during his tenure may have altered 

Stevens’ perception of the veracity of MacDonald’s allegations. 

From inception, Scott lobbied for the introduction of an effective municipal 

and legislative framework. His strong personality and forthright views on the 

development of Penang after Light’s death often placed him in conflict with 

subsequent administrators, including MacDonald and Leith. As chief 

moneylender on the island, Scott capitalised on business opportunities, 

underpinning the island’s commercial and agricultural growth despite the 

EIC’s reluctance to provide resources.166 Scott’s acquisition of land, driven 

by his speculation in spice production and cultivation, supported by Scott 

 
163 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 46. 
164 Clodd, Malaya’s First Pioneer, pp. 68-69. 
165 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 379. 
166 Webster, ’British Expansion in South-East Asia’, p. 8. 
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family members, and his involvement in the British takeover of Malacca, will 

be discussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8: 

 Clans, Cultivation and Conflict, 1786-1808 

 

During the final period of Scott’s life from 1794 to 1808, the East Indies 

experienced instability as the British, Dutch and French fought for 

hegemony. This enabled the British to break the VOC’s spice monopoly, 

which ceased to exist early in the nineteenth century, and allowed the 

establishment of spice cultivation on Penang. During the continuing conflict 

with France, Scott resumed his friendship with his fellow sailor from the 

Royal Navy service, Peter Rainier. A frequent visitor to Penang, Rainier 

enjoyed Scott’s hospitality and he probably facilitated Scott’s appointment 

as a prize agent during the British takeover of Malacca. Though Scott’s 

personal life was unorthodox, and sometimes provoked condemnation as it 

ignored existing British social conventions of monogamy, his position as 

principal merchant ensured his inclusion in European social activities. This 

chapter will explore the final phase of Scott’s life from 1794 until his death 

in 1808, focussing on his relationships with extended Scott family members, 

expansion of his mercantile activities, including spice production, his 

turbulent relationship with EIC administration, and his contribution to 

Penang’s early development. 

Scott Family in Penang 

Scott, like others, cohabited with or married members of the Eurasian 

community. Importantly he acknowledged and made provision for children 
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from these unions after his death. Strong clan loyalties were evidenced 

when Scott and his cousin, Captain Robert Scott, assisted other clan 

members to establish themselves in the East Indies. Researchers 

examining the early years of Penang’s settlement have faced difficulties in 

chronicling the Scott family. The wider Scott family consisted of at least two 

named William and four named Robert who lived or visited the East Indies 

during James Scott’s time in the region.1 As yet, despite their involvement 

in Scott’s mercantile activities, the wider Scott family networks have not 

been extensively explored by researchers.  

The abundance of European men and lack of European women facilitated 

development of intimate relationships between European males and local 

females in the East Indies.2 Colonial regimes interpreted and defined racial 

belonging and relationships, regulating these according to its strategy of 

governance.3 In contrast to the stigma of ‘half breeds’ in North American 

colonies, prior to the 1780s children born in India, regardless of ancestry, 

were ‘country born’. As the EIC transformed from a trading concern to 

sovereign power, reforms allotted power and influence by race.4 From the 

1780s, under governors general Cornwallis, Shore, and Wellesley, the EIC 

 
1 Marcus Langdon, ‘The Journals of William Scott’, 1794-1805, JMBRAS, vol. 92, 
no. 2, 2019, p. 100. The diary from the Scott of Raeburn papers is available at the 
National Library of Australia. Selected excerpts from the journal have been 
published in this article. 
2 Tamara Loos, ‘A History of Sex and the State in Southeast Asia: Class, Intimacy 
and Invisibility’, Citizenship Studies, vol. 12, no. 1, 2008, p. 34. 
3 Ibid., p. 27. 
4 Valerie Anderson, ‘The Eurasian Problem in Nineteenth Century India’, p. 1.  
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and British military progressively excluded Eurasians from positions of 

authority.5 The policy of defining Eurasians as an Indian minority, gradually 

marginalised their position within the British empire.6  

However, the practice of marginalisation appeared stronger on the Indian 

subcontinent than outposts like Penang, where Light cohabited with Martina 

Rozells, who was described as a Kedah princess.7 Penang, initially 

established as a trading centre and strategic base on the main shipping 

route between India and China, was not intended as a British settlement 

comprised of British families. The shortage of European women in Penang 

meant that from the beginning, British men formed lifelong, intimate 

relationships with members of the Asian community.8 In Penang, the 

definition of ‘European’ did not necessarily imply European descent, as 

many had Asian ancestry. Included in the European community were 

children of mixed heritage where the father was European, and marriage 

gave Asian women de facto European status.9 

 
5 Ibid., p. 36. Anderson outlines the court of directors’ edicts which prevented 
illegitimate Eurasian orphans from being returned to Britain (1786), excluded 
Eurasians from serving in the regular army (1789) and implemented an embargo 
on Eurasians applying for EIC covenanted positions (1791). 
6 Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
7 Clodd (Malaya’s First British Pioneer, pp. 27-28) details the changing 
historiography of Martina Rozells, citing descriptions of Martina’s heritage from 
Trapaud, Marsden, and Stueart. Martina gained status on the island because of 
her supposed heritage. 
8 Anderson, ‘Eurasian Problem’, p. 99; Doran, ‘Oddly Hybrid’, p. 31. 
9 Doran, Ibid., p. 31. Conversely, European women who formed relationships with 
Asian or Eurasian men were usually vilified, reflecting the gender bias. 
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Despite the common practice of intermarriage, Eurasian history remains a 

neglected area of Penang’s historiography. The origins of a distinct Eurasian 

community from the beginning of Penang’s settlement reflects its relations 

within the region, especially with Junk Ceylon.10 Research by Doran, 

Rerceretnam, and Walker on aspects of Penang’s Eurasian community 

contributes to its social historiography. Rerceretnam, who completed an 

investigation of the Roman Catholic Eurasian community in colonial Malaya 

and Singapore between 1870 and 1940, notes the British adoption of a 

‘divide and rule’ policy implies they were superior to other races.11 Prior to 

British colonisation, intermarriage and sexual encounters across ethnic lines 

were commonplace, for example, the Peranakan communities of the Malay 

archipelago formed by the marriage of Chinese men and Malay women.12 

Kirsty Walker contends Asian historiography neglects these interactions 

which shaped Eurasian communities. According to Walker, the political 

aspect of modern Eurasian historiography, which emphasises historical and 

cultural connections between Penang’s and Malacca’s Portuguese-

Eurasian communities, ignores the Penang Eurasian community’s historical 

roots in northern Malaysia and Thailand.13  

 
10 Walker, ‘Intimate Interactions’, pp. 308-309. 
11 Rerceretnam, ‘Intermarriage in Colonial Malaya’, p. 307. 
12 Ibid., p. 309. 
13 Walker (‘Intimate Interactions’, p. 306) asserts this construct dates from the 
1960s when ethnic tensions in Malaysia made it politically expedient for leaders in 
the Malay and Chinese communities to exploit the connection. 
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Christine Doran examines the social history of British colonial Malaya and 

involvement of women in birthing and childbearing practices within Penang 

society.14 Although servants generally looked after the childrens’ needs, the 

mother assumed responsibility for their socialisation.15 Doran refers to an 

incident in 1861, which involved Scott family members. Margaret Scott, 

described as a Scottish woman with social pretentions, returned to Penang 

with English governess Miss Clews, employed to care for her six daughters 

aged three to 13.16 When the eldest, Lucy Margaret, objected to a male 

partner putting his hand around her waist when dancing, observer Dr John 

Bishop King believed this deficiency in her upbringing was her mother’s 

fault.17 King later sarcastically attributed the English governess, rather than 

their Scottish mother, for the taste in which the girls were dressed for 

church.18 As an Englishman, King felt isolated from the commercial and 

cultivation side of island society dominated by those with Scottish 

ancestry.19 When writing to family in England, King displayed his social 

prejudice towards Eurasians. Like many contemporaries he believed 

 
14 Doran, ‘Oddly Hybrid’, p.30. 
15 Ibid., p. 37. 
16 Margaret, the sister of John Turnbull Thomson who chronicled his time in 
Malaya in Glimpses into Life in Malayan Lands, married George Scott on 13 
November 1845. ‘Thomson, John Turnbull’, Dictionary of New Zealand 
Biography. Margaret was the second wife of George Scott, son of Robert Scott 
and Lugia Pereira. Scott’s first wife, Lucy, was the daughter of David Brown and 
Barbara Lucy Grace Melang. The children were Lucy Patricia, Harriet, Janet, 
Joanna, and Frances. Roger Scott Lewis, ‘Genealogy Charts of the Scott Family’, 
email correspondence, 12 September 2005. 
17 An EIC surgeon based on the island between 1857 and 1865, King’s letters to 
his family included snippets of gossip. E. Ross, ‘Victorian Medicine in Penang’, 
Malaysia in History, vol. 23, 1980, p. 84; Doran, ‘Oddly Hybrid’, p. 37.  
18 Ibid., p. 38. 
19 Ross, ‘Victorian Medicine’, pp. 88-89. 
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intermarriage weakened both ethnicities. While he expressed surprise at the 

number of ‘European’ residents from mixed racial backgrounds, he 

conceded their importance for long-term settlement of the East Indies.20  

Although the lack of European women in Penang resulted in many 

Europeans defying convention and cohabiting with, or marrying Asian or 

Eurasian women, few cohabited concurrently with two. This lifestyle was 

unusual. During Scott’s residence on Junk Ceylon and Penang, he is 

believed to have cohabited concurrently with at least two women from the 

Eurasian community, Anna Julhy and Mee Ngah, who both bore him 

children.21 When Junk Ceylon experienced political instability, Scott 

relocated his partners and children to Kuala Kedah and, after its founding, 

Penang. Scott’s unusual personal life was a source of speculation and 

innuendo among European residents in the insular community. In 1796, 

Scott, in a report on the island’s trade, referred to public perception of his 

lifestyle, which included wearing Malay dress and adopting Malay customs: 

the great Merchants in Bengal could not bear, with any degree of patience, 

that Pinang, the other day a jungle, that Scott, a perfect Malay, should dictate 

to them, and that in spite of all their exertions for relief, they found themselves 

bound by fetters he had formed.22 

 
20 Ibid. 
21 Scott cohabited with Anna Julhy and Mee Ngah for over two decades. As both 
women bore him children, the absence of birth/baptism records makes it difficult 
to determine the identity of the mother for some children. 
22 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, pp. 100-101. 
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Although, Macdonald and some other Europeans may have been scathing 

of Scott’s personal life, it is evident that Scott was trusted by rulers in the 

region. The EIC capitalised on Scott’s extensive connections with Junk 

Ceylon, the Malay states, Acheh and the eastern coast of Sumatra. In 1794, 

when Scott submitted a report on the settlement of Penang to Bengal, he 

included a list of Malay states that had signed exclusive contracts with the 

Dutch.23  

Mackay describes Light and Scott as Lotharios and philanderers with both 

reputed to have kept permanent houses with women in other ports, including 

Selangor. According to Mackay, Scott fathered at least eight children on 

Junk Ceylon and more in the region from second wives, bibis (Indian 

mistresses), slave girls, and other encounters.24  However, Mackay fails to 

provide a source to support this assertion. 

Unravelling Scott’s personal life has proved difficult. Many births, deaths, 

and marriages in early Penang went unrecorded in EIC returns.25 Early 

church records, especially Roman Catholic records in Malaysia, are sparse 

or unavailable to many researchers. Scott family researcher, Roger Scott 

 
23 Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, p. 47. 
24 Mackay, History of Phuket, p. 213. Mackay’s assertion is based on his 
examination of a selection of Light’s letters, comparing these to emails sent by 
modern bar girls from Patong to departed clients. However, this methodology is 
flawed. Unlike many tourists who visit Phuket, form short-term relationships and 
then leave, Scott and Light worked and lived in the area and developed long-term 
relationships with members of the Eurasian community. 
25 Access to birth, death, and marriage indexes for the East India Company is 
available via ‘India Office Family History Records’, British Library Board. 
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Lewis, transcribed Scott family records from Roman Catholic parish 

registers in Kedah and Penang.26 Despite several attempts to verify the 

information, the author was denied access to these records.27 Although 

several Scott family members are recorded as being interred in Penang’s 

Northam Road Cemetery, the tropical environment and significant damage 

sustained during the Japanese invasion of Malaya in December 1941 and 

subsequent conflict have destroyed some cemetery records and 

headstones. In 2017, Penang researcher Marcus Langdon recorded 123 of 

the 464 graves in the Northam Road cemetery as unidentifiable, noting the 

loss of 17 memorial plaques in recent years.28 

The parish registers of the Church of St Michael, Kuala Kedah, records 

Scott’s union to Anna Julhy on 13 October 1784.29 No record of a marriage 

or union has been located for Scott and Mee Ngah. Shortly after Penang’s 

foundation, a census of the island’s occupants listed seven in Scott’s 

 
26 Roger Scott Lewis, ‘Scott Family History’, email correspondence, 29 August 
2010. 
27 Despite submitting a written request to the Bishop of Penang, sending emails to 
the parish office asking to access the records while visiting Penang, and visiting 
the parish office in person, I was refused access to the records. I did not receive a 
response to my written request or emails. During my visit to the parish office, I 
was told the records were unavailable. 
28 Marcus Langdon, Epitaph: The Northam Road Protestant Cemetery: George 
Town, Penang, p. 21. Langdon highlights the loss by comparing surveys 
completed by researchers between 1963 and 1993. 
29 Lewis, ‘Genealogy Charts of the Scott Family’, email correspondence, 12 
September 2005. 
The parish of Church of St Michael, Port Kedah, recorded the union of James 
Scott, English merchant and Ann Juli, legitimate daughter of Antoni Juli and 
Joanna de Rosario, on 13 October 1784. 
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household: Scott, two ‘girls’, and four children.30 In 1788, a list of Roman 

Catholic inhabitants included Anna Julhy, Sophia and Elizabeth of Kedah, 

and James (Scott’s son) of Prince of Wales Island.31  

Scott’s will listed several children: 32 

1. William. Born 3 May 1780, in Junk Ceylon or Kedah. Mother believed 

to be Anna Julhy or Mee Ngah.33  

2. Mary. Possibly born in 1782, in Kedah. Mother believed to be Anna 

Julhy or Mee Ngah.34 

3. Elizabeth. Baptised 1 August 1784 at Port Kedah. Mother believed to 

be Mee Ngah.35  

4. Sophia. Baptised 1 August 1784 at Port Kedah. Mother recorded as 

Anna Julhy.36  

5. John. Born about 1785. Mother possibly Mee Ngah or Anna Julhy. 

 
30 BL: IOR/G/34/2, List of Inhabitants on Penang, 22 January 1787 f. 217. There 
were seven people listed in James Scott’s household including girls and children. 
Anna Julhy and Mee Ngah are believed to be the two ‘girls.’ 
31 BL: IOR/G/34/3, A List of Roman Catholic Inhabitants, Men, Women Children, 
Prince Wales Island, Appendix, 10 April 1789. The names were recorded 
according to Roman Catholic convention of the period. James is recorded as 
Jacob, Elizabeth as Eliza, and Sophia as Sofia. 
32 National Records of Scotland. NRS. C596/2102, James Scott of Penang or 
Prince of Wales’s Island, East Indies. State of Trust, 1815. 
33 ‘Captain William Scott’, National Archives of Singapore.  
34 ‘Mary Horrocks’, England Deaths and Burials, 1538-1991. Mary’s death details 
list her as being 51, inferring a birth date between 1780 and 1782. 
35 Lewis, ‘Scott Family History’, email correspondence, 29 August 2010. 
36 Ibid. contains details from the Church of the Assumption baptism register, 
George Town, Penang. 
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6. James. Born 1786, possibly baptised on 30 October 1786, Church of 

the Assumption, Penang. Mother believed to be Anna Julhy.37 

7. Francis. Born about 1787. Mother recorded as Anna Julhy.38 

8. Robert. Born 11 September 1788. Mother believed to be Anna 

Julhy.39 

9. Caroline. Born about 1791. Mother believed to be Anna Julhy.40 

10. Harriet. Born about 1792. Mother believed to be Anna Julhy.41 

11. Dominicas. Possibly born 1793. Mother believed to be Anna Julhy.42 

12. Anthony. Born about April 1795, died 24 September 1795. Mother 

recorded as Mee Ngah.43 

Other possible children not listed in Scott’s will are: 

• Mathilda. Stillborn in 1798. Mother believed to be Catherine Ideng, listed 

on the 1788 census as being from Siam.44 

 
37 Ibid. The Church of the Assumption burial register records the death of James 
Scott junior on 22 July 1808, and burial in the Northam Road Cemetery. 
38 Langdon (Epitaph, p. 777) lists Francis’ burial in the Northam Road Cemetery, 
Penang. Francis died on 25 May 1794. 
39 Lewis, ‘Scott Family History’, email correspondence, 29 August 2010. Robert 
married Catherine Maughan on 3 June 1821, Lutheran Church, Batavia. Robert 
later took out Dutch citizenship. 
40 Ibid. Caroline, who never married, died on 13 March 1866 at Grange, 
Edinburgh.  
41 Ibid. Harriet’s death certificate in 1880 recorded her mother as Anna Julian. 
The informant, Harriet's niece, Agnes Caroline Allinson, gave Anna Julia Burgo 
as the mother’s name on that occasion.  
42 Ibid. Burial register, Church of the Assumption, George Town, Penang. 
Dominicas died on 11 April 1794. 
43 Lewis, ‘Genealogy Charts of the Scott Family’, email correspondence, 12 
September 2005. Anthony is recorded as being buried in the Northam Road 
Cemetery, though there is no identifiable grave.  
44 Ibid. 
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• George. Born 1800, he probably died shortly after birth.45 His mother is 

believed to be Layla. Two children named George Scott were born in 

Penang around this time. George, third son of Robert (Carnatic Bob) 

Scott and Lugia Pereira of Ayer Rajah Penang, who married Lucy Grace 

Brown and Margaret Turnbull, has erroneously been listed by some 

researchers as James Scott’s son.46 

• Francis. Born 22 July 1802. Francis (Frank) died on 13 July 1833 in 

Macau. His headstone listed him as Malacca coroner, fifth son of James 

Scott of Penang, and a cousin of Sir Walter Scott.47  

• Joanna (Jane). Daughter of Barbara Luii, baptised on 15 February 

1807.48  

Scott owned the entire frontage on Light Street between the modern-day 

streets of Duke Street and Green Hall. He lived in a bungalow, probably on 

the north side of Light Street.49 In 1791, Mrs Anna Maria Davis, who was 

visiting Penang, described an unannounced visit to Scott's compound. Mrs 

 
45 Lewis, ‘Scott Family History’, email correspondence, 29 August 2010. A note in 
the margin of the Church of Assumption Church baptism register records George 
Scott as the child of James Scott and Layla, a free woman and native of Ladjana, 
Borneo. 
46 George was born 1 June 1801. Lucy was the daughter of David Brown and 
Lucy Grace Melang. The marriage took place on 11 November 1834 at Duns, 
Berwickshire, Scotland. Langdon, Epitaph, pp. 632-635.  
47 S. Peebles, Old Protestant Cemetery Macau, p. 98. The informant is unknown 
and the information may be incorrect. It is possible Francis died while travelling to 
Britain aboard an EIC ship. 
48 Lewis, ‘Scott Family History’, email correspondence, 29 August 2010. A note in 
the parish record states James Scott agreed to have the child educated in the 
Catholic faith. The entry does not specify the father or whether the note refers to 
James Scott senior or junior. 
49 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 405. 
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Davis described the house as built in the Chinese style consisting of four 

small houses. One was called the family house, where Scott reputedly kept 

two ladies, one of whom he was believed to have married, and both of whom 

had borne his children.50 

 

Figure 15. Plan of George Town circa 1809. (Scott's property is highlighted). ©British 

Library Board IOR/X/3342-2.51 

James maintained long-term relationships with Anna Julhy and Mee Ngah 

in Junk Ceylon and Penang. After Anna’s death, Scott formed relationships 

with Catherine Ideng and Layla. Importantly, despite Mackay’s assertion he 

 
50 Morson, Connection, p. 103. 
51 BL: IOR/X/3342-2, A Plan of George Town, by Captain Robertson, c 1809. 
Identification of Scott’s land by Marcus Langton, Penang, Volume 1, p. 368. 
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was a philanderer, Scott formally recognised his children from relationships 

with Anna Julhy and Mee Ngah. The alleged stigma of being ‘country born’ 

was not evident when Scott’s daughters Mary, Elizabeth, and Sophia 

married. Mary married William Horrocks on 15 November 1804 at 

Manchester Cathedral.52 Elizabeth married John Stuart Bremner on 2 June 

1806, and Sophia married Lieutenant John Burn, Royal Navy, on 5 

November 1804, both in Edinburgh.53  

Members of the extended Scott clan also lived in the East Indies, which 

sometimes creates confusion for researchers. In the early 1790s James 

Scott and Captain Robert Scott, former commander of Neptune, assisted 

Robert, William, and Hugh Scott from the Scott of Raeburn line, with entrée 

into the lucrative EIC world.54 The catalyst for them to leave Scotland and 

find employment elsewhere was their father’s refusal to provide financial 

 
52 ‘William Horrocks and Mary Scott’, England Marriages, 1538–1973. This is 
probably William Horrocks, a Stockport manufacturer who took out patents on 
power loom weaving in 1803 and 1805. Roger N. Holden, 'The Origins of the 
Power Loom Revisited', International Journal for the History of Engineering & 
Technology, vol. 84, no. 2, 2014, pp. 139-159. 
53 ‘John Stuart Bremner and Elizabeth Scott’, Scotland Marriages, 1561-1910; 
‘John Lieutenant Burn and Sophia Scott’, Scotland Marriages, 1561-1910. It is 
believed that Sophia and Burn met while he was stationed in the East Indies from 
1795 to 1803 with the Royal Navy. Burn served aboard Rainier’s flagship Suffolk 
in 1800. Both Scott and Burn served on Arrogant. Scott was a member of the 
ship’s crew after its commissioning in 1761 and Burn served on Arrogant until it 
was converted to a hulk at Bombay in 1804. William R. O’Byrne, A Naval 
Biographical Dictionary: Comprising the Life and Services of Every Living Officer 
in Her Majesty's Navy from Admiral of the Fleet to Lieutenant, Inclusive, Volume 
1, p. 148. 
54 Due to intermarriage, Robert Scott was first cousin once removed and uncle of 
William, Robert, and Hugh Scott. It is possible some of James’ male siblings also 
lived in the East Indies, however, no evidence has been located to confirm this. 
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support.55 Robert (Carnatic Bob), was the first brother to arrive in the East 

Indies. He left Falmouth as a free mariner aboard the Sir Edward Hughes, 

commanded by Captain Robert Anderson. Bound for China and Coast, the 

ship arrived in Penang on 29 July 1792.56 By 1794, William had joined 

James Scott in Penang while Hugh joined the EIC and during a long career, 

attained the rank of captain.57  

 

Figure 16. Scott Family Members in the East Indies, 1790s. (in bold). 

 
55 Lever, Lessudden, p. 60. 
56 BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/35, Ships’ Journals. Sir Edward Hughes: Journal, 1791-
1793. BL: IOR/G/34/19, Returns of European Residents, 3 May 1808, ff. 510-527. 
The document includes James Scott senior (f. 516-517), Scott’s sons William (f. 
519) and James (f. 521), and Robert Scott (f. 523). 
57 William, eldest son of Walter and Jean Scott born on 6 July 1773 at Lessudden 
House, spent several years in Penang. ‘William Scott’, Scotland, Select Births 
and Baptisms, 1564-1950. His brother Robert was born on 4 November 1774. 
‘Robert Scott’, Scotland Births and Baptisms, 1564-1950. Hugh, born 22 
December 1777, died 1852. Margot Finn and Kate Smith, East India Company at 
Home, 1757-1857. 
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Employed as a clerk in the legal profession from 1788 to 1793, William 

obtained EIC permission to travel to the East Indies in early 1794.58 William 

originally intended to sail aboard Thetis with brother Hugh, who was a 

midshipman on the ship.59 When Thetis delayed her departure, William took 

a berth on Lord Macartney.60 William Scott’s voyage to the East Indies took 

place during the French Revolutionary Wars. He kept a diary of his travels 

which highlighted the realities of sea travel during the conflict.61 

Accompanying the East Indies fleet was Commodore Peter Rainier in 

Suffolk sailing to take up appointment a s commander, East Indies station, 

and a sloop, Swift.62 While merchant ships often sought protection with 

Royal Navy ships, they did not feel compelled to obey naval instructions. 

Scott reveals the competitive nature of EIC commanders even during 

wartime. On 30 May, despite risk of French warships and privateers, three 

captains petitioned Rainier to separate from the convoy and proceed to 

Madras. They believed by sailing in convoy they lost any potential 

advantage of being first to trade in Madras that season.63 In September 

 
58 In 1796 when Superintendent MacDonald requested residents to provide 
details of their authority to reside in Penang, William Scott responded he had a 
covenant as a free merchant on Prince of Wales Island. Logan, ‘Notices of 
Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 114. See also Lever, Lessudden, p 83. 
59 Thetis was chartered for Madras and Bengal. BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/387C (1), 
Ships’ Journal. Thetis, 1792-1793; Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 102. 
60 Lord Macartney stopped at Madras, Penang and Malacca before sailing to 
Whampoa. BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/415E, Ships’ Journal. Lord Macartney, 1793-1796. 
61 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, pp. 99-135. 
62 C. Harrison, ‘British Fourth Rate Ship of the Line “Suffolk’' (1774)’, Three 
Decks-Warships in the Age of Sail. 
63 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, pp. 103-104. 
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1794, Rainier reached Madras in company with Swift and EIC ships, 

including Lord Macartney.64 

On 23 September Lord Macartney, Boddam, and country ship Bangalore 

sailed for Penang. Arriving on 5 October, William dined with Light, James 

Scott, and cousin Bob that evening.65 William remained in Penang until 

illness forced his return to Scotland in 1798. After arrival in Scotland, he 

wrote to James Scott detailing his sons James and Robert’s progress at high 

school, adding his mother’s disappointment that Scott had not returned 

home, but thanked him for his kindness to her children.66 William, who 

returned to Penang in 1800, recorded the arrival of brother Hugh aboard 

Thames, the first time the brothers had met since leaving Britain in 1794.67 

William returned permanently to Scotland in 1804 aboard Woodford on its 

return trip to Britain from China.68  

In 1800, William noted brother Robert (Carnatic Bob) as part owner with 

Scott and Co. of a 300-ton ship named Clyde.69 By 1806, Robert, as 

Swallow’s captain, was involved in country trade between Penang, Malacca, 

Pedir and Lingin.70 Robert cohabited with Lugia Pereira, a member of 

 
64 Martin Robson, A History of the Royal Navy: The Napoleonic Wars, pp. 89-90. 
65 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 106. It is probable this was James 
Scott’s son, Robert. 
66 Lever, Lessudden, pp. 58-59. 
67 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 127. 
68 Hardy, Register of Ships, 1760 to 1810, p. 229. Woodford, chartered for China, 
was on its sixth voyage. Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 100. 
69 Lever, Lessudden, p. 59. 
70 The POWIG details his shipping movements during 1806. 
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Penang’s Eurasian community and several children were born from this 

union. In late 1811, Robert departed for England where he lived with Hugh 

until returning to the East Indies in 1814.71 At the time of his death in 1834, 

he was living at Hastings, England. Robert’s will highlights the close bond 

between Scott family branches. The will included bequests for several of 

Scott’s children: Harriet and Caroline, described as the daughters of his 

esteemed friend James Scott of Penang, Sophia Burns, and three children 

from William Scott’s marriage to Catherine Nicholson.72 

Anglo-French Conflict in the East Indies 

The arrival of William and Robert Scott in the East Indies coincided with 

renewed conflict between England and France. The overthrow of King Louis 

XVI, subsequent French Revolution and establishment of a republican 

government placed France at odds with other monarchical European 

governments. Between 1793 and 1815 an unusually, lengthy, and 

widespread conflict between Great Britain and France widened to include 

many of the leading powers of the day.73 Warfare spread to India, Southeast 

Asia, North America, and the Caribbean. In the East Indies, British takeover 

of Dutch colonies presented opportunities and challenges for country 

 
71 Built in Bengal in 1812, the ship left England on 22 February 1814, chartered 
for Madras, Penang and China. BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/3C, Ships' Journals. Castle 
Huntley: Journal, 1813-1816. 
72 TNA: PROB 11/1870/392, Will of Robert Scott of Hastings, Sussex, 2 
December 1836. 
73 Kevin H. O’Rourke, ‘The Worldwide Economic Impact of the French 
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars, 1793–1815’, Journal of Global History, vol. 
1, no. 1, 2006, p. 123. 
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traders. The ensuing period of warfare had profound and long-lasting effects 

on international trade worldwide.74 The VOC, taken over by the state after it 

collapsed in debt in 1795, had its charter revoked on 1 January 1801. By the 

end of the eighteenth century, the EIC emerged as sole survivor of the 

private international trading companies formed early in the seventeenth 

century to trade in the region.75 

The French Revolutionary Wars from 1792 to 1802 resulted in loose 

coalitions between European countries. In February 1793, the French 

National Convention declared war on Britain and later declared war on the 

Dutch republic. The French defeated both during a series of land battles 

over the next two years. After his defeat in 1793, the Dutch stadtholder (head 

of state), Prince William V of Orange-Nassau and the royal family fled to 

exile at Kew Palace near London. The installation of a puppet Batavian   

Republic government provided the French with access to Dutch trade 

revenue. Once the Batavian Republic declared war on Britain, Dutch 

overseas colonies including Malacca considered the British as 

adversaries.76  

To prevent the French seizing Dutch East Indies colonies, Prince William 

wrote to the British government requesting it to assume responsibility for 

them until the conflict’s conclusion. Directives, known as ‘Kew Letters’, 

 
74 Ibid., p. 125. 
75 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 2. 
76 C. Northcote Parkinson, War in the Eastern Seas, 1793-1813, p. 80. 
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instructed Dutch colonial outposts to resist the French and cooperate with 

the British by ‘surrendering’ ships and colonies to the British for 

safekeeping.77 During the early years, the Royal Navy lacked resources to 

undertake offensive attacks. To support naval fleets, the British and French 

exploited the use of privateers who earned a share of the prize money for 

hindering enemy trade and capturing merchant vessels and goods. 

Dutch defeat and French territorial ambitions rekindled conflict in the East 

Indies, jeopardising EIC shipping and trade interests. French outposts in the 

Indian Ocean islands, including Ile de France served as key bases for the 

French Navy and privateers who attacked EIC shipping returning to Britain. 

In 1793, British minister of war, Henry Dundas, committed to dealing France 

a severe blow overseas, expanded the conflict beyond Europe. When news 

of war in Europe reached Calcutta, the British immediately seized small 

French commercial subcontinent possessions. The fort of Pondicherry, 

French India’s seat of government, was more difficult. Commodore William 

Cornwallis, brother of Governor General Charles Cornwallis, in HMS 

Minerva enforced a marine blockade, assisted by EIC ships Triton, Royal 

Charlotte, and Warley.78 After a 22-day siege, Pondicherry fell to the British 

providing them with an additional Indian Ocean base. 

 
77 Bruce Lenman, ‘Kew Letters’, in Ooi Keat Gin (ed.), Southeast Asia: A 
Historical Encyclopedia, from Angkor Wat to East Timor, pp. 722-723. 
78 Hardy, Register of Ships, 1760 to 1810, pp. 152-153. The three EIC ships were 
chartered for Coast and China. 
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A key factor in Rainier’s appointment to the East Indies station was his 

previous experience in the region. During the Seven Years War, he served 

in the East Indies aboard the Tiger, Norfolk and Yarmouth.79 Rainier’s initial 

defensive strategy focussed on protecting lucrative British trade routes.80 

His vast remit included responsibility for the maritime safety of British 

interests extending from the Cape of Good Hope in the west, to Canton in 

the east, including the Persian Gulf, the Bay of Bengal, the South China 

Sea, and the waters around the Dutch East Indies.81 Dutch colonies 

including the Cape of Good Hope, Java and Malacca, were strategically 

important. An aggressive enemy able to disrupt trade at these points could 

severely affect British trade with India and China.82 The rise of the country 

trade required Rainier to take more notice of the eastern side of the Bay of 

Bengal than his predecessors. He relied on experienced country traders, 

including Scott, to provide valuable intelligence on regional politics, loyalties, 

and enemy shipping.83 

French occupation of Dutch Republican territories provided the opportunity 

for a more active campaign in the East Indies.84 The Kew Letters required 

all commanders and governors of Dutch East Indies settlements to deliver 

 
79 Tiger was rated a fourth-rate ship of the line. Norfolk was rated a third-rate ship 
of the line. Lavery, The Ship of the Line, pp. 173, 176. Rainier’s service on 
Yarmouth overlapped with Scott’s service as master mate. 
80 Ward, Peter Augustus, ‘Admiral Peter Rainier and the Command of the East 
Indies Station 1794-1805’, p. 122. 
81 Robson, History of Royal Navy, p. 89. 
82 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p, 131. 
83 Ward, ‘Admiral Peter Rainier’, p. 122. 
84 Robson, History of Royal Navy, p. 90. 
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them to the British. The ambiguous letters failed to outline who would 

assume control of the settlements, the Dutch or British, creating uncertainty 

for recipients. The EIC, ordered to bring Dutch possessions in the East 

under its control, moved quickly to forestall the French from taking valuable 

East Indies possessions including Malacca, Ceylon and the Moluccas, 

securing EIC trade and sea routes between India and China.85  

War in the East Indies commenced with the implementation of a two-

pronged offensive to take the strategic locations of Trincomalee and 

Malacca Initially, Rainier focussed on Trincomalee, which featured a 

harbour accessible during both monsoon seasons.86 The Kew Letters 

placed Governor Johan van Angelbeek and council in the unenviable 

position of following the stadtholder’s orders, and cede control to their 

traditional enemies, the British.87 On 1 August 1795, a British fleet 

transporting Colonel James Stuart and his soldiers arrived at Trincomalee. 

After fruitless negotiations, Stuart threatened to attack if the Dutch failed to 

cede the forts. On 18 August, British troops landed and after a brief siege, 

Trincomalee surrendered on 26 August. Over the next six months British 

troops progressively took control of Dutch installations on Ceylon.88  

 
85 B. Harrison, Holding the Fort: Melaka Under Two Flags 1795-1845, pp. 2-3. 
86 Ward, ‘Admiral Peter Rainier’, p. 109. Although an all year-round base, 
Trincomalee’s hinterland could sustain a naval squadron only with water or wood. 
87 Van Angelbeek joined the VOC in 1756. Appointed governor of Ceylon in April 
1794, he held the position until forced to submit to the British expedition. ‘van 
Angelbeek, Johan Gerard (1727-1799)’, Under a Tropical Sun. 
88 L. A. Mills, Ceylon Under British Rule 1795-1832, With an Account of the East 
India Company’s Embassies to Kandy, 1762–1795, pp. 9-11. 
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British Takeover of Malacca 

Malacca, strategically located on the most direct route from India to China, 

changed hands three times in three decades, before being retained by the 

British in 1825.89 While Rainier assembled his force to attack Trincomalee, 

an expeditionary force prepared to take Malacca. A regional entrepot before 

European incursion, Malacca was the centre of Southeast Asian trade 

during the days of the Malacca sultanate. In 1511, the Portuguese captured 

Malacca and held it until the Dutch expelled them in 1641. Under Dutch rule, 

Malacca was an outpost on the periphery of the Dutch trading empire which 

centred on Batavia.90 In 1784, a Bugis force besieged Malacca. Governor 

Abraham Couperus distinguished himself during the siege when he 

effectively organised his small military force to protect Malacca. After 1784, 

Couperus and the Malacca government focussed on the town’s defence, 

increasing expenditure on administration and defence costs at a time when 

revenue fell.91 

The French occupation of the Dutch Republic isolated Malacca’s Dutch 

residents from their homeland.92 With a changing political environment and 

delay in official communication from Europe, Couperus was in the difficult 

position of trying to appease British and French representatives. He passed 

information to the British about French ship movements and made 

 
89 Harrison, Holding the Fort, p. ix. 
90 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 131. 
91 Harrison, Holding the Fort, p. 18.  
92 Ibid., p. 7. 
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diplomatic overtures to French naval commanders in the region.93 In 

December 1793, Couperus had written to British captains in Malacca’s port, 

warning an armed French ship, sighted off the Palembang River on 

Sumatra’s south coast the previous month, was patrolling the Banka Strait. 

The following day Couperus informed British captains of the capture of EIC 

ship Princess Royal by three French warships.94 In July 1795, Penang’s 

Superintendent Manington provided details of the Dutch governor’s deceit. 

Couperus wrote to Manington, providing details of three French frigates in 

the Straits of Malacca. The following day Manington forwarded letters 

intercepted between Couperus and the French squadron’s commander 

which revealed the Dutch governor had addressed the French naval officer 

in friendly terms, and expressed republican sympathies.95 

During this period, Penang proved its value as a staging post and 

rendezvous for military actions in the region. Rainier relied on British 

privateers and country traders, including members of the Scott family, for 

intelligence on regional politics, loyalties, and French naval activities in the 

region. The information was widely circulated to the EIC, British ships in the 

region and published in local newspapers and journals. French privateers 

 
93 Ibid., pp. 18-19. 
94 R. Houghton, ‘Prizetaking’, A Peoples' History 1793–1844, From the 
Newspapers; Hardy, Register of Ships, 1760 to 1810, p. 154. Princess Royal, 
chartered for St Helena and China during the 1792-1793 season, was captured 
off the coast of West Java on 29 September 1793. 
95 BL: IOR G/34/7, Bengal Consultations Relating to Prince of Wales Island to 
Governor General, 18 September, 1795, ff. 427-430. Couperus was probably 
trying to remain neutral by placating the British and French. 
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harassed British shipping in the Straits of Malacca, lying in wait for EIC ships 

returning to Britain from China.96 In November 1793, the Asiatic Mirror 

reported French privateers near the Andaman Islands and Penang, 

speculating they would soon turn their attention to the Bay of Bengal. Also 

reported was the arrival of Scott in Carnatic97 from Penang, and 15 

privateers sighted in the Malacca and Sunda Straits.98 

The Scott family reported on French naval activities highlighting the danger 

of country trade in the region. As the conflict continued, some Scott family 

members were captured and then released by the French. In March 1794, 

the Asiatic Mirror reported French privateer activity off Sumatra. The EIC 

refitted and armed several ships including Pigot, which received a letter of 

marque in April 1793 to provide an escort service around the Malacca and 

Sunda Straits.99 Pigot sailed from Penang on 24 December 1793 carrying 

military stores for Bencoolen. Scott reported Pigot’s capture by privateer 

Vengeur near the Sunda Straits.100 Scott recounted he left Penang in 

February 1794 for Padang, West Sumatra, but was chased into ‘Soosa 

Roads’ by a French privateer, staying in the shallows until the privateer 

 
96 Michael Pearson, The Indian Ocean, p. 197; Houghton, ‘Prizetaking’. 
97 Robert (Carnatic Bob) Scott was the usual captain of Carnatic. The Calcutta 
Gazette, (Thursday 12 December 1793, p. 1), lists Captain Scott of the Carnatic 
as departing for Penang. 
98 Houghton, ‘Prizetaking’.  
99 Ibid. 
100 Pigot was unprepared when attacked by the privateer. After a battle of several 
hours, the ship sustained damage to her rigging and sailed to Bencoolen. On 9 
February 1794, the French attacked Bencoolen and captured Pigot. William 
Clowes, The Royal Navy, A History from the Earliest Times to 1900, Volume IV, 
p. 483.  
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left.101 When a Malay prahu from Sumatra reported the French capture of 

Padang and Tapanuli, North Sumatra, noting 12 privateers operating in the 

area, Scott steered south for Madras rather than sailing direct to Calcutta.102 

However, the Scott family eventually fell prey to privateers. In November 

1795, the Calcutta Mirror reported the arrival of two American ships, who 

were French allies, from Ile de France. The French repatriated several 

captains of prize ships taken in the Straits of Malacca including Scott of 

Penang Grab and Scott of Carnatic who probably provided intelligence on 

French shipping movements.103 

The most direct route between China and India was through the Straits of 

Malacca. The alternative route, through the Sunda Straits, added weeks to 

the return journey.104 Governor General Shore requested naval forces 

stationed in the Straits of Malacca to protect the China ships which usually 

traversed the eastern entrance from early December to March.105 While 

Britain held Penang at the northern end of the straits, the Dutch held 

Malacca at the southern end. The seizure of Malacca by the British would 

secure EIC trade routes, including those of the lucrative China trade. 

Captain Henry Newcombe of HMS Orpheus led a small flotilla including 

Resistance, and Suffolk’s tender (supply ship) from Madras to Malacca on 

 
101 ‘Soosa Roads’ probably refers to Susoh near Acheh. 
102 Houghton, ‘Prizetaking’. These sightings highlighted French naval activity at 
that time. 
103 Ibid. The identity of Penang Grab’s captain has not been determined. 
104 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 131. 
105 TNA, Shore to Rainier, 15 October 1794 cited in Parkinson, War in the Eastern 
Seas, pp. 73-74. 
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21 July 1795 with troops and stores for the expedition.106 A military force 

under Major Archibald Brown’s command, including Major Forbes Ross 

MacDonald, accompanied them.107  

MacDonald, born around 1755, received an ensign’s commission with the 

59th Regiment of Foot in November 1774, and served in the British army 

during the American Revolutionary War.108 In 1791, after dismissal from the 

Nawab of Arcot’s service, MacDonald believed Britain and India should open 

trade with Egypt via Suez.109 He travelled via the proposed route in 1793. 

On arrival in Britain, he unsuccessfully lobbied the EIC for support of the 

proposed route which would directly compete with EIC maritime routes. On 

his return to India, volatile relations between the EIC and Indian rulers forced 

the EIC to cancel MacDonald’s appointments to the Raja of Travancore’s 

court, and command of the British officers serving the Nizam of 

Hyderabad.110 Holden Furber argues that MacDonald’s appointment with 

the Raja of Travancore was compensation for the EIC’s failure to appoint 

him as resident in Egypt, a position that MacDonald believed would be his.111 

 
106 Orpheus and Resistance, both fifth-rate ships of the line, carried 32 to 40 
guns. Commonly used to patrol and disrupt enemy shipping lanes, they were a 
popular posting as there was prospect of prize money for the crew. ‘Rated Royal 
Navy Vessels’. 
107 Harrison, Holding the Fort, p. 4. 
108 MacKinnon and Morrison, Macleods, p. 82.  
109 Holden Furber, ‘Major Forbes Ross MacDonald and the Arab World: Britain, 
India and the Middle East 1791-1798’, in Rosane Rocher (ed.), Private Fortunes 
and Company Profits in the India Trade in the Eighteenth Century, pp. 93-95. 
110 The second appointment was cancelled because of the Nizam’s dispute with 
EIC officials in Madras. 
111 Furber, ‘Major Ross Forbes MacDonald’, p. 101. 
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MacDonald then joined the Malacca expedition. According to Webster, the 

EIC’s decision in appointing MacDonald to supervise the Malacca 

contingent demonstrated its trust and high regard.112 Webster may have 

overstated MacDonald’s role. MacDonald, as chief British negotiator during 

the Dutch surrender, reported to Major Archibald Brown, commander of the 

Malacca bound troops.113 His reputation as being ‘reckoned among eight as 

strong-headed fellows as could be found in Hindustan’ and EIC connections 

were probably factors in his choice.114 However, with two previous 

appointments cancelled, MacDonald was supernumerary, and could travel 

at short notice. 

On 29 July 1795, Orpheus arrived in Penang while Resistance arrived on 4 

August where they gathered valuable intelligence on Malacca. William Scott 

recorded the arrival of a prahu from Malacca on 25 July 1795 carrying letters 

from Scott’s friend Adriaan Koek, a senior merchant in Malacca.115 Koek 

reported the French squadron’s movements including its intention to take 

Penang.116 James Scott, sensing possibilities of rich pickings, offered his 

 
112 Webster, Gentlemen Capitalists, p. 58. Webster’s premise is based mainly on 
Bassett’s account on the surrender of Malacca. See Bassett, 'Surrender of Dutch 
Malacca', pp. 344-358.  
113 Ibid., p. 345. 
114 Furber, ‘Major Ross Forbes MacDonald’, p. 93. Arthur Wellesley and Colonel 
Hay McDowell were two others given this epithet.  
115 Koek, an independent burgher engaged in shipping and trade, had been 
appointed as agent to Sultan Mohamed of Johore with power of attorney to collect 
the tithe from producers on the west coast of Johore. Koek was Governor 
Couperus’ brother-in-law. D. De Witt, ‘Adriaan Koek – Malacca’s Unsung Dutch 
Burgher’, Jurnal Biografi Malaysia, vol. 1, 2005, p. 29. 
116 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 122. 
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ship Carnatic on charter.117 On 7 August, the expedition comprising 

Orpheus, Resistance and transport ships, Carnatic and Ewer sailed for 

Malacca, arriving on 15 August 1795.118 Though Scott had originally planned 

to join the expedition at a later date, it is believed he sailed to Malacca with 

the expedition aboard Carnatic.119 

The EIC in Madras interpreted the Kew Letters as vesting Malacca’s 

command in British hands. The general proclamation drafted by Rainier and 

Madras’ military commander went beyond the terms stated in the Kew 

Letters.120 Lord Hobart, Madras’ governor, believed that if Dutch officials and 

troops were obedient, Dutch laws and customs would be retained until the 

return of territories to the stadtholder. If Governor Couperus refused to admit 

the British expedition on this footing or resisted the takeover, the EIC 

directed Major Archibald Brown to take Malacca by force if necessary.121 On 

arrival, MacDonald met with Couperus and two Malacca burghers, including 

Koek, who sometimes acted as deputy administrator.122 By 1795, although 

the effective strength of the Malacca garrison was 323, only 270 were 

 
117 Madras Private and Military Consultations range 253, vol. 48, folio 3356, cited 
in Harrison, Holding the Fort, p. 6. 
118 Joseph Harding, a merchant in Bombay, owned Ewer, which accompanied 
Rainier on his expedition to Banda and Ambon in 1796. Bulley, Bombay Country 
Ships, p. 187. 
119 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 114. Scott did not record James 
Scott’s departure for Malacca but noted his return to Penang with Thomas Pigou. 
120 Harrison Holding the Fort, p. 3. 
121 Bassett, ‘Surrender of Dutch Malacca’, p. 345 
122 De Witt, Adriaan Koek, p. 32. De Witt provide details of Koek’s activities in the 
administration of Malacca including a member of Raad van Justitie (Court of 
Judicature). 
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available for service. This was probably a significant factor in the 

administration’s decision to quickly acquiesce.123 MacDonald reported to 

Major Brown and Captain Newcombe (Orpheus), the Malacca government’s 

acceptance of the intent of the Dutch stadtholder.124  

Initial talks between MacDonald and Malacca’s administration failed to reach 

an agreement. MacDonald reported to Newcombe and Brown that the Dutch 

accepted the spirit of the Kew Letters. The Dutch terms quickly conceded 

Malacca and its dependences being placed under British protection until 

otherwise notified. The terms of the agreement included the retention of 

Dutch laws and customs, no new taxes to be levied, European garrison 

members to serve under their present terms of engagement, the British to 

retain or dismiss any locally employed personnel, the British commander to 

be given a seat in council as second in charge, and all expenses incurred 

by the settlement to be paid from Dutch funds. MacDonald, personally 

committed to a successful outcome, believed Dutch concessions were 

sufficient for a reasonable settlement.125 

However, the British commanders disagreed as Major Brown wanted formal 

acknowledgement as commander of Malacca’s fort.126 The British compiled 

a modified set of terms which included specific military demands. 

 
123 Graham Irwin, ‘Governor Couperus and the Surrender of Malacca, 1795’, 
JMBRAS, vol. 29, no. 3, 1956, pp. 122-123. 
124 Harrison, Holding the Fort, pp. 22-23. 
125 Ibid., p. 22. 
126 Ibid., pp. 22-23. 
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MacDonald was sent ashore to continue negotiations.127 Although, 

Couperus agreed to hand over de facto command to the British at the first 

appearance of an enemy force, formal acknowledgement of the British as 

fort commander was not negotiable.128 

Major Brown and Captain Newcombe soon lost confidence in MacDonald’s 

negotiation skills because of his apparent readiness to modify the more 

stringent British demands. They dispatched specific instructions to 

MacDonald which included an ultimatum that unless the Dutch agreed to the 

terms, Malacca would be taken by force. After further inconclusive 

discussions, on 17 August, Major Brown ordered a night landing south of 

the fort.129 British forces established a bridgehead on Koek’s property, which 

sparked rumours of his treacherous role in the landing of British troops. 

These included Koek placing lanterns in the trees on his property and visiting 

British ships three times before the invasion.130 Couperus surrendered the 

fort the following day.131  

Rainier learned of Malacca’s capture on 14 October. Charged with 

implementing the EIC’s directives, the following day he sailed from Madras 

with Suffolk, Centurion, and three transports bound for Malacca, 

rendezvousing with Swift and Hobart at Penang on 14 November.132 While 

 
127 Ibid., p. 23. 
128 Harrison, Holding the Fort, pp. 22-23. 
129 Tregonning, British in Malaya, pp. 131-132. 
130 Irwin, ‘Governor Couperus’, p. 103. 
131 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 132. 
132 Harrison, Holding the Fort, pp. 30-31. 
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in Penang, Rainier attended a large party at Scott’s new residence Ossian 

Hall, with music provided by Suffolk’s band.133 It is probable that Rainier and 

Scott discussed appointment of Malacca’s prize agents.134 On 24 

November, Rainier and Newcombe sailed to Malacca in Orpheus arriving 30 

November.135 Scott followed shortly after aboard EIC ship Arniston 

undertaking its maiden voyage to China via Madras before returning to 

Britain.136 Scott’s daughters, Caroline and Harriet, and Thomas Pigou’s 

children were onboard for the long voyage to Britain for schooling.137 

Intending to open a branch of Scott and Co., Scott wrote to Penang 

requesting Robert Scott junior, who had arrived from Calcutta on Armenia 

on 15 December, and Thomas Hutton to join him in Malacca.138 

On arrival, Rainer notified Major Brown that all British land forces serving to 

the eastward were now under his authority.139 He formally dissolved the 

Dutch council, and ordered an inventory of VOC property, church, and 

 
133 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 116. 
134 Rainier was probably aware of Scott and Koek’s friendship. Rainier amassed 
£250,000 during his lifetime mainly from prize money. On his death, he left 10 
percent of his estate to reduce British national debt. Peter Augustus Ward, 
Admiral Peter Rainier – Defender of British India. 
135 Harrison, Holding the Fort, p. 31. 
136 Arniston remained in Malacca until 21 December, then sailed to China. TNA, 
BL: IOR: L/MAR/B/149A, Ships’ Journals. Arniston: Journal, 1794-1797. 
137 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 116. Scott sailed for Malacca on 26 
November 1795. 
138 Ibid., p, 117. The journal does not provide a clue about Robert junior’s 
parentage, though it is possible James’ brother Robert also lived in the East 
Indies. 
139 Harrison, Holding the Fort, pp. 31-32. 
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Orphan Chamber funds.140 He appointed prize agents Ensign William Peter 

Heitland, John Mary Chalmers and James Scott, who as head agent had 

complete charge of affairs.141 In correspondence with Couperus, the prize 

agents asserted that Admiral Rainier had verbally ordered Major James 

Mackerras to supply the Orphan Chamber, church, and poor funds books.142 

Couperus, who protested this infringement of the promise to respect Dutch 

property, refused to recognise the prize agents. He quoted specific 

instructions issued by Dundas that any Dutch colonies falling into British 

possession by force must not be regarded as booty to be disposed of by the 

captors.143 According to Brown a full statement of public property, including 

profit and loss statements from 1783 to 1793, had been forwarded to 

Madras. To revisit this would question the faith of Couperus. Brown resigned 

when Rainier insisted his instruction be implemented.144 On return to 

Madras, Major Brown presented a report on British conduct in Malacca after 

Rainier’s arrival. Reinforcing Dundas’ instructions, the president and council 

 
140 C. M. Turnbull, ‘Melaka Under British Colonial Rule', in Kernial Singh Sandhu 
and Paul Wheatley (eds.), Melaka: The Transformation of a Malay Capital, c. 
1400-1980, p. 243. 
141 Irwin (‘Governor Couperus’, pp 126-127) includes a deposition from Johan 
Gottlieb Braune, which states there were two prize agents. However, Governor 
Couperus records receiving a letter on 23 December 1795 from three prize 
agents. Additionally, Couperus states one was J. L. Chalmers. This is incorrect. 
The career of John Mary Chalmers, who served under Cornwallis during the 
conflict with Tipu Sultan and later in Malacca is detailed in ‘Memoir of Major-
General Sir J. M. Chalmers’, Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British India 
and its Dependencies, vol. 23, 1827, pp. 819-821. Heitland joined the Madras 
Army in 1782 and served for a short time at Malacca in 1795. ‘Captain William 
Peter Heitland, Madras Pioneers’, Art UK. 
142 Irwin, ‘Governor Couperus’, p. 127.  
143 Ibid. 
144 Harrison, Holding the Fort, p. 33. 
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found Rainier’s appointment of prize agents for the so-called capture of 

Malacca unauthorised. As Malacca had surrendered to a superior force, all 

public property belonged to the British crown and any proceeds of sale 

belonged to the public funds of Malacca.145  

During the last week in December, the prize agents audited the treasury’s 

cash, completed an inventory of government stores, and undertook a 

detailed examination of the previous administration’s earnings, allowances 

and privileges of senior Dutch officials.146 Malacca’s trade, almost 

continuously in deficit, recorded a $140,000 deficit in 1789-1790.147 This 

suggested that Malay rulers of tin-producing states, capitalising on the 

reality the EIC would pay a better price, bypassed Malacca for Penang.148 

The British auctioned VOC property, stores, and opium at low prices ruining 

many Dutch merchants, fuelling allegations of collusion and treason.149 

Although Scott’s share of the prize money is not known, on 23 January 1796, 

the Calcutta Mirror reported the value of seized public property at 380,000 

Madras star pagodas and in 1811, the value of Malacca’s captured 

ordnance stores totalled £24,348.150  

 
145 Ibid., pp. 35-36. 
146 Harrison, Holding the Fort, pp. 33-34. 
147 Lewis, Jan Compagnie, p. 139. 
148 Harrison, Holding the Fort, pp. 13-14. Other factors included rising costs of 
administration and defence. Irwin, ‘Governor Couperus’, p. 97. 
149 Irwin, ‘Governor Couperus’, p. 97. 
150 ‘Papers Relating to the Proceedings of the Treasurer of the Navy on Prize 
Matters’, Miscellaneous Accounts and Papers: Session 1 November-24 July 
1810-1811, Volume XI, 1811, p. 10; Houghton, ‘Prizetaking. 
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During his stay in Malacca, Scott became involved in an incident involving 

British privateer, Phoenix. The Phoenix stopped Malacca trader Said Sen, 

en route from Palembang to Malacca, and confiscated most of his cargo of 

tin and goods.151 The privateer’s commander reputedly gave Said Sen a 

letter for reimbursement of the goods’ value. On arrival at Malacca, Sen 

discovered the letter omitted payment details. The privateer asserted his 

right to seize the goods as they originated in a Dutch settlement. Major 

Brown and Scott agreed to pursue compensation. After Brown’s departure 

for India, Said Sen gave authority to Scott, Koek, and two local skippers to 

act on his behalf. The British privateer later arrived in Malacca but the 

commander did not come ashore. When approached by one of the local 

skippers for assistance, Scott refused stating that as the captain would not 

come ashore, he could do nothing. Scott referred the skipper to the EIC in 

Madras for resolution.152 

Scott’s Role in Penang’s Spice Cultivation 

Regional volatility created by the French Revolutionary Wars and its impact 

in the East Indies fundamentally changed spice cultivation. The VOC, set up 

to exploit the spice trade, ruthlessly suppressed attempts by other European 

nations to profit from the trade. It controlled the amount of nutmeg and 

cloves on the market, destroyed any trees found growing outside VOC-

sanctioned plantations, and punished illegal growers. The 1784 Anglo-

 
151 Phoenix, owned by Tate of Bombay, was commanded by Captain Hay. Irwin, 
‘Governor Couperus’, p. 105.  
152 Ibid., pp. 105-106. 
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Dutch treaty included a condition that the Dutch not obstruct British trade. 

However, the treaty effectively referred to general trade and excluded 

spices, maintaining the Dutch monopoly.153 During the late eighteenth 

century, the French and British challenged the long-standing Dutch 

monopoly and attempted to smuggle spice plants from the Moluccas. By the 

1780s, several small shipments of nutmeg and cloves had reached Ile de 

France, while the EIC encouraged Bugis to bring spice plants from the 

Moluccas, probably in league with country traders.154 

From Penang’s foundation, James Scott, a major landholder and 

moneylender, was involved in the spice industry’s development. Agricultural 

production of pepper began shortly after Penang’s establishment, and it 

remained an important crop during the early days of Penang, supplanting 

Bencoolen. After the British takeover of the Moluccas, the EIC and private 

individuals seized the opportunity to establish clove and nutmeg plantations 

in Penang. However, viable spice production was short-lived.155 By the time 

of Scott’s death in 1808 an oversupply of pepper, combined with Napoleon’s 

blockade of European ports during the Napoleonic Wars witnessed a decline 

in prices, and ultimately the abandonment of pepper cultivation in 

Penang.156 

 
153 Langdon, Penang, Volume 2, p. 403. 
154 H. R. C. Wright, ‘The Moluccan Spice Monopoly 1770-1824,’ JMBRAS, vol. 31, 
no. 4, 1958, p. 22; Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation’, p. 103. 
155 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 133. 
156 James Jackson, Planters and Speculators: Chinese and European Agricultural 
Enterprise in Malaya, 1786-1921, p. 97. 
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Light planned from inception to raise revenue from agriculture rather than 

trade and by 1788 fruit trees, coconuts and plantains had been planted.157 

Light purchased cloves from Ile de France, but was unsuccessful in 

cultivating them.158 The first commercial crops, indigenous to Penang, were 

coconut and pepper, until the introduction of nutmeg and cloves from the 

Moluccas in 1802.159 Large-scale numbers of plants and expertise in pepper 

plant cultivation facilitated the establishment of Penang’s plantations.160 

Pepper appeared to be the most successful crop enjoying some prosperity. 

The plants began producing in their third year and continued to produce for 

a maximum of 20 years.161 Early pepper production involved the EIC and 

private planters, who quickly dominated production. Light planted pepper at 

his plantation ‘Suffolk’, and other European planters quickly followed.162 As 

early as 1790, The EIC gave Scott permission to own plantations 

constituting 400 orlongs.163 EIC pepper production commenced when it 

established gardens in Aier Etam and Soonghy Cluan (Sungai Keluang). 

Chinese contractors established gardens generally developed with 

 
157 Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation’, p. 101. 
158 Wright ‘Moluccan Spice Monopoly’, p. 48. 
159 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 395. 
160 Wright, ‘Moluccan Spice Monopoly’, pp. 27-47. Wright comprehensively 
explores the disintegration of the Dutch spice monopoly on the Moluccas and 
volatile political environment which fostered spice smuggling. 
161 Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation’, p. 102. 
162 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 396. 
163 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 136. This included 200 orlongs on the east, and 
200 orlongs on the southwest sides of the Penang River. 
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European capital.164 Chewan, with financial assistance from Light, 

introduced pepper vines from Acheh in 1790.165  

In February 1796, William Scott recorded an expedition to the Soonghy 

Cluan area which included Scott, Charles Young, Charles Sealy, William 

Nason, and EIC botanist, Christopher Smith. Scott already held mortgages 

on pepper plantations in the area belonging to Chinese farmers including 

Chewan.166 The following May, William Scott returned to Soonghy Cluan 

with settlers including Lindesay and Roebuck. They met James and Robert 

Scott junior and walked to the end of the valley, viewing the thriving pepper 

plantations cultivated by the Chinese.167  

 
164 Jackson, Planters and Speculators, p. 99. 
165 Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation’, p. 102.  
166 BL: IOR/G/34/7, List of Mortgages Granted at Prince of Wales Island, 27 
March 1795, f. 240. This lists mortgage number 5 Chewan (Captain China Cheki) 
$1,300 at 12 percent per annum for his pepper plantation at Soonghy Cluan. 
167 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 124. 
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Figure 17. Cultivation in the Soonghy Cluan Area, 1802. ©British Library Board IOR 

X/14000/774.168 

As early as 1798, Fairlie, Gilmore and Co. advanced substantial sums to 

British and Chinese pepper planters with over half a million vines, occupying 

700 to 900 acres, under cultivation.169 In the following three years another 

750,000 vines increased pepper cultivation to 2,200 acres.170 By 1802, the 

most important crop was pepper, with production of 16,000 to 20,000 pikuls. 

In 1802, Dr William Hunter, an EIC surgeon who visited Penang to document 

its botany, revealed the cost for every 1,000 vines per orlong was $225, a 

 
168 BL: IOR X/14000/774, Survey of the Cultivated Part of Prince of Wales Island 
by Order of Sir George Leith, Bart, Lieutenant-Governor in 1802 by Phillip 
Manington. 
169 Webster, Richest East India Merchant, p. 75. 
170 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 395-396.  
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high rate of investment when compared to Sumatra, but the vines were more 

productive.171 Total sales recorded for pepper in the 1804 returns were 

$400,000, eclipsing betel nut, the next most valuable crop, at $240,000.172 

By 1805 pepper production yielded 27,000 pikuls, with 75 percent suitable 

for the European market fetching prices between $10 to $12 per pikul.173 

Pepper was vulnerable to international price fluctuations and high cultivation 

costs.174 The cycle of high demand, and increased plantings which took 

three years to mature, often resulted in a glut, and subsequent price 

slump.175 Unfortunately for most Penang planters, the pepper trade declined 

after 1806 when their gardens were reaching their most productive stage.176 

In 1806 the pepper yield increased to 30,000 pikuls but the optimistic market 

was short lived. Penang suppliers required $8 to $9 per pikul to cover 

production costs. By March 1806, good quality pepper was selling at this 

price before the price quickly dropped due to a glut.177 Shortly after, 

Napoleon’s blockade on British shipping denied access to trade at any port 

 
171 John Bastin, ‘The Changing Balance of the Southeast Asian Pepper Trade’, in 
Michael. N. Pearson (ed.), Spices in the Indian Ocean World, pp. 312-314. 
Hunter, an EIC surgeon interested in botany, visited Penang for a few months in 
1802. He completed an account of the island’s plants including identification of 36 
new species. W. Hunter, Remarks on the Species of Pepper which are Found on 
Prince of Wales’s Island, pp. 385-389. Hunter’s work was later reproduced in 
William Hunter, ‘Plants of Prince of Wales Island’, Journal of the Straits Branch of 
the Royal Asiatic Society, vol. 53, 1909, pp. 49-128. 
172 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 165. 
173 Jackson, Planters and Speculators, p. 95. 
174 Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation’, p. 102. 
175 Anthony Reid, ‘Pepper’, in David Bulbeck et al. (eds.), Southeast Asian 
Exports Since the Fourteenth Century: Cloves, Pepper, Coffee and Sugar, p. 87. 
176 Bastin, ‘Changing Balance’, p. 312. 
177 Jackson, Planters and Speculators, p. 96. 
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of France or her allies. Exclusion from European markets impacted on 

Penang suppliers. Planters left with large stockpiles abandoned pepper 

cultivation.178 By 1808, Penang’s pepper planters petitioned the EIC for relief 

and received $20,000. Two years later many vines had reached the end of 

their productive life. Faced with a continuing glut and low prices, the EIC 

discouraged pepper cultivation, resulting in the neglect or abandonment of 

many Penang plantations.179  

Though pepper was the main crop in the early days of Penang, Scott 

diversified into cloves, nutmeg, and cinnamon. The takeover of former Dutch 

outposts on the Moluccas facilitated the cultivation of nutmeg and cloves. 

During the French Revolutionary Wars, the Dutch spice trade was 

vulnerable to predation. After the capture of Malacca, Rainier, keen to 

secure Dutch possessions to the eastward, and safeguard the EIC trade 

route to China, took possession of the coveted Moluccan spice producing 

areas of Ambon and Banda in early 1796.180 British failure to exert tight 

control created opportunities to smuggle spices from production areas. 

Spice smuggling reached its highest level in the following two years.181 

Country traders capitalised on the region’s volatility. Producers preferred to 

 
178 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 166. 
179 Jackson, Planters and Speculators, p. 97. 
180 Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 133. 
181 Wright ‘Moluccan Spice Monopoly’, p. 32. 
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sell spice plants to country traders, issued with passes by Penang and 

Calcutta, rather than the EIC which tended to undercut prices.182  

Robert Lander, an agent for merchants Freeshard and La Premedie, when 

interviewed by Ambon’s commercial resident, William Jones, confirmed 

political cooperation between country traders and Sultan Nuku of Tidore in 

the 1790s.183 Sultan Nuku, in league with producers around the Moluccas 

largest island Ceram (Seram), exchanged cloves for commodities.184 In 

1798, Jones reported country traders including Scott and Captain Francis 

Lynch, blatantly loading spices, warning this would damage EIC trade 

interests. He implied local villagers could not distinguish between country 

traders and EIC ships. Robert Townsend Farquhar, the EIC resident at 

Ambon from 1798 to 1802, stated that country traders who provided Nuku 

with cannon and warlike stores, allegedly deliberately portrayed themselves 

as representing the EIC.185  

Around May 1798, Sultan Nuku permitted Tweed, owned by James Scott 

and Co., to load spices on the islands of Saparua and Haruku.186 Later that 

 
182 Ibid, pp. 29-30. 
183 Sultan Nuku Muhammed Amiruddin fought against the Dutch trade monopoly 
by creating alliances with neighbours and the British, including country traders. 
The activities of Sultan Nuku are comprehensively documented in Muridan S. 
Widjojo, The Revolt of Prince Nuku: Cross-cultural Alliance Making in Maluku, c. 
1780-1810, pp. 165-186; Miller, British Traders in the East Indies, p, 37. 
184 Widjojo, Revolt of Prince Nuku, p. 191. 
185 Ibid., p. 190; Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 35. Although no traders were 
mentioned by name, Scott, with a history of gun running, was probably involved in 
this venture. 
186 Widjojo, Revolt of Prince Nuku, p. 188. 
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year Tweed’s crew arrived in Ambon with a pass from the acting 

superintendent. The ship had carried away a full cargo of cloves during the 

previous season and the supercargo directed Tweed’s acting captain 

Duncan to purchase cloves at the same terms as agreed the previous 

year.187 Smuggling was risky. The Royal Navy intercepted Captain Francis 

Lynch of Diana the same year, compelling him to land at Ambon with nearly 

9,000 kilograms of cloves and 3,600 kilograms of nutmeg. Lynch stated he 

purchased them from Sultan Nuku though he agreed few cloves grew on 

any islands other than the Ambonese group. To curb smuggling Jones 

requested British vessels guard the islands during clove season, and 

recommended prohibiting country traders. With limited maritime resources 

and the EIC focussing on protecting regional trade routes, its failure to 

enforce the monopoly facilitated spice smuggling.188 

In 1794, the EIC appointed Christopher Smith as Penang’s botanist with 

responsibility for establishing spice gardens. Smith, who originally trained at 

Kew Gardens, London, established a small spice garden of 20 orlongs in 

the middle of Aier Etam valley, and 300 orlongs at Soonghy Cluan. When 

Smith heard of the Moluccas invasion, he joined the expedition, and 

 
187 IOR/P/242/10 Madras Public Consultations, 15 Feb 1799 from Resident W. 
Jones to Madras 27 November 1799, cited in Widjojo, Revolt of Prince Nuku, p. 
191. 
188 Wright, ‘Moluccan Spice Monopoly’, pp. 33-34. 
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collected specimens of nutmeg and cloves for planting in the Penang 

gardens.189 

In 1798, the first shipment of about 600 nutmeg and half a dozen clove 

plants, provided the impetus to establish plantations on Penang.190 Two 

years later, the arrival of Amboyna with 15,000 clove and 1,500 nutmeg 

trees, canary nuts, and sugar palms, prompted enlargement of the EIC’s 

Aier Etam gardens and residency grounds.191 In 1802, EIC botanist William 

Roxburgh recorded Penang as the most eligible EIC location for nutmeg and 

clove cultivation.192 By this time 71,266 nutmeg, 55,266 clove and 29,915 

other plants had been dispatched mostly to Penang from the Moluccas 

though many mature spice plants died during the voyages.193  

In 1804, to monitor and encourage agricultural development, Bengal 

instructed Lieutenant Governor Robert Townsend Farquhar to establish a 

board of plantations, and authorised fixed interest advance payments to 

individuals from the public treasury.194 Farquhar, who envisaged Penang’s 

 
189 See Langdon, Penang, Volume 2, pp. 405-409 for discussion of Smith’s 
activities in Penang and the Moluccas. 
190 Skott, ‘Climate, Ecology and Cultivation’, p. 104. 
191 David Jones, ‘Garden & Landscape Heritage: A Crisis of Tangible & Intangible 
Comprehension & Curatorship’, in ASAA Crises & Opportunities: Past Present 
and Future, Proceedings of the Eighteenth Asian Studies Association of Australia 
Biennial Conference, pp. 1-23. 
192 Barber, Penang, p. 93. 
193 Wright, ‘Moluccan Spice Monopoly’, p. 52; T. Zumbroich and Chay Yue Wah, 
‘Singapore’s First Spice Plantation and Botanic Garden, 1819-1850’, Garden’s 
Bulletin Singapore, vol. 56, 2004, p. 2. 
194 Farquhar, appointed a writer with the EIC in 1795, was appointed assistant 
under resident at Ambon in 1797, and commercial resident from 1798 to 1802. 
‘Townsend Farquhar, Sir Robert Townsend, 1st bt. (1776-1830)’, History of 
Parliament Trust. 
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spice cultivation would rival the Dutch within 20 years, encouraged nutmeg 

and clove cultivation. Shortly before his departure from India in 1805, 

Bengal’s Governor General Wellesley requested William Roxburgh junior, 

superintendent of the Calcutta Botanical Gardens, to reduce expenditure 

and consider abolishing the EIC’s Penang spice plantations. Roxburgh 

junior reported on the unsatisfactory nature of nutmeg cultivation, 

highlighting the difficulty in overseeing small plantations. To support his 

assertion, he contrasted the lack of fruit-bearing trees in Penang with the 

abundant crops at Bencoolen.195 However, Roxburgh failed to consider the 

notion that Penang’s nutmeg and mace was considered superior to 

Moluccas.196 

The EIC’s sale of plantations was an economic expediency rather than the 

result of botanical failure as it hoped private individuals would assume 

responsibility for cultivation.197 Initially the administration planned to sell the 

17 plantations as separate lots but retained one plantation of clove trees on 

Signal Hill because of its strategic location. Five clove plantations containing 

1,625 trees and 11 nutmeg plantations containing a total of 5,103 trees plus 

1,050 seedlings sold at auction on 20 June 1805. Christopher Smith and 

James Scott, who possibly acted as agents for others, paid a total of 

$9,414.60. Smith and Scott later sold two quarter shares in the ‘Spice 

Concern’, consisting of eight land grants including some former EIC land, 

 
195 Langdon, Penang, Volume 2, pp. 448-449. 
196 E. A. Weiss, Spice Crops, p. 87. 
197 Langdon, Penang, Volume 2, p. 451. 
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planted with nutmeg, clove, orange, cocoa, canary nut, and other trees to 

George Caunter and Farquhar.198 Farquhar’s quick sale, which took place 

just before the change of government, drew disapproval from the new 

administration.199 Farquhar, who benefitted from the sale, faced criticism 

with some believing that the plantations should have been disposed of over 

time.200  

Scott’s initial success with spice cultivation was facilitated by his close 

relationship with Light, which enabled him to quickly monopolise Penang’s 

trade and secure large landholdings in prime agricultural areas. Although 

pepper was Scott’s initial crop, he later diversified into nutmeg, cloves and 

cinnamon. Scott capitalised on Britain’s acquisition of the Moluccan spice 

producing islands of Ambon and Banda and his commercial relationship with 

local leaders including Sultan Nuku. Scott retained his plantations until his 

death. However, due to the downturn in spice sales during the French 

Revolutionary Wars, Scott’s executors struggled to sell his spice plantations 

over the next decade.  

Conclusion 

After Light’s death, Scott, joined by extended Scott family members, 

consolidated his trading activities and landholdings. The French 

 
198 Ibid. Details of Grants 1667,1669, 1687, 1688, 1695, 1711, 1712 and 1717, 
which comprised the ‘Spice Concern’, can be found in ‘Sheriff Sales in Equity’, 
POWIG, 3 August 1811, p. 1. 
199 Langdon, Penang, Volume 2, p. 455. 
200 Zumbroich and Wah, ‘Singapore’s First Spice Plantation’, p. 3. 
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Revolutionary Wars, which created instability and conflict within the East 

Indies region, provided an opportunity for Britain to secure additional trading 

bases at the expense of its commercial rivals. Penang demonstrated its 

versatility as a rendezvous and victualling station for Rainier’s Malacca 

campaign. The capture of Malacca provided Scott, as prize agent, with an 

excellent opportunity to expand his mercantile activities including the 

acquisition of spices from Ambon and Banda, which had formerly been held 

by the Dutch. Scott’s acquisition of extensive landholdings and involvement 

in Penang’s spice production, though initially profitable, was impacted by the 

Napoleonic Wars.  

Although the British occupation of Malacca was a relatively small incident in 

the Anglo-French struggle, it resulted in a fundamental change in regional 

power and provided a springboard to take over Dutch spice-producing areas 

to the east. The British checked French colonial and commercial ambitions 

and displaced the Dutch in the same way as the Dutch supplanted the 

Portuguese in 1641. Scott’s sons William, John, Robert and Franc is (Frank) 

would later serve with the EIC in former Dutch colonial ports including 

Malacca and Semarang. 
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Chapter 9: 
Light, Litigation, and Landholdings 

 

Scott’s death in 1808 marked the end of an adventurous two decades in 

Penang. The duumvirate with Light in the early years of the settlement, 

provided Scott with the power and capital to maintain pre-eminent status 

until his death. While both accumulated wealth and property in Penang, the 

finalisation of their estates, which took years, revealed their true financial 

status. Two years after Light’s death, Superintendent Forbes Ross 

MacDonald described Light’s estates as ‘running fast into jungle to the 

certain loss of his heirs and the Company’.1 Scott’s executors faced 

sustained litigation with Light’s family. Over the next several years, disposal 

of Light’s assets led to claims of Scott’s unscrupulous acquisition of assets 

including land from Light’s widow, Martina Rozells. Light’s children Francis 

Lanoon and Anne Hunter commenced legal proceedings against Scott’s 

executor son William, triggering the sale of substantial landholdings.2 

Scott’s demise occurred at a time when continuing hostilities with France 

had adversely impacted on East Indies trade to Europe. Despite his trade 

monopoly and accumulation of vast landholdings, after his death, his estate 

was bankrupt. Factors which contributed included ongoing conflict between 

France and Britain during the Napoleonic Wars, subsequent enforcement of 

 
1 Stueart, Short Sketch, p. 35. 
2 Francis Lanoon was usually referred to as Lanoon. 
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a trade embargo on goods bound for European markets, and restricted spice 

markets. At this time many of Scott’s extensive spice crops had not reached 

maturity and required capital and labour to maintain the crops. Plantation 

management declined after Scott’s death and by 1812 some had reverted 

to jungle.3 

The sale of Scott’s assets eclipsed Light’s and in Penang’s depressed 

economy, it took over a decade to finalise his estate. His sons remained in 

Penang after his death. While some ventured unsuccessfully into trading, all 

were employed by the EIC during their lifetimes, serving in Java, Malacca 

and Singapore, supporting Britain’s colonial expansion in the region. This 

chapter will explore the aftermath of Scott’s death including finalisation of 

Light’s estate, litigation with Light’s family and sale of Scott’s vast 

commercial and agricultural holdings.  

Scott’s Will and Trust  

During the latter years of his life Scott drafted his will. Despite his unorthodox 

life in the East Indies, Scott’s will disposed of his estate in a traditional 

manner, with most assets left to his eldest son William. He made financial 

provision for his daughters with the establishment of a trust. Scott assumed 

that his assets would more than adequately maintain his children after his 

death. However, continuing Anglo-French conflict, which impacted on trade 

and in particular the spice trade, were major factors that contributed to 

 
3 SSR. I9: Penang Miscellaneous Letters, July 1811-January 1812, Phillips and 
Erskine to Stanley, 11 July 1811, ff. 6-10. 
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Scott’s estate being declared bankrupt after his death and disposal of assets 

to pay creditors.  

In 1798, Scott drafted his will, which he lodged with William Fairlie and Co. 

in Calcutta, and forwarded a copy to the EIC.4 Scott based his will on the 

Scottish principle of primogeniture, or eldest son’s right to inherit land and 

property.5 The will included a preamble which Scott believed showed the 

spirit of the bequest for his three sons and five daughters. The seven 

younger children would receive $10,000, while eldest son William received 

the residue as his successor in trust.6 If William predeceased Scott, the trust 

devolved to the next eldest son in order, then to the next oldest surviving 

daughter.7  

Scott named two sets of trustees for any children under 18. The trustees for 

children living in Britain were Scott’s unmarried sisters Barbara and Mary 

while William Lindesay, Thomas Hutton, and Robert Scott junior of 

Lessudden were trustees for children living in the East Indies.8 Scott’s 

brother George of Stockport, sisters Barbara and Mary, and eldest son 

 
4 BL: IOR/L/AG/34/32/1, Wills, Administrations, Inventories and Accounts - Strait 
Settlements, Prince of Wales’ Island, Singapore and Malacca, vol. 1, 1806-1829, 
ff. 123-128. 
5 ‘Land Reform Review Group Final Report – The Land of Scotland and the 
Common Good’, Scottish Government. 
6 The will does not specify currency. However, it was probably $10,000 Spanish 
dollars. 
7 BL: IOR/L/AG/34/32/1. Scott stipulated the bequest to his daughters was to be 
independent of the control of their husbands. 
8 Ibid. 
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William administered the trust.9 Scott aimed to remit a principal sum of 

£12,500 to fund the bequest. If he failed to remit the required amount, to 

support his children, Scott directed payment of an annual sum of £600 to his 

sisters Barbara and Mary. Any daughters aged over 21 received interest 

payments while Scott’s sisters administered funds for any unmarried 

daughters under 21. Scott allocated a maximum payment of £2,000 to 

purchase a family house. After the death or marriage of his sisters and 

daughters, Scott ordered the house sold with proceeds divided equally 

among his daughters.10 Subject to available funds, Scott approved a 

payment of £2,500 at the first term of Whitsunday or Martinmas after his 

daughters’ respective marriages or at age 30.11 If any daughters married 

before 30, Scott directed an immediate payment of £1,000, with the 

remaining £1,500 secured for her and any lawful heirs. If any daughter died 

unmarried before 30, her share would be divided and paid to any surviving 

sisters or children.12 On 29 November 1805, the trustees held their first 

meeting in Edinburgh. As Scott’s sisters felt unable to assist with the trust’s 

 
9 NRS. C596/2102, p. 1. George, James’ younger brother, settled in Stockport 
after retiring from the EIC. 
10 Ibid., p. 2. 
11 ‘Report on the Scottish Term and Quarter Days’, Scottish Law Commission, p. 
1. Whitsunday fixed as 15 May and Martinmas as 11 November were used to 
denote specific dates for particular legal purposes. 
12 NRS. CS96/2102, pp. 4-5. 
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execution, an additional trustee, Campbell Marjoribanks of London was 

appointed.13 

The trust commenced with funds remitted by Scott to his sisters and a loan 

of £1,000 secured by a heritable bond.14 Scott remitted £1,000 plus interest 

to daughters Mary and Sophia after their marriage as payment of their 

interim share. In the period to 1810, Scott remitted an additional £7,602. The 

trustees invested some funds in Navy annuities. and purchased a house for 

£1,900 in York Place, Edinburgh.15 However, Scott’s remittances were 

insufficient to fulfil the trust’s objectives. For some time after Scott’s death 

the trustees continued to pay Scott’s sisters a £600 annuity. After the 

annuity’s discontinuance, the only payment received was rental from the 

York Place house, and interest on his daughters’ interim provisions.16  

In 1814, Robert Wilson, an Edinburgh accountant, examined the trust’s 

financial books. His reconciliation revealed about £4,500 cash and Navy 

annuity shares.17 The trustees recognised some inequities in the trust’s 

structure including the failure to set aside interim payment for Scott’s two 

youngest daughters Harriet and Caroline, and inequitable payments 

 
13 Ibid., pp. 3-4. Campbell Marjoribanks, captain of EIC ship Arniston, completed 
three voyages to St Helena and China in 1795-1797, 1799-1800 and 1801-1803, 
stopping at Penang on the outward journey. BL: IOR/L/MAR/B/149A. 
14 A heritable bond is a personal obligation for a money loan, strengthened by a 
conveyance of land or heritage as security. ‘Heritable Bond’, Scottish National 
Dictionary. 
15 NRS. CS96/2102, p. 5. 
16 Ibid., p. 4. 
17 Ibid., pp. 24-28. 
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received by Mary, Sophia and Eliza. Wilson prepared a general rate to 

equalise fund payments.18 Harriet and Catherine received £1,000 each as 

their interim payment. Each daughter also received final payment from the 

trust.19 The trust’s aim reflected Scott’s intent to provide financial stability for 

his daughters and sisters. Scott made no similar provision for his sons, 

probably assuming they would work with William in maintaining Scott’s 

commercial and agricultural ventures. The trust disposition revealed no 

remittals to pay Scott’s outstanding debts in Penang after his death. 

Scott appointed eldest son William as executor and heir. On 28 April 1804, 

William married Christiana Nicolson in Edinburgh and their first child, James, 

was born in February 1805.20 William and family probably travelled to 

Penang after James’ birth. Their second child Patrick Nicolson, born in 

Penang on 20 July 1806, died in December the same year. William and 

family returned to Edinburgh where son, Patrick William, was born on 24 

January 1808.21 After James Scott’s death, younger brother Robert, who 

assumed the executor’s role during William’s absence, lodged a copy of 

Scott’s will with Penang’s court of judicature applying for, and being granted, 

letters of administration in November 1808.22 The court directed Scott’s 

debtors to pay outstanding monies, and creditors to submit any claims on 

 
18 Ibid., p. 5. 
19 Ibid., p. 26. Mary Horrocks received £38/4/11, Eliza Bremner £735/11/5, 
Sophia Burn £537/7/8 and Harriet and Catherine Scott each received £519/17/8. 

20 ‘William Scott’, Scotland Marriages, 1561-1910’; ‘James Scott’, Scotland Births 
and Baptisms, 1564-1950. 
21 ‘Patrick William Scott’, Scotland Births and Baptisms, 1564-1950.  
22 ‘Administration’, POWIG, 19 November 1808. 
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the estate without delay.23 Robert, as acting executor, commenced 

proceedings against some debtors including Parbuttee, Chee Cheang, and 

Sukerilla. In Parbutee’s case, the court ordered the sale of a Leith Street 

property containing brick buildings.24 To recoup Chee Cheang’s debt, the 

court ordered the sale of land grants in the Pyah Trubong (Paya Terubong) 

area.25 In October 1809, to recoup Sukerilla’s debt, the court ordered the 

sale of a grant located next to the old sepoy lines in Tulloch Aier Rajah 

(Teluk Ayer Rajah).26  

On 29 August 1809, the court granted probate to Christiana Scott, which she 

relinquished in August 1810 when William Scott assumed responsibility. In 

September 1810, William Scott filed a petition with the court of judicature 

ordering sale of Scott’s assets to pay creditors.27 The court directed debtors 

and creditors to provide details of claims by 15 October 1810.28 At the time 

of Scott’s death, the court estimated debts totalling $333,628 including 

mortgages of $68,500 to Fairlie, Gilmore and Co. of Calcutta, and $20,000 

to Colonel Norman Macalister. The court valued the estate’s assets at 

approximately $273,000, including $70,000 in legacies.29  

 
23 ‘Administration’, POWIG, 24 December 1808, p. 1. 
24 This was Grant 1058 on the west side of Leith Street. 'Sheriff's Sale', POWIG, 
28 August 1812, p. 3. See Appendix 1 for additional details. 
25 ‘Sheriff’s Sale’, POWIG, 21 October 1809, p.1. Grants 1731 and 1732 were 
located at Pyah Trubong (Pyah Terubong), near Aier Etam. 
26 Ibid. This was Grant 1,111 in Tulloch Aier Rajah. 
27 ‘Government Advertisement’, POWIG, 22 September 1810, p. 1. 
28 ‘Probate’, POWIG, 1 September 1810, p. 1.  
29 Langdon, ‘Scott, James’, p. 155. The $70,000 was probably the $10,000 
bequest made to the seven younger children in his will. 
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Though not listed, Inchee Meydeen, whose real name was Cauder 

Moheedin Merican, was a chief creditor.30 Merican, also known as Kader 

Mydin Merican, and his brother Mohamed Merican Noordin moved from 

Pondicherry to Penang about 1770. The pair were involved in trading and 

after the establishment of Penang, Merican became the wealthiest and most 

influential Muslim trader. In 1801 the EIC appointed him Kapitan Keling 

(community leader).31 His role was to manage and administer the interests 

of the Indian-Muslim community and settle any problems that arose.32 The 

godowns of Scott and Merican, two of the wealthiest people in their 

respective communities, were in Beach Street and it is likely they traded with 

one another. Scott and Merican were also appointed to serve as 

representatives for their communities on the Committee of Assessors in 

1807.33 When spice prices fell during the French Revolutionary Wars, Scott 

suffered financial difficulty and it is likely Merican became a creditor at that 

time. 

Merican commenced legal proceedings against Scott’s estate as ‘heir at law 

and administrator of Nassurudeen deceased’ on behalf of himself and other 

 
30 Yusoff Omar, ‘Merican, Cauder Moheedin’, in Loh Wei Leng et al. (eds.), 
Biographical Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, pp. 129-130. 
Governor Leith appointed Merican, originally from Pondicherry, as kapitan of the 
Indian Muslim community. 
31 Mahani Musa and Badriyah Haji Salleh, ‘Muslim Merchants and Traders in 
Penang, 1860s-1970s’, JMBRAS, vol. 86, no. 2, 2013, p. 35. 
32 Yusoff Omar, ‘Merican, Cauder Moheedin’, p, 130. 
33 SSR. I3: Penang: Miscellaneous Letters, January-July 1807, 29 April 1807, 
Raffles to Scott, f. 177. The committee of assessors in 1807 focussed on 
maintenance and building of roads and bridges, land holders on Penang and 
regulations on road users. Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 242. 
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creditors. The court directed the seizure and sale of Scott’s assets including 

mortgaged properties to pay the nominated debts.34 Over the next several 

years the POWIG published writs of execution relating to the estate’s 

disposal. Notices detailed Scott’s holdings sometimes taking several pages 

to describe the grants offered for sale.35 Despite this, the estate took over a 

decade to finalise with the last dividend payment paid to creditors in July 

1820.36 

Scott’s Landholdings 

During his tenure in Penang James Scott accrued vast landholdings by grant 

or purchase. At various times when the EIC sought to limit large land grants, 

Scott circumvented these regulations by purchasing land from proxies, 

settlers in financial difficulties, or from deceased estates. William Fairlie, 

who never resided in Penang, received two land grants which he later sold 

to Scott.37 David Brown and Chewan also acted as land brokers for Scott 

particularly in the Sungai Dua and Sungai Neebong (Sungai Nibong) 

districts. In the absence of land records, the extent of Scott’s land 

 
34 ‘In the Honorable the Court of Judicature of Prince of Wales Island', POWIG, 22 
September 1810, p. 1. 
35 Geoff Wade, ‘New Ways of Knowing: The Prince of Wales Island Gazette-
Penang’s First Newspaper’. The POWIG was published by authority of the 
government and contained official notices. 
36 Langdon, ‘Scott, James’, p. 155. Scott’s main land grants offered for sale in the 
POWIG are attached in Appendix 1. These exclude land owned in Tanjong 
Penaigre, ‘Scotland’ and the pepper plantations in Soonghy Teeram (Sungai 
Tiram). 
37 These were Grants 849 (‘Killiecrankie’) and 850. Originally Young’s property, 
the sale notice omitted his name, though contained information that around nine 
orlongs had been sold during Scott’s lifetime. 'Sheriff's Sale', POWIG, 31 August 
1811, pp. 1-2. 
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acquisitions is evident from sale notices in the POWIG including Tanjong 

Penaigre (George Town), Tulloch Aier Rajah, Aier Etam, and the south-

eastern areas of the island from Tulloch Julatong (Teluk Jelutong) to Battu 

Moam (Batu Maung).  

Tanjong Penaigre38 

When establishing the EIC settlement, Light followed the practice of ethnic 

segregation, a feature of East Indian towns shared by the British and Dutch. 

The town’s administration remained in the hands of the British, who were 

mostly merchants.39 In the main settlement, George Town, Light laid out 

streets in a grid-like pattern. Beyond Light’s original grid, streets developed 

in a sprawling fashion.40 The main commercial areas included Light, Beach, 

Malabar, and Pitt Streets.41 Early traders, including Scott, Charles Young, 

John Perkins, and Thomas Pigou, occupied the principal godowns on the 

sea side of Beach Street, while other Europeans had their godowns and 

offices on the north side of Beach Street. Most Europeans lived to the west 

and south of Fort Cornwallis at the northern part of Beach Street, Farquhar 

Street, and Leith Street.42 Scott and Light, along with several other 

 
38 A list of Scott’s landholdings for Tanjong Penaigre was extracted from sale 
notices in the POWIG. See Appendix 2 for details. 
39 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 131. 
40 The cape or tanjung, known as Tanjong Penaigre, was named after the 
ironwood tree. Khoo Su Nin, Streets of George Town, pp. 12, 17. 
41 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. 143. 
42 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, pp. 390-392. 
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Europeans, constructed substantial dwellings in the northern part of the 

town, sometimes called the North Beach.  

 

Figure 18. George Town Road Grid. ©British Library Board BL: IOR X/14000/774.43 

Light assigned streets in commercial areas to Eurasians, Chinese, Malays, 

and the Indian Muslim community, though some streets including King and 

Penang Streets, featured businesses from different communities. Most 

businesses belonging to Chinese, Indian, and Malay traders were located at 

the southern end of the town including Beach Street. Merchants from the 

 
43 BL: IOR X/14000/774. The red shading on the map denotes EIC holdings. 
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Coromandel Coast and Bengal settled in Malabar Street, later known as 

Chulia Street, the second busiest commercial street.44 Malays lived in the 

southern part of the central business district in Acheh and Malay Streets, 

the southern portion of Pitt and Beach Streets, and Armenian Lane.45 An 

area south of Malabar Street was reserved for a Malay kampong.46 

Scott’s George Town holdings were the first offered for sale. On 10 February 

1810, the POWIG published a list of properties for sale, including Grant 284 

on the Penang Road comprising houses, coconut trees and fruit trees.47 

Scott’s principal godowns in Beach Street featured a 293 feet frontage, 

adjoining the customs house and another Beach Street property, known as 

the ‘Pangawa’ estate, consisting of 22 shops situated between Cauder 

Maydeen’s godown and the gaol were also listed.48 In July 1811, sale of 

land, houses, and shops in George Town resumed, with the sheriff stating 

an advantageous sale would benefit all concerned.49 Between 1811 and 

1812, several lots of Scott’s land portfolio offered for sale in the town’s 

 
44 Hussin (Trade and Society, p. 145) estimated around 18% of business was 
generated in Malabar (Chulia) Street. 
45 Ibid., p. 295. 
46 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 390. 
47 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, POWIG, 10 February 1810, p. 1. The property was rented for 
$60 per month. 
48 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, POWIG, 19 November 1810, p. 1. 
49 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, POWIG, 27 July 1811, p. 1. 
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commercial areas included King Street, Market Street, Malabar Street and 

Penang Street, reflecting the diversity of his portfolio.50 

Tulloch Aier Rajah, ‘Scotland’, and Aier Etam  

After European settlement on Penang, the triangular plain located on the 

north coast of Penang between George Town, the waterfall and hills 

including Tulloch Aier Rajah and the Aier Etam valley became a favoured 

agricultural area.51 Estates established in this area included Light’s ‘Suffolk’, 

Scott’s ‘Scotland’, and Young’s ‘Killiecrankie’, which was believed to be the 

first substantial house built outside George Town.52 In 1794, Scott 

appropriated the best and largest estate between the Waterfall River and 

Aier Etam River.53 Scott’s original grant number 45 issued in December 

1794, was surrendered in May 1802 for fresh grant 472.54 The Scotland 

estate, located at the foot of the Gibraltar Hill, was around 350 acres, 

bounded by the Waterfall River, the Cross Road to Kelso Bridge, and the 

Aier Etam River, adjoined the EIC and other lands. The acquisition of about 

80 acres in the angle of Scotland and York Roads, later the site of ‘York 

House’, brought Scott’s holding in the area to almost 480 acres.55 Scotland 

 
50 The sales included Grants 26, 77, 147, 247, 284 and 465. ‘Sheriff's Sales’, 
POWIG, 3 August 1811, p. 1; ‘Sheriff's Sales’, 28 August 1812, pp. 3-4. The 
grants were again listed on 21 November 1812. 
51 Tregonning, ‘Land Administration’, p. 34. 
52 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History,’ p. 395. In 1800, Fairlie purchased 
the estate from Young. The grant, sold to Scott in 1806, was purchased by David 
Brown in 1813. A note in the survey register accessed by Stevens around 1929, 
mentioned a fine brick house. 
53 Ibid., p. 394. 
54 Ibid., pp. 403-404. 
55 Ibid., p. 404. 
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House, a Malay-styled two-storied building with a deep wing on each side 

and side verandah, was originally built around 1802. Accessed from 

Scotland Road, the house was probably located at the centre of an 

extensive park, devoted to pepper cultivation. Scott also acquired various 

estates on the island including Killiecrankie, ‘Byfrons’, ‘Ayer Rajah’, and 

‘Kelso’.56  

 

Figure 19. Map Showing the Location of 'Scotland' House. ©British Library Board BL: IOR 

X/14000/774.57 

 
56 Ibid., p. 404, 412. Scott is believed to have named the property Kelso after his 
native town in Scotland as a little stream divided itself into a microscopic Tweed 
and Teviot Rivers.  
57 BL: IOR X/14000/774. Scotland House is visible in the top centre of the map. 
Suffolk house, to the southeast of Scotland House, cannot be seen on this map.  
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The expansive Scotland estate, including Scotland House listed for sale on 

2 May 1811 included Grants 219, 318, 528, 530, 531, 542, 688, 689, 849, 

850, 1340, 1442, 1705 and 1740, was expected to generate substantial 

income for Scott’s estate.58 

In August 1811, Penang sheriff, Thomas Halyburton, proceeded with the 

sale of the main grants covering the Scotland estate and some unsold land 

from May 1811.59 Grant 472, described as having a large and commodious 

bungalow fit for a large family, contained some attached and detached 

offices and a variety of fruit trees. The smaller Grant 473 bordered Scott’s 

land, the Cross Road, Waterfall River, and the road to Scotland.60 Another 

substantial landholding offered for sale was Scott’s share of the ‘Spice 

Concern’, formed in 1805 when Christopher Smith and Scott purchased the 

EIC’s Aier Etam spice plantations. Although the court ordered the sale of 

Scott’s share in the Spice Concern in May 1810, these grants were offered 

for sale with the Scotland estate in 1811.61 Listed as a valuable and 

improving speculation, the plantations included nutmeg, clove, oranges, 

canary nut, cocoa, cayoo pootee and a range of other trees.62 As the trees 

 
58 See Appendix 3 for details of these land grants extracted from sale notices in 
the POWIG. 
59 Marcus Langdon, ‘Halyburton, Thomas’, in Loh Wei Leng et al. (eds.), 
Biographical Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, pp. 81-82. 
60 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, 3 August 1811, p. 1. The grants were 1667, 1669, 1688, 1695, 
1711, 1712 and 1717. 
61 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, 10 August 1811, p. 1. 
62 The term cayoo pootee is believed to be kayu putih, a Malay term for 
eucalyptus, an evergreen tree with leaves that yield a strong-smelling oil. Echols 
and Shadily, Kamus Indonesia Inggris, p. 257. 
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were not yet productive, each partner paid approximately $28 per month for 

the plantation’s upkeep.63 Highlighting the extent of Scott’s landholdings in 

Penang, the sale of Scott’s landholdings south of George Town including 

Tulloch Julatong, Sungai Dua, Sungai Neebong and Soonghy Teeram were 

held concurrently with the Tulloch Aier Rajah and Aier Etam grants. 

Tulloch Julatong  

Tulloch Julatong, a strip of land around five kilometres in width, which 

extended south from George Town containing several streams, was used 

for extensive spice production. In 1790, Light recorded around 60 families 

had cleared around 600 orlongs, and the area was yielding around 3,600 

pounds of rice.64 By 1795, Malay farmers predominantly occupied the area 

and cleared around 1,000 acres, though Europeans owned most land in 

Tulloch Julatong.65 

 
63 Langdon (Penang, Volume 2, p. 451) notes use of the same description when 
Smith’s share was offered for sale on 16 May 1812 and 5 April 1815, and 
Caunter’s share was offered for sale on 23 January 1813. At some stage John 
Dunbar purchased 3/8 of the ‘Spice Concern’. 
64 Tregonning, ‘Land Administration’, pp. 35-36. 
65 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 393. 
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Figure 20. Land Grants in Tulloch Julatong. ©British Library Board BL: IOR X/14000/774.66 

The land grants listed in the POWIG highlight smaller landholdings when 

compared to those at Tulloch Aier Rajah and Aier Etam. Scott’s 

landholdings, which included grants and purchases, acknowledge the role 

of Chinese settlers in establishing agriculture in this area, and subsequent 

acquisition by Scott.67  

Soonghy Cluan, Soonghy Teeram and Battu Lanchang Districts 

Scott’s large landholdings in the Soonghy Cluan and Soonghy Teeram 

districts, included James Town, the site he promoted as an alternative to 

 
66 BL: IOR X/14000/774. 
67 While Scott and George Caunter received land grants, the sale notices for 
Tulloch Julatong included land acquired from China Hay, China Akoon and 
Hadjee Abdul Rahman. See Grants 1086, 1242 and 1243 in Appendix 1. 
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low-lying George Town. Indicative of the land Scott acquired in the area 

were the following transactions. In March 1811, 55 grants comprising mainly 

pepper gardens and totalling around 300 orlongs in Soonghy Teeram, 

Soonghy Cluan and Battu Lanchang were offered for sale.68 The sale 

appeared unsuccessful with 55 lots again listed for sale in August 1811.69 

The notice described the lots as part of an estate consisting chiefly of 

pepper, coffee, and coconut plantations. Though the coffee and coconut 

plantations were not yet mature, the plantations contained 104,000 highly 

productive pepper vines. The notice stated that the sale provided an 

opportunity to become the owner of an estate generally acknowledged to be 

the most productive as the vines were almost at maturity.70 

Sale notices highlighted the role David Brown and Chewan played as land 

brokers for Scott. David Brown, a Scotsman born in 1776 in Berwickshire, 

studied law at Edinburgh University. In 1800, with £300 and power of 

attorney to administer his uncle Alexander Stuart’s estate, Brown arrived in 

Penang.71 He originally lived and worked with James Scott, later 

establishing a business with James Carnegy and Patrick Clark, trading as 

Carnegy, Clark and Co.72  

 
68 There were no details of the size of the 55 lots. 
69 See Appendix 4 which contains sale notices from the POWIG. 
70 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, POWIG, 24 August 1811, p. 1. 
71 Family historian Helen Brown believes the Scott and Brown families were 
related via the Stuart line. There is currently no evidence to support this. Helen 
Margaret Brown, ‘A Hundred Years of the Brown Family 1750-1850’, p. 3. 
72 Clark, a free mariner, arrived in Penang on 13 March 1802 aboard Aurora. After 
arrival he joined James Carnegy and David Brown in business. In 1808 Clark and 
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According to Brown’s descendants, he and James Scott’s daughter Sophia, 

reached an understanding they would marry. Within two years of arrival in 

Penang, Brown asked Sophia to marry him and live in Penang. Brown’s 

family believe Sophia’s aunts dissuaded her and Brown was heartbroken by 

her refusal.73 Sophia’s refusal may have precipitated Brown’s move from 

Scott and Co. to Carnegy, Clark and Co., though James Scott and Brown 

maintained close commercial links. By 1806 Brown owned 915 acres, 115 

jointly with Patrick Clark. Half the land was in the Soonghy Cluan district, 

with the remainder in the northern part of Penang around Tulloch 

Teecoose.74 At his Glugor estate, Brown initially grew pepper, then nutmeg 

and cloves. Brown, like Scott, adopted a native lifestyle and formed 

relationships with Nonia Ennui, Barbara Lucy Meklang, Inghoo, and Akeen, 

who all bore him children.75 

Sale listings revealed the complex nature of land transactions. In August 

1811, the POWIG listed the sale of Grant 1035. Originally the property of 

Chay Poang, David Brown and Patrick Clark purchased part of this grant 

and then sold it to James Scott.76 Additionally, Scott acquired land from 

 
Brown withdrew from the partnership and the firm changed to Carnegy and Co. 
Marcus Langdon, ‘Clark, Patrick,’ in Loh Wei Leng et al. (eds.), Biographical 
Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, p. 182. Marcus Langdon, 
‘Brown, David’, in Loh Wei Leng et al. (eds.), Biographical Dictionary of 
Mercantile Personalities of Penang, pp. 36-37. 
73 Brown, ‘Hundred Years’, p.5. Sophia is described as Brown’s cousin. However, 
no familial link has been discovered. 
74 This area is now known as Tanjong Bungah, on the northern part of the island. 
75 Langdon, ‘Brown, David’, pp. 37-39. 
76 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, 24 August 1811. Offered for sale were Grants 1584, 1586 and 
1681 totalling around 52 orlongs. 
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Chewan, a leading merchant and planter. Sale notices detailed significant 

transactions between the two including Grants 824, 851, 855, 856, 857, 869, 

and 873.77 

 

Figure 21. Land Grants in Soonghy Cluan and Soonghy Teeram. ©British Library Board 

BL: IOR X/14000/774.78 

 
77 Ibid., Although most of these grants were small demonstrating the intensive 
nature of cultivation, Grant 869 was over 134 orlongs and included a large 
bungalow built on the top of Ara hill, with extensive plantations of pepper, coffee, 
betel nut and coconuts. 
78 BL: IOR X/14000/774. The map highlights the dense concentration of land 
grants in Soonghy Cluan. Pepper plantations, denoted in green, dominate this 
part of Penang. Soonghy Teeram, south of the orange line, appears 
undeveloped.  
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Scott speculated heavily in land acquisition hoping James Town would be 

chosen as a replacement for George Town or alternatively as the site for a 

proposed naval dockyard. In 1796, Scott obtained land Grants 1673 and 

1674.79 Scott described the area as 

seven miles to the southward at a place called Battu Lanchon is an elevated 

dry plain big enough for a fort and city, next to the inner harbour.80 

 

Figure 22. Land Grants in Battu Lanchang. ©British Library Board BL: IOR X/14000/774.81 

 
79 The two land grants totalled around 126 orlongs. 
80 Fielding, ‘Settlement of Penang’, p. 51. As early as 1794, Scott wrote about the 
possibility of Penang being used as a naval port. He advocated Pulau Jerejak as 
a superior site which could be easily defended.  
81 BL: IOR X/14000/774. 
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After Penang’s elevation to presidency status in 1805, the EIC 

unsuccessfully attempted to establish a naval base and dockyard at 

Penang. Scott proposed Pulau Jerejak, an island off the southeastern coast 

of Penang, and the area near James Town as a suitable location. EIC 

engineer Paul Tate examined Scott’s land opposite Pulau Jerejak and found 

the site unsuitable, citing the construction of an extensive jetty over the mud 

flats as a key factor.82 For James Scott, the decision to outlay significant 

expenditure on acquiring land near the proposed dockyard backfired. Grants 

1673 and 1674, offered for sale in August 1810 contained considerable 

pepper, coffee, orange, mangosteen and betel nut trees.83 David Brown is 

believed to have purchased most of this land. 

By 1812 the EIC openly acknowledged problems with land sales.84 William 

Edward Phillips, in a report to Recorder Edmund Stanley, highlighted 

difficulties in trying to ensure fair and equal justice to Scott’s creditors. He 

noted the large disparity between valuation of certain parts of Scott’s estate 

and the sale price, though attributed this to the perishable nature of the 

property, and imaginary and arbitrary valuations by Scott. Phillips believed 

the difficult nature of cultivation, needing experience and highly detrimental 

to the European constitution, placed it out of reach of many Europeans and 

 
82 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 37. 
83 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, 24 August 1811. 
84 A select list of Scott’s landholdings extracted from sale notices in the POWIG 
demonstrate the breadth of his landholdings. See Appendix 1. 
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beyond the pecuniary interests of the Asian population.85 According to 

Phillips, political events and the state of commerce had reduced pepper 

exports and value to less than cultivation costs. He acknowledged the actual 

produce of Scott’s estates had probably decreased since his death and 

many abandoned northern plantations had reverted to their original state of 

forest. Phillips noted strong objections to the final disposal of Scott’s 

extensive property at that time. He requested the EIC nominate a person, 

possibly the sheriff, to act as the estate’s receiver and manager. This person 

would take charge of cultivation, collecting rents and produce until 

finalisation of litigation, to prevent depreciation of landed property on the 

island.86 

Phillip’s comment about imaginary and arbitrary valuations probably 

contributed to tension between Robert Scott and Recorder Edmund Stanley. 

In a letter sent from Semarang on 28 May 1812, Robert Scott expressed his 

grievances against Stanley. According to Scott, Stanley alleged he had 

taken money from the rents and profits of the estate while acting as 

executor. He questioned why Stanley failed to raise the allegations after he 

stood down as his father’s executor and before his departure from Penang. 

Stanley threatened to take defamation action against Scott. Noting Scott 

 
85 SSR. I9, Phillips and Erskine to Stanley, 11 July 1811. BL: IOR/G/34/197, 
Board of Control: Correspondence of the Recorder of Prince of Wales Island with 
the President of the India Board, Volume 1, include a list of causes relating to 
Scott’s estate (ff. 184-185) and a copy opinion of the Governor and Council 
against the estate (ff. 298-299). 
86 Ibid. 
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was not living in the bailiwick, Thomas Kekewich, acting registrar and clerk, 

filed a writ commanding Scott to answer contempt charges. In response, 

Scott submitted a letter of apology in October 1812, which Stanley accepted, 

though reserved the right to act against Scott.87 

Kekewich arrived in Penang in August 1809. Admitted as a law agent in 

1810 he prepared a statement against senior clerk William Young which 

Recorder Stanley found libellous.88 Stanley found Kekewich guilty of 

contempt of court and gaoled him for a short period. After a petition and 

apology to court, Stanley restored him to his position. Kekewich resigned on 

23 September 1812 stating ill health. The following month he dictated his 

will, adding a codicil on 30 January 1813 blaming Stanley for the death of 

Daniel Jones and his upcoming death.89 Kekewich shot himself on 19 March 

1813, leaving documents and letters impugning Stanley and his behaviour 

toward him. The codicil stated Stanley coerced Kekewich to act, which he 

later regretted. His papers contained a draft of the petition filed against 

Robert Scott and this incident probably contributed to his suicide.90  

 
87 James Norton-Kyshe, Cases Heard and Determined in Her Majesty's Supreme 
Court of the Straits Settlements, 1808-1884, Civil Cases, Volume 1, p. lii. 
88 Kekewich had completed his articles in Devon before travelling to the East 
Indies. TNA. Court of King's Bench: Plea Side: Affidavits of Due Execution of 
Articles of Clerkship, Series I, 1756-1874a. 
89 Jones, who arrived as registrar to Sir Edmund Stanley in January 1811, died on 
14 April 1811. Though interred in the Northam Road Cemetery, he possibly 
committed suicide as his obituary mentioned ‘shortness and uncertainty of human 
happiness’. Kekewich replaced Jones as registrar. Langdon, Epitaph, pp. 568-
569. 
90 James Norton-Kyshe, Cases Heard and Determined in Her Majesty's Supreme 
Court of the Straits Settlements, 1808-1884, Criminal Rulings, Admiralty, 
Bankruptcy, Ecclesiastical and Habeas Corpus Cases, Volume 2, pp. 1-6. 
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The magnitude of Scott’s estate created two class of creditors, European 

and Asian. Stanley reported one or two friendly creditors seemed to protect 

property for the family, with collusive property sales to other Europeans, 

which excluded Asian creditors. He concluded James Scott, either in his 

own right, or as trustee, executor, or guardian of others, possessed half the 

island.91 In November 1814 the POWIG reported a first dividend of $9.90 

per $100 would be paid to his creditors.92 On 31 July 1820, the last creditor 

meeting was held to finalise the last dividend. It is unknown how much 

revenue was generated from the sales during this period. 93 

In 1805, when Scott closed his commercial business, Scott and Co., 

Penang’s future looked assured with elevation to presidency status, moves 

to construct a naval dockyard and established spice plantations. However, 

his fundamentally flawed decision to acquire large land tracts for spice 

production and a possible naval dockyard site, contributed to the estate’s 

insolvency. The sale of Scott’s landholdings during a period of economic 

decline, resulted in a land glut. It is likely the estate did not receive market 

value for Scott’s assets including the vast landholdings; and the estate’s 

finalisation in 1820, ended this era in Penang’s history. By the time the 

estate was finalised, Scott’s sons William and Robert had left Penang. 

 
91 BL: IOR G/34/197, Copy of Letter from Stanley to Dundas, 12 September 1811, 
ff. 254-259. Stanley was extremely critical of the European population. This 
correspondence contained one of his many requests for a move to another 
location. 
92 ‘Mr Scott’s Estate’, POWIG, 12 November 1814, p. 1. 
93 Langdon, ‘Scott, James’, p. 155. 
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Litigation and the Light Family  

Scott’s executors, attempting to finalise their father’s estate, also grappled 

with litigation relating to Scott’s role as an executor of Francis Light’s estate. 

Implicit was the notion that Scott, as executor, took advantage of Martina 

Rozells. However, examination of Light’s will, which outlined the disposal of 

his assets, does not support this assertion. Legal action instigated by Light’s 

heirs, including Martina Rozells, detailed substantial landholdings. Over 

time, Martina’s supposed royal connection and the ‘Suffolk’ Estate gained 

almost mythological status in Penang historiography. This skewed 

perception of Light’s life in Penang probably reinforced the notion that Light’s 

assets were more substantial than the reality. 

Examination of Light’s will challenges the notion that Asian women were 

powerless in British colonial society. Colonial historiography has 

predominantly assumed indigenous women to be voiceless or denied rights. 

However, women including Martina Rozells, though underrepresented, can 

be found in archival documents including wills, court proceedings, and vital 

records.94 Although little has been recorded about Martina, far from being 

powerless, she may have played a key role in bridging cultures and power 

relationships as a contemporary of the Thalang governor’s wife.95 To bolster 

his standing with the colonial administration, Light probably portrayed 

 
94 Durba Ghosh, Sex and the Family in Colonial India: The Making of Empire, p. 
10. 
95 Khoo Salma Nasution, ‘Exploring Shared Histories, Preserving Shared 
Heritage: Penang's Links to a Chinese Past’, Journal of the Siam Society, vol. 
100, 2012, p. 297. 
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Martina as a member of the Kedah royal family. After Light’s death, Martina 

retained her status in Penang, possibly because of this perceived 

relationship with Kedah’s royal family. 

The first person to chronicle Martina’s status as a member of the Kedah 

royal family was EIC engineer Elisha Trapaud. According to Trapaud, who 

was present at the official ceremony to mark the settlement’s establishment 

on 11 August 1786, Light chose to marry the princess (Martina) according 

to the custom of her own country, receiving Penang as her dowry.96 Trapaud 

probably did not question the claim and the story gained credence.97 William 

Marsden, an EIC contemporary of Light, also documented Martina’s 

supposed royal lineage, referring to her as the sultan of Kedah’s daughter.98 

In contrast, Scott’s 1794 account of Penang contained no mention of 

Martina’s royal connections, and stated that though the sultan gave the 

island to the EIC, he did not foresee the consequences of loss of income 

and ultimately, ownership of Penang.99 As early as 1808, John Crawfurd, an 

EIC assistant surgeon in Penang, refuted Penang being a gift or dowry from 

the sultan of Kedah.100 Crawfurd referred to Martina as a mestizo 

Portuguese of Siam. Logan, who documented Penang’s early history, 

 
96 Elisha Trapaud, A Short Account of the Prince of Wales's Island, or Pulo 
Peenang, in the East Indies: Given to Capt. Light by the King of Quedah, 1788, 
pp. 8-9. 
97 Simmonds, ‘Francis Light and the Ladies of Thalang’, p. 216. 
98 Stueart, Short Sketch, p. 26. 
99 Bastin, ‘Historical Sketch’, pp. 19-20. 
100 Gareth Knapman, Race and British Colonialism in Southeast Asia, 1770-1870: 
John Crawfurd and the Politics of Equality, pp. 1-2. 
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reported the story of Martina’s status as widely circulated and fondly 

cherished by the Light descendants, but with no foundation in truth.101  

With Martina’s royal status debunked, historians explored Martina’s 

supposed connection with Siam or Kedah’s royal families. Stueart and Khoo 

intimate Martina was the nyonya dispatched by the sultan of Kedah in 1771 

to negotiate establishment of a trading base in Kedah with Light.102 

Simmonds, who examined the Thalang letters, details several women 

associated with regional trade and political activities during this time.103 

While the pervading belief that Martina, also known as Thong Di, was the 

anonymous nyonya, Simmonds believes they were two different women. 

Although Martina’s origins are unknown, as a member of the Eurasian 

community on Junk Ceylon, she probably had Portuguese and Thai 

heritage.104 

Light formed a lasting relationship with Martina Rozells after he settled on 

Junk Ceylon. Unlike some Europeans who recognised their conjugal 

 
101 John Bastin, ‘Francis Light and the Malay Princess’, Malaya in History, vol. 8, 
no. 2, 1964, p. 4.  
102 Steuart was the grandson of Mary, Francis’s Light’s daughter. Khoo Salma 
Nasution (‘Exploring Shared Heritage’, p. 297) contends Martina was a likely 
candidate because of her relationship with Junk Ceylon’s governor and extended 
family; Stueart, Short Sketch, pp.25-27. 
103 Simmonds (‘The Thalang Letters’, pp. 592-619) describes Light’s political and 
commercial connection with Junk Ceylon. 
104 Khoo Salma Nasution, ‘Exploring Shared History’, p. 297; Simmonds, ‘Francis 
Light’, pp. 218-219. 
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companions but failed to legitimise the union Light acknowledged Martina 

as his common law wife in his will.105 

There were five children from the relationship listed in Light’s will:  

1 Sarah. Born October 1779, in Junk Ceylon.106 

2 Anne Lukey. Born about 1785, in Kuala Kedah.107 

3 William. Born 27 April 1786, in Kuala Kedah.108 

4 Mary. Born about 1789, in Penang.109 

5 Francis Lanoon. Born about 1790, in Penang110 

After Light’s death, his agent and friend, prominent Calcutta merchant 

William Fairlie, assumed responsibility for their education. Despite their 

mixed heritage, Light’s daughters married prominent members of Britain’s 

colonial society in India. However, it is unlikely Fairlie revealed their true 

parentage to perspective suitors, probably perpetuating the bogus royal 

connection. Sarah married EIC soldier James Welsh, Anne married EIC 

 
105 Ghosh, Sex and Family, p. 124. 
106 Stueart, Short Sketch, p. 35. Sarah is believed to have attended a private 
grammar school in Calcutta. Welsh, a member of the EIC Army, on sick leave in 
Calcutta, met and married Sarah Light. James Welsh, Reminiscences Extracted 
from a Journal of Nearly Forty Years Active Service in the East Indies, pp. 279, 
287. 
107 No birth record has been located for Anne. 
108 William completed his education in England under the care of George 
Doughty. After Doughty’s death in 1798, he joined the Royal Navy as a first-class 
boy volunteer. First class volunteers, over the age of 11, included the sons of 
Royal Navy officers. Considered young gentlemen, they were intended for sea 
service and as prospective commissioned officers. William served as a 
midshipman on Clyde, a frigate, until his capture by the French. After leaving the 
Royal Navy he joined the British army. H. M. Doughty, Chronicles of Theberton: A 
Suffolk Village, pp. 200-202. Cavell, ‘Social History of Midshipmen’, p. 258.  
109 No birth record has been located for Mary. 
110 ‘Francis Light’, India Deaths and Burials, 1719-1948. 
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doctor Charles Hunter, and Mary married George Boyd, a wealthy indigo 

planter.111 Lanoon later held the position of resident at Muntok (Mentok) 

during the British occupation of Java.112 

While living in Penang, Light maintained connections with George Doughty, 

a resident of his native Suffolk. Captain Thomas Wall, an EIC captain also 

from Suffolk, carried letters between the two friends. Wall, commander of 

Valentine, who later completed six voyages on the lucrative China route as 

commander of Duke of Buccleugh, was a regular visitor.113 In September 

1792, when Wall stopped at Penang en route to China, James Scott junior 

and William Light boarded the ship bound for school in Britain.114 Light wrote 

to Doughty entrusting Williams’s schooling to him, adding he would send 

money for his education, and purchase of ‘Goldsberry Farm’, which Wall 

informed him was contiguous to land owned by Doughty.115 To assist with 

education costs, Light remitted £1,200 to London agency houses John 

Fergusson and Co., and Scott and Co.116 Light informed Doughty that with 

 
111 ‘Anne Light’, India Marriages, 1792-1948; ‘Mary Light’, India Marriages, 1792-
1948.  
112 A. Wright, Twentieth Century Impressions of British Malaya: Its History, 
People, Commerce, Industries, and Resources, p. 54. Muntok was a Dutch 
pepper port on Banka Island off the coast of Sumatra. 
113 Wall’s career with the EIC included appointments as first mate of the Speke 
(1773), Worcester (1777), and the Valentine (1780 and 1784). Wall, appointed 
commander of the Valentine in November 1785, was present when Light took 
possession of Penang in July 1786. Hardy, Register of Ships, 1760 to 1810, pp. 
62, 72, 89, 102, 111, 132, 148, 160, 180, 197, 211.  
114 The ship, outbound for China, arrived in England on 12 August 1793. Ibid., p. 
148. 
115 Clodd, Malaya’s First Pioneer, p. 134. 
116 The principal of Scott and Co. was David Scott. John Fergusson and Fairlie 
became partners in the early 1780s and developed the agency house into one of 
the most prominent in Calcutta in the late 1790s and early 1800s. After accruing a 
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more prudence he could probably remit up to £20,000. He instructed 

Doughty to send William back to India at age 17, declaring he would need 

to work hard to secure his future.117  

A few months later, William Fairlie, informed him it was not possible to remit 

£3,000 for purchase of Goldsberry Farm. Light stated his expenses were 

double his income adding he would have left the superintendent’s position 

except for his partnership with a most expert merchant, Scott.118 Though 

Light believed his estate would realise £12,000 to £15,000 after his death, 

he acknowledged the ongoing Anglo-French conflict might reduce this by 

half, adding there were sufficient funds to educate the children.119 According 

to Light, history showed no examples of the first adventurers making 

fortunes, but he felt it was sufficient to be remembered.120 

Light’s Will 

Executors James Scott, Thomas Pigou and William Fairlie assumed 

responsibility for Light’s estate after his death. While Pigou and Scott lived 

in Penang, Light’s business agent, William Fairlie, lived in Calcutta. Fairlie 

entered his first partnership with fellow Ayrshire merchant, John Fergusson, 

 
large fortune, Fergusson returned to Britain and set up a London agency house. 
Avril Powell, Scottish Orientalists and India:The Muir Brothers, Religion, 
Education and Empire, p. 23. 
117 Clodd, Malaya’s First Pioneer, p. 134. Light’s statement acknowledged his 
belief that William could not rely on his father to fund his lifestyle. 
118 Morson, Connection, p. 94. 
119 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 204. 
120 Clodd, Malaya’s First Pioneer, p. 135. 
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to whom he credited his subsequent good fortune.121 Agency houses like 

Fairlie, Fergusson and Co. performed the actual purchasing, conveying, and 

sale of goods. They acted as middlemen and bankers for indigo plantations, 

salt farms, opium and cotton in Bengal via offices in prime trading locations 

including Canton, Penang, and Manila, and remitted funds to London.122  

Patronage and friendship links secured allies in competition and commercial 

disputes with other trading companies. Fairlie maintained close commercial 

links with Penang-based traders James Scott and James Carnegy. When 

Superintendent MacDonald accused Scott of disproportionate influence on 

the island, Fairlie lobbied the governor general on Scott’s behalf.123 Fairlie’s 

links with James Carnegy, who first settled in Penang around 1801, involved 

commercial and possible familial connections. Carnegy and Fairlie were 

probably brothers-in-law. Carnegy married Mary Ogilvy, believed to be sister 

of Fairlie’s wife Margaret.124 

Anthony Webster explores the adversarial relationship between John 

Palmer and Fairlie.125 In Penang, Palmer developed links with Captain 

James Douglas, a trader who previously worked for the EIC. Douglas, who 

 
121 See Tomlinson (‘From Campsie to Kedgeree’, pp. 769-791) for discussion 
about Fairlie’s activities. 
122 McGilvary, ‘Scottish Connection’, p. 22. 
123 Webster, Richest East Indies Merchant, p. 75.  
124 Marcus Langdon, ‘Carnegy James’, in Loh Wei Leng et al. (eds.), Biographical 
Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, p. 43.  
125 John Palmer, the most influential and wealthiest merchant during this period, 
established an agency house in India. See Webster, Richest East India Merchant, 
for a detailed account of Palmer’s career, which ended in bankruptcy in 1830. 
Palmer would later establish business ties with James Scott’s son, Robert.  
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owed a debt to James Carnegy, became the target of a series of lawsuits 

from Fairlie and Carnegy. Palmer sought assistance from Penang’s EIC 

establishment including Recorder Edmund Stanley and William Edward 

Phillips, collector of revenue and magistrate.126 Avril Powell describes Fairlie 

as being extremely well respected, honest in trading, and one who did not 

infringe EIC regulations.127 Like most successful traders, Fairlie was a 

ruthless businessman. Webster cites the case of Mr Cotton, an elderly 

resident in debt to Fairlie and Palmer. In October 1811, Fairlie refused 

Palmer’s request for leniency and had Cotton imprisoned for debt. Palmer 

subsequently paid Cotton’s debt with winnings from the Madras lottery, 

promoting his own reputation at the expense of Fairlie.128 

Light’s third executor, Thomas Pigou, sailed to the East Indies as purser on 

EIC ship Blandford.129 He later joined the EIC and arrived in Penang in 1787. 

Employed as an accountant, he was appointed paymaster to the troops in 

August 1789.130 Pigou, heavily involved in the island’s trade, exemplified the 

opportunity to accumulate assets in the fledgling settlement. In 1793, Light 

 
126 Palmer to Sir Edmund Stanley 29 November 1808, MSS English Lett c69 pp. 
14-15, cited in Webster, Richest East Indies Merchant, pp. 75-76.  
127 Powell, Scottish Orientalists, p. 24. 
128 Webster, Richest East Indies Merchant, p. 76 
129 Blandford, commanded by Peter Pigou, Thomas’ father, was chartered for 
Coast and Bay. The ship, which left Plymouth on 26 June 1781, was taken off 
Gangam, at the mouth of the Ganges River on 17 January 1783. Hardy, Register 
of Ships, 1760 to 1810, p. 91. The first mate was James Douglas. It is not known 
if this the same James Douglas that settled in Penang. Love, Vestiges of Old 
Madras, Volume 3, pp. 264-266.  
130 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 211. 
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listed Pigou as owning merchandise valued at around $15,000 and a brick 

house in Prince Street valued at $4,500.131 

Pigou maintained a close relationship with the Scott family, especially diarist 

William Scott. In January 1796 Pigou fell ill. William Scott recorded a journey 

to Flagstaff Hill on 15 January to visit his friend. He noted that though the 

weather was very cool and pleasant, Pigou was weak and doubted he would 

recover. On 20 January, Scott recorded watching for James Scott’s return 

from Malacca in case Pigou required his assistance. After Pigou’s death on 

31 January, William Scott wrote ‘he has not left an equal behind, such was 

the candour of his heart…he never had an enemy and died regretted by all 

who know him’.132 Pigou gave the gold watch bequeathed to him by Light to 

James Scott, directing remittance of his capital stock in James Scott and 

Co. to Calcutta as quickly as possible.133 His death left Scott and Fairlie as 

Light’s remaining executors. 

Controversy surrounded the acquisition of much of Light’s property by Scott. 

Misconceptions about the house on the Suffolk Estate and a pervading view 

that Scott took advantage of Martina and her children to systematically 

plunder the estate, endure in Penang historiography. Major General James 

Welsh, who married Sarah Light, wrote in 1818 that Light’s children had lived 

to 'see every inch of ground and even his houses alienated from them' and 

 
131 BL: IOR/G/34/5, ff. 482, 485. 
132 Langdon, ‘Journals of William Scott’, p. 117. 
133TNA: PROB 11/1311/97, Will of Thomas Pigou of Prince of Wales Island, East 
Indies, 1798. 
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after a disastrous legal battle, the properties were either sold, in ruins or 

covered in jungle.134 Welsh, an acquaintance of William Fairlie, Light’s other 

surviving executor, spent his military career in India. After Light’s death 

Fairlie took responsibility for educating Light’s daughters and probably 

introduced Welsh to his future spouse, Sarah Light. Welsh recorded meeting 

Fairlie shortly before the latter’s return to Britain in 1808, though did not 

disclose whether Light’s estate was discussed. 

In 1797, Fairlie informed Doughty of the estate’s depletion through 

mismanagement. Clodd infers Scott was responsible. However, it is possible 

Fairlie referred to Light’s management of his financial affairs rather than 

mismanagement by executors. Fairlie mentioned that the difficulty in having 

so many orphans entrusted to them was unavoidable but he hoped to assist 

in doing them justice.135 As a prominent member of the Calcutta mercantile 

community with close connections to Penang’s mercantile community, 

Fairlie possessed the influence, connections and expertise to ensure Scott, 

as fellow executor, administered the estate in accordance with Light’s 

wishes. Additionally, James Carnegy, who acted as Fairlie’s Penang agent, 

probably regularly reported on the island’s happenings including Light’s 

estate.136 

 
134 Stueart, Short Sketch, p. 35; Tregonning, British in Malaya, p. 50. 
135 Clodd, Malaya’s First Pioneer, p. 137. 
136 Langdon, ‘Carnegy, James’, p. 43. 
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Despite Fairlie’s contention, Light’s will listed significant assets. In honouring 

familial responsibility towards Martina and the children, Light demonstrated 

marital contracts were not required to recognise family ties and financial 

responsibilities.137 Light’s will and subsequent legal proceedings instigated 

by his children Lanoon and Anne provides details of Light’s main assets and 

intentions relating to his estate, including 

• Padi fields situated in Nibong plain. Grant 28 included 100 orlongs of 

land with houses, plantations, implements and 40 buffalo.138 

• Pepper gardens, originally registered as Grant 150 with garden house, 

plantations and land cleared by Light (Suffolk Estate).139 

• The pepper garden and plantation farmed by Chee Hong in Orange 

Valley.140 

• The bungalow and land in George Town, which contained a two-storey 

whitewashed brick building, built in the Madras style around 1791 with a 

flat roof. Light specified the bungalow, used for administration purposes, 

and specified furniture and household goods to be sold.141 

 
137 Ghosh, Sex and the Family, p. 112. 
138 This area, also known as Neeboon, was just south of George Town. 
139 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 412. Light’s will did not mention 
a more substantial dwelling on the Suffolk Estate referring to the dwelling as a 
garden house, while he described the George Town house as a bungalow. 
140 Ibid., p. 413. The will detailed this was subject to the agreement reached 
between Light and Chee Hong during her lifetime. After her death, the property 
would pass to Light’s children. 
141 Morson, Connection, pp. 103-104.This was the building known as government 
house, which was purchased by Scott. 
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• A Malay-style bungalow, used as the family house located near Light’s 

house. The slightly elevated house, accessed by steps and a ladder, was 

built in a square with a verandah all around.142 Known as the ‘Well 

Estate’, the land covered over an acre at the head of Light Street.143 

 

Figure 23. Light's North Beach Estate (circled). ©British Library Board BL: IOR 

X/14000/774. 144 

While not mentioned in his will, legal proceedings instigated in 1810 

provided details of commercial premises in Beach Street.145 

 
142 Ibid., p. 103. 
143 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 390. The site was known as the 
‘Well Estate’ as Light sunk a well on the land to supply the settlement with water. 
144 BL: IOR X/14000/774. 
145 ‘Sales by Auction’, POWIG, 8 December 1810, p. 1. 
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Light directed the distribution of his estate as follows: 

• Martina retained the land on Nibong plain, Suffolk and the pepper garden 

in Orange Valley during her lifetime. After her death, the properties were 

to be divided equally among their children. If the children predeceased 

her, property disposal would be according to her will. Martina received 

four of Light’s best cows and one bull.146 

• After payment of debts, Light directed the executors to administer the 

residue in trust for his children in equal shares. The executors were to 

use the principal and interest for the children’s maintenance and 

education, and distribute the estate once his children had severally 

attained the age of 16 years. If William died, Light directed the executors 

to pay Doughty and his heirs £2,000 already remitted to Britain, with any 

excess divided among his surviving children.147 

Proceeds from the sale of the brick house, cattle, and other effects funded 

several bequests which included granting freedom to some servant slaves. 

However, Light ordered Esan to remain with Martina. Martina received all 

Light’s Batta slaves and gave his Caffee slaves the choice to remain with 

Martina during her lifetime, or to pay $50 for their freedom.148  

 
146 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, pp. 412-414. 
147 Ibid. 
148 The term is probably kaffir referring to slaves with Portuguese and African 
heritage from Sri Lanka. S. Jayasuriya, ‘The African Diaspora in Sri Lanka’, in S. 
Jayasuriya and R. Pankhurst (eds.), The African Diaspora in the Indian Ocean, 
pp. 251-258. 
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Light directed the sale of his remaining effects and property including the 

brick house, outhouses, and ground. The executors were to recover all 

Malay bonds and give the money to Martina. However, Light stipulated his 

executors were not to exact payment from any debtor in financial difficulties. 

The three executors received bequests from Light. William Fairlie received 

a gold gurglet and basin as a token of friendship, Scott a silver gurglet and 

basin in remembrance, and Thomas Pigou Light’s watch and choice of 

books.149 Light’s estate, though not as extensive as Scott’s, provided 

sufficient assets to support his family, though his estates under cultivation 

required substantial capital to meet running costs.  

Martina and John Timmer 

After Light’s death Martina continued to live in Penang, On 4 April 1799, 

Martina married Dutchmen Hubertus (John) Timmer, the first recorded 

marriage in Fort Cornwallis’ chapel.150 Witnessed by John McIntyre, and 

 
149 TNA: PROB 11/1311/97. A gurglet, also known as a goglet, was a long-necked 
water-cooling vessel used in Asia. In 2000, Henry Barlow detailed the auction of a 
silver punch bowl. The bowl, cast in 1789 by George Heming and William 
Chawner of London, contained an inscription in Malay beneath two hands in 
friendship. On the other side were the initials IS. According to Barlow the 
inscription ‘Sepertee Tongan Bagetoopulo Hattee, Dirree Moolo Bassuo Undailnia 
Sampy Chirry Matee’, translated in modern Malay as ‘Seperti tangan, begitu pula 
hari, Dari mula bersua, andainya sampai diri mati’. This translated in English to 
‘As with the hands, so with the heart, From the time we first met, let it be the 
same unto death’. He notes two words, bersua and andainya were commonly 
used in Penang. The inscription in conjunction with the initials IS, the latinised 
form of James Scott, bolstered Barlow’s belief this was the bowl referred to in 
Light’s will. Henry S. Barlow, ‘Francis Light’s “Silver Bason”?’, JMBRAS, vol. 73, 
no. 1, 2000, pp. 117-120. 
150 Khoo Su Nin, Streets of George Town, p. 109. 
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Thomas Layton, John Swaine performed the marriage.151 There were two 

children from this marriage: Maria Elizabeth and Joanna (Jancie).152 On 20 

July 1799, John and Martina Timmer transferred to James Scott, life estate 

(the legal right to own and control a property, such as a building or piece of 

land, for the person’s lifetime) on the Suffolk Estate.153 Martina effectively 

lost control over the property. As Martina could not sell the property, the 

$850 annuity which Scott continued to pay until shortly before his death, 

provided her with a reliable income.154 In 1803, the Timmers sold the Well 

Estate to James Scott. Two months later Scott sold the property to James 

Carnegy, who then passed it on to Scott and Co.155 It is likely Timmer 

persuaded Martina to sell shortly before he abandoned Martina and their 

children. Sometime after 1803, Timmer moved to Chinsurah, a Dutch 

settlement about 50 kilometres north of Calcutta.156 He formed a relationship 

with Eleanora Blackwall, which produced four children. Timmer died on 23 

July 1819 at Chinsurah. According to the Asiatic Journal, Timmer, formerly 

 
151 Langdon, Penang, Volume 2, p. 286. John Swaine was assistant to Acting 
Superintendent George Caunter. 
152 Maria later married William Anchant on 13 January 1816 at Penang. ‘William 
Anchant’ World Miscellaneous Marriages, 1662-1945. Joanna married Herman 
Nail at Fort Marlborough, Bencoolen on 4 June 1815, ‘Herman Nail’, World 
Miscellaneous Marriages, 1662-1945. 
153 BL: IOR/G/34/37, Prince of Wales Public Consultations, List of Papers and 
Sundry. Articles Received in Charge of the Accountant General to the Honourable 
Court of Judicature Belonging to the Estates of Deceased Persons as per Order 
of Court. Appendix H, dated 17 September 1812, contains details of Light and 
Scott’s estates. 
154 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 403. 
155 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 397. Sale details including the 
sum paid for the estate are unknown. 
156 ‘Administration to Estates’, Quarterly Oriental Magazine: Review and Register, 
vol. 3, no. 5-6, 1825, p. 80. 
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of Rangoon, left a wife and four children. In his will, Timmer left 50 sicca 

rupees to his two daughters with Martina Rozells as full payment for any 

demands or claims on his estate.157 

The Finalisation of Light’s Estate 

The establishment of a court of judicature in 1808 enabled long-standing 

matters to be finalised. After Scott’s death, administration of Light’s estate 

passed to Scott’s executors and William Fairlie, Light’s surviving executor. 

In November 1810, Light’s son, Lanoon, a minor, and daughter Anne 

Hunter, commenced legal action relating to their father’s estate. George 

Caunter and Thomas McQuoid acted as guardians for Lanoon Light against 

William Fairlie and William Scott, as trustees of his father’s estate. Other 

defendants included James Douglas and William Edward Phillips, who 

purchased a portion of the Suffolk Estate from the executors. Shortly before 

his death in 1808, James Scott sold Lanoon two land grants known as the 

‘Holmes Estate’. The court ordered Lanoon Light to deposit the title deeds 

until his father’s estate was finalised. The grants were later listed for sale as 

part of Light’s estate.158  

The court appointed a receiver for the Suffolk Estate and created a trust for 

the purposes of the will. It requested William Fairlie, the sole surviving 

executor to provide details of the estate’s assets. After examination, the 

 
157 ‘Deaths’, Asiatic Journal and Monthly Miscellany, vol. 11, 1821, p. 32; BL: 
IOR/L/AG/34/29/37, British India Office Wills and Probate, Wills Bengal, 1780-
1938, ff. 109. 
158 ‘In the Honorable Court of Judicature’, POWIG, 22 September 1810, p. 1. 
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court ordered Fairlie to deposit $15,340 into the EIC’s treasury for the credit 

of the case and disposal of Light’s assets. The court directed Caunter and 

McQuoid to pay Lanoon Light $3,500 for travel to Europe to pursue the case 

and for the benefit of his health.159 It is doubtful Lanoon made the trip as 

shortly after he was appointed resident at Muntok. On 15 February 1810, 

Light’s widow Martina also filed a petition with the court to reverse the part 

sale of the Suffolk Estate purchased by Phillips in 1805 and eject him. 

Martina also claimed restitution for annuities for the Suffolk Estate. The court 

ordered arrears of $1,813.50 paid from the rents, issues, and profits of the 

lands.160 As the annuity was $850 per annum, the arrears amounted to 

around two annual payments demonstrating Scott continued to pay until his 

death. 

By December 1810, auctioneers McIntyre and Fritz commenced selling 

Light’s assets, including land, goods, and chattels. On December 15, Light’s 

Beach Street commercial premises, described as having ‘spacious upper 

roomed shops and apartments, in the occupation of China shopkeepers’, 

was the first lot offered for sale.161 In August 1811, land listed for sale 

included the Holmes Estate, with pepper plantations, coconut, betel nut and 

 
159 Ibid. 
160 ‘In the Honorable Court of Judicature of Prince of Wales Island’, POWIG, 10 
November 1810, p. 1. BL: IOR/G/34/37.  
161 ‘Sales by Auction’, p.1. This was Grant 63. 
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other trees.162 Land sales were sluggish and most of the Holmes Estate 

1031 was again offered for sale in November 1812.163 

The court ordered the disposal of Light’s remaining estate and assets. 

Offered for sale on 11 April 1812 were lots in Soonghy Teeram, Soonghy 

Cluan, Aier Etam and George Town. According to the notice, Grant 1314, 

situated in Pitt Street, located near Church Square in George Town included 

a ‘Cadjan’ hall, constructed of woven mats made from coconut palm leaves, 

which was described as ‘well worth the attention of natives’.164 Land offered 

in Soonghy Teeram included Grants 1014 and 1501.165 Light’s land in 

Soonghy Cluan reflected the intensive cultivation of pepper grounds with 

several smaller grants offered for sale.166 Two of Light’s old pepper gardens, 

which bordered EIC land were also offered for sale.167 In accordance with 

Light’s will, shortly after Martina’s death, Grant 28 on the Nibong plain land 

was listed for sale on 31 May 1815.168  

 
162 ‘Sheriff’s Sale’, POWIG, 14 September 1811, p.1. Grant 836, originally held by 
David Clark, was sold to Scott, and then Lanoon Light. Grant 1031 originally held 
by Charles Wallace Young, was sold to Scott and then Lanoon Light. This was 
probably the Killiecrankie estate. 
163 ‘Sheriff’s Sale’, POWIG, 11 November 1812, p. 1. This included Grant 1031. 
164 Ibid. 
165 ‘Advertisement in Equity’, POWIG, 21 March 1812, p. 1; 3 April 1812, p. 1. 
Originally to be sold on 4 April, the sale was delayed a week until 11 April. Light’s 
neighbours included Charles Nason, James Scott, and Chewan. 
166 Ibid. These were Grants 859, 860, 876, 1035, and 1036 and 1526. 
167 ‘Advertisement in Equity’, 21 March 1812.  
168 ‘Sheriff’s Sale’, POWIG, 27 May 1815, p. 1. Grant 28 contained around 80 
acres. 
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Suffolk Estate 

The sale of Light’s largest landholdings, Suffolk, finalised his estate. Suffolk 

has been an enduring theme in Penang’s historiography. The pervading 

belief that Light built the substantial dwelling bolstered a belief Scott 

swindled Light’s heirs. Exploration of Suffolk’s history has conclusively 

determined that William Edward Phillips, not Light, constructed the Anglo-

Indian dwelling known as Suffolk House after he purchased some of the 

estate between 1805 and 1812. 

Shortly after arrival, Light appropriated land in the Aier Etam valley, located 

to the immediate south of the Aier Etam River, which he named Suffolk after 

his native county. He built the original estate dwelling, probably constructed 

of wood and attap. Mrs Beal, who visited Penang in 1791, provided a clue 

to the original dwelling on Suffolk. She recorded a picnic to a Malay pavilion 

with a thatched roof owned by Light, which was surrounded by a fence 

interwoven with boughs of greenery. The journey, partly by chaise and then 

by walking, was probably to the ‘garden house’ at Suffolk.169 During the early 

years there were few good roads linking George Town to the interior. During 

Light’s time, Stevens claimed the Penang Road was the only road worthy of 

the name outside George Town.170 In 1796, Superintendent MacDonald 

described one road, with varying degrees of condition, connecting George 

 
169 Morson, Connection, p. 105. 
170 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 394. 
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Town to the interior for about four miles, describing the rest as miserable 

footpaths.171  

 

Figure 24. 'Scotland' and 'Suffolk House', Penang. ©British Library Board BL: IOR 

X/14000/774.172  

 
171 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol. 5, p. 110. 
172 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 400. Langdon modified the original map 
drawn by Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’. Reproduced with 
permission of the author. 
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Several factors support Phillips as the person responsible for Suffolk’s 

construction. John Crawfurd states that during Light’s time the ground was 

little more than an ordinary pepper garden.173 In 1792, Light’s letter to 

Doughty, cited a lack of funds to purchase ‘Goldberry Farm’. It is therefore 

unlikely he had enough funds to construct a substantial dwelling in Penang.  

 

Figure 25. Location of Scott's 'Scotland' and Light's 'Suffolk' Estates. ©British Library Board 

BL: IOR X/14000/774. 174 

The 1802 map completed by Philip Manington junior included Scotland. It is 

unlikely he would have ignored or omitted a substantial dwelling on the 

 
173 John Crawfurd, Journal of an Embassy from the Governor-general of India to 
the Courts of Siam and Cochin China: Exhibiting a View of the Actual State of 
those Kingdoms, 1830, p. 15. 
174 BL: IOR X/14000/774. Scott’s Scotland House can be clearly seen on the map. 
There is no substantial building on Light’s Suffolk Estate, located in the area 
between Kelso and Suffolk bridges, and south of the Aier Etam River. This gives 
credence to Suffolk’s construction by Phillips around 1809. 
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Suffolk Estate, situated near Scott’s Scotland. The POWIG contained no 

mention of a substantial house until 1811, around the time Lieutenant James 

George and James Wathen painted the first known depiction, a watercolour 

of the house.175 

 

Figure 26. 'Suffolk House, Penang'. 1811. Watercolour by James Wathen.176 

After Light’s death, Superintendent Manington issued Grant 105, the pepper 

garden, to Light’s executors.177 In 1805 Scott sold William Edward Phillips 

Grant 1720 a portion of Light’s Suffolk, which faced the Aier Etam River. 

Though it was several years before Phillips constructed a substantial house 

on the property, Light’s Malay style pavilion was probably still standing.178 

Stevens details an approach road to the new house, constructed via Aier 

 
175 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 402, 406-408. George Wathen, described as 
a supernumerary aide to Lord Minto, stopped briefly on the island in May 1811 en 
route to Java. 
176 James Wathen, ‘Suffolk House Penang’ [watercolour], Penang Museum. 
177 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 407. 
178 Ibid., pp. 407-408. The grant, dated 1 August 1805, was located between the 
Aier Etam Road reserve and the river next to Grant 1721. 
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Etam Road, had been marked out but not yet constructed in 1807.179 Victor 

Purcell estimates Suffolk House’s construction date as around 1809, after 

construction of a brick bridge at Suffolk and road upgrade.180  

The current owners confirm the house being originally built in the 1800s, 

noting on their website an 1804 establishment date.181 These factors 

eliminate Light as the person responsible for constructing the Anglo-Indian 

garden house. Phillips later offered Suffolk to the EIC as the island’s 

government house, stating the house with a portico overlooking the river 

comprising 14,032 square feet, cost $28,000 to complete. In August 1822, 

Phillips, then governor of Penang, noted it was presumptuous of him as a 

private individual to erect a superior mansion.182 The two-storey house built 

on Light’s Suffolk grant was not the wood and attap ‘garden house’ 

mentioned in his will but a separate dwelling constructed by Phillips after 

Light’s death.183  

When Light’s son-in-law, Major James Welsh, visited Penang in 1818, 

Phillips was absent from the island. On arrival in 1817, Governor John 

Alexander Bannerman found Government House, Light and Scott’s former 

property on North Beach, unsuitable. When the Government House lease 

came up for renewal in March 1818, Bannerman recommended lease or 

 
179 Ibid., p. 408. 
180 Victor Purcell, Early Penang, cited in Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 402. 
181 Suffolk House.  
182 SSR. A16: Penang Consultations, January-December 1822, Minute by the 
President, 1 August 1822, ff. 343-348. 
183 Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 405. 
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purchase of Phillip’s substantial two-storied house, Suffolk, built on Light’s 

former estate. The EIC subsequently leased the property for 14 years.184 

Welsh recorded that Bannerman received him at Suffolk, once the private 

residence of Light and his favourite residence.185 Welsh erroneously 

believed Phillip’s grand house had belonged to Light, fuelling the pervading 

myth of Suffolk’s ownership and inflating the perceived value of Light’s 

estate, which has permeated historical research. 

In June 1815, the final land sales took place with the sale of Light’s Suffolk 

estate. This included three lots totalling around 120 orlongs including Grants 

1721, known as ‘Salisbury Plain’, and Grants 1203 and 1704.186 It is likely 

Light’s landholdings, like Scott’s, probably sold below market value due to 

the glut of land. The income generated from the sale of Light’s assets is 

unknown. Examination of Light’s assets and his instructions on their 

disposal, does not support the implication that Scott deliberately stripped the 

estate’s assets. Light’s will and subsequent litigation provide evidence that 

 
184 Ibid, p. 296. Phillips, appointed lieutenant governor in 1819 following 
Bannerman’s death, continued to receive the rent from the EIC while living in the 
house.  
185 Bannerman and Welsh served together with the EIC army in India. 
Bannerman’s eldest daughter Janet married Phillips in June 1818. Langdon, 
Penang, Volume 1, p. 296; Stevens, ‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 405. 
186 ‘Sheriff’s Sales’, POWIG, 10 June 1815, p. 1. Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 
407. Grant 1203, dated 1 August 1803, was located south of the Aier Etam Road 
reserve and east of Green Lane; ‘Sheriff’s Sales’,10 June 1815, p. 1. Stevens 
(‘Contribution to the Early History’, p. 407) provides details of Grant 1704, dated 1 
August 1805, as being between Green Lane and the Aier Etam Road. 
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despite Scott acquiring some of Light’s real estate, the estate still contained 

significant assets at the time of Scott’s death. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the difficulties faced by Scott’s executors after his 

death, which included the sale of Light’s assets to satisfy creditors’ 

demands. Scott’s commercial activities monopolised trade enabling the 

accumulation of large tracts on the island. However, by the time of his death 

he was bankrupt, most likely due to a fall in spice prices, and land 

speculation relating to the possible construction of a naval dockyard on the 

southeast coast of Penang. The finalisation of Scott’s estate triggered a glut 

of land sales during a period of economic downturn, with some landholdings 

subdivided and probably sold below market value. Scott’s sons remained in 

Penang for some years before moving to other EIC establishments in the 

region. Other members of the wider Scott family remained in the East Indies 

and on Penang. 
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Chapter 10: 
The Scott Family in the East Indies  

 

After Scott’s death, family members who continued to live in the East Indies 

played an active role in British regional expansion. Facilitated by their close 

relationship with Thomas Stamford Raffles, some family members obtained 

employment with the EIC in the Straits Settlements and Java. James’ sons 

William, John, Francis (Frank), and Robert lived in several locations 

including Penang, Malacca, Java, and Singapore. William remained in 

Penang for several years before gaining employment with the EIC’s Marine 

Department and working in Java, Penang, Malacca, and Singapore. 

John, employed by the EIC as a marine store keeper and later as a master 

attendant, lived in Penang, though at Raffles’ request he relocated to 

Semarang, Java for a short time after the British invasion. Robert moved to 

Java and after a short spell with the EIC, formed a partnership with John 

Deans. He took Dutch citizenship and lived in Java until his death. Recorder 

Edmund Stanley’s observations of Robert Scott’s character were prescient 

as controversy surrounded his life in Java. After living in Semarang with 

brother Robert, Francis, appointed as Malacca’s coroner, died in Macau 

(Macao) in 1833 aged 31. His headstone recorded him as the fifth son of 

James Scott of Penang and a cousin of Sir Walter Scott.1 

 
1 BL: IOR/N/9/1, British India Office Deaths and Burials, f. 4. The burial date was 
listed as 14 July 1833. Peebles (Old Protestant Cemetery Macao, p. 98) contains 
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The sons of James Scott’s cousins, Robert and William Scott, also returned 

to the East Indies and forged careers in Penang and Singapore. By the mid-

1820s, although James’ direct line ceased living permanently in Penang, 

Robert Scott’s descendants settled in the East Indies, including Penang, and 

held influential positions in the colonial administration. The activities of the 

wider Scott family laid the foundations for mercantile activities in the East 

Indies which continued into the twentieth century.  

John Scott 

John was the first of James Scott’s sons to work for the EIC. In 1804, 

Governor Dundas appointed him as Penang’s marine store keeper. After 

Penang’s elevation to presidency status, reflecting the island’s importance 

in regional mercantile and naval activities, the EIC promoted the 

establishment of a naval dockyard and shipbuilding industry. In May 1806, 

Dundas appointed John Scott as commander of EIC brig Fly, directing him 

to negotiate supply of lower mast timbers with Siak’s sultan. The EIC 

required Scott to acquire timber from 100 to 112 feet in length and 34 inches 

in diameter or, if unavailable, timbers of 20 to 30 inches in diameter. The 

EIC also directed Scott to procure two spars for a main or foremast to repair 

Admiral Troubridge’s flagship Blenheim, which had suffered damage. 

Adverse weather delayed his journey and he arrived at Siak on 25 June. 

After reaching an agreement with the sultan for the lower mast timbers, he 

 
an image of Scott’s headstone which gives his date of birth as 22 July 1802 and 
date of death as 13 July 1833. 
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returned to Penang on 3 July 1806 reporting his inability to procure suitable 

spars for Blenheim.2  

In February 1806, the Penang government negotiated a contract with 

Rangoon shipwrights and timber merchants Montgomery, Turner and Co., 

and advanced $10,000 for supply of pre-sized timber before a dispute arose 

about freight costs.3 The EIC sent John Scott, and John Foote, assistant 

master shipwright, to determine if the timber merchants would honour the 

supply contract, or alternatively, source another supplier. Scott and Foote 

arrived in Rangoon on 31 August 1806.4 The pair sent a dispatch to Penang 

aboard Fly, which then sailed to the Coromandel coast, failing to deliver 

Scott’s message. Duplicate dispatches were sent to Penang and when Fly 

failed to arrive, the EIC assumed the ship had been lost at sea.5 In May 

1807, Scott reported the negotiation of a contract for supply of 400 trees up 

to 25 feet length, and with an 18-inch diameter. He provided bamboo moulds 

to assist woodcutters in selecting the correct curved timbers for different 

 
2 BL: IOR/G/34/146, Prince of Wales Island Marine Consultations, 1806, Letter 
from Captain [John] Scott Detailing the Particulars of a Voyage to Siak, 4 July 
1806, ff. 211-214. 
3 BL: IOR/G/34/146, Shipbuilding Agreement with Messrs Montgomery, Turner & 
Co for Supply of Timber from Rangoon, 6 March 1806, ff. 53-57. 
4 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 115.  
5 BL: IOR/G/34/148, Prince of Wales Island Marine Consultations, 1807, Request 
Directions about Mr Scott’s Salary, 10 March 1807, ff. 213-215. Scott and Foote’s 
duplicate dispatches arrived in December 1806. Scott had reported Fly as being 
in a very leaky state with its pumps out of order prompting the EIC to believe the 
ship had been lost at sea. 
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sections of the ship. The chief of Bussein (Pathein) agreed to deliver these 

within four months for shipping to Penang.6  

Scott returned from Rangoon in October 1807 and reported his acquisition 

of timber to construct a frigate and 74-gun ship. With 132 timbers already in 

Penang, Scott stated an additional 829 timbers were ready for shipping at 

Rangoon and Bassein, totalling 961.7 However, Scott’s figures were 

optimistic and the EIC later reported the amount collected was only 630 

timbers.8 Scott’s efforts were in vain. In December 1807, the court of 

directors instructed the Penang government to suspend ship construction. 

The administration recompensed Scott for his efforts, approving payment of 

$200 per month from the time he ceased to command Fly until the end of 

that month.9 Scott’s conditions for successfully completing the project 

included payment of a reward, and his name forwarded for the notice and 

patronage of the court of directors.10 In 1810 he succeeded John Baird as 

Penang’s marine attendant, and later followed Raffles to Java after the 

British invasion.11 

 
6 Ibid., John Scott to Macalister,12 May 1807, ff. 268-275.  
7 Ibid., Erskine to Raffles, 13 August 1807, ff. 403-404. Scott had reported these 
figures in a letter dated 6 August 1807. 
8 SSR. B2: Penang: Letters to London, January 1807-March 1810, Macalister to 
Court of Directors, 29 January 1808, ff. 188-192. 
9 SSR. I6: Penang: Miscellaneous Letters, October 1807-April 1808, Clubley to 
Hobson, 16 December 1807, f. 197. 
10 Langdon, Penang, Volume 1, p. 109. 
11 John Bastin, Sir Stamford Raffles and Some of his Friends and 
Contemporaries: A Memoir of the Founder of Singapore, p. 54. Bastin incorrectly 
names John Scott as the son of Captain William Scott, well known country trader. 
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During the first decade of the nineteenth century, the Napoleonic Wars 

reignited conflict in the East Indies. To extend British influence in the region, 

in 1810 Governor General Minto ordered the capture of French possessions 

Ile de Bourbon and Ile de France, and occupation of Dutch possessions 

including Ambon, Ternate, and Banda.12 After their capture, Minto planned 

the invasion of Java, to neutralise Governor General Daendels, a supporter 

of Napoleon Bonaparte. Instructed to reduce Dutch power by destroying 

fortifications, Minto defied the court of directors’ instructions, and chose to 

occupy them. Raffles, appointed as ‘agent to the governor general with the 

Malay states’ assisted Minto’s territorial ambitions.13 

In 1810 Raffles assisted Governor General Minto with the planned attack on 

Java. Scott family members and country traders including Captains Robert 

(Carnatic Bob) Scott, William Greig and Samuel Stewart provided 

intelligence and support. Raffles described Captains Robert Scott and 

Samuel Stewart as two of the best informed and most respectable eastern 

traders in the Malay seas.14 In 1809, Captain William Greig, a country trader, 

had discovered the ‘Greig Shoal’ which made passage through the Karimata 

Straits much safer.15 This route would be used by the British when invading 

Java. 

 
12 Wang, ‘British Strategic Interests’, pp. 92-93. 
13 Ibid., p. 93; Bastin, Sir Stamford Raffles, p. 54. 
14 Cyril Skinner, 'The Author of the Hikayat Perintah Negeri Benggala', Bijdragen 
tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde, no. 132, 1976, p. 199. 
15 Miller, ‘English Country Traders’, p. 28. 
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Raffles’ initial impression of John Scott, who was appointed as his assistant, 

was less than favourable. In a letter to John Leyden, Raffles describes John 

Scott as ‘a lump of fat stupidity and sullenness’.16 In December 1810, Raffles 

dispatched John Scott and Tunku Pangeran of Siak to Lingga. Their mission 

was to ascertain whether the Dutch fleet was preparing to attack 

Palembang, but both were unsuccessful in gaining useful information.17 

Robert Scott visited India in September 1811, providing intelligence about 

the proposed British expedition to Java.18 It is believed that during this visit 

Minto adopted Scott and Stewart’s recommendation to use the Karimata 

Strait route for the invasion fleet.19 After the British takeover of Java, 

Governor General Minto appointed Raffles lieutenant governor. Raffles 

appears to have altered his opinion of John Scott. When Raffles established 

his administration at Semarang, he requested John Scott, then based at 

Penang, to serve as master attendant and marine store keeper.20  

 
16 Bastin, Sir Stamford Raffles, p. 54. 
17 John Bastin, ‘Palembang in 1811 and 1812’, Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde, vol. 159, no. 4, 1953, pp. 307-308. 
18 Skinner, ‘Author of the Hikayat’, pp. 200-202. 
19 Raffles, Memoir, p. 41; Charles Edward Wurtzburg, ‘Who Planned the Sea 
Route of the Java Expedition in 1811?’, Mariner's Mirror, vol. 37, no. 2, 1951, pp. 
104-108. 
20 F. De Haan, ‘Personalia Der Periode Van Het Engelsch Bestuur Over Java 
1811-1816’, Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch-
Indie, vol. 92, no. 1, 1935, p. 642. Scott took the Master Attendent position on the 
proviso that if Baird resigned or died, he would succeed him. In 1817, Scott wrote 
to Penang officials to verify this condition. BL: IOR/G/34/60 Prince of Wales 
Island Public Consultations, January 1817-April 1817, Scott to Clubley, ff.11-13; 
BL: IOR/G/34/70, Prince of Wales Island Public Consultations, January 1819-
April 1819, Scott to Clubley, 16 February 1819, ff. 152-154.  
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When General Rollo Gillespie made allegations about improprieties during 

Raffles’ tenure in Java, Raffles dispatched envoys to Bengal and Britain to 

conduct his defence.21 He directed Charles Assey, secretary to the 

governor, to travel to Bengal and deliver his defence.22 He selected his 

secretary, Thomas Otho Travers, to plead his case to the court of directors 

in London.23 In April 1814, the EIC granted Scott leave to take his own ship 

Isabella to Britain. Otho Travers travelled to Soerabaja (Surabaya) to join 

Scott for the voyage.24 While Travers was pleased with the reception he 

received; he was unimpressed with his quarters. Describing the ship as 

small and with limited accommodation, Travers noted Mrs Scott was ill and 

always complaining, though he considered Scott a gentleman.25 Travers 

arrived in London on 22 September 1814, returning to Semarang the 

following year.26 In 1817, after the death of John Baird, Scott returned to 

 
21 Victoria Glendinning, Raffles and the Golden Opportunity, p. 131 Gillespie 
submitted allegations against Raffles’ administration which was basically an 
impeachment. He detailed maladministration and corruption, currency 
manipulation and private motives for land sales.  
22 Nadia Wright, ‘Sir Stamford Raffles - A Manufactured Hero?’, in Seventeenth  
Biennial Conference of the Asian Studies Association of Australia, 1-3 July 2008, 
p. 5.  
23 John Bastin, The Journal of Thomas Otho Travers, pp. 13-14. Travers arrived 
in the East Indies in 1803 as an EIC military cadet. Appointed a lieutenant with 
the 20th Native Infantry Regiment, Travers arrived in Penang in 1806. In 1811 he 
travelled to Java as part of the invasion force. Shortly after, Raffles appointed him 
assistant secretary to government in the military department and aide de camp. 
Travers served under Raffles in Bencoolen and Singapore.  
24 Glendenning, Raffles and the Golden Opportunity, p. 132. 
25 Scott is believed to have married Isabella Margaret Christian around 1808, 
though no marriage record has been located. Bastin, Sir Stamford Raffles, p. 54. 
26 Bastin, Journal of Thomas Otho Travers’, pp. 46-50. 
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Penang’s marine department as  master attendant. He died on 30 April 

1822.27 

Robert Scott 

After James Scott’s death, Robert undertook the role of administrator of the 

estate in the absence of brother William. He went into partnership with 

Duncan Forbes Mitchell which was taken over by Henry David Forbes and 

David Brown in January 1812.28 Robert Scott accompanied brother John to 

Semarang in 1812 and took a post with the EIC as assistant marine 

attendant.29 Shortly after his public fight with Penang’s Recorder Edmund 

Stanley, Hugh Hope suspended Robert Scott after allegations were raised 

of brutal behaviour in Rembang in September 1812.30 Later restored to his 

position, Scott filled in as acting marine attendant while brother John was in 

Britain. In 1814, Robert Scott established a company based in Semarang 

with John Deans, assistant resident at Yogyakarta. Deans, Scott and Co., 

with offices and warehouses in Semarang, Soerabaja, and Batavia, was one 

of several major British mercantile houses established during the British 

 
27  BL: IOR/N/8/1, Penang (Prince of Wales Island) Baptisms, Marriages and 
Burials, f. 263. Scott’s burial is listed as 30 April 1822. Langdon, Epitaph, p. 777 
recorded that although there was no headstone for John, it is likely he was buried 
near his father, James Scott. 
28 ‘Advertisement’, POWIG, 4 January 1812, p. 1. Mitchell and Brown took over 
the business and changed the name to Forbes and Brown. 
29 BL: IOR/G/34/188, Despatches to Prince of Wales Island, September 1811-
September 1813, f. 287.  
30 Amita Das and Aditya Das, Defending British India Against Napoleon: The 
Foreign Policy of Governor-General Lord Minto, 1807-13, p. 204. Although DE 
Haan (‘Personalia’ p. 643) stated that Minto described Hope as a tolerable 
Dutchman because he spoke English, this was incorrect. Hugh Hope, who served 
as Raffles deputy secretary, was the third son of Sir Archibald Hope, a Scottish 
baronet, Glendinning, Raffles and the Golden Opportunity, pp. 78-79. 
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occupation of Java.31 Deans, Scott and Co., involved in several ambitious 

projects between 1814 and 1821, acted as John Palmer’s agents, and 

established commercial and financial ties with Paxton, Cockerill, Trail and 

Co., a large London based agency house. The company, essentially a 

wholesale business, imported British merchandise generally sold to Chinese 

merchants, diversified into other areas including opium and shipbuilding. It 

also loaned money to those leasing land around Yogyakarta and Surakarta. 

From 1814 to around 1821 the company held the government opium farm 

for the Semarang area. The company sold the ship building and ship 

repairing business sometime in 1818.32  

Several partners were also involved in entrepreneurial activities. In 1813, 

before going into partnership with Deans, Robert Scott successfully applied 

for permission to buy land for a cotton screw (a machine for packing and 

pressing cotton) and warehouse in Semarang. Six years later, Deans, Scott 

and Co. imported a cotton press and received permission to set up an arrack 

distillery in the town. Scott, who ran the Semarang end of the business, was 

closely involved with the predominantly Chinese-run sugar industry in 

neighbouring districts. When the speculation failed it led to the ‘complete 

 
31 G. Roger Knight, ‘John Palmer and Plantation Development in Western Java 
During the Earlier Nineteenth Century’, Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land- en 
Volkenkunde, vol. 131, no. 2/3, 1975, pp. 314-316. John Deans, born around 
1786 in Ayrshire, arrived in Penang in 1808. According to Deans, he supervised 
James Scott’s plantations from 1808 to 1811. Arriving in Java as a soldier with 
the British expedition, Raffles appointed Deans as assistant resident at 
Yogyakarta. Resigning from the post in early 1813, he later established a 
business with Robert Scott.  
32 Ibid., pp. 317-318. 
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ruin of hundreds of active and industrious Chinese’. Though he lost money 

in the venture, Scott later described himself as a great promoter of 

Semarang’s sugar cultivation.33 

By 1818, Deans, Scott and Co. had accrued large debts with John Palmer 

and Paxton, Cockerill and Trail. The following year, Deans withdrew from 

the company and briefly returned to Britain. After Deans resettled in Java 

the following year, Palmer travelled to Java and established Deans and Co., 

headed by Deans. When Deans, Scott and Co. failed, Palmer, who lost 

around $130,000, laid much of the blame on Robert Scott, who had ‘infinite 

mischiefs to atone for’ at Semarang. In correspondence, Palmer referred to 

that ‘miscreant R.S. …whose lies and perfidy and fraud…is rendered 

complete’.34  

After the demise of Deans, Scott and Co., Scott’s expertise in the opium 

trade led to his appointment as an opium agent for the state-backed 

Nederlandsche Handel-Maatschappij (NHM) company.35 In 1828 Scott left 

NHM amidst suspicions he swindled his employers on opium sales. He 

started selling assets, including his wife’s jewels, commenting his fortunes 

were ‘miserable after twenty-two years in India’. Scott later took Dutch 

 
33 Robert Scott’s Memo dated 19.2.1828, Van Hogendorp Verz., 153, Lett. h., 
cited in Knight, ‘John Palmer’, p. 317. 
34 Palmer to Morris, 21.4.1822, Engl. Lett. c. 93 p. 169; ‘Palmer to Deans’, 
11.4.1829, Eng. Lett. c. 109, pp. 237-245, cited in Knight ‘John Palmer’, p. 320. 
35 Hans Derks (The History of the Opium Problem: The Assault on the Economy, 
ca.1600-1950, pp. 307-318) explores the development of the NHM, the state 
opium importer in the Dutch East Indies and changes in agriculture with the 
implementation of the Cultivation System. 
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citizenship. In the 1830s, Scott was again employed in the opium trade, as 

an inspector of Dutch East Indies government opium farms. In 1846, Scott 

died as a bankrupt in Semarang.36  

 

Figure 27 Robert Scott's Family in the East Indies. 

Robert Scott married Catherine Maughan at Batavia on 3 June 1821.37 

Three sons, Robert Alexander, James Mackenzie, and Walter Colin, 

employed as civil servants in Java, managed coffee and cinnamon 

plantations.38 At least three children relocated to Singapore. Ellen married 

missionary Benjamin Keasberry, and Agnes Caroline married merchant 

Garlies Allinson, a partner in Singapore company William McDonald and 

 
36 Knight, ‘John Palmer’, p. 316. According to Scott’s statement, he arrived in 
Penang about 1802. 
37 De Haan, ‘Personalia’, pp. 643-644. 
38 Roger Scott Lewis, ‘Scott’s Children’, email correspondence, 6 April 2014. 
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Co.39 The Allinson family later moved to New South Wales, where Garlies 

died shortly after at Camden, New South Wales.40 Their son, Joseph 

McTaggart Allinson, later served as an unofficial member of the Straits 

Settlements Legislative Council.41 

Robert’s son William Ramsay arrived in Singapore in 1859. With the 

assistance of Garlies Allinson, he obtained a position as a clerk with William 

McDonald and Co., eventually becoming a junior partner. He later 

established a business in Battery Road with John Wignell Whitham, known 

as Scott, Whitham and Co. In 1877, William Ramsay founded W. R. Scott 

and Co., with nephew Joseph McTaggart Scott joining the firm as an 

assistant. The London Gazette announced William Ramsay Scott’s 

appointment to the legislative council of the Straits Settlements in 1874.42 

His obituary recalled him as a prominent figure in the Singapore commercial 

community for around a quarter of a century.43 

 
39 Ellen and Benjamin Keasberry had a large family and several children settled in 
Singapore and Penang. 
40 ‘Deaths’, Sydney Morning Herald, 9 February 1859, p. 1. Garlies Allinson died 
on 7 February 1859 and was buried at St John’s Church of England at Camden, 
New South Wales. The article contains the date as the 17th, which is incorrect. 
41 'Downing Street', London Gazette, no. 27080, 16 May 1899. The governor 
appointed non-official members of the legislative council who were intended to 
represent the population.  
42 ‘Downing Street’, London Gazette, No. 24082, 28 March 1874, p. 1922. 
43 'The Late Mr. W. R. Ramsay', Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 
19 May 1908, p. 5. 
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William Scott 

After James Scott’s death, son William, working as a country trader, 

commanded several trading vessels trading from Penang and Calcutta. In 

mid-1808, William Scott sailed as supercargo of General Wellesley.44 While 

visiting Fiji, the ship became embroiled in a local conflict. The ship’s owner, 

Captain David Dalrymple, left Fiji looking for fresh crew and food but died 

on the voyage to Sydney.45 Scott took command of the vessel in association 

with New South Wales traders including John Macarthur.46 In December 

1808, Scott sailed from Fiji to Canton with sandalwood, arriving in Malacca 

in December 1809.47 In early 1810, the EIC employed Scott briefly as deputy 

master attendant during Captain Lynch’s secondment as interpreter to the 

Moluccas’ expedition.48  

 
44 The ship, built by Hudson Bacon and Co. at Calcutta, was originally called 
Suffolk. J. Phipps, A Collection of Papers Relative to Ship Building in India: Also a 
Register Comprehending all the Ships ... Built in India to the Present Time, pp. 
100, 125. Smith (‘Captain Burn’, pp. 48-69) discusses the activities of General 
Wellesley in the East Indies region. 
45 On 8 December 1807, the Penang government received a letter from the New 
South Wales government informing them the ship had not yet arrived. SSR. A3: 
Penang, and Malacca Consultations, Government of New South Wales to 
Council, 8 December 1807, f. 78. 
46 Macarthur, a member of the New South Wales Corps, received large land 
grants in NSW. A controversial figure he was an early pioneer of wool production 
in the colony. Macarthur diversified into commerce including whaling, sealing and 
sandalwood. M. Steven, ‘Macarthur, John (1767-1834)’, Australian Dictionary of 
Biography, Volume 2, Canberra, Australian National University, 1967.  
47 Smith, ‘Captain Burn’, p. 54; ‘Arrivals and Departures’, POWIG, 16 December 
1809, p. 2. 
48 Scott to Res. Councillor Singapore, 1841 (EIC Rec: AA12: 21), cited in Carl 
Gibson-Hill, ‘The Master Attendants at Singapore, 1819-1867’ JMBRAS, vol. 33, 
no. 1, 1960, p. 43. 
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Before the Java invasion William Scott travelled extensively between India, 

Penang, Malacca, and the Dutch East Indies, trading, collecting information, 

and possibly carrying messages between EIC officials including Bengal’s 

Governor General Minto and Raffles. By July 1810, Scott was bound for 

Pedir on Borneo, returning to Penang in late August aboard Montrose.49 In 

November 1810, Captain Robert (Carnatic Bob) Scott sailed for Bengal 

aboard Borneo, with William Scott, David Brown, and Captain Samuel 

Stewart as passengers.50 During a meeting with Minto they probably 

recommended the Karimata Straits as the best route for the fleet’s invasion 

of Java. Captain Robert Scott and David Brown returned to Penang on 

Thainstone in January 1811.51 In November William Scott sailed to Bengal 

on Thainstone, returning briefly to Penang in January 1812.52 In 1812 and 

1813 Scott and Thainstone made several trips to Batavia, Banka, and 

Semarang including a trip in February 1813 with a cargo of opium.53  

Around 1814 William Scott joined forces with John Dunbar, a merchant and 

planter who arrived in Penang probably around 1804, and traded as Dunbar 

 
49 POWIG, 7 July 1810 p. 2; 1 September 1810, p. 2. Many shipping movements 
were published in untitled sections of the newspaper. 
50 ‘Arrivals and Departures in the Past Week’, POWIG, 17 November 1810, p. 2. 
The trip to Calcutta was probably to provide Minto with information for the 
planned invasion on Java. 
51 POWIG, 19 January 1811, p. 2 
52 POWIG, 2 November 1811, p. 2; POWIG, 11 January 1812, p. 2; POWIG, 16 
January 1812. 
53 POWIG, 5 December 1812, p. 2; POWIG, 16 January 1813, p. 1; POWIG, 6 
February 1813, p. 2; POWIG, 3 July 1813, p. 2. 
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and Scott.54 In 1815, Scott was recorded as leaving Penang on 22 June and 

arriving in Malacca on 24 June, an unusually quick passage during the 

southwest monsoon.55 After Dunbar’s death in 1817, Scott as executor, 

advertised Dunbar’s extensive landholdings and the firm’s godowns in 

Beach Street for sale.56 Shortly after, he joined brother Robert in Java. In 

1821, Raffles appointed him acting assistant master attendant at Bencoolen 

while the incumbent John Howard Grant went on leave. When Francis 

Salmond, Bencoolen’s master attendant died suddenly in November 1823, 

Grant became master attendant and William Scott filled the vacant assistant 

master attendant position.57 

Recalled from Java, the EIC appointed Raffles to Bencoolen, the sole 

remaining British colony in the region except Penang. In 1819, the 

foundation by Raffles of an EIC entrepot at Singapore, located on important 

regional trade routes, provided Britain with a more favourable location than 

Penang or Bencoolen. The 1824 Anglo-Dutch Treaty cemented Singapore’s 

status as an EIC possession. Additionally, it defined spheres of interest in 

the region. The British sphere north of the Straits of Malacca included 

Penang, Malacca, and Singapore while the Dutch sphere south of this line 

 
54 Marcus Langdon, ‘Dunbar, John’, in Loh Wei Leng et al (eds.), in Biographical 
Dictionary of Mercantile Personalities of Penang, p. 71.  
55 POWIG, 1 July 1815, p. 2. 
56 Dunbar received land grants in the Sungai Dua district around 1804-1805. As 
Dunbar owned a 3/8 share of the ‘Spice Concern’, it is likely Dunbar purchased 
land from Scott’s estate. Langdon ‘Dunbar, John’, pp.71-72. 
57 Carl Gibson-Hill, ‘The Master Attendants at Singapore, 1819-1867’ JMBRAS, 
vol. 33, no. 1, 1960, p. 44. 
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encompassed the East Indies islands. The Dutch ceded all factories in India, 

Malacca, and its dependencies, and withdrew objections to a British base at 

Singapore. In return Britain ceded Bencoolen and its possessions in 

Sumatra.58 

The 1824 Anglo-Dutch Treaty signalled significant changes for William 

Scott. In 1823, Scott purchased an estate called Mount Felix, a coastal 

property located three miles to the south of Fort Marlborough which he sold 

the following year when the British administration withdrew from 

Bencoolen.59 In February 1824, Raffles left Bencoolen for Britain with his 

family aboard the chartered ship Fame. Accompanying the Raffles family 

was William Scott’s son, David, dispatched for schooling in Britain. That 

night the ship caught fire. Sophia Raffles recounted that Raffles dragged 

David Scott from his cabin, which was on fire.60 In 1825 John Poynton 

nominated Scott, a temporary assistant master attendant in Penang’s 

marine department, to fill his position while he served as acting deputy 

master attendant at Mergui and Tavoy during the first Anglo-Burmese War.61 

On arrival at Penang, the EIC ordered Scott to Singapore to replace William 

 
58 ‘Signing of the Anglo-Dutch Treaty (Treaty of London) of 1824, 17 March 1824’, 
National Library Board Singapore. 
59 Gibson-Hill, ‘Master Attendants’, p. 44. 
60 Glendinning, Raffles and the Golden Opportunity, pp. 272-273. 
61 John Poynton, who died in 1836, had served in the Royal Navy before entering 
EIC service. Charles Buckley, An Anecdotal History of Old Times in Singapore, 
Volume 1, Singapore, Oxford University Press, 1984, p. 307; SSR. A18: Penang 
Consultations, June-July 1825, Marine, 10 June 1825, ff. 170-171; SSR. I22: 
Penang: Miscellaneous Letters, January 1823-August 1827, Cracroft to Acting 
Resident Malacca, 9 March 1826, f. 120. 
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Flint while he took extended leave.62 Scott then relieved Robert Cuthbertson 

at Malacca after his brief Singapore service.63 

The 1824 Anglo-Dutch Treaty facilitated the formation of the Straits 

Settlements comprising British possessions including Penang, Malacca, 

Singapore and the Dindings in 1826 and subsequent rationalision of the 

master attendant posts at Singapore, Penang, and Malacca.64 A master 

attendant and deputy master attendant were based at Penang, reflecting its 

relative importance, with a first assistant at Singapore, and second assistant 

at Malacca.65 In late 1830, when Singapore’s master attendant Robert 

Cuthbertson died, William Scott agreed to take his place.66 However, he 

disliked the Singapore position, and petitioned the EIC to exchange 

positions with John Poynton at Malacca.67 Governor Robert Ibbetson 

supported the decision due to Scott’s age and infirmities.68 He believed the 

exchange, which took place in October 1834, would be beneficial for the EIC 

 
62 Gibson-Hill, ‘Master Attendants’, p. 29. 
63 Ibid., p. 32. 
64 Court of Directors to Governor in Council, Penang, Singapore and Malacca, 7 
April 1826, cited in Gibson-Hill, ‘Master Attendants’, p. 29.  
65 Ibid., p. 30. 
66 Ibid., pp. 32-33. Cuthbertson began his career in the merchant service before 
the court of directors appointed him to the post of deputy master attendant at 
Penang in 1823. After John Scott’s death in 1822, the EIC appointed Charles 
William Henry Wright to the master attendant position, and Cuthbertson filled the 
vacancy as deputy. In 1825 the EIC sent Cuthbertson to Malacca, while William 
Scott went to Penang from Bencoolen.  
67 ‘Shipping’, Singapore Chronicle, 17 February 1831, p. 3. Poynton returned from 
Batavia to Singapore on the EIC Yacht Nereida arriving on 9 February and 
departing two days later for Malacca. Scott left Malacca aboard EIC schooner 
Zephyr on 10 February. Scott’s antipathy towards the Singapore position was 
probably because the Malacca post was less strenuous than Singapore. His 
brother Frank also lived in Malacca at this time. 
68 Scott was almost 50 at this time. 
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as the Malacca position was less strenuous than Singapore.69 After 

Poynton’s death in 1836, the EIC appointed Scott as marine attendant at 

Singapore. According to John Turnbull Thomson, Scott was the friend of 

many men, benevolent, hospitable, and charitable in nature, though 

conceded his office hours were regular but not laborious.70 Thomson was 

not an impartial observer as his sister Margaret married George Scott, 

William Scott’s second cousin. 

The arrival of Governor William Butterworth in 1843 triggered Scott’s 

retirement. Initially an unpopular choice, Butterworth became known as 

‘Butterpot the Great’ for his stiff and pompous personality.71 Unimpressed 

with Scott’s service as master attendant, Butterworth wanted to appoint a 

younger and fitter man. In 1844 and 1845 Butterworth wrote to Bengal 

requesting Scott, an old and respectable employee incapable of performing 

his duties, be relocated to Malacca.72 He recommended a restructure of the 

master attendant’s office, which oversaw marine activities and the post 

office, reducing the marine staff, while simultaneously recommending a 

large increase in post office staff.73 In early 1847, Butterworth offered Scott 

 
69 Ibbetson to Secretary to Government Fort William 26 August 1833, cited in 
Gibson-Hill, ‘Master Attendants’, p. 35. 
70 John Turnbull Thomson, Some Glimpses into Life in the Far East, pp. 231, 235.  
71 Ibid., p. 269. It is believed James Brooke from Sarawak awarded the title to 
Butterworth. 
72 Gibson-Hill, ‘Master Attendants’, p. 49. 
73 Carl Gibson- Hill, 'Notes on the Administration of the Singapore Post Office, 
1819-67', JMBRAS, vol. 31, no. 1, 1958, p. 153. This article contains a detailed 
account of the operations of the post office, including Scott’s activities in the 
1830s and 1840s. Despite Butterworths efforts, the separation of post office and 
master attendant duties did not occur until 1858. 
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a transfer to Malacca or retirement. After a decade as Singapore’s master 

attendant, Scott chose retirement on a monthly pension of 100 rupees.74 

Scott lived in ‘Hurricane Cottage’ on his ‘Claymore’ estate, the third largest 

nutmeg plantation in Singapore which also contained a wide range of fruit 

trees and sea cotton.75 Aged 81, Scott died in December 1861.76 

 

Figure 28 Family of William Scott. 

 
74 Gibson-Hill, ‘Master Attendants’, p. 52. When the EIC proposed a salary of 60 
rupees per month. Butterworth argued the EIC could be generous as Scott was 
not likely to draw his pension for long. Scott lived for another 15 years. 
75 Buckley, Anecdotal History, pp. 310, 406. In correspondence, Butterworth 
stated Scott’s increasing years had tended to impair the little energy and activity 
he may have once possessed. Gibson-Hill, ‘Notes on the Administration of the 
Singapore Post Office’, p. 153. 
76 ‘Obituary’, Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 19 December 
1861, p. 3.  
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William and Christiana Scott had seven children, though little is known about 

some family members.77 Two children joined the EIC. Keith Macalister, a 

civil surgeon, served in India and died at Barrackpore in 1855.78 David 

served as an ensign in the EIC army. Ironically, saved from fire aboard Fame 

in 1824, he drowned at sea while en route from Singapore to India around 

1839.79 William Scott’s longevity, remarkable in a region where mortality 

rates were high, spanned the EIC’s territorial expansion including the 

founding of Penang and Singapore, and consolidation of British interests on 

the Malay peninsula. The naming of Scott’s Road, the general area where 

Scott’s ‘Claymore’ estate was located, acknowledged Scott’s contribution to 

Singapore’s early development. 

Captain Robert (Carnatic Bob) Scott’s family  

After the death of his wife around 1814, Robert Scott returned to Britain 

between 1814 and 1820. He died at Berner’s Hotel London on 4 September 

1836, shortly after returning from Madeira.80 From the 1820s, Robert Scott’s 

 
77 Lewis, ‘Scott Family History’, email correspondence, 29 August 2010. Known 
children include James, born 1805 Penang, Patrick Nicolson born and died 1806 
Penang, Patrick William born 1808 Penang, Keith Macalister born 1809 Penang, 
David born 1812 Penang, Walter born and died 1819 Penang, and Christiana 
born 1822 Bencoolen. 
78 D. G. Crawford, Roll of the Indian Medical Service 1615-1930, London, 
Wellcome Library, 1930, p. 106. Born 16 September 1809, the EIC appointed 
Scott as an acting surgeon in 1834, surgeon in 1849. He died at Barrackpur on 8 
October 1855. BL: IOR/L/AG/34/29/33, ff. 286-287. Keith Scott’s will names 
brother William as his sole executor. 
79 Lewis, ‘Scott Family History’, email correspondence, 29 August 2010. 
80 ‘Died’, Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 3 June 1830, p. 4. 
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family resided in Penang and the Straits Settlements. Robert’s sons, Henry 

(Harry), Charles, Hugh and George, after completing their education in 

Scotland, returned and continued the Scott clan connection in Penang and 

the wider East Indies region. Their sister Elizabeth, married Thomas Church, 

an EIC official who served at Bencoolen, Penang and Singapore. 

 

Figure 29 Family of Robert (Carnatic Bob) Scott. 

Hugh and George Scott joined the mercantile community on their return to 

Penang. In July 1828, Hugh and George Scott served as members of a 

grand jury.81 Hugh served as high sheriff of Penang, Singapore, and 

Malacca from September 1828 to September 1829. In October 1832, when 

the company of Carnegy and Co, became insolvent, Hugh and George Scott 

 
81 ‘Penang’, Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 31 July 1828, p. 2. 
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were appointed trustees.82 Carnegy’s Green Hall property, Anderson’s 

Northam Lodge and the Carnegy and Co premises on the eastern side of 

Beach Street were sold.83 Hugh and George’s careers diverged shortly after. 

Hugh Scott joined Penang mercantile trading company Brown and Co as a 

partner from January 1833 to April 1837.84 He died on 16 May 1843 at 

Malacca.85 While there are no details of a marriage or children, an inscription 

on his headstone notes it was erected by his spouse. George, a planter who 

owned Penang estates ‘Ayer Rajah’ and ‘Nutmeg’ was a member of the 

Penang Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture.86 appointed as a justice of 

the peace in 1833, George served as sheriff of the Straits Settlements from 

September 1855 to September 1856.87 He married Lucy Grace Brown, 

daughter of David Brown of Penang. After her death he married Margaret 

Thomson, sister of John Turnbull Thomson. There were six children from his 

 
82 James Fairlie Carnegy, was the son of James Carnegy, an early Penang 
resident discussed earlier in the thesis. After his father’s death in 1824, Carnegy 
inherited Carnegy and Co and, in 1827, admitted William Anderson as a partner. 
After the collapse of Palmer and Co, one of Calcutta’s largest merchants, in 1832 
Carnegy and Co was declared insolvent. Marcus Langdon, ‘Carnegy, James 
Fairlie’, in Loh Wei Leng et al (eds.), in Biographical Dictionary of Mercantile 
Personalities of Penang, pp 45-46. 
83 ‘Advertisements’, Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 25 October 
1832, p. 1. 
84 Ibid., ‘Notice’, 3 January 1833, p. 1; ‘Notice’, 3 June 1837, p. 1. 
85 Alan Harfield, Christian Cemeteries and Monuments in Malacca, 2nd edn, p. 
49.  
86 ‘Pinang. Pinang Chamber of Commerce and Agriculture’, Singapore Chronicle 
and Commercial Register, 11 March 1837, p. 1. Scott was a member of the 
provisional committee. Langdon, Epitaph, pp. 633-634. 
87 ‘Advertisements’, Singapore Free Press and Mercantile Advertiser, 27 
September 1855, p. 1. 
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first marriage and seven from his second. George, who died in 1880, was 

buried in the Northam Road cemetery, Penang.88 

In 1820, Charles Scott, along with David Skene Napier, formed Singapore-

based Napier and Scott, which traded until 1829.89 The EIC listed Charles 

Scott with several other European residents of Singapore, as being 

considered competent to act as a magistrate in 1823.90 Scott, the first to 

plant nutmeg on Ann Siang Hill, then known as Scott’s Hill, also cultivated 

cloves, and grew a wide range of fruit trees including lime, rambutan, 

orange, mangosteen and durian on his estate named Raeburn.91 He also 

experimented with coffee cultivation planting 800-1,000 plants in 1825 and 

1826 which thrived.92 The Asiatic Journal recorded Scott as sheriff of 

Penang, Singapore, and Malacca in 1834 and 1842.93 Though he settled in 

Penang, he later returned to Singapore where he died in 1858.94  

Harry returned to the East Indies and spent time in Penang and Singapore. 

In 1826, Scott unsuccessfully tendered for the sale of a sugar mill. He was 

 
88 Langdon, Epitaph, pp. 633-634. 
89 Gibson-Hill, ‘Notes on the Administration of the Post Office’, p. 147. After Scott 
left the firm, Napier along with brother William founded Napier and Co. 
90 SSR. L17: Letters to Singapore (Farquhar), January 1823-June1823, List of 
Gentlemen Resident at Singapore, 1 February 1823, ff. 315-316. 
91 Victor Savage and Brenda Yeoh, Singapore Street Names: A Study in 
Toponymics, p. 20. Ann Siang Hill is part of the Chinatown area. 
92 John Turnbull Thomson, ‘General Report on the Residency of Singapore, 
Drawn up Principally with the View of Illustrating its Agricultural Statistic’, JIA, vol. 
4, 1850, pp. 106, 141. 
93 ‘Penang etc’, Asiatic Journal and Monthly Register for British and Foreign India,  
China and Australasia, vol. 14, 1834, p. 137; ‘Penang, Singapore, etc.’, Asiatic 
Journal and Monthly Register for British and Foreign India, China and Australasia, 
vol. 37, 1842, p. 248. 
94 Buckley, Anecdotal History, p. 667. 
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later appointed Penang’s sheriff from September 1826 to September 

1827.95 Harry, who probably later moved to Singapore to work with brother 

Charles’ Singapore-based trading company Napier and Scott, died in 

Singapore on 3 June 1830.96 Although no details have been found of a 

marriage, Harry’s son Walter married his cousin Margaret Brown Scott.97 

Walter, a partner in Brown and Co., was a founding member and first 

president of the Penang Club.98 Following the death of his business partner 

Forbes Scott Brown, the EIC appointed Walter as an unofficial member for 

Penang in the legislative council. He served as a justice of the peace and 

on the board of licensing justices. Scott died in Penang in 1885 and was 

buried in the Northam Road Cemetery, Penang.99 

In 1826, Elizabeth Scott married Thomas Church St George’s Church, 

Penang. Church, an EIC official, began his EIC career at Bencoolen before 

being transferred to Penang. He was assistant resident councillor at 

Malacca and deputy resident councillor at Penang. In 1834, Church was 

briefly appointed as Resident of Singapore, and therefore acting governor 

of Penang, Singapore and Malacca.100 He was appointed the resident 

 
95 BL: IOR/G/34/111, Prince of Wales Island Public Consultations, August 1826-
November 1826, ff. 475, 818. 
96 ‘Death’, Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 25 February 1837, p. 
3. Harry died at Mount Erskine, Singapore. 
97 Margaret Brown was the daughter of George Scott, Harry’s brother. 
98 ‘Penang Club History’, Penang Club. 
99 Langdon, ‘Epitaph’, pp. 95-96. 
100 ‘Notifications’, Singapore Chronicle and Commercial Register, 1 March 1834, 
p. 1.  
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councillor of Singapore in 1837.101 Thomas Church died in London in 1860. 

Elizabeth returned to Singapore, where she died in 1884.102 

Penang’s historiography has neglected to explore the role the wider Scott 

family played in the foundation and consolidation of British possessions in 

the East Indies region. The development of patronage links between the 

Scott family and Raffles has yet to be explored in detail. Although James 

Scott’s children left Penang by the mid-1820s, some held positions with the 

EIC establishment over the next two decades. Additionally, Robert Scott’s 

descendants returned to the East Indies, and established commercial 

ventures in Penang and Singapore. They became invaluable members of 

the EIC and wider East Indies, contributing to the expansion and 

consolidation of British power in the Straits Settlements.

 
101 Church’s career is outlined in an article published in the ‘Honourable Mr 
Church’, Straits Times, 30 September 1856, p. 4. 
 
102 Justin Corfield, Historical Dictionary of Singapore, p. 96. Corfield has 
incorrectly listed Elizabeth as James Scott’s daughter. 
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Chapter 11: 

Conclusion 

 

This thesis has explored the activities of James Scott, a country trader who 

featured prominently in Penang’s early social and commercial development. 

The activities of many individual country traders including Scott, have not 

been comprehensively explored in the Southeast Asian region. In particular, 

the important role Scott played in Penang’s early history remains a 

neglected area of Penang’s historiography. Scott’s arrival in the East Indies 

coincided with EIC expansionist aspirations. In partnership with Francis 

Light, Scott who lived on the island from the establishment of the EIC 

settlement in 1786 until his death in 1808, worked tirelessly in promoting the 

island’s commercial advantages. He witnessed Penang’s elevation to 

presidency status shortly before his death. It is evident Scott, who played a 

contentious role in Penang’s historiography, was a ruthless businessman 

accustomed to getting his own way. This inevitably resulted in conflict with 

some country traders and EIC officials. Unfortunately, controversy about his 

personal life and accusations of impropriety as Light’s executor 

overshadowed his significant role in Penang’s foundation and development. 

The introduction of this thesis provided a research rationale which undertook 

an in-depth examination of James Scott’s activities to validate or refute 

existing perceptions. The use of qualitative historical research of significant 

events before, during and after Scott’s life, provided context for his activities. 
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The thesis incorporated the concept of ‘history from below’ which recognised 

the importance of researching a wide range of people and not just the elite.1  

Country traders, who operated on the EIC’s periphery, were of uncertain 

social status and mobility. Though an important element of Penang’s early 

development, most remain relatively unknown in its historical literature.2 

Examination of Scott’s activities redresses a significant gap in this area of 

Penang’s historiography. 

The transitory nature of country traders and fragmentation of records proved 

challenging. As discussed in Chapter 1, records are dispersed across 

several countries and in several languages. The large-scale destruction of 

records and arbitrary rearrangement of surviving records, which took place 

after the EIC’s demise, has sometimes resulted in loss of context. 

Importantly the lack of Penang’s land acquisition and sales records created 

difficulty in conclusively proving or disproving allegations of Scott’s 

impropriety as Light’s executor. There are probably additional records 

relating to Scott’s activities yet to be discovered. 

Lundy’s assertion that the selective survival of documents limited to specific 

groups of people may result in an incomplete or biased account in historical 

research, is prescient.3 Research identified few primary sources written by 

Scott. Reliance on Scott’s correspondence with the EIC provided an 

 
1 ‘Making History’, The Institute of Historical Research. 
2 Hussin, Trade and Society, p. xvii. 
3 Lundy, ‘Historical Research’, pp. 397-398.  
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incomplete narrative of Scott’s activities. Scott, a prolific writer, forwarded a 

trunk of manuscripts to kinsman Sir Walter Scott for possible publication. Sir 

Walter believed James was very clever and well acquainted with India 

customs and manner though he believed his kinsman should have 

concentrated his efforts on writing about his life and activities in the East 

Indies.4 Unfortunately, the location of the documents is unknown and the 

veracity of Sir Walter Scott’s comments cannot be evaluated. 

To date no holistic account of Scott’s life has been completed. Several 

themes related to Scott and his family including the social, political, and 

economic environment which influenced his decision to live most of his life 

in the East Indies, were explored in this thesis. The Scott family, a prominent 

Scottish Borders clan, was active in Scottish political and social life. 

Exploration of the wider historical context including the Scott clan’s political, 

religious and economic activities, provided the background for clan activities 

in the eighteenth century. The implementation of the 1707 Act of Union, 

which resulted in Scotland’s subordination after the failed Darien Scheme, 

heralded the implementation of patronage. A pervading theme in Scottish 

history, patronage resulted in a disparate number of Scotsmen joining the 

British military or EIC. This included several members of the Scott of 

Raeburn clan.  

 
4 David Douglas (ed.), The Journal of Sir Walter Scott: From the Original 

Manuscript at Abbotsford, Volume 2, pp. 280-282.  
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Loss of land, wealth, and status provided a rationale for James Scott’s entry 

to the Royal Navy and EIC. Research revealed some new connections that 

provide a rationale for Scott’s activities in the East Indies. Examination of 

James Scott’s naval career, as outlined in Chapter 3, validated his service 

with Light on Arrogant during the Seven Years War, naval service in the East 

Indies and importantly, a connection to Peter Rainier, who was later 

appointed as commander of the East Indies naval fleet. The relationships 

Scott formed during his naval service underpin his later activities in the East 

Indies, including his partnership with Light and appointment by Rainier as a 

prize agent after the British takeover of Malacca.  

Tracing Scott’s genealogy provided an opportunity to clarify familial 

relationships and correct historical inaccuracies. Ironically Skinner, who 

described the Scott family as an occupational hazard for Straits Settlements 

historians, incorrectly recorded Captain Robert (Carnatic Bob) Scott, country 

trader and Malay translator, as William Scott of Raeburn’s son rather than 

nephew.5 The application of genealogical research methodology clarified 

the Scott family members in the East Indies. The investigation of two 

important recorded familial relationships including Sir Walter Scott and 

David Scott, prominent EIC director provided clarity on relationships. Sir 

Walter Scott and James Scott were revealed to be first cousins, once 

 
5 Skinner, ‘Hikayat Perintah’, p. 199. Captain Robert (Carnatic Bob), Scott, the 

son of Walter Scott, 5th of Raeburn and brother of William Scott, the diarist, was 

the Malay translator who assisted Raffles in the planning of the Java invasion.  
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removed. Although James and David Scott were linked in commercial 

ventures in the East Indies, genealogical investigation of a possible familial 

connection failed to reveal a direct relationship. 

Investigation revealed no researcher has yet comprehensively explored 

Scott’s life from the time he left the Royal Navy in 1763 until arrival in India 

aboard Anson in 1774. Discussion of the wider Scott family EIC activities, 

and the development of a formidable family network in the region was a 

major element of this work. Comprehensive investigation revealed a network 

of family members and associates who facilitated and assisted Scott’s 

activities.  

Patronage and clan links played an important role in securing a position on 

EIC shipping. After the conclusion of the Seven Years War, the EIC 

increased the number of ships sent to India each season, requiring a 

substantial increase in ship’s crew numbers. Scott’s genealogy revealed 

several Scott family members who joined the EIC marine at this time 

including first cousin Robert Scott and James Scott’s younger brother 

George. EIC records listed Robert Scott commencing his EIC career in 1759 

aboard Warwick. Robert’s subsequent voyages revealed a sailor, James 

Scott, who served with Robert Scott from 1762 to 1773. James held 

positions including carpenter’s mate, coxswain, seaman and midshipman, 

highlighting his acquisition of extensive maritime skills. Robert and James 

Scott, later joined by James’ brother George and Robert’s brother John, 

served together until Speaker’s return to Britain in September 1773. Shortly 
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after, James Scott left Britain aboard Anson shortly afterward. EIC records 

do not conclusively prove that the James Scott who served with Francis 

Light also served on EIC ships with fellow Scott of Raeburn clan members. 

However, the evidence revealed in the thesis provides a compelling 

rationale that they are the same person. 

After the conclusion of the Seven Years War in 1763, consolidation of British 

control in India provided a foundation for subsequent forays in territorial 

expansion. It is probable Light and Scott rekindled their friendship during 

Scott’s voyages to the East Indies. Scott’s arrival in the East Indies coincided 

with increased regional volatility fuelled by growing European territorial 

ambition and intra-Asian rivalries. Country traders operated in a volatile 

political and economic environment which included conflict, piracy and fierce 

competition with rivals. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, country traders 

including Scott, developed and sustained successful working partnerships 

with Malay trading partners.  

Country traders, who acted as intermediaries between the EIC and regional 

rulers, accumulated valuable commercial and political information, which 

was exploited during the search for a possible EIC entrepot. Historiography 

has focussed on Light’s activities in identifying possible locations for a 

trading base, minimising Scott’s active involvement. Light and Scott utilised 

their contacts and influence to promote Junk Ceylon and Penang, actively 

lobbying the EIC at various times to establish possible EIC entrepots on 

Junk Ceylon or Penang. Correspondence reveals the depth of links both 
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country traders enjoyed with EIC officials, although Scott also lobbied Sir 

Edward Hughes, admiral in charge of the East India Squadron. The 

resignation of Hastings resulted in the provisional appointment of John 

Macpherson, a relatively inexperienced EIC administrator. Swayed by Light 

and Scott’s optimistic submissions regarding trade prospects, Macpherson 

approved the establishment of Penang’s settlement subject to approval by 

the court of directors. Hastings, an experienced EIC administrator with a 

sound knowledge of the political and commercial ramifications of a base on 

Penang, may not have made the same decision. 

Fierce advocates for the establishment of an EIC settlement at Junk Ceylon 

or Penang, Light and Scott’s concerted efforts ultimately secured Penang 

for the EIC in 1786. The duopoly’s division of responsibilities enabled Light 

to concentrate on the island’s administration while Scott focussed on 

commercial activities. Criticism of this close commercial relationship as a 

limiting factor in Penang’s growth, though valid, omits to acknowledge the 

EIC’s failure to provide adequate funding and infrastructure until after 

Penang’s elevation to presidency status in 1805. Despite the lack of 

resources, the duumvirate’s concerted endeavours in developing and 

promoting the settlement was key to its successful foundation, viability, and 

subsequent growth.  

Despite a lack of staffing and resources, historians have lauded Light’s 

achievements in the acquisition of Penang. The prevailing perception of 

Light was a trustworthy and honest EIC administrator who was sometimes 
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portrayed as subservient to Scott. Bonney’s exposure of Light’s duplicitous 

role during Penang’s acquisition, which highlighted his ruthless and deceitful 

role in the negotiations, shattered this perception.6 Although Light attempted 

to portray his limited involvement in trade, correspondence from regional 

rulers contradicted this notion.7 Light, like many EIC officials, was involved 

in private trade to supplement his EIC salary, and it is evident that he 

favoured Scott in commercial affairs. As superintendent, Light had the 

opportunity to be the first purchaser of every commodity landed in the port. 

While Light proposed an increase in salary to preclude him from the island’s 

trade, this did not eventuate.8 Scott undertook sensitive negotiations on 

Light’s behalf revealing the high level of trust they shared. While the close 

relationship has drawn criticism from some historians as a limiting factor, the 

ephemeral nature of Penang’s settlement until its elevation to presidency 

status in 1805, meant Light and Scott’s endeavours were key driving factors 

in its success. 

Scott displayed a ruthlessness in his trading activities, a necessary trait in a 

volatile environment with shifting allegiances. There is little doubt he was 

prepared to flout the law as evidenced by gun-running allegations while 

employed as an EIC mariner and by the Dutch in Malacca in 1784. Unlike 

Light, Scott was an independent country trader, not an EIC employee. His 

activities therefore required examination in the context as a country trader 

 
6 Bonney, Kedah, 1771-1821. 
7 Kratz, ‘Francis Light's Place in the Trading System’, pp. 89-90. 
8 Skinner, ‘Memoir of Francis Light’, p. 7. 
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in East Indies eighteenth century society, not in an anachronistic or 

ahistorical manner.9  

After Light’s death in 1794, Scott consolidated his commercial activities and 

became Penang’s largest landholder. Despite Scott’s monopolistic position 

on the island, after his death in 1808 his estate was revealed to be bankrupt. 

Conflict between Britain and France during the Napoleonic Wars 

precipitated a glut in pepper stocks and subsequent collapse in spice prices. 

Scott, who had heavily invested in spice production, incurred significant 

cultivation costs, for little financial return. Hoping to profit from the proposed 

establishment of a naval dockyard, Scott purchased large landholdings in 

the James Town area of the island. His gamble failed when the proposed 

dockyard did not eventuate. Subsequent litigation with the Light family and 

failure to sell Scott’s vast landholdings were factors in delaying the 

finalisation of Scott’s estate. 

Possibly the most contentious allegation levelled at Scott related to his role 

as Light’s executor and an enduring notion he took advantage of Martina 

Rozells. The allegations appear to be based on two main factors which led 

some to believe the estate was larger than the reality: the notion of Martina’s 

royal heritage and an overestimation of Light’s assets. Light’s will reveal 

details of his landholdings and instructions for his estate’s disposal. In a 

letter to Doughty shortly before his death, Light was pragmatic about his 

 
9 Port, History from Below, p. 111. 
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assets. He revealed expenses incurred as superintendent were twice his 

income, his reliance on Scott’s commercial skills, and an inability to provide 

the funds to purchase a farm in Suffolk.  

Confusion about the extent of Light’s estate including Suffolk House also 

contributed to this belief. Comments made by Light’s son-in-law, Major 

General James Welsh, declaring Light’s children had lived to ‘see every inch 

of ground and even his houses alienated from them’ have been taken as 

proof of Scott’s culpability. Research conclusively proved William Edward 

Phillips, a long-term EIC member on Penang, was responsible for the 

construction of the two-storied house, Suffolk, in the first decade of the 

nineteenth century, a decade after Light’s death. 

When examining the family’s assets after Light’s death, researchers failed 

to consider the implications of Martina’s marriage to John Timmer and his 

subsequent abandonment of Martina and their two daughters. The role of 

Light’s other surviving executor, William Fairlie, is yet to be comprehensively 

examined. Fairlie, a prominent Calcutta businessman and confidant of 

Bengal Governor General Richard Wellesley, maintained close commercial 

links with Scott and Carnegy in Penang. If Fairlie harboured any concerns 

about disposal of Light’s estate, he had the power and influence to act 

against Scott. Scott featured as the villain without credible documentation to 

support the assertion while Fairlie escaped criticism about the disposal of 

Light’s estate.  
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Scott’s life in Penang, which revealed a tempestuous relationship with EIC 

officials including Superintendent Forbes Ross MacDonald, provided a 

skewed account of his relationship with EIC officials. Historians have omitted 

to thoroughly examine the motive or origins of the conflict. Logan, when 

compiling his ‘Notices of Pinang’ series, based on early EIC records, 

commented that the absence of any real grounds for hostility suggested sour 

grapes.10 MacDonald’s less than stellar career highlighted the validity of 

Logan’s conclusion. MacDonald, appointed as a negotiator during the 1795 

British takeover of Malacca, possibly clashed with Scott. MacDonald 

probably expected a position with Malacca’s British administration, which 

did not eventuate. His disenchantment at being appointed superintendent of 

Penang, a relative backwater with an uncertain future, was soon evident to 

Penang’s small British population. With trading monopolised by a few 

traders led by Scott, MacDonald’s exclusion from trade denied him the 

opportunity to supplement his EIC income. During his tenure, MacDonald’s 

correspondence to the EIC revealed his antipathy towards Penang’s ‘little 

estimable population’. MacDonald singled Scott out for additional criticism 

labelling him as dishonourable and degenerate probably because of his 

concurrent cohabitation with at least two female members of the Eurasian 

population. 

Scott’s polemical relationship with Penang’s EIC officials continued until his 

death. Scott’s correspondence was direct and less diplomatic than EIC 

 
10 Logan, ‘Notices of Pinang’, vol, 5, p. 93. 
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officials expected. When in dispute with Penang officials, Scott sometimes 

bypassed the island administrators, writing directly to EIC officials in India. 

Shortly before his death, Scott’s dispute with EIC officials revealed the 

power he still wielded on Penang. Although the EIC threatened Scott and 

son James with expulsion, Scott’s active participation in committee of 

assessors’ meetings, was tacit admission of his status in the small 

community.  

Despite his turbulent relationship with the EIC, Scott’s children and 

members of the Scott of Raeburn clan, who remained in the East Indies, 

served with the EIC in several locations including Penang, Malacca, 

Semarang, and Singapore. The family continued to access patronage links 

refuting any suggestions their EIC careers suffered because of a familial 

connection to James Scott. William and John Scott’s EIC careers, detailed 

in Chapter 10 demonstrated that EIC officials, including Sir Thomas 

Stamford Raffles, held both in high regard. Additionally, Robert (Carnatic 

Bob) Scott’s children forged successful careers, holding official positions 

with the EIC in Malacca, Singapore and Penang. 

This thesis sought to explore and challenge Penang’s current 

historiography, providing details of Scott’s unorthodox life, his relationship 

with Francis Light and his contribution to Penang’s development. Importantly 

it posits a timeline for Scott’s activities in the period between leaving the 

Royal Navy and arrival in India in 1774. While there are difficulties in 

researching British country traders, it was possible to reconstruct some 
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Scott family activities using EIC records. Bonney’s examination of Light’s 

conduct in negotiations with the sultan of Kedah casts doubt on the 

fundamental view of Scott as the more unethical member of the partnership. 

Light’s duplicitous dealings with the sultan of Kedah require re-evaluation of 

the dynamics of the duumvirate. Critical evaluation of authors of secondary 

sources including Clodd and Stueart show they portrayed Light in a flattering 

way, while casting Scott as the villain.11 This highlighted the necessity to 

critically evaluate the authors’ credentials or motivation. 

The recent granting of World Heritage status to Penang and Malacca by the 

United Nations Education, Science and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) 

rekindled interest in the historical development of British interests on the 

Malay peninsula.12 The Penang Heritage Trust’s ‘Penang Story’, seminars 

and conferences, including the 2011 Penang in the Indian Ocean (PIO) 

Conference with a diverse range of European and Malaysian scholars, has 

provided the opportunity for greater interaction.13 Kratz believes an 

appreciation of colonial historiography based largely on the same and 

mostly English language sources which tend to reinforce each other, has 

been ambivalent if not unfairly negative.14 Over the past two decades, 

Malaysian historians including Nordin Hussin, who chronicles the history 

 
11 Harold Parker Clodd was not a contemporary of Scott. In 1904 Clodd he was 
listed as a manager for Gilfillan, Wood and Co., an import/export agency. ‘List of 
Persons Qualified and Liable to Serve as Jurors at the Settlement of Penang, 
1904’, Straits Settlements Government Gazette, vol. 39, no. 6, p. 2947. 
12 ‘Melaka and George Town’, UNESCO World Heritage Centre. The two cities 
were awarded world heritage status in 2008. 
13 ‘Penang Story’. Penang Heritage Trust. 
14 Kratz, ‘Francis Light’s Place in the Trading System’, pp. 83-84. 
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and development of colonial Malacca and Penang, and Wazir Jahan Karim, 

who explores the precolonial history of Penang, provide a Malaysian voice 

in what has been primarily a European-centric colonial historiography.15 

Recent historical works on Penang, including a biographical dictionary of 

Penang’s ethnically diverse merchant community, have attempted to 

redress this bias.  

This thesis on Scott is not the definitive work on his life and activities in the 

East Indies. There are still substantial gaps in Scott’s life for future 

researchers to explore. Research on the roles of individual country traders 

and early Penang residents external to the EIC is crucial in providing a 

complete account of Penang’s early colonial history. As EIC records become 

more accessible via digitisation and indexing, it is possible researchers may 

discover new records that provide the opportunity to revise current 

historiography re-evaluating Light and Scott’s relationship and the disposal 

of Light’s estate. It is evident that further research on individual country 

traders in the region during this time period would enhance and extend our 

understanding of this important period of British expansion within the Malay 

world, and the social and economic development of colonial Penang.  

  

 
15 Wazir Jahan Karim (‘The “Discovery” of Penang Island’) explores the 
precolonial history of Penang. 
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Appendix1- Selected Land Grants extracted from the POWIG.1 

District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Aier Etam 
(Air Itam) 

6 Grant No. 6, made to Mr Stokoe, and sold by his Executor to Mr 
Scott, estimated to contain 14 orlongs 16 jumbas; bounded E by a 
river and Mr Stokoe’s ground; W by Mr Scott’s and Mr Layton’s 
grounds; NE by the road to the Waterfall; and fourth by road to Kelso 
Bridge. 

14 16 10 August 1811 

Aier Etam 459 Grant No. 459, made to Lema, and by her sold to Mr Scott, estimated 
to contain, 4 orlongs 10 jumbas; bounded E by a jungle; west by 
Young’s; N by the Hon. Company’s and S by Taliff’s ground. 

4 10 10 August 1811 

Aier Etam 477 Grant 477, made to Sal Mahomed; Sold by him to Panchoo, and by 
the latter to Mr Scott; estimated to contain 3 orlongs 6 jumbas; 
bounded E by Cheam’s Ground; west by the road, and S by the river; 
N to boundary given. 

3 6 10 August 1811 

Aier Etam 479 A piece of ground, situated in the district of Aier Etam, consisting of 
an old pepper garden, contained in Grant No. 479 and bounded and 
measuring as follows, viz. E, by Yong’s ground, 3 orlongs; West by 
ground belonging to the Honorable East India Company, 3 orlongs; N 
by ground belonging to the Honorable East India Company, 1 orlong; 
and S by the hills, 1 orlong and 10 jumbas; estimated to contain in the 
whole 4 orlongs and 10 jumbas. 
  

4 10 21 March 1812 
4 April 1812 

Aier Etam 480 Another piece of ground in the district of Aier Etam, consisting of an 
old pepper garden, contained in Grant No. 480; bounded and 

1   21 March 1812 
4 April 1812 

 
1 Minimal editing of the land grants has been undertaken to provide consistency. Names have not been edited. 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

measuring as follows, viz. E, by Semia’s ground, 1 orlong; West by 
Yong’s ground, 1 orlong; N by ground belonging to the Honourable 
Company, 1 orlong; and S by Taliff’s ground, 1 orlong; estimated to 
contain in the whole one square orlong. 

Aier Etam 482 Grant No.482, made to Chay Ta; and sold by him to Mr Scott, 
estimated to contain 3 orlongs 9 jumbas; bounded NE by Asang’s; 
NW by river; SE by Abhurn’s grounds.  

3 9 10 August 1811 

Aier Etam 1358 Grant No. 1358, made to Toonkoo Pootee, and by her sold to Mr 
Scott, estimated to contain 54 orlongs 13 jumbas, bounded E by river 
and jungle, in a crooked direction; west by hill; N by jungle. And fourth 
by Pootee Gabab’s ground. 

54 13 10 August 1811 

Aier Etam  Not 
stated 

A piece or parcel of ground situated in the district of Aier Etam, on the 
left hand side of the road leading to Scotland, bounded as follows; E. 
by the road leading to Scotland, W. by the Aier Etam River and Kelso 
Estate, N. by the road leading from Scotland to Kelso Bridge, and S 
by Ranee Dabev’s ground, the particulars of which may be known on 
application at the Sheriff's office. 

  
5 June 1813 

Aier Etam Various All that part of the same estate in the district of Aier Etam, contained 
in Grants numbered, 6, 459, 472, 473, 477, 482, & 358. 

    27 April 1811 

Battoo 
Lanchang 
(Batu 
Lanchang) 

1047 The ground contained in Grant No. 1047, made to China Awee, and 
by him sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Battoo 
Lanchang, bounded eastward by Angee’s ground 1 orlong 3 jumbas; 
westward by Sideong’s 2 orlongs 2 jumbas; northward by Komsing’s 
1 orlong 10 jumbas; southward by Chay Chen’s 1 orlong 10 jumbas; 
estimated to contain 2 orlong 10 jumbas. 

2 10 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Battoo 
Lanchang  

74 Grant No. 74, made to Chee Kee and sold to James Scott, estimated 
to contain about 21 ½ orlongs; bounded E by the sea beach 68 
jumbas; W by Ma Lowman's 76 jumbas; N by Naquita Catchee’s 121 
jumbas; and S by Che Beake’s 121 jumbas. N.B. by an endorsement 
on the grounds would appear that three quarters of an orlong of this 
ground has been sold by James Scott in his life time.  

21 ½   9 March 1811 
31 August 1811 

Battoo 
Lanchang  

383 Grant No. 383, made to Chee Oona and sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 2 orlongs, bounded E by Chee Sa’s; W by 
jungle; N by Chee Soomong’s; and S by Chee Sa’s. N.B. by an 
endorsement of the bill of sale, to James Scott, it appears, there were 
2700 pepper plants on this garden when he purchased it.  

2   9 March 1811 
31 August 1811 

Battoo 
Lanchang  

645 No. 645, made to China Pa Seow and by him sold to J Scott, 
estimated to contain 29 orlongs 6 jumbas; bounded E by the beach 1 
orlong 15 jumbas; W by the road 1 orlong 5 jumbas; N by Chay Gim, 
and Tap’s grounds; S by Capt. Scott’s, Chay Esup’s and a burying 
place of China Chay Key.  

29 6 9 March 1811 
31 August 1811 

Battoo 
Lanchang  

1131 Grant No. 1131, made to China Pagim and by him sold to James 
Scott estimated to contain 11 orlong, 6 jumbas; bounded E by Joong 
and Beake’s; W by the road; N by several Chinese; and S by Pa 
Seow’s ground.  

11 6 31 August 1811 

Battoo 
Lanchang  

1137 Grant No. 1137, made to Chay Team and by him sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 1 orlong 3 jumbas; bounded E by the beach 10 
jumbas; W by Mr Farquhar's; N by Pa Seow’s; and S by Mahomed 
Sally’s. 

1 3 31 August 1811 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Battoo 
Lanchang  

1190 Grant No. 1190, made to Chay Payong and by him sold to James 
Scott, estimated to contain 25 orlongs 19 jumbas; bounded E by Chay 
Sa’s; W by the road; N by Pa Seow’s; S by Mahomed Cassim’s. 

25 19 31 August 1811 

Battoo 
Lanchang  

1267 Grant No. 1267, made to Mahomed Sally and by his executor sold to 
James Scott, estimated to contain 3 orlongs 9 jumbas; bounded E by 
the beach 1 orlong 2 jumbas; W by Mr Farquhar’s ground; N by Chay 
Team’s and S by Captain Scott. 

3 9 9 March 1811 
31 August 1811 

Battoo 
Lanchang  

1412 Grant No. 1412, made to James Scott estimated to contain about 65 
orlongs 4 jumbas; of which about 51 orlongs have been sold by 
James Scott in his life time, there therefore remain now to be sold 
about 14 orlongs 4 jumbas; bounded E by the beach 6 orlongs 14 
jumbas; W by that part sold; N by Mr Farquhar’s; and S by Raja 
Palawan and Che Morie’s. 

14 4 9 March 1811 
31 August 1811 

Battoo 
Moam 
(Batu 
Uban) 

838 The ground contained in Grant No. 838 made to Hadgee Brahim and 
by him mortgaged to James Scott, situated in the district of Battoo 
Moam, bounded eastward by Chee Sa’s ground 1 orlong; westward 
by Po Aastoose’s 14 jumbas; NW by the swamp 2 orlongs 2 jumbas; 
southward by Chee Kasin 1 orlong 18 jumbas; estimated to contain 1 
orlong 14 jumbas.  

1 14 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Battoo 
Moam 

839 The ground contained in Grant No. 839 made to Chee Sa and by him 
mortgaged to James Scott, situated in the district of Battoo Moam, 
bounded eastward by Mr Manington’s ground 3 orlongs 15 jumbas; 
westward by Hadgee Brahim's and Chee Kasin's 1 orlong 16 jumbas; 
northward by the road 3 orlongs; Southward by Chee Boodoong's 6 
orlongs 1 jumba; estimated to contain 12 orlongs 7 ½ jumbas.  

Z 7 ½ 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 
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Campong 
Pulo 
Penang 

503 Part of Grant No. 503, made to Nonia Booroo; this part sold by her 
administrator to Mr McIntyre, and by him to Mr Scott; bounded E by 
Chewan’s ground, four orlongs two jumbas; W by Mr Baird, five 
orlongs; N by Penang Road one orlong eleven jumbas; fourth by river 
one orlong twelve jumbas. 

    10 August 1811 

Pyah 
Trubong 
(Pyah 
Terubong) 

1557 Grant No. 1557, made to Hadjee Bangawey, and sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 4 orlongs 4 jumbas; bounded E by the hills; W by 
Neensoo’s; N by jungle; and S by Po Moodah’s.  

4 4 27 April 18113 
1 August 1811 

Pyah 
Trubong  

1731 All that piece or parcel of ground described in grant no. 1731, situated 
in Pyah Trubong District, bounded to the E by Bengallie’s ground, 
measuring 1 orlong 18 jumbas; W by the river, 1 orlong 4 jumbas; N 
by Chee Lean’s ground, 2 orlong; S by Pa Moodah’s ground; 2 
orlongs 10 jumbas; estimated to contain two orlongs eighteen jumbas 
  

2 18 24 June 1809 

Pyah 
Trubong 

1732 All that piece or parcel of ground described in Grant No. 1732 situated 
as above bounded to the E by Bengally’s ground, measuring 1 orlong; 
west, by the river, 1 orlong; N by Ghee Sooty’s ground, 2 orlongs 2 
jumbas; S, by Chee Cheang’s ground, 2 orlongs; estimated to contain 
two orlongs one jumba, seized in execution, in satisfaction of a 
judgement obtained in the Court of Judicature, by Robert Scott 
against Parbutee. 

2 1 24 June 1809 
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Soonghy 
Dua 
(Sungai 
Dua) 

447 Part of the ground contained in Grant No. 447, made to Muggo 
Mahataja, sold by Choo Peng to Aye and by Aye to James Scott; 
situated in the district of Soonghy Dua, bounded to the eastward by 
Noqued Saboot’s ground 1 orlong 5 jumbas; westward by the jungle 1 
orlong [?] jumbas; northward by the jungle 4 orlongs 8 jumbas; 
southward by his own ground 3 orlongs 18 jumbas; estimated to 
contain 5 orlongs 3 jumbas. Deducting therefrom one and a half 
orlong sold by the said Aye to Achong, leaves to be now sold 3 
orlongs 12 jumbas. 

3 12 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Dua 

565 The ground contained in Grant No. 565, made to China Ageeco and 
by him sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy Dua 
bounded eastward by Nonia Pono’s ground 2 orlongs 4 jumbas; 
westward by Aboee’s, 2 orlongs 6 jumbas; northward by Nonia 
Panio’s 1 orlong 11 jumbas; southward by the jungle 1 orlong 19 
jumbas; estimated to contain 4 orlongs 7 jumbas. 

4 7 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Dua 

568 The ground contained in Grant No. 568 made to China Chee Too, 
and by him sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy 
Dua, bounded eastward by Chay Kim’s ground 2 orlongs 12 jumbas; 
westward by the jungle 2 orlongs 13 jumbas; northward by a swamp 2 
orlongs; southward by Chee’s 1 orlong 14 jumbas; estimated to 
contain 4 orlong 16 jumbas. 

4 16 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Dua 

1121 The ground contained in Grant No. 1121, made to China Chay Quee 
and by him sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy 
Dua, bounded SE by the jungle 2 orlongs 4 jumbas; NW by the road 2 
orlongs 2 jumbas; NE by Chay Hom’s 2 orlongs 8 jumbas; SW by 
Chay Hoke’s 3 orlongs; estimated to contain 5 orlongs 16 jumbas. 

5 16 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 
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Soonghy 
Claun 
(Sungei 
Keluang) 

Several On Tuesday and Wednesday next, the 13th and 14th instant. 
All that part of the valuable real estate of the late James Scott, Esq 
deceased, situated in the district of Soonghy Claun, consisting of 
various kings of Land, and contained in Grants, numbered 869, 923, 
931, 980, 855, 856, 857, 871, 873,874, 1035, 1200, 1402, 1404, 1406 
1584, 1586, 1673, 1674, 1681, 1721. 

    9 March 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

434 The ground contained in Grant No. 434 made to Chee Malo and by 
Taan sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy Claun, 
bounded eastward by Chee Ghim’s ground 6 orlongs; westward by 
Ponglima Loongh’s 6 orlongs; northward by China Chun Ko’s 2 
orlongs; estimated to contain 12 orlongs. 

12   28 August 1812, 7 
November 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

855 Grant No. 855, made to Esa, and sold by Chewan to James Scott; 
estimated to contain 3 orlongs 9 jumbas; bounded E by Sultan’s; W 
by Chay Deen’s; N by Belal Cling’s; and S by hills.  

3 9 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

857 Grant No. 857, made to Chewan, and by him sold to James Scott; 
estimated to contain 3 orlongs 13 jumbas; bounded E by Matta 
Hadjee’s; W by Sultan and Emum’s; N by Ma Settee’s; and S by 
Matta Hajee’s. 

3 13 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

859 Another piece of ground in the district of Soonghy Claun, consisting of 
pepper grounds, contained in Grant No. 859; bounded and measuring 
as follows, viz. E by Chone Hoon’s and Saysing’s grounds, 2 orlongs 
and 12 jumbas; W by Cha Ka’s ground, 1 orlong 17 jumbas; N by the 
road, 1 orlong and 10 jumbas and S by a river, 1 orlong and 11 
jumbas; estimated to contain in the whole about 3 orlongs and [?] 
jumbas. 

3 0 21 March 1812 
4 April 1812 
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 Soonghy 
Claun 

860 Another piece of ground in the district of Soonghy Claun, consisting of 
pepper grounds, contained in Grant No. 860; bounded and measuring 
as follows, viz. E by Ba Keang’s; and Chow Sang’s grounds, 2 
orlongs and 10 jumbas; W by a swamp, 2 orlongs and 10 jumbas; N 
and NE by Cha Peet’s ground, 2 orlongs and 9 ½ jumbas; and S by 
Chow Sye’s ground, 1 orlong and 13 ½ jumbas; estimated to contain 
in the whole 4 orlongs and 14 jumbas. 

4 14 21 March 1812 
4 April 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

869 Grant No. 869, made to Chewan and by him sold to J. Scott, 
estimated to contain 134 orlongs 6 jumbas; bounded NE by the 
grounds of Powan, Matta Hadjee, and others; SW by Chee Ally, Chee 
Deen and others; NW by Chee Deen, Chee Teang, and Pootee 
Kitchee; SE by Captain Scott, Pen Saib, and Chee Esa. On this lot 
there is an excellent and commodious bungalow, situated on the top 
of Arrar Hill, commanding a most delightful view in every direction, 
and there are said to be on it likewise some extensive plantations of 
pepper, coffee, betel nut, and cocoanuts. 

139 6 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

873 Grant No. 873, made to Chewan and by him sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 6 orlongs 15 jumbas; bounded E by Libbee 
Koto’s; W by Foconka’s; N by Chewan’s; and S by Chay Hussein’s. 

6 15 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

876 Another piece of ground in the district of Soonghy Claun, consisting of 
pepper grounds, contained in Grant No. 876; bounded and measuring 
as follows, viz. E by Nonia Epatt’s ground, 1 orlong and 15 jumbas; 
West by Cha Wan’s and Cong Sue’s grounds, 1 orlong and 9 jumbas; 
N by Che Wan’s ground, 1 orlong and 8 jumbas; estimated to contain 
in the whole 2 orlongs and 18 jumbas. 

2 18 21 March 1812 
4 April 1812 
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Soonghy 
Claun 

931 Grant No. 931, made to Chay Beea and sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 3 orlongs 1 jumba, bounded E by Captain 
Scott’s; W by Nonia Epatt’s; N by Sue Yong’s; and S by a road. 

3 1 9 March 1811, 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

980 Grant No. 980, made to Chay Sa and sold to James Scott, estimated 
to contain 19 jumbas; bounded E by Chee Tahl's; W by Wanko and 
Peet’s; N by paddy grounds; S by Chay Keam’s. 

19   9 March 18112 
4 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1026 The ground contained in Grant No. 1026, made to China Chaw Chim 
and by him sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy 
Claun, bounded SE by the river 3 orlongs 3 jumbas; NW by the jungle 
3 orlongs 3 jumbas; NE by the river 6 orlongs 13 jumbas; SW by 
Teequa’s ground and the swamp 6 orlongs 13 jumbas; estimated to 
contain 20 orlongs 18 jumbas. 

20 18 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1032 The ground contained in Grant No. 1032, made to China Chay Kim, 
and by him sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy 
Claun, bounded NE by Chay Pee’s ground 1 orlong, 11 jumbas; SE 
Chay Pee’s ground 2 orlongs 1 ½ jumbas; NW by a swamp 2 orlongs 
6 ½ jumbas; estimated to contain 3 orlongs 1 jumba. 

3 1 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1035 Another piece of ground in the same district, consisting of pepper 
grounds, another part of Grant No. 1035, on the opposite side of the 
river, and measuring as follows, viz. SE and NE 3 orlongs and 1 
jumba; NE and SW, 2 orlongs and 14 jumbas; estimated to contain in 
the whole about 8 orlongs and 4 jumbas.  

8 4 24 August 1811 
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Soonghy 
Claun 

1035 Another piece of ground in the same district, consisting of a pepper 
garden, part of Grant No. 1035, bounded and measuring as follows; 
viz. SE by a river, 4 orlongs and 18 jumbas; SW by a swamp, 4 
orlongs and 1 jumbas; NE by the hills, 3 orlongs; and SW by Simmin’s 
ground 1 orlong 15 jumbas; estimated to contain tin the whole about 
10 orlongs 9 jumbas.  

10 9 21 March 1812, 
4 April 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1036 A piece of ground situated in the district of Soonghy Claun, consisting 
of a pepper garden, contained in Grant No. 1036, bounded and 
measuring as follows, viz. NE by Cha Keah’s Ground, 2 orlongs 10 
jumbas; SW by a swamp, 2 orlongs 1 jumbas; NW by Cha Pee’s 
ground, 1 orlong and 4 jumbas; and SE by [?]ground, 1 orlong 8 
jumbas, estimated in the whole to contain, 3 orlongs and [?] jumbas. 

3 11 21 March 1812 
4 April 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1365 The ground contained in Grant No. 1365, made to China Asang, and 
by him sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy Claun, 
and bounded to the eastward by Achinco’s ground, measuring 2 
orlongs 13 jumbas; westward by Engha and Chay Wha’s grounds and 
the jungle in a crooked direction 7 orlongs 18 jumbas; estimated to 
contain 20 orlongs 14 jumbas. 

20 14 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1402 Grant No. 1402, made to Sally, and sold by Chewan to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 2 orlongs; bounded E by Chewan’s; W by 
Captain Scott’s; N by Chewan’s S by Chewan’s. 

2 0 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1404 Grant No. 1404, made to Emum, and sold by Chewan to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 18 jumbas, bounded E by a river; W by Emum’s; 
N by Chay Deen’s; S by Emum’s. 

  18 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 
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Soonghy 
Claun 

1406 Grant No. 1406, made to Chay Deen and sold by Chewan to James 
Scott; estimated to contain 2 orlongs 2 jumbas; bounded E by a river; 
W by Chay Cumlongs; N by Chay Deen’s; and S by To Emun’s. 

2 2 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1526 Another piece of ground in the same district, consisting of pepper 
garden contained in Grant No. 1526, bounded and measuring as 
follows, viz. E, by Cha Peng’s and Ongqua’s grounds, 6 orlongs; W 
by Bodong and Baba Engha’s grounds, 6 orlongs: N by Hinchew’s 
grounds, 1 orlong; and S by Chow Choon’s ground, 3 orlongs; 
estimated to contain in the whole about 12 orlongs. 

12 0 21 March 1812 
4 April 1812 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1584 Grant No. 1584, made to D. Brown, and by him sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 11 orlongs 3 jumbas; bounded E by road; W by 
Gregory’s; N by Chay Bassoat’s; and S.by a river. 

11 3 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1586 Grant No. 1586, made to D. Brown, and by him sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 15 orlongs; bounded by E by Diang Tipay’s and 
Chee Merap’s; W by a road; N.by Che Sing, Tyang, Sudeam, and D. 
Brown’s; S by a river. 

15   9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 
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Soonghy 
Claun 

1673 Grant No.1673, made to James Scott, estimated to contain 101 
orlongs 2 jumbas; bounded E by the River Arrar and mangrove 
jungle; W by grounds belonging to Chay Rafool, Chewan, Teequa, 
and the hills; N by the road; S by the hills; with another piece on the 
hills adjoining E by Teequa; W by Chewan and Che Malah's; N. by 
James Scott; S by jungle. Upon this lot stands, about the half of the 
thriving and populous village of James Town, which is divided by the 
road, separating this lot from the next, and forms a boundary to each. 
The rental of the whole village amounts it is said to about Sp. Dols. 
320 per annum, with a prospect of a considerable advance on the 
expiration of the present lease which are not long. There are likewise 
said to be upon this lot considerable plantations of pepper, coffee, 
orange, and trees. 

101 2 9 March 18112 
4 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1674 Grant No. 1674, made to James Scott estimated to contain 25 orlongs 
2 jumbas, bounded E by the river; W by Chey Subee and other 
Chinese; N by a river, S by the road. On this lot is situated the other 
half of James Town, as described above, as also it is said some 
plantations of orange, mangosteen, and other fruit trees, nearly 
coming to bear.  

25 2 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Claun 

1681 Grant 1681, made to D. Brown, and by him sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 26 orlongs, 15 jumbas; bounded E by sea; W by 
Captain Scott’s; N by Captain Scott’s and jungle; and S by Captain 
Scott’s and jungle.  

26 15 9 March 1811 
24 August 1811 
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Soonghy 
Claun 

1710 A piece or parcel of ground, contained in Grant No. 1710, made to 
James Scott, situated at Soonghy Claun, bounded as follows; E 21 
orlongs by the sea; W 16 orlongs 2 jumbas by Mr Brown’s ground; N 
21 orlongs, crooked by Loongh Packier Candoo and other person’s 
ground; S 22 orlongs 10 jumbas, by Soonghy Claun river; containing 
346 orlongs 15 jumbas of ground, belonging to Mr D. Brown, and 12 
orlongs 10 jumbas belonging to China Baba Koosing, per Grants No. 
1681 and 1708. 

346 15 2 January 1813 

Soonghy 
Neebong 
(Sungai 
Nibong) 

269 Grant No. 269, made to Chee Mooloo and by him sold to James 
Scott, estimated to contain 10 orlongs 10 jumbas; W. by the beach 60 
jumbas; N by Seetoon’s 73 jumbas; and S by Captain Matagittea’s 70 
jumbas. 

10 10 31 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Neebong 

585 Grant No. 585, made to Allung Ghoo and sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 7 orlongs 4 jumbas; bounded E by To 
Chambang’s, W by Loongh Fakin Caadoo’s; N by Messrs Abbot and 
Maitland’s; and S by Engha Ma and Allong Scott's.  

7 4 9 March 1811 
31 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

659 The ground contained in Grant No. 659, made to Young Ache and by 
Cha Goo, sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy 
Teeram, bounded NE by Lebby Tampa’s ground 1 orlong 13 jumbas; 
westward by Tho Deong’s 1 orlong 10 jumbas; northward by jungle 1 
orlong 12 jumbas; southward by Young Pootee Kuchee’s 3 orlongs 10 
jumbas; estimated to contain 3 orlongs 19 jumbas. 

3 19 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 
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Soonghy 
Teeram 

660 The ground contained in Grant No. 660, made to Po Ketchee, 
situated at Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward by Lebby 
Karim’s and Banket’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 5 jumbas, to the 
westward by Tocongko’s ground and measuring 2 orlongs 10 jumbas, 
to the northward by Lebby Assahan’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 
8 jumbas, to the southward by Tocongko’s ground and measuring 11 
jumbas, estimated to contain 1 orlong 15 jumbas, another piece 
adjoins on the E and W side 1 orlong 8 jumbas, containing 1 orlong 
15 jumbas, making in the whole 3 orlongs 10 jumbas. 

3 10 21 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

666 The ground contained in Grant No. 666, made to Po Balang, situated 
in the district of Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward by the 
hills and measuring 12 jumbas, to the westward by China Engha’s 
and Pang’s ground and measuring 13 jumbas, to the southward by Po 
Kitchee’s ground and measuring 11 jumbas, to the northward by the 
hills and measuring 12 jumbas. 

    21 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

667 The ground contained in Grant No. 667, made to Pa Seema and 
situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward 
by Panjong’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 5 jumbas, to the 
westward by Hadgee Do Allim’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 5 
jumbas, to the southward by Chee Saa’s ground and measuring 8 
jumbas. 

    21 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

718 The ground contained in Grant No. 718, made to Lebbee Tampa, and 
by Chien Ung sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy 
Teeram; bounded eastward by a swamp 2 orlongs 2 jumbas; 
westward by Chay Now’s 1 orlong 5 jumbas; northward by To Polaws 

4 7 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 
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and Boofoo Dolaws 3 orlongs; southward by his own ground 2 
orlongs 6 jumbas; estimated to contain 4 orlongs 7 jumbas. 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

979 The ground contained in Grant No. 979, made to Chay Jayon, 
situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward 
by Belal Cling’s ground and measuring 1 orlong, bounded to the 
westward by a swamp and measuring1 orlong, to the northward by a 
swamp and measuring 1 orlong 5 jumbas, to the southward by 
Hadgee Talipp’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 8 jumbas, estimated 
to contain 1 orlong 6 jumbas. 

1 6 21 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

985 The ground contained in Grant No. 985, situated in the district of 
Soonghy Teeram, made to Beedoo, bounded to the eastward by the 
Burying ground and measuring 1 orlong 8 jumbas, bounded to the 
westward by Longh Poolow’s ground and measuring on that side 1 
orlong 8 jumbas, bounded to the northward by Sallee’s ground and 
measuring 1 orlong, bounded to the southward by Seramee’s ground 
and measuring 12 jumbas, estimated to contain 1 orlong 2 jumbas.  

1 2 21 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

988 The ground contained in Grant No. 988, made to Longh Poolow and 
situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward 
by Mr Manington's ground and measuring 3 orlongs 3 jumbas, to the 
westward by a swamp measuring 3 orlongs 3 jumbas, to the 
northward by Sallie’s ground and measuring 1 orlong, 4 jumbas, to 
the southward by a swamp and measuring 1 orlong 4 jumbas, 
estimated to contain 3 orlongs 15 jumbas.  

3 15 21 November 1812 
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Soonghy 
Teeram 

1014 A piece of ground situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, 
consisting of a pepper plantation, contained in Grant No. 1014, 
bounded and measuring as follows, viz. E, by Fo Wan and Sasoom’s 
grounds, 3 orlongs and 3 jumbas; W by the hills, 3 orlongs and 3 
jumbas; N by Mr Nason’s ground, 2 orlongs and 3 jumbas; S by Libby 
Etam and Po Ramut’s grounds, 2 orlongs and 5 jumbas; estimated to 
contain in the whole, about 7 orlongs and 2 jumbas.  

7 2 21 March 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

1196 The ground contained in Grant No. 1196, made to Allong Boong, 
situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward 
by Loong Etam’s ground and measuring 2 orlongs 18 jumbas, to the 
westward by Satemoo’s ground and measuring 2 orlongs 12 jumbas, 
bounded to the northward by Tocongco’s ground and measuring 1 
orlong 16 jumbas, to the southward by Lebby Burno’s ground and 
measuring 1 orlong 19 jumbas, estimated to contain 5 orlongs 1 
jumbas.  

5 1 21 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

1198 The ground contained in Grant No. 1198, made to Mentree, situated 
in the district of Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward by a 
swamp and measuring 2 orlongs 8 jumbas, to the westward by Longh 
Etam’s ground and measuring 2 orlongs 8 jumbas, to the northward 
by Tocongko’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 12 jumbas, to the 
southward by Libby Burmas’s ground and swamp and measuring 1 
orlong 12 jumbas, estimated to contain 3 orlongs 16 jumbas.  

3 16 21 November 1812 
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Soonghy 
Teeram 

1199 The ground contained in Grant No. 1199, made to Julee Batu, 
situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, bounded to the eastward 
by Chay Mamood’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 4 jumbas, to the 
westward by Belal Cling’s ground and measuring 1 orlong 4 jumbas, 
to the northward by Chay Mamood and Belal Cling’s ground and 
measuring 2 orlongs, to the southward by a swamp and measuring 2 
orlongs, estimated to contain 2 orlong 8 jumbas. 

2 8 21 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

1230 The ground contained in Grant No. 1230, made to Arbabar and by 
Baba Nha sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Soonghy 
Teeram bounded eastward by Abdul Karim’s ground 1 orlong 10 
jumbas; westward by Binying’s 1 orlong 6 jumbas; northward by Chee 
Sa and Syde Rakin’s 3 orlongs 6 jumbas; southward by China 
Sueyean 3 orlongs; estimated to contain 4 longas 8 jumbas. 

4 8 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram 

1501 Another piece of ground in the same district, consisting of pepper 
garden, contained in Grant No. 1501, bounded and measuring as 
follows, viz. E, by Mr Scott’s ground 3 orlongs; W by Che Wan’s 
ground 2 orlongs 3 jumbas; N by Mr Scott's ground, 2 orlongs, 6 
jumbas; and S by Syed Hussain’s ground 1 orlongs and 16 jumbas; 
estimated to contain in the whole, about 7 orlongs, and 2 ½ jumbas. 

7 2 ½ 21 March 1812 

Soonghy 
Teeram, 
Soonghy 
Claun 

824 Grant No. 824, made to Chewan and by him sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 2 orlongs 1 jumbas; bounded E by Che Sally’s; 
W by Che Cumloan's’; N by Esa’s; and S by Chewan’s. 

2 1 24 August 1811 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Soonghy 
Teeram, 
Soonghy 
Claun 

851 Grant No. 851, made to Chewan and by him sold to James Scott; 
estimated to contain 1 orlongs 13 jumbas; bounded E by Che Malook 
and Che Su Tan’s; W by Che Sally’s; N by Che Sally and Esa’s: S by 
Chewan’s. 

1 13 24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Teeram, 
Soonghy 
Claun 

918 Grant No. 918, made to Sue Yong and by him sold to James Scott; 
estimated to contain 2 orlongs 19 jumbas; bounded E by Capt. 
Scott’s; W by Nonia Epatt’s; N by a road and Achuee’s and S by Chay 
Becaw’s. on this lot it would appear there were 1600 old and 2000 
young pepper vines when Mr Scott purchased it. 

2 19 24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Teeram, 
Soonghy 
Claun 

1209 Grant No.1209, made to Dyong Tapa and sold to James Scott, 
estimated to contain 2 orlongs 19 jumbas; bounded E by a river; W by 
Che Kang’s and Allong de Ramah’s; N by a river; S by Chay Subee’s. 

2 19 24 August 1811 

Soonghy 
Teeram, 
Soonghy 
Claun 

1722 Grant 1722, made to James Scott estimated to contain 6 orlongs 1 
jumba; bounded E by D. Brown’s; W by Che Efa’s; N by China 
Teequa’s and S by a river. 

6 1 24 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja  
(Teluk 
Ayer 
Rajah) 

143 The ground contained in Grant No. 143, made to Nonia Boohan, and 
by her sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Tulloh Aier Raja, 
bounded eastward by Hussen’s ground 1 orlong; westward by Mr 
Layton’s ground 1 orlong; northward by Mr Brown’s ground 6 orlong 
10 jumbas; southward by Pa Koon Chun’s ground 6 orlongs 10 
jumbas; estimated to contain 6 orlong 10 jumbas. 

6 10 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

227 The ground contained in Grant No. 227, made to the Captain 
Panyean, situated in the district of Tulloh Aier Raja, bounded to the 
eastward by the Beach and measuring 3 orlongs 5 jumbas, in the 
westward by the Hills and measuring 2 orlongs 5 Jumbas, to the 
northward by Jamoedee Shassee Hoodeen’s ground and measuring 
6 orlongs 10 jumbas, to the southward by Chay Baratt’s ground and 
measuring 6 orlongs 10 jumbas. 

6 10 21 November 1812 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

230 The ground contained in Grant No. 230, made to Captain Panyean, 
situated in the district of Tulloh Aier Raja, bounded to the eastward by 
the beach and measuring 6 orlongs, to the westward by the hills and 
measuring 6 orlongs, to the northward by Shassee Hoedeen’s ground 
and measuring 4 orlongs, to the southward by Pomo Parah’s ground 
and measuring 4 orlongs.  

    21 November 1812 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

318 Grant No. 318, made to Bought, by him sold to Chee Derahman, and 
by the latter to Mr Scott, estimated to contain four orlongs ten jumbas; 
bounded E by Chay Malim’s, W by Hills; N by Chay Malim's; and S by 
A. Loongh’s.  

4 10 10 August 1811 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

836 See Grant 1031  
AND IT IS ORDERED, that the Conveyance, executed, bearing date 
and fifteenth day of August one thousand eight hundred and eight, by 
the late James Scott, decreased, one of the executors of the late 
Francis Light to the plaintiff Francis Lanoon Light, of certain premises 
contained in Grants No. 836, and 1031, together with the title deeds 
of the said estate, now in the hands of the plaintiff, Francis Lanoon 
Light, or of his guardians, be also brought in and deposited in the 
treasury in the name of the Account General, subject to the order or 
decree of the Court and that the said administrator or some other fit 
person be appointed Receiver of the Rents and Produce of the 
Lands, contained therein pending this cause. 

    24 February 1810 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

836 A piece of ground, on which is planted a plantation of pepper vines, 
cocoanut, orange and variety of other very valuable fruit trees; and 
estimated to contain about 25 ½ orlongs, or thereabout, and bounded 
as follows; to the E and NE by the new road and grounds belonging to 
Warthaw, Abdul Moomin, Pier Mahomed, Noor Mahomed and 
Mohomed Saib, bounded to the SW by the water fall road, and 
ground belongs to the Honourable Company NW by the Cross road; 
and SE by ground forming a part of Grant No. 836, of which this is 
sale a part, and divided by a ditch.  

25 ½ 0 7 November 1812 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

1031 Grant No. 1031, made to Charles Wallace Young and sold and 
conveyed by James Scott as attorney to Charles Wallace Young, to 
himself and by him, sold to Francis Lanoon Light, estimated to contain 
29 orlongs 5 jumbas; bounded SE by the Cross road in a crooked 
direction, 10 orlongs 6 jumbas; NW by Mr Clark’s ground 8 orlongs 6 
jumbas; NE by Warshay’s ground 3 orlongs; SW by the road to the 
waterfall 3 orlongs 6 jumbas. 

29 5 31 August 1811 
14 September 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

1111 A piece of ground, situated in the district of Tulloh Aier Raja, 
described in Grant No. 1111, adjoining to the old Sepoy Lines, 
estimated to contain seven orlongs five jumbas 

7 5 21 September 1809 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

1340 Grant No.1340, made to Mu Allang, and by her sold to Mr Scott, 
estimated to contain eleven orlongs nine jumbas, bounded E by 
Sammie’s west by Yeatim’s; N by Nonia Pono’s and S by Chay Akill's 
and Libby Bahier’s 

11 9 10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

1724 The ground contained in grant No. 1724, made to Chay Suboo and 
situated in the district of Tulloh Aier Raja, bounded to the eastward by 
the beach and Company’s ground and measuring 4 orlongs 11 
jumbas to the westward by Captain Scott's ground and measuring 2 
orlongs 6 jumbas, to the northward by the beach and measuring 3 
orlongs, to the southward by Nonia Pono’s ground and measuring 4 
orlongs 8 jumbas, estimated to contain 12 orlongs 16 jumbas and a 
half.  

12 16 21 November 1812 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Tulloh 
Julotong 

1086 The ground contained Grant No. 1086, made to China Hay and Sold 
to Lo and Siong, heirs of Hay, to James Scott, situated in the district 
of Tulloh Julotong, bounded eastward by Chay Patema’s ground 14 
jumbas; westward by Teequa’s 3 orlongs 4 jumbas; northward by 
Chay A Leong’s 2 orlongs 14 jumbas; southward by Chay Low, Sa 
Lo, & Hong’s 6 orlongs 2 jumba s; estimated to contain 8 orlongs 11 
jumbas. 

8 11 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Tulloh 
Julotong 

1086 The ground contained Grant No. 1086, made to China Hay and Sold 
to Lo and Siong, heirs of Hay, to James Scott, situated in the district 
of Tulloh Julotong, bounded eastward by Chay Patema’s ground 14 
jumbas; westward by Teequa’s 3 orlongs 4 jumbas; northward by 
Chay A Leong’s 2 orlongs 14 jumbas; southward by Chay Low, Sa 
Lo, & Hong’s 6 orlongs 2 jumba s; estimated to contain 8 orlongs 11 
jumbas. 

8 11 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 
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District  Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales Island 
Gazette  

Tulloh 
Julotong 

1242 The ground contained in Grant No. 1242, made to China Akoon and 
by Loa sold to James Scott, situated in the district of Tulloh Julotong 
bounded eastwards by Chay Leat’s ground 19 jumbas; westwards by 
Mr Caunter 15 jumbas; northward by China Kee Leang 3 orlongs 15 
jumbas; southward by Chay Su’s 2 orlongs 15 jumbas. 

    28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Tulloh 
Julotong 

1243 The ground contained in Grant No. 1243, made to Hadjee Abdul 
Ramon by Loa and sold to James Scott, situated in the district of 
Tulloh Julotong, bounded eastward by Majatmarajah and Califf 
Lebby’s ground 3 orlongs 19 jumbas; westward by a swamp 3 orlongs 
19 jumbas; northward by Chay Ram’s ground 1 orlong; and 
southward by Chay Leatt’s ground 14 jumbas; estimated to contain 3 
orlongs 2 jumbas. 

3 2 28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

Tulloh 
Julotong 

1606 Grant No. 1606, made to James Scott, estimated to contain 34 
orlongs; bounded E by the river and Mr Caunter’s ground; W by the 
Cramat ground; N by the river; and S by Maha Rajistea’s. 

34   31 August 1811 

Tulloh 
Julotong 

1704 All that piece or parcel of ground, situated in the district of Tulloh 
Julotong, estimated to contain forty eight orlongs fifteen jumbas, and 
more particularly set forth in Grant No. 1704. 

48 15 10 June 1815 

Tulloh 
Jelutong  

468 Grant No. 468, made to Chee Sa and sold to James Scott, estimated 
to contain 13 orlongs 4 jumbas; bounded E by Loongh’s; W by a hill; 
N by Chee Sa’s; and S by China Kong Sing’s. 

13 4 31 August 1811 
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Appendix 2– Scott’s Tanjong Penaigre (George Town) Holdings. 

(Selected Land Grants from the POWIG.) 

 

Grant 
Number 

Description  Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette  

 TO BE SOLD - On Monday, the 15th day of next. 
All that range of shops, twenty two in number, situated in Beach Street, betwixt Cauder Meydeen’s 
Godowns, and the Jail, known by the name of the Pangawa Estate.  
Subject to a lease in favour of M A Raja Steeah, at the monthly rent of Seventy dollars, expiring in Feb. 
1812. 
 

29 November 1810 

26 Lot 3 – Grant no. 26 situated at the corner formed by King and Market Streets and measuring along the 
former 33 feet, and along the latter 102 feet.  

3 August 1811 

38 The ground contained in Grant No. 38, made to China Chay Kim, and by him sold to James Scott, 
situated in George Town, bounded to the eastward by Chay Soon’s ground 13 feet; westward by Penang 
Street 13 ½ feet; northward by China Khem 59 feet; southward by China Street, 59 feet; estimated to 
contain 5 ¼ square jumbas. 

28 August 1812  
7 November 1812 

77 Grant No. 77 situated in Malabar Street, and measuring along that street 5 ½ feet, E by Libby Merican’s 
ground 58 feet, west by Shaik Hussain’s 58 feet, and N by Shaik Hussain's and Cauder Modeen’s 16 ½ 
feet.  

3 August 1811 

147  Grant No. 147, situated in Penang Street and measuring along that street 26 & ½ feet; west by 
Didabhoy’s 26 & ½ feet; N Gollaum Ally’s 85 & ½ feet; south Bappoo Poottee’s 86 & ½ feet. 

3 August 1811 
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Grant 
Number 

Description  Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette  

150 One moiety or half part, belongs to the estate of James Scott, deceased, of Grant No.150, situated in 
Penang street, and measuring along that street 28 feet; E by Shaik Hussain's ground 28 ½ feet; N by 
Meerah Neenan’s 54 feet; S by Dadabhoy’s 56 feet; N.B. These are the boundaries of the whole Grant, 
and the half of which only is to be sold 

3 August 1811 

247 The ground contained in Grant No. 247, made to China Chee Hap, and by him sold to James Scott, 
situated in George Town, bounded to the eastward by King Street, and measuring 24 feet; to the 
Westward by Nonia Pono’s ground measuring 21 feet; to the northward by Tun Teong’s ground 
measuring 115 feet; and to the southward by China Tho, and Nonia Pono's grounds measuring 115 feet; 
estimated to contain seventeen square jumbas. 

28 August 1812 
 7 November 1812 

255 In satisfaction of several mortgages the undermentioned valuable premises late the property of James 
Scott Esq on 19 February instant. To wit. 1st – All that valuable piece of ground and godowns thereon, 
situated in Beach Street, George Town, adjoining the Custom House, and measuring two hundred and 
ninety three feet along the street as described in Grant 255. These premises produce a monthly rent of 
between four and five hundred dollars. 

10 February 1810 

284 All that valuable piece of ground, situated on the Penang Road, in George Town, and measuring along 
that Road, one orlong fourteen jumbas as described in Grant No. 284. On this property there are a 
number of houses, coconut and other fruit trees, and the whole is at present rented at about sixty Spanish 
dollars per month. 

10 February 1810 
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Grant 
Number 

Description  Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette  

343 The ground contained in grant No. 343, made to China Chay Khem, and by him sold to James Scott, 
situated in George Town, bounded to the eastward by China Soon’s ground 13 feet; westward by Penang 
Street, 13 feet; northward by Been’s ground 59 feet; southward by Chay Kim's ground 59 feet, estimated 
to contain twelve square jumbas. 

28 August 1812 
7 November 1812 

352 Grant No. 352, made to James Scott, situation at the end of Malay Lane, bounded E by James Scott, and 
Bandary Mahomed Cassins’s 201 feet; W by Syed Hussain’s 165 feet; N by Bandary Mahomed Cassin’s 
190 feet; S by Syed Hussain 223 feet; estimated to contain 276 square jumbas 

31 August 1811 

372 All that valuable piece of ground, with the bungalow, stables, and out-houses thereon erected situated in 
Light Street, George Town, and know by the name of Ossian Hall, particularly described in the Honorable 
Company’s Grant No. 372 and estimated to contain about 1177 square jumbas. 

23 February 1811 

372 Grants 372 and 1709, comprising that valuable estate, called Ossian Hall will be sold in two lots, as it is at 
present divided by a wall running across the ground, the wall to be the boundary, and to belong to lot first 
Lot 1 – the western most part of the above mentioned ground, on which are the remains of a bungalow 
and offices, and a variety of fruit and other trees, and a small pucka tank. 
Lot 2 – the eastern most part of which there are some fruit trees, and a number of very large and beautiful 
Senna trees and a large tank 

3 August 1811 
27 October 1811 
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Grant 
Number 

Description  Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette  

464 The ground contained in Grant No. 464, made to Hismial Leggy, situated in Malabar Street, George Town, 
bounded to the eastward by Shaick Madar’s ground and measuring 16 feet, to the westward by 
Luchadores Habra. Libby’s ground measuring 16 feet, bounded to the northward by Shaick Maydeen's 
ground and measuring 64 feet, to the southward by Malabar Street, 64 feet, estimated to contain six and a 
half square jumbas. 

21 November 1812 

465 The ground contained in Grant No. 465, made to Syed Abdul Kareem, situated in Malabar Street, George 
Town, bounded to the eastward by Bower Leggy’s ground and measuring 30 feet, to the westward by Ally 
Saib’s ground measuring 30 feet, to the northward by Kader Maydeen's ground measuring on that side 15 
feet, to the southward by Malabar Street, and measuring 15 feet, estimated to contain three square 
jumbas. 

21 November 1812 

995 All those very valuable and extensive premises, described in Grant No. 995 at present in the occupation 
of the Hon Company, and rented by Government as a Government House at the monthly rent of two 
hundred and fifty dollars. – The house and offices are in excellent order, and will be delivered over in the 
same condition to the purchaser. 

10 February 1810 

1087 A part of Grant 1087, made to Abdul Latee's by him sold to Johara Ma, and by her to James Scott, 
measuring from E to W 140 feet; and N to S 170 feet; and bounded E by land belonging to Chand Kham 
and others; S by Toonko Poottee’s; W by Jaffier’s; and N by John Friar’s. 

31 August 1811 
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Grant 
Number 

Description  Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette  

1124 All that piece of ground situated on the west side of the Penang Road, described in Grant No. 1124, 
estimated to contained one hundred and eighty three square Jumbas. On the premises, there is a very 
good substantial build bungalow, containing a hall and two bed rooms. 

10 February 1810 

1252 Part of Grant No.1252, situated in the Penang Road, and measuring along that road 40 feet; west Coopa 
Tomby and Babafob’s 40 feet; N Mr. McIntyre’s 200 feet, S by Mallin Sab’s 200 feet 

3 August 1811 

1314 A piece of ground conveniently situated in Pitt Street, George Town, contained in Grant No. 1314; 
bounded and measuring as follows, viz. E, 43 feet, by Cha Kims’s ground; W43 feet by Tin How’s ground; 
N 30 feet, by the Honourable Company’s ground called Church Square; and S, 30 feet, by a small lane. 
On this lot there is now standing a Cadjan Hut, and the spot of ground is well worth the attention of 
Natives. 

21 March 1812 

1709 Grants 372 and 1709, comprising that valuable estate, called Ossian Hall will be sold in two lots, as it is at 
present divided by a wall running across the ground, the wall to be the boundary, and to belong to lot first. 
Lot 1 – the western most part of the above mentioned ground, on which are the remains of a bungalow 
and offices, and a variety of fruit and other trees, and a small pucka tank. 
Lot 2 – the eastern most part of which there are some fruit trees, and a number of very large and beautiful 
Senna trees and a large tank. 

3 August 1811 
27 October 1811 
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Appendix 3 – Land Grants associated with Scott’s ‘Scotland’ Estate 

(From the POWIG). 

 

District Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette  

Tulloh Aier 
Rajah 

 
All that part of the real estate of the said James Scott, in the district of 
Tulloh Ayer Rajah, contained in Grants numbered, 219, 318, 530, 531, 
528, 542, 688, 689, 849, 850, 1340, 1442, 1705 and 1740, among which 
is included the estate of Scotland.  

    27 April 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

219 Grant No. 219, made to Chay Barrut, and by him sold to Mr Scott, 
estimated to contain five orlongs; bounded E by Lout’s ground; W by 
Captain Panyean’s ground; N by Che Etams’s and S by Boomo Parah’s.  

5   27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

318 Grant No. 318, made to Bought, by him sold to Chee Derahman, and by 
the latter to Mr Scott, estimated to contain four orlongs ten jumbas; 
bounded E by Chay Malim’s W by hills; N by Chay Malim's; and S by A. 
Loongh’s.  

4 10 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 
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District Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette 

Aier Etam 472 Lot 1. Grant No. 472 made to Mr Scott, estimated to contain 359 orlongs 
and 18 jumbas, being the valuable estate, called Scotland; bounded as 
follows; E and N east by the Waterfall River, and along the Cross road to 
Kelso Bridge, and Aier Etam river, in a crooked direction; west by 
Gibraltar Hill; southward by a ditch dividing it from the Hon. Company’s 
and Gregory Jeremiah’s Ground; together with the extensive and 
valuable buildings erected thereon, consisting of a very large and 
commodious dwelling bungalow, and a complete establishment of 
attached and detached offices; as also a  great number of valuable fruit 
trees, of various descriptions, situated on different parts of the estate. 
 

359 18 10 August 1811 

Aier Etam 473  Grant No. 473, made to Mr Scott, estimated to contain 18 orlongs 10 ½, 
jumbas bound to the E by Mr Scott’s ground; to the west by the Cross 
road; N by Waterfall river; and S by the road to Scotland.  

18 10 ½ 10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

528 Grant No. 528, made to Pa Setee, by him sold to Hadjee Patema, and by 
her sold to Mr Scott, estimated to contain four orlongs ten jumbas; 
bounded E by a River; west by hills; N by Who Hatt’s ground; and S by 
jungle. 

4 10 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 
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District Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

530 Grant No. 530, made to Hadjee Patema, and by her sold to Mr Scott, 
estimated to contain 6 orlongs 8 jumbas; bounded E by beach; west by a 
river; N by H. Mahomed Alley, and Chay Mahmed’s grounds; and S by 
Hadjee Pateman's ground. 
 

              6 8 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

531 Grant No. 531, made to Hadjee Patima; and sold by her to Mr Scott; 
estimated to contain 17 ½ jumbas; bounded E by Hadjee Patima’s west 
by a river; N by Hadjee Patima’s and S by Chinese burying ground. 

                 17 1/2 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

542 Part of Grant no. 542, made to A. Long, this part sold by him to Ingha 
Korah, and by the latter to Mr Scott, estimated to contain eleven orlongs 
and eight jumbas; bounded E by that part not sold; NW by Chay Samiels; 
N by river; and S by China Chong King’s. 

11 8 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

688 Grant No. 688, made to Loongh Dannell; by him sold to Lebbee Loongh, 
and by the latter to Mr Scott, estimated to contain eight orlongs ten 
jumbas; bounded E by Chee Jallel’s; W by hills; N by Chay Boofoo’s; and 
S by A Loongh’s. 
 

8 10 127 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

689 Grant No. 689, made to Boosoo and sold to James Scott, estimated to 
contain 3 orlongs 16 jumbas; bounded E by Yong Dannell’s; W by hills; N 
by Pa Ta Maser’s; and S by Loongh Dannell’s. 
 

 

3 16 31 August 1811 
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District Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja  

849 Grant No. 849, made to William Fairlie and by his Attorney sold to James 
Scott, estimated to contain 91 orlongs 2 jumbas; bounded N. E. by 
grounds belonging to Mr. Manington, Mr Beanland and the hills; S. W. by 
Mr Gray’s ground and the road to the waterfall; NW by the hills; S E by 
the Cross road to the beach. This estate is generally known by the name 
of Killie Krankie and upon it is a large pucka unfurnished dwelling house 
situated upon a rising ground, and commanding the most beautiful and 
picturesque view on the island; there are besides a great variety of 
valuable, and thriving fruit trees particularly durian trees, on this estate 
which when they come into bearing will render it very valuable. N.B. It 
appears by an indorsement on the grant that 9 orlongs 9 ½ jumbas of this 
ground on the SE boundary have been sold during James Scott's lifetime 
which are of course to be deducted from the above estimated extent. 

91 2 27 April 1811 
31 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

850 Grant No. 850, made to Wm. Fairlie, and sold by his attorney to Mr Scott, 
estimated to contain seven orlongs; bounded NE and N by road to 
Waterfall, SW by river; SE by Che Wang’s. 

7 0 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

1340 Grant No. 1340, made to Mu Allang, and by her sold to Mr Scott, 
estimated to contain eleven orlongs nine jumbas, bounded E by 
Sammie’s, W by Yeatim’s; N by Nonia Pono’s and S by Chay Akill's and 
Libby Bahier’s. 
 

11 9 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

1442 Grant No. 1442, made to Loongh Ma Boolan, by her sold to Libbe Long, 
and by him to Mr Scott estimated to contain one orlong eighteen jumbas, 
bounded E by Akill’s, W and S by Noor Mahomed’s and N by A Loongh’s. 

1 18 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 
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District Grant 
Number 

Description Orlongs Jumbas Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette 

Tulloh Aier 
Raja 

1705 Grant No. 1705, made to Hadjee Patema, and by her sold to Mr Scott, 
estimated to contain twelve orlongs nine jumbas; bounded NE by beach; 
NW and SW by Hadjee Patema's; and SE by Chinese burying ground. 

12  9 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 

Aier Etam 1740 Made to Nonia Pano and by her sold to Mr Scott, estimated to contain 37 
orlongs, 19 jumbas; bounded E by beach; W by hills; N by Captain Scott's 
and Chay Saboo's; S by Chee Etam, Chee Burat and Bomo Parah in a 
crooked line. 

37 19 27 April 1811 
10 August 1811 
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Appendix 4– Soonghy Teeram Pepper Plantations. 

(Extracted from the POWIG). 

Description Prince of Wales 
Island Gazette 

 
 

On Monday the 4th day of March. Will be sold on the grounds 
 
In lots of one grant each Precisely at ten o'clock a.m. 
 
All those several parcels of ground, consisting chiefly of pepper gardens, situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, 
and contained in the following grants; viz. No’s 376, 583, 617, 618, 623, 624, 625, 628, 629, 651, 652, 654, 655, 656, 
661, 664, 679, 713, 716, 720, 721, 723, 724, 725, 726, 729, 730, 731, 736, 742, 755, 756, 757, 760, 761, 762, 763, 
764, 794, 975, 976, 977, 982, 983, 984, 987, 1012, 1015, 1016, 1017, 1018, 1131, 1137, 1190, 1194, 1195, and 1205, 
being all part of the valuable estate of the late James Scott, Esq deceased, and taken in execution by virtue of H.M. 
Writ, to carry into effect certain Decrees of the Court of Judicature, and to satisfy certain debts, therein specified as 
advertised in the Gazette of Saturday last. 
 
The sale of the last mentioned lands will continue from day to day, until the whole of the grants are disposed of. 
Extracts from the Grants and Title Deeds may be seen at the Sheriff's Office, any day between the hours of ten and 
four o'clock. 
 

23 February 1811 
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The whole of the grounds, contained 55 grants, (which may be view in the hands of the Accountant General to the 

Court), estimated by them to contain upwards to 300 orlongs, situated in the district of Soonghy Teeram, being a very 

valuable and compact estate, consisting chiefly of pepper, coffee and coconut plantations of great extent; the former of 

which are already highly productive, and the two latter by care and attention promises to become so. – the Pepper 

plantation (which are said to consist of upwards to 104,000 vines now belonging to the estate of J. Scott, deceased, 

independent of those belonging by contract to the tenants) are, all rented under leases, which mostly expire in the year 

1813, the rental for the year 1810, and which is still nearly all due, is said to be 728 pikuls of pepper, or thereabouts, 

and increases considerably, in quantity, every crop during the remainder of the leases, beside the arrears of the above 

mentioned crop, there will also be sold along with the estate, an arear upon former, crops said to amount to about the 

sum of Spanish Dollars 2600, all of which the purchaser has nearly a certainty of recovering either in pepper, or the 

value thereof in pepper vines, the gardens having been originally planted under contracts, whereby the half of the 

vines, with the ground they occupy, are the property of the tenants, and which half is said, by a clause in the leases, to 

be mortgaged for any arrears of rent that may remain due at the conclusion of any season. The tenants are also bound 

under a particular clause, that they cannot sell their part of the vines with the ground they occupy, except to the original 

proprietor, provided he is willing to purchase them at the rate of Spanish dollars 210 per 1000 vines of which he is to 

have the option, on the whole, so eligible an opportunity as the present never has, or is ever likely again to occur on 

this island, for any person, wishing to become a planter, to possess himself without trouble, of one of the finest estates 

on the island, as the gardens are all just arriving at a state of maturity, and are generally admitted to be the most 

productive, and in the highest order of any on the island. 

24 August 1811 

 

 

 


